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This thesis is an investigation into learning to read and write. It is also an investigation into how
learning to read and write is investigated.

THE PRFSENTING PROBLEM

Despite literacy being highly valued by every member of a modern societ;r and the immense

personal and social effort directed towards bringing it within the grasp of all, its universal

occurrence, it remains an elusive goal.

INVESTI GATING LITERACY

As with many other valued human endeavours, dcicncc, with its refined and disciplined way of
Iooking, is enlisted to help improve the achievement of ends, arrd rcacarcbis designed and
undertalren with the aim of increasing our control over its manifestation in the world. yet it is the
claim of this thesis that by leaving uninvestigated the nature of learning to read and write itself the
gains will never be complete.

PHILOSOPHICAL INVqSTIGATIONS

To open different lines of investigation, into things themselves, questioning must free itself of
socially driven exigencies and the patterns of the established disciplines of thought and become self-
reflexive. Self-referential questioning is traditionally and essentially philosophical and insight is
sought from three well known modern representatives of the field.

- Heidegger offers reflections on the importance of how questioning is undertalcen, and, with his
discussions on the nature of truth and how with 'revealing'comes 'concealing'hints at the darlcer

side of literacy as a activity thar topensr the world.

- Wittgenstein's intense thought on language/world relationships potentially clarifies the dissension

so characteristic of literacy acquisition research and provides a construct of language that would
allow misrepresentations of literagr to occur.

- Foucault's historical analyses provide concepts useful when considering the origins of literacy,
and 'power'becomes a better explanation for the literacy fervour than the production of finer
human beings.

THE FINAL QUESTION
Finatly their amalgamated insights are used to discuss the phenomenon of illiteracy as it is

portrayed in a receut novel by Bernard Schlink, Tbc Rcaler. In this study of post-war Germany, the
way literacy is deeply entwined into our social structures becomes clear, but more crucially we learn
this about illiteracy - the highly destructive, exaggerated, and excessive reaction to its occurTence
ha. no ready e:iplanation.



P*.ACE

This study is to fulfil the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at the Universiqr of Auckland, New zealand,. The topic ts the

"...ta confrbute to tlv bdy ot'knowledge...,,

(a verbal quote from Mhde ctey when asked .what is ftepurpose of a phD?.)

qtuation of tzarning to rea? anl writc. The general requirement of work at this

level is, broadly speaking, to contribute to the body of knowledge that is

available on the selected topic, as given by the traditions and standards of
research or scholarship of the arbitrating body that mandates or validates

this study, the UniversitJz net',vork and in particular the Universiqr of
Auckland, New Zealand.

At times however there must be a place for a deeper question, the

question of what this means - what it means to contribute to the body of
knowledge on or about something, in this case learning to read and write.

V/hat is it to have knowledge of learning to read and write? The phrasing

of the title Tbc qucation of learning to rcal anl u,rite;n all its awkwardness tries

to hold open this possibiliry of this deeper quesrion, and it means that this

study has two strands of thought. It is not just about learning to read and

write, about literacJr; it is also about philosophy.

Pbiloaopby

with the question, 'what does it mean to contribute to the body of
knowledge'the discussion has become philosophical, because only this



discipline has traditionally tried to answer questions like this - to ask

questions about itself.

To explore this three twentieth centu{y philosophers were chosen

both for their similarities and their differences - Martin Heidegger, Ludwig

Wittgenstein and Michel Foucault - with a special section for an earlier

thinker, Frederich Nietschze, within the chapters on Foucault. Each is a

major figure in modern thought, respected for his originality, and each a

'social'philosopher in that the social construction of knowledge, and the

relationships within the knowledge/world.4anguage amalgam is a major

theme in their works - an important feature given the social nature of
literacy. Asking questions of knowledge in very different ways they

present a vast and varied territory to traverse, but this increases the

richness and breadth of the possibilities and means that where there is

convergence there could be something of import. Each philosopher has a

dedicated chapter. The chapter on Foucault is broken into three bites partly
because it is his work that, on first encounter, most engages specifically

with a social enterprises similar to learning to read and write.

The aim of these readings is to provide clear and relatively

uncontroversial interpretations of these complex, much-discussed thinkers,

with an eye on what might be useful with respect to literacy acquisition.

The interpretations are demonstrably based upon quoted excerpts as much

as practicable with two or three of each philosophers' major works
identified in the text and drawn upon heavily. The interpretarion sought is

one that is structured around the actual words of the author, contemplated

in themselves and with their evident semantic and s;rntactic import, rather

than the respoken words and extracted abstractions at one remove or

further from the authoring process.

ill



Thus in Chapters 2 and 3, on Heidegger and wittgenstein, there is

very little reGrence to any secondaqy commentar;r. This is deliberate, for a

number of reasons,

- Tlu original utork themselaes are rich anil complac, needing anil ilesenting of much

attention. Engagingwith theprimary workwould always seem tobe theprefenedfvst stq.
- Wmking a$oss tuto such airtuoso thinkss at once, the aim was to accurately yet

broadly capture the major and more well-estahlisheil themes of their thought.

- Tlu Timary sources haae prwed themselues and their authors oas time and across

many institutions whereas the secondary sour&shaae not.
- Seconilary sources both good anil bad are often as complex as the work they are

commenting on, and can inaolve one infruitlessly complex dead-ntds.

-Deciding which of the many secondary sources to use is itsetf an exncise of
interpretation.

In the case of Foucault it is a little different. There is more reference

to seconda4y sources and extensive use has been made of two
commentators. As mentioned earlier, his work lends itself very readily to a

topic litrce learning to read and write, so the discussion around his writings
is much longer and more detailed, C-ommentators assist attempts to come

to grips with the huge range and variability of his corpus. C,ertain issues,

particularly those around history, are foregrounded in Foucault, partly
because of his willingness to address real-world topics and thus put the

'theories'to the test. He becomes contentious at these points and

commentators are useful. Finally, Foucault still seems to be standing in
wait for a decision as to the importance of his place in the philosophy hall of
fame. Crcmmentators provide some bactr< line support.

over and above the dedicated chapters, there are various points

where the ideas of the philosophers so far discussed are gathered together

IV



and compared, and to some extent blended together or squared off, in an

attempt to provide a broad strong blended philosophical base with the

potential to give foundational impetus and support to our reconsidering our
thoughts about learning to read and write.

Literary

The chapters on the philosophers are preceded by two chapters dedicated

to interpretive descriptions of literacy learning. These chapters Reviewing

the Field and Literacy Visions Research Realities are to set the scene. A
series of tsnapshotstwith running comment, they construct interpretations

around some field study objects gathered in - pieces of texr, a letter, a

presidential speech and the usual;u:ray of books, and their covers - and

some of the ideas of some prominent people. They are not intended to be a

critique so much as a set of facts that the later more abstract concepts of the

philosophers can be explained through and measured against or will exploit
An essay called r'ikrate Beinga an7 eirE lllittatc; a mz?irationon

harnt^ng to real an? writc,lookiing closely and critically at the problematic

notion of illiteracy concludes the thesis. Bernard Schlink's Tbc Rcafut

spreads out before its readers a drama with all the full thiclc themes of life
and death, love and hate, loyalry, treachery and weapons of mass

destruction, yet pivoted on the fulcrum of a lighter theme, literaqy - or

rather illiteracy - and it is argued that an examination of the concept of
illiteracy has much to offer the question of learning to read and write.

It is from Heidegger that the argument regarding the 'concealing'

nature of literacy, manifesFd as illiter:rcy, c.rn be extrapolated. Illiteracy is

both concealed and concealing. Wittgenstein, by persisrently examining

many instances of language-in-real-use as opposed to language-in-assumed-

V



use assembles a portrait of the peffy deceits of language, with its suppressed

features of cognitive slippage and conceptual errancy. Words hide their
origins behind their surface similarities, and try to say more than they can.

These deceits :rre a natural breeding place for shallow thinking, self-

deception and believable lying, or, in Foucaultts terrns, such falsehoods as

the mJrth of historical continuiqr or the myth of the forward progr.ess of
histor;r.

These are the kind of falsehoods surrounding literary throughout Tbc

ReaAcrand the upshot is an illiteracy that makes no sense. Literacy when

looked at in itself is merely a socially learned skill that requires regulating

linguistic responses to the input of visual information, and both useful and

complex as this skill is, it does not warrant its opposite, illiteracy. Illiterac;r
might be better understood if we can look through FoucaultianA.{ietzschian

lenses at reading and writing, viewing them as historically evolved social

technologies that have at least some lowly origins marked by jealousies,

greed, pride and self-concern. The appeal of modern literacy education

may reside in the way that learning to read and write extensively disciplines

the higher functioning of the neryous system, binding the movement of the

eyes, calling on an expanded awareness of the sounds of speech, forcing the

isolation and control of language by received and ritualised patterns, and

through the sheer complexity of the processing involved absorb unto itself
all the attentional capaciqr an individual has available for dealing with the

world. These disciplinary aspects of literacy functioning may help explain

its universal insistence. They help explain why illiteracy has become the

modern leprosy and the post-modern madness.

VI
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Tlae F;^etO o/ Literary Learning
For a statement about literacy that without much controversy can be taken in a lay

sense as true, and thus function to set this study alight on its journey, we have chosen

this; being ablc to rea7 an? $,rite il corwher0 by alnwat epcryorc to bc an etaential aapcct of being

a proper an?fulfille? number of a mo?ern iniludtrial or podt-in?uatrial communiry.

Consider these statements for instance;

Of all the revolutions of the twentieth century--in traneportation, indurtr;r, information technolory,
telecommunicatione--r:he greategt haa been the maesive opread of literacy. No other eocietal change h8s

been ag widespread in its effects or ae life enhancing in itg beneffte as literacy. At the beginning of rf,ir
century, some l2% of the world'g population wae literate. fu the end of the centuSr, according to
UNESCO (1997b)' 77sfo are litente. Although well ghoft of universal literagr, it representc an erxrrmoua

advanoe with profound repercueeione for the enrichment ofevery aspect ofhuman life. ... Literacy is thc
suPrene amPliEer of human abilitiee, opening windowe for economic, cultural, and epiritual development.
... the health of the baric ingtitutionr of society dep."dg centrally on the univereeliqr of reading and
writing. A literate populace is the bul\ ,ark of a jurt and democ,ratic way of life.

To produce a literate populece, then, calrable of functioning at a cumcient level to enhance

individual gnorvth and to meet changing societd needs is the literary challenge. It implier increasing the
numbers of thoce who are literate and rairing the *andasds of literacJr among* thooe with basic literac5r

ekillr. (p. xii)

This is a cluster of broad strong assertive statements about the value of literacy

to human culture, from individuals up through groups, societies and finally
encomP;rssing the entire race. Unstintingly and unconditio""lly positive, they can be

found in a recent (1999) and reputable text, fuccpting tbe Littary CballerEe, published

by a large educational pubtishing house, (Scholastic Australia) and comprising a

series of essays by'international and Ausralian leaders in the field who have made

major contributions to the success of literacy instruction' (p"€.;orv). The range of
contributors is wide - students, professors, senior lecturers, teachers, senior research

fellows, academics, school principals, psychologists, special education teachers,

consultants, and extending the credentialing a little, the following titles or positions (a



qnall selection but talsen ftom the higher end) a.re represented;

The editors, and writers of the introduction, are Alan Watson and Loretta R.

Giorcelli - Watson is Associate Professor in Education at the Universiqr of New

South Wiles alrd Giorcelli avisiting Professor of Special Education to San Fra"ncisco

State Universiqr.

Not all texts about literar5l or litera,Err learning make a cErse for its value or its

eontribution to soeie{r;

''..,',",-
...SOrtEEo.J,.

- Reading tlw Witing on the Walb ilebates, clwllenges nnd oplnrtunities in the tenching of rending,
Tom Nicholeon

- U nderst a ndin g Reaid i ng,
Fank Snith

- Chililren's Reading Problans,
Petet Eryant and Lynettc Bradley

- Prnwling Reading Dfficulties in Young Children
Catherine E. Snow, M. Suean Burns and Peg Griffin" Editors

- Educatisn: The Praclice of Freedom
FeuloFeire

' ',' l
,r ' --ll.i, '- ;-



.,,WHEREAS OTHERS DO NOr...

- Yorrg Fluent Readers
Margaret M. Clark

- Prrlgrc-s,s In Llndarstntrr/rrr.r; Rcndirrg; st'ittttifir.[oun.lnrio,rs rtnd tuto.frctrrliers
Keith E. Stanovich

- Pnllrrns o.f Enrcrgt:trl Lile'rnrni lrr()(-('s.,ic-s of dn'tloyrttt,trl trtd lmtrsitittrt
Stuarf McNaughton

-'l' lrc Psydrol(,.g1/ dl Rc,rdi,r.ii
Keith Rayner and Alexander pollatsek

- Lr'rtlrtirrt-lo ba Lifurntq llu'drcdttyntt,rrl t['s;rrrkr'l ttttd iaril!t,rt llrrrrrr.gc
Alison Garton and Chris Pratt

- Brcolrirr.g Literate; tlw construction ttf innu ctulrol
Marie M. Clav

- Beginning t9 Rea!; thinking and learning about print
Marilyn fager Adams

There will be many reasons for this, not the least of which literacv researchers are not

necess;Lrily social scientists, and although it is interesting when authors attempt it, the

practice has not become standardised.

Here, in the introduction to Acceptutg tbe Literacy Clhalbnge, where the dynamic

that has been set up is that of 'challenge,' these assertions about literacy seem to be

important in setting the stage, malcing it clear that the 'challenge' is worth it, in fact a

moral imperative, because literacy is so valuable. They are an exhortation, setting out
in detail what the prize to be won is and what the importance of winning is. Like a

pep talk.

Watson and Giorcelli's lofqr and well-articulated claims may be easier to think
about when we separate them out, and reshape, as I have below (see page S), adding

a brief 'offthe cuffl comment. They seem a mixed, almost rness/, bunch; plausible

statements, loose claims, ill-defined propositions and unprovable statements - all

totally un:LccomPanied by evidence and argument. These are not the kind of claims



one would expect from any of the book's chapters. On the other hand, they may not

be that Far from the kinds of claims one might expect from anyone.

listed below, which is the greatest?

ft yol compane such different things?

c)
Ditto

D)The world'e rate of
literacy ofevery
aspecr of hrnrglb{.

ovellitateme'n

E) Literacy is the suprmre

Compared to what -second

.rs a central cultural good.

F) Literacy opens windows for 1)

development 1l l.
I'his rloes sound more familiar - not quite eurt:fuw ttfyad& I

G) 'l"he health of the basic institutions of sodety

writint.

L)t.rntrr.rcv onlv n'rrrks if et'eryone is equally 'rnisinformed'a

H) A literate populace is the butwark of a iust and democradc wayrffi'
\'('\. .l f(rn'lnlon claim that I agree with, !



To some extent' and this may explain why the claims sound as they do, there is almost

a universal agreement in favour of literacy, and this gives it a rype of ,silent

unanimity'. It is not as if one hears about the streets or through the media criticisms

olliteracy in the s;une way one might hear criticisms of taxes. So completely agreed

uPon by all, it need not be talked of, only done. With such pervasive complicit

assent, there has been no call in discourse for strong, well-argued dialectic, and so no

one has put tle time and intelligence into developing one. There is no firm tradition,

no heritage, and it is like, for instance, trJnng to explain the importance of oral

language. When there is some attempt to justi$r literacy, all that is available on the

whole is over-rich, under-proved rhetoric.

Inveatirtg in Literacy

This unanimity has effects. It creates the ground flor implicit group contracts that

swell and lead to public action and public works. Responsibility for achieving literacy

melts away from individuals towards groups and communities, and down into the

inbox of some 'public collecdve', such as a state ministry, federal department, district
council or local body office. Even when much smaller splinter groups, From religious

or minoribz, cultural or ethnically based groups - down to home schooling by parents

Lhemselves - challenge the educative role of the public collective it is stitl the public

collectives which tend to set the pace and define rhe outcome.

With this imputation of deep value to literacy comes the investment of human

resources, which at evely level is considerable. This is probably another of those

incontestable observations about literacy. A rnass compulsory education system for
young children is, despite the comparative simpliciqr and smallness of the children

and relative low cost of the materials involved, a very complex and expensive

construct, with the establishment and maintenance of tens to thousands of purpose

built buildings in all inhabited parts of the counrry, the recruitment and training of
people to staffthese buildings, the continuous supplying of material resources such as



books and pens and paper and computers, and the development and production of

policy, curricula resources and programmes, assessment technoloses, special

education services, and so on. Here are some New Ze;rland figures;

Sumnerjrof Prorgeciive Flnenctel S&rhenlc tNsr Zcelud Mintcrry of Educationt

For *re year mding $fune 2004, tre Wrlrtry expecte:

' To earn $l,t7ll0 millisr in rwernrs ftom dre Crown and 911.8 nillion ftom other pu.trctraeera

of the cetrioes itwill cupply unilel &e En dTartmmrnt ortpnrt dacsea detail€d in the
statemente oI o$ecdves in fiisn€port lt expecb to inqu expenscs of tl,$as E it&rn
inprovidfugtlwreryicq

' To reeive a crpital iniecdon d $0.1 rnilliqr frqr the cryvn wtrictr, bgett*r with *te
upecbdnetcaetrflowcof 12924 udliot&mr operating acdvitieo, wiltfirnd all of the
S138,8 millisr !o be ured O provlte addifional school properry.

(fronwtru,mhwlu.gw t. nz)

On another level there is the personal investments of time and money, of
intellect and emotion from children, parents and caregivers, teachers, education

officers, psychologists, teacher educators, community leaders, voluntary workers, civil
servants, financial benefactors and politicians. The task of literacy education

frequently absorbs dedication and commitment.

Tbe Succeaa of Literary fnabuction

Literacy is highly valued and is the recipient of much public and private effort. Yet,

for all, this universal literacy remains elusive.

Watson and Giorcelli;

But literaqr Progress ic not to be presumed. High levels of literaqy are not attained or maintained without
strenuoua effort. Literac;r ie not picked up slrontaneously but requiree specific and syetematic teaching. ...

b.*iii)



Literacy is hard won. 'rom Nicholson, Associate professor, school of Education, The

University of Auckland, in his book fua?ing tbe Writing on tbe Wall; ?ebatea, cballenged,

an? opportunitiu in tlte teaclting o/ rea?ing, Dunmore Press, 2000, Palmerston North, in
the opening lines of his introduction talks about finding better methods of teaching

(after trying to excite our interest in the field);

Who caid reading ia boring? It has ever5nhing. It has controverey, intrigue, amazing d.iscoveries, public
concernr media attention, Political hype, optimisrn and frustration. In this booh we discuss eome

redbutton isaues: Have reading gtan&rds gone down? Does read-ing have to be political? f}oes reaiing
have a future? S/hat is the be$ way to teach reading? Can we achieve succiesa for all? (p. Z)

Finding a better method of teaching reading - with whole language or phonics - is of
interest not only to those who research reading, but also to the general public.

Statistics on reading achievement in the United States, England, Australia and New
ZeaJ,and all indicate that a sizeable number of children are not learning to read as well

as they should. (p. B)

Nicholson's prose is rough and tumble, full of colloquial terms and catchphrases, like

the tide of the book R*"A"A the l[tritirry on tbe Wall, andhe does not write to some
rabstract attentive-teacher-otherr as a projected audience. The first sentence is this,

If,/bo aayd ooAirrg ia boring?

He is referring to the subject area 'readingr, not the actual performance of reading real

text, and for a first line it has a journalistic edge as perhaps on television a host might

say twho says you can't paint your bathroom lime !t or 'who says you can't make ice-

eream from onions! Aggressive and defensive at the s€une time, it brings into spotlight

the thing it denies, namely the inherent boring-ness of reading. Wbo aaya rea?ing it
boring? - enough people for him to feel it needs counteracting. A little more boringness

and a little less controversy in reading research might not have been a bad thing.



Howeven despite this srJrle, there is something being said here about the inner

resistance of reading to opening itself up for study and/or acquisition. Oral language

seems built to be learned, bur not so reading. This resistance is baflling so we

undertal<e research into questions such as;

Wbat id tbc beat u,ay to teail rea?ing?

Literacy is highly valued, and this 'first fact of faith' leads via the second fact of
heaqy investment to this; $,e ?o not ?o a.t s,ell a,, u,e u,ou? tirte in teatbing rr - and it is this

third fact of literacy that fuels a mJrriad of discussions on standards, policies, or
pedagogies, class sizes, teacher pupil ratios and whether or not to have the school fr.ir.

No one seems h"ppy with the state of affairs. Nicholson's book, with its clear histories

and accurate overviews of many topics, tal<es us from where there is not enough

argument to where there is a super- abundance of argument, and while we cannot

discuss particularly convincingly the placement of literacy in our busy world, we can

very happily have a discussion on the difference berween 'p'and 'b'.

Public collzctivea for Literaq - the twini^ttry lctter
As such an active and dominant player in the literacy stakes, the Minist{F of
Education must be an excellent site fiom which to continue to investigate the forms of
literacy acquisition. Because it must perform, out there in the world, its actions will
guide us to more detailed descriptions of what the problems are for learning to read

and write.

We will adopt a case study approach around a lerter sent by the Ministry of
Education to every principal and teacher ofyears I to 4 in the country. It was to

accomPany the release of the latest Ministry handbook Effective Literaty Practia in Yeara

I to 4- The intent is that eve{y teacher teaching that age group in every school in New

Zealand with children that €e, eve{/ literacy curriculum leader, every literacy

specialist within the wider education system, and every literacy teacher Fainer, have



access to his or her own individual free copy. Its wide distribution somewhat

guaranteed, this accompanying letter flom the Ministrv urges its wide deployment,

and it uses a similar line of argument to watson and Giorcelli; 'talk up ' the

importance and value of literacy as much as you can so people are better sensitised to

the issues and better motivated to act.

Representing the official 'view of the momentr on literacy teaching, it begins with
introducing the handbook, and expressing pleasure in sending it because it is
rimportant'; and testimony to this importance is the Ministry's consideration that each

teacher must have the use of a copy (but not a copy of their own because the book

presumably remains the propergr of the Ministry) and will fund this to occur.

lu8lst .lOO,1

Your rinc@ly

4 atr-
Msn3g6
l.,rrcEcy md Numc@y
CEiculum, Tcsching md Leming

AAr
%
,u((!rn! rncMq dtr!,r,I hirF

e a cM tffi Eil,€b!

9.toe r.43m

7a-'*G---t
fwski
I'acrltrttor
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Figure 1.
Ministry of
Education
Letter

The third paragr:aph, on effective teaching, gives the handbook's title a particular

So
c

meaning that it does not, at least on the surface, actually have. Effectiue Literary



Practbe, if the words are listene d to, 1oe,t not reler to teaching. Consider cricket

practice. There is one frequent meaning as 'after school I went to cricket practicer, and

one less common such as 'it is not good cricket practice to spit on the ball'. 'Effective'
can be added to both but in neither case do we get what the Ministry wanrs to signal

which is that'effectiveris to refer to teacbing or, in the case of cricket coachuzg,

practices. It should more accurately read Effective Literacy Inatructbnal Practice, and it
appears that within the profession itself a code or 'ingroup' language has grown

around the current concerns, allowing shorthand to develop.

In Cuticulum Up?ate, Iaarc 50 JuIy 2002, on the Ze Kete Ipurangi - the onlinc lzarning

centre (also a Ministry website) we read that it had been intended for the title of this

handbook to lollow in the footsteps of its predecessor, fua?ing in Junbr Clauea, and be

called Literary in Junior Cla'taat - indicating an inclusion of writing in the handbook.

The shift to the current title is just one of the many shifts in the Ministry's recent

material towards an emphasis on t}e concept of 'effective practice', which in turn, as

we shall see from the letter further down, is an emphasis on ,teaching', and by
implication the teacher. T.Jnttg to amalgamate the two titles has produced the

confusion discussed above.

G rap la o tex t ua I tW ea a ag ea

The letter does state the importance of literacy, and it does this in two places. In the

text of the letter there is the professionally worded firm swift claim that success in

education and throughout one's lift is (causally) related to being equipped with
literacy skills and sffategies. Then, in the 'textgraphic', bottorn left, (Fig 2.) there is

another message, with no author or subject, and written across flax weaving and a

small scale relief map of New Zealandthat talks in more political terms of
FULFILMENT, leaping the fences of background and situation, and being of benefit

to the surrounding sociefr.

It may be literary or it may be &rcation being spoken of and the sentiments



would fit both, literacy being in the odd position of being both a precursor to and a

sub-catego{y of, education.

Figure 2.

Textgraphic one

V/ith its tone of early New Zealand social-welfare-ism, it sounds like one of Clarence

Beeby's speeches lor Peter Fraser, the country's first Labour prime Minister. Beeby

was Director of Education in New Zealand for 20years, from 1940 to 1960, and

according to Noeline Alcorn, in her biography To the htllzat F.xtent o/Hia Pou,eru,haA

the valuable gift o[being able 'to express key ideas succinctly, with clariqr and

elegance.' Beeby is quoted in other current Ministry documents such as in the 'setting
the Scene'introduction to E?ucatbn PrioritieaforNes, hakn? (www.minedu.gow.nz)

and by Howard Fancy, the current secretary for Education in the Foreword to Pickirrg

Up Tbe Pa.ce, a booklet published by the Ministry as part of SEMO - Strengthening

Education in Mangere and Otara. His place as the verbal architect of New Zealand's

vision of education in the middle of the century is secure and the following passage is,

as Alcorn suggests, probably the most quoted in New Zealand education;

The Cnvernment's obiective, broadly expresced, ia that every peraon, what ever his level of academic

abilitJ, whether he be rich or poor, whether he live in town or country, has a right as a citizen, to a free

education of the kind for which he is best fftted, and to the fulle-gt extent of hi8 powers. p" 99

O"ly in the subtextual conditions created by textgraphics could such messages find

themselves a place in a letter like this.

Here literacy has added to its role of self-fulfilment two orhers - a benefit to



society and a means of escaping one's heritage - a role as an escape from background

and situation. 'situation'is pady code for social class or ethnic group, as is

'background', and both would be strongly correlated with race.

There are several of these text graphics used as footers to Ministry letters. Here

is another.

graphics, motifs, symbols and representations, and careful consideration of gender and

literacy contexts. It is in abundance. These seem to be images selected to warmly and

positively represent diversiqr, and to recognise, acknowledge and employ the semiotics

of a range of cultures. But in fact all this use of the images and symbols of diversiqz is

relegated off-text. Diversiqz is represented all over the letrcr, and in particular in the

textgraphic imagery, except in the print itself, with taro notable exceptions.

7i'rl .r;rrrplrle.s;

'['lrc tlvo colour (Pakeha and Maori) flax weaving backdrop, with svmbols of qucstion. mirthcnr.rtics,
t)r cvc. .rnd perhaps tapa cloth symbol, and the baskets. Thc open hand palm upwards lvith .rrr opcp
Clt'm.rtis (perhag;) flower. A brown-skinned man casually attire,d, reacling a picturc bqrk lvitlr o

snriling voun8 boy. A fair-haired professional woman, witlr r,''hite blouse ancl iacket, rescarching ilr .r

libr.rrv (thotrgh thc'bmrks behind would zuggest they arc in the picture book section of thc librarr'),
rt'itlr tlvo oldcr girls or p,ossibly teacher colleagues or student teachers, onc pessiblv Asi.rn.
Lcllcrhmd:
'fhe thrcc coloured roof-triangles and two corrugated lincs of the sea that arc nrotit.s of tht Ministrr,.

Figure 3.

Textgraphic two

Figure 3 has its own text about education and life-long learning, another of the

Ministryrs themes although not of the prominence of others that we will discuss. In

both textgraphics diversity is well represented, in its Maori, Pasifika and Asian



At the top right and in the text graphic Te Tabubu o te t4ataurangais written in smaller,

lower case, italicised, lighter coloured letters underneath the heavier, upperciue larger

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION.

Apart from this, 1) the prose of the letter is without pause educated, teacher-

professional, technical-ese English, and 2) the prose of the textgraphic early colonial,

political rhetoric. This is part of a general confusion over diversigr.

Tbe ilIiniotry of EOucation'a tVffuaion Statenunt
It is the relationship between acbicvem.ent, Oiveraity an| ?iaparity that is so crucial

here and that in the Ministry's writings becomes very complex, convoluted, and

confused.

There are too many different and barely compatible political messages the Ministry

wants to project.

The two phrases, one about improving achicgenunf and the other about tackling the

problem oF 7itparity, can be found in the Ministryrs Mission statement, Figure 4 below.

They can also be found very clearly stated in the Chiel Executivers Inrroduction to the

Ministry's 40 page 'Statemznt of Intent - 200j to 2009 '.

And we read them earlier on the bwo textgraphics used at the foot of the Ministry's
letters. There is some variance;

F Raise achievement and reduce dispariqr

F Raise achievement and reducing dispariry

D Raising achievement and reducing disparity.

Both documents dutifully but without much coherence or attention to logic reel off the

Ministry themes, eg, tachieve their full potential' or rexpectations rise each year' and

'(e)ducational achievement levels of all students musr continue to increase' (how can

this be? when do they stop rising?). In the Fancy letter there is reGrence to life-long

learning, and to 'acquiring skills, knowledge and aftitudes' because they will get you



'good jobs' (this is not reducing disparity) and allowyou to participate in the wider life
of the communiqr.
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Figure 4. Mission Statement

But achievement and dispariqr are not logically entailed with each other.

Raising achievement does not necessarily reduce disparity and reducing disparigz does

not necessarily mean raised achievement, but they are partly entailed in that doing

something to one can effect a change in the other, eg lowering the achievement of the

top students would reduce disparity.
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Figure 5.

CEO l,etter

Both phrases, one about achievement and the other about dispari6z, are needed.

Ac/ticyemenf is a non-relative term, ?idparity a relative term - an individual can

raise his or her achievement but to reduce disparity something has to happen to the

whole group. The two rerms probably appeal to different political groups;

achievement being an individual's own gain regardless of the rest whereas dispariqr

will oflend the socialist within us.

Diuerdity andAitparity are linked in a different way. In the textgraphics, we see

how the links are forged between the graphic (the picrure images), and the textual(the

words), so it becomes very obvious that the diversities one reads about in the body of
the letter are the ones reflected in the colourful graphics, and are culturally based.

In the handbook itself, where it is up to the words almost completely, the

relationship is spelled out; in the text of Effective Literacy Practice:



There is an ongoing search, internationally, for waye of delivering education that will result in more

equitable outcome for all gtudente in schools. The work of New Zealand educarore has mad.e a oigniGcant

contribution to this activity. The results ofboth international and local studiec focu.s attention on
educatorsr responsibilities tourards all gtudents and on the possibilitiec for improving all students learning.

The focus ia of particular significane for New Zr*.landgiven the increasing diversity of studentg in New
zealand' classrooms and associeted disparities in literacy aclrievement. Researclr has ahown that eome

grouPs ofetudents have not been well served by the conventional literacy practicee in our schools (even

though these practices have placed New Zealand in the top bracket ofliterac5r achievement in international
surveys). The Patterns have been well documentedr Maori children, Pasiffka chil&en, children whose

home language is not Englich, and children in lowdecile schools achieve, on average, at a lower level that
other chil&en. Initid disparities tend to increase during subsequent yeers at schoot, (pp 9-10)

Diversity and dispariry; two associated terms, close phonologically and both cousins to

the word ?ffirencc, but lying compressed in the difference befween them lies a great

deal of social conseguence arising from completely opposing notions of the division of
wealth. DiversirJr is benign, dispariqz is not. When does diversiry become disparity?

For the Ministry, when the diversi6r is in (literacy) achievement. Diversiry of height

is fine. Diversiqr in art prowess may be bearable. But when a diversiqz of
achievement a) in something considered crucial, such as in literacy b) corresponds to a

politically relevant diversity such as ethnic group, or perhaps gender, it is dispariry -

what the current (2003) Minister for Education, Trevor Mallard calls

E?trc at io n P rb rittat fo r Ne w &a knl ; a d ruwn ary (www. m i nedu. gowt. n z),

underachievementt.

Gen?er

One diversiry/disparit;r not referred to in text of the lefter is genher - for instance,

gender cannot be included in the observation of increasing diversiqz of students in

New Zealand classroomsr. Nor is gender mentioned in the passage From Effectire

Literacy Practimt where the social patterning is discernible in the distribution of
disparities around such variables such as decile rating of the school attended or

in his paper

rsystematic



Figure 5. Handbook

English as a secondary language. Yet it is a very obvious feature, particularly when

there are gender/race correlations, in graphic and photographic material.

For instance, consider the cover of

the handbook (Fig, 5). Centrally

featured is a professionally dressed

female, white blouse, lightly made

up, with ayoung girl who could

almost be her daughter in a

mimicked 'pose with pens'. Teacher

and pupil. To the left is the brown-

skin ned, not-playing-sport- but-

reading-a-book male doing shared

reading with a book whose

characters are 'publisher's beige' -

neither white nor brown nor black

and not strongly gender defined. A

row of children, three girls but the

boy in front, sit from left to right

(bottom left.) each

represenring a different nationality (the fuller version

of this photograph has another child, a Maori boy as part o[the group). The cartoon

characters seem to have a mobile sexualiqz, and of course no surface ethnicitSz.

L ite rary D eve lop ment Officera

The publication of Effectiue Literary Practicat is only one of a host of initiatives aimed at

Iearning to read and write. Here are some paragraphs Fom the frrcation Gazctte,

Volume 82, Number 15, 2l July 2003, www.edgazette.govt.nz describing the creation

o[ LDOs, Literacy Development Officers, who will join the l)Literacy Advisers,



2)Resource Teachers of Literacy, 3)Literacy Leadership Facilitators, and 4) Reading

Recovery Tutors (see TKI Literacy, Profeaaional alpicc an? dtEport) as members of the

Lite racy Profeaa io nal A?p ice an7 S uppo rt G roup.

Literacy effectivenes informere

The Ministr5r of Education is appointing literacy development officers (LDOs) to assist echools examine
the effectiveness oftheir literacy programmes and make informed, evidense-baa€d decisiong focus€d on
improving literacy achievement for all studente.

As announced in t'hisyear's Budget, 15 literacy development offfcens will be appointed to work ftom

;::" 
offic'ec around the country, complementing the work of other professionals working in the literacSr

The LDO8 will work with up to 2fi) identiGed primaqy schoole each year, assisting them to analyee literacy
&ta and review their literaqr goals and plane.

They will agsist where necessary to clari$, expectations, guide decisions on the qrpes ofsupport needed to
improve and sustain literaqy achievement and ensure that effective claesroom literagJr practices are
prioriticed-

Reeulte from the Progrese in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) published earlier this
year revealed that while New Zealand hag gome of the top studente in the world in terms of reading

comprehension, there is a wide gap between high and low achievers.

New Zealand also had one ofthe biggest gaps in achievement between boys and girle.

Literacy and Numeracy Stratery manager Anne All.ema says while many echools are already implementing
effective literacy progranrmes there is currently no way ofensuring that gchoolg are attend.ing to the
literaqy needs ofall $udents' eepecidly thore groups of students identiGed as underachieving.

It is expected that the LDO initiative will be particularly beneffcial for Maori, Pasiffka and non-English

speakingbackground CNESB) students, many of whom require more intensive support...

There is direct reference to the influential Progress in International Reading Literacy

Study (PIRLS), and its findings regarding gender differentials - nore however that

Sender diFferentials are not be part of the brief of the Literacy Development



Officers, at least not in this description. There is also a general acknowledgement of
the philosoPhy of evidence-based planning and it is clear that the LDOs:Lre ve{f
specifically following the same theoretical pathway as the Ministry letrer writers -

ensuring, this time in person, that literacy practices are 'ca-refully examined,and

'informed, evidence-based decisions'are made to improve classroom literacy practices

in order to benefit all students.

Seeing tbe Pattern

The Ministry is there to make things happen in the communiqr. Being the avenue

along which all the investment money travels it has to be responsible for both the
rstrenuous effortrand the'specific and systematic teaching.Watson and Gorcelli
mention. Upon its reluctant shoulders lalls Nicholson's issue of what is the best way
to teach reading and writing. This page from TKI below (see Fig. 6) captures the

major themes of the current initiative.

Efactiva lltaract' pBctico
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Figure 5. Effective
Literacy Practice



A 'Literacy and Numeracy Strategy' departrnent has been created. Literacy,

given a loose definition in terms of 'language Forms', is targeted throughreffective

practice', on if we read more closely, classroom practice, and an army of assorted

specialists. A set of dimensions have been described and captured in the honeycomb

graphic. The mission has been set to raise achievement and lower dispariqr, and

material like the handbook produced.

Yet no amount o[administrative structure will cover bad logic. Teachers are

told that there is an increaning diversity in the classroom, which makes it especially

important that we focus on improving the effectiveness of our literacy teaching

practice. By implication, diversiqz is a threat to achieving high standards. To counrer

that threat, we have to teach better. But only certain kinds of diversity are a threat to
high educational outcomes - the diversities of culture and race - an? pbat h being

reaolately unta0 it tbat tbe ?ioeraity encouttere/ in any one c[ana of ctrifuren it not
ma.tcbe? witb a ilioeruity of aubiect aread or literacica (anguagcforma) for tleem to

acbicee in. lt is a strange logic, and only makes sense if we read 'increase diversiw' to
mean an lncrease in the range or number of children lrom backgrounds that are not
English speaking or, for want of a better word, middle class English speaking, and

thus who lower achievement levels on language dependent tests.

Reaearcle into Literary
In the very middle of the Ministry letter that we have been using as a case study, we
find the statement which reveals, the keystone that distributes the weight and allows

the archway to stand.

This book identifiee and deecribes featureg of literac5r practice that are clearly linked by research
to improved outcomea for studentg.

'Researchr is the authoriqr, the place where the proof is that these instructional

features work. This is why it should be believed and actioned.



One is not shown the proof - this would be too complex perhaps. It must be

taken on faith and the faith is carried, encapsulated, and reformed as knowledge in the

word 'research'. In a quick decisive act of credentialing, the letter places its entire

claim truth on the authority of a t;pe of investigation named 'research', and with the

evocation of this single word, the matter is considered concluded. The confidence with
which it is presented by the authors of the letter testifies to its abili{r to communicate

to its readership unequivocal messages of truth, and right and good.

Similarly in the Passa€e from the handbook above, we read, "research has

shown..." and the phrase does the sarne work, stand in for proof. When we utter
statements about the value :rnd importance of literacy proof is not required, but when
we begin to discuss aspects of teaching and learning literacy, proof becomes very
important and it's the kind of proof that research, with its critical study and careful

search can provide.

In the Gazette selection above the word 'research' is not used quite in this way
but the activities associated with it are. With the same belief that more instructional

effrctiveness is needed, the LDOs will direct schools to do their own research,

gathering their own literacy data, analysing it and using it to review their goals and

plans.

And finally it is there on the website with the honeycomb structure having the

dimensions of practice chained around its edge below the carefully worded statement;

The evidence from nationd and international atudies suggerb that qu'lity literacy teaching has the
following features. (eee above).

This then leaves us the taslt of inquiring more into research for the next chapter.
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Rea?ing Problcmt

While 'research' is evoked rather glibly in curriculum statements or government

publications, as we have seen, it is treated much more seriously in academic

discourses, and we can now turn our attention to this, It is doubly ironic that it is in

the more glib references to research that the results are taken more seriously and with

more commitment, It is in the more self-conscious academic texts that conclusions

become highly conditional or impossible to find.

Peter Bryant and L;rnette Bradley, in 1985, when at Department of Psychology

at the University of Oxford (Bryant a Professor and Bradley a Senior Research

Officer) published CbilAren'a Rca?ing Probhnu (Blackwell, 1985) a book almost entirely

devoted to the intricacies of research methodologies. They begin with some very

interesting justifications For literacy (scanned from the rcxt, above and below).

Firstly, their description of why reading is so important is more directly to do with

success at school, in being able to profit from education and the accumu-lation of

knowledge. This is literacy givirg access to other subject areas. Then they suggest

two new and very important ideas - l) that reading could restructure thinking itself,

and, 2) that it opens the possibility of a rmeta-awareness' of language.
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2 What is the problem?

anyone lnows about thc world or what he has lcarned m do,
or cvcn thc way hc thinls about what happens to him, end
you are bound to be impres.scd bv thc role thc writren word
har playcd in all these things. It is hard to thinl of alything
clsc which could havc co broad an elfccr on children's
dcvelopmcnt es reading.

Ifreading can have such powcrful rcsults so too, but in the
oppositt direction, does failing ro learn to rcad. It is
unfonunatc, but such failurcs do happcn and always with the
samc dc!'artating consequences. \t'c havc in our schools a
large numbu of childrcn who lind the tasl of lcarning to rcad
a fcarsomc busincss. Some rnanagc ir only with thc grearcst of
dilliculty, others not at all. Many of thcse children havc fallen
trchind on cven liont. They havc usually bccn slow in
learning to spcak. Their lnowledgc ol'their world is wocfully
incomplcte and their scores in intclligencr tesr (a very crudc
indcx ol'developmental progrcss) are distinctly low. It ie not
at all rurprising that childrcn as generally handicapped as this
fall bchind in reading, comparcd to othcrs of the same age.
Thcir plight ie a serious one and the-v cenainly need and
dcserve to bc helpcd to lcarn to rcad in any way that is
porsible. But thcir problcm with rcading was always to bc
cxpccted.

At thc samc time thcrc are othcr childrcn whosc dilliculties
arc a grcat dcal more surprising. 'I-hc.y alro have appalling
problcmr when thcy try to lcam to read and writc, but thcy
arc intclligent, quick and alcrr. Tbcy havc all the advsntages
of help and encouragement from their parents. Thcy reccive
dcvotcd and skillcd attcntioo from thcir rcachcrs. Yct rhcir
dillicultics pcrsist. lVecl by weck thcse unfonunate childrcn
fall further and furrher bchind thcir schoolfellows. Faccd with
writtcn instructions, questions or tcxts of any sort, their
diradvantagc is srilingly obvious both to thcmsdvcs and
increasingly to others as rr'ell. Usually their predicamenr is
even more serious and cenainly much harder rn hide
whenever they have to writc.

We shall call thesc childrtn - children, (hat is. whosc
reacling levels fall far below what would have bcen prcdicted

Of all. rhc rhings rhar childrcn have to learn when rhcy gtr to
school rcading and wriring arc thc rno6t basic. thi-most
ccntral and rhe most cssential. Pracdca.lly cverything elsc dnt
thq do there will bc permeatcd by thcse two skiUs, Hardly a
lesson can bc undenrood, hardly a projecr fiuished uolcss ihe
children can rcad thc booLs in front ofthcrn aod writc abour
what rhey havc donc. Thcy must rcad and write or thcir time
at schml will bc largcly wasted.

It is hard to ovcrcstimatc thc shecr pervasivcncss of tbesc
slills. It is nor just thar they art nceded in every rchool
subjcct.'lhey may also havc a profound efecr on drc way
riildrsr think abour things and on their acquaintancc witir
thcir own language, Bools set out lines of riaroning with a
cohcrence thar musr be quitc rare in the conversarions which
young childrcn hear, Ir is grssible that the expcriencc of
reading other people's argumenn will help childicn to form
their own_ more logically and effecdvcly. It is quitc gnsrible,
too, thar by dinr of reading the child learns things about hcr
orrn language which shc had ncvcr rcalizcd befoie. Wc know
that young children have only thc haziest nodons oflinguistic
units like words, phrarcs and &nrences. But with tbe h--clp of
spacts and punctuarion, words and scnrences bccomc quitc
cxplicit in prinr. Here, tm, the child may comc to undcrstand
an important part of htr world thmugh the expcriencc of
reading.I

We do not yct know all of thc conscqucncsr of learning ro
rrad and wrirc, bur thry must bc profound. Examine wirat

'lheir claims are both more circumscribed than those earlier, because they do not talk
in the lofqr ideas of succeeding in life or amplifying human possibilities, and at rhe

same time more profound, because they talk about the changing depth and structure

of thinking itself. Bradley and Bryant are impressed with the literate mind.

Then, when it comes to discussing reading failure, we do not read about

diversitJr along class, racial, ethnic or cultural fracture lines as we did earlier. We rear.d

about the large number of children we have in our class who find the task of learning

to read a rfearsome business.' The diversiqr they talk about is in three €Lre;Ls,

intelligence, linguistic ability, and world experience. From their perspecrive, it is to

be expected that these g enerally 'handicapped' children of lower intelligence, limired

linguistic abiliry and./or 'woefully' incomplete know ledge of the world would add the
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on othcr oounta such as thcir inrclligcocc - bufuud nadot
'lhcir number is uncomfonaNy targc. lo Eoglard ir varice
fiom arca to arca, but ic high cvcryihcrc. From throe to fivc
?.r ccor of thc childrcn in our rchoolr can bc raid ro havc
&Icn reriously bchind in rheir reeding.2 Thcre largc figurea
do not includc thosc children who on gro.,odi of tow
inrclligcncc, could reasonably bc cxpeaed to tcaa Uaa&.

What is one to do about a pmblcur ar grcar as thir? Lt poecr
tvo qucrtionr. Onc ia how to hclp drild.ea who drcedv-havc
bccorae bsckrvard rcaders ovcr tlcir dilEcuhicr. Tbc cooad is
how to prcvcnr thcsc problcmr aririag in rhc fim plrcc. Tberc
rrc precdcd quostionr bur thc.uuwcr to thcm mrut depcnd
m a proper rhcorctical undcntanding of thc problcm. Wc
nced to know what causcE rcading difficulties. 

-

Thc quertion ofcauscs must lielt thc hcan ofanv rolurilm
to thc pr,oblem of beclwardnc*c in rcading, Suploac for a
iloDoetrt thar thcir main tmuuc ia witb raiembcriry wordr
rnd :oundr, as nuury pcoplc havc in facr ruggcrtcd.fln thir
cue it would bc pointlcss to spcnd ages terchinl thcr
obiHrtn how ro tell alphabctic [ttcrc apart vieuel!, Onc
would instead havc to thinl of weyr of hclping deir mcmoy.
It ir the semc_with-thc gucation of prwcntion. you can oniy
ptorent eomcthing happcning by rcmoviog iu sourcc. In thc
carc of rcading badwardircsr rhir puld-nr€atr finding our
whar stops some children from leaming to read alter-they
bccome schoolchildrcn, and thcn aliu[ steps to overcomc
tbet ob:taclc bcfore thcy €vcr gct to gcbool,

All rhic is uncontnrvcrsial. Evcryurc who has anyrhing to
P *itb rhe problem watrte ro lind a way of errdicadngi it.
Nearly cveryonc str,ccs on thc imFrrancc of wedding rhory
!o prscdcc. Virtually all thc rcrcarcb on thc problcm hn bcc;
concerncd in onc way or anothcr wirh thc qucrtiou of its
causcc. Yct for a vcry loag timc wc havc bceo-nosbcrc ncar
rolving it. Now thingr arc changing $dcLly. Wc thinl rhat a
rolution is wry clor - ro closc, ir fact, that we can alrcady
dirccrn itc rhape and rnany of irc dcreils roo. Why thir her
!-pp"ld, aod also why it took so lons m bappcn, ir an
inriguing story.

blemished gem of illiteracy to their tarnished achievements. This diversiqr is

immutable, it seems, even though one

might expect that at least 'knowledge of

the world' would be a reversible variable.

Alas, no leaping the fences of situation and

background for these children and the

power of effective teaching to offset the

inequalities of diversity is not even a

twinkle in anyone's eye. Help them by all

means but do not expect miracles.

On the other hand there are those

children whose difficulty in learning to

read has no explanation - loved and

encouraged, smart, lively, alert and

intelligent, nurtured by doting parents and

coaxed by excellent teachers, and the

recipients of highly skilled insrruction they

nonetheless fall inexplicably further and

further behind. These are the children, the

'backward readersr, that demand and

deserve our attention, so far short of their

potential they fall.

The three pages above are in some respects surprisingly 'unscientific', using

adectives like'fearsomet, and 'woefully', and runcomfortably', and making broad

unsubstantiated generalisations like, 'Many of these children have fallen behind on

every front'. To the ears o[those of us who teach there is a degree of social fata.lism

regarding those who might be expected to fail at reading, and as researchers they seem

to favour the intellectual quest over the nwralor social justice one, which would be to



help the 'woeful' children. Researchers and educationalists, one imagines, would have

different priorities at this point.

But diversigr for researchers Bryant and Bradley is a perfectly good and

acceptable reason why some do not succeed very well, even though as we have seen at

least one of the variables through which diversigz is able to be realised, that of
knowing about the world, is amenable to instruction. It is when the only diversity is

that of literacy achievement itself that they become interested. For the New ZeaJand

Ministry, diversiqr is not a reason to fail because 'research has shown' that effective

teaching will offset initial short falls.

In the New Zealand Ministry of Education material, this diversiqr was

rePresented in a number of ways, Things were said with words, and other things were

illustrated with visual images. We can app$ this kind of analysis here as well, though

this time we are seeing in the cover i[ustration not merely a version of an idealised

instructional setting but an entire world view in which literacy has a major role. The

choice of this image as a cover imports an ideal vision of reading that acts as the

book's 'vanishing point', and for this reason it is very worth exploring.

Literacy anA lfun^anity

Although entitled Cbil7renl Reahing Problcm,t, the cover shows an individual without
problems, if we are interpreting the relaxed casual sitting position and look of
contemplative absorption correcdy. The i-"€" is identified on the back cover as;

pstqif qf/ Young Boy R.ailing by Foppa is reproduced by kind permission of the Trust€€s of the Wallace

C.ollection. Cover design by Martin Miller. (Bac&. cover)

... and the whole cover is shown to give the proportionate size of the image, about a

third of the surface area4 (see fig Z below)

Note however in the four websites I visited;



Y Artryclope?in, www.artcyclopedia.com,

Y ELibrary, http:/ask.elibraqy.com

- the worlc is never referred to as.,{ Young Boy Rca?ing but is consistendy cdled Tbe

Young Cicero Rca?ing.

Children's
F"+4ittgProblems

Feter Bryant
& Lynette Bradley

Figure 7. Cover, Children's
Reading Problems
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Figure 8. Cicero reading

A search for A Young Boy Rea?ing was unsuccessful. Because we do not know why the

fresco has, or has had, these two names the matter must rest except to point out how

different the two designations are. A young boy could be, perhaps, under ten years of

age, whereas 'the young Cicero' could be early manhood, It is not so easy to tell from

the image. Most importantly, such a title as A Young Boy RzaAing would greatly

diminish the purpose and point of the piece, and would close down this discussion.

- 
[\rt lrok xv N F<lucatn lr 

-



On the other hand, there are many reasons why Foppa would portray Cicero,

and they are all very pertinent to our interpretation of the image, and we will pick up

on this below.

The Wallace Collection, which holds the fresco, is housed at Hertford House,

and is, according to the website homepage,

both a national museurn and the ffnest private collection of art ever assembled by one family. It
was bequeathed to the nation by t,ady Wallace, widow of Sir Richard Wallace, in l89Z and opened to the
public iust threeyears later ... Among ite treasures are one ofthe begt collections ofFrench l8th<entuSr
picturee, porcelain and furniture in the world, a remarkable array of l7r:h-century paintings and a superb

armoury.

A fuller search of the website will not reveal any mention of Vincenzo Fopp a, 1427/30

- 1515/6' as one of its treasures, even when one reaches the ftaHan Paintings,

Drawings and Watercolours page. Foppa, a painter of the Early Renaissance, does

not rank with Titian, Canaletto or Andrea del Sarto. The eLilrary, quoting the

Columbia Encyclopaedia, Seventh Edition states that he painted exclusively religious

subjects, and in the eollection of thirteen works available for viewing in the Web

Gallery of Art, eleven are very strictly religious, in the sense that Tbe A?oration o/ Kngt,

St Stephcn tbe tVIartyr, and rl[a]onna an7 CbtD $,itb St John tbe Baptiat art St Jobn the

Evangeliat are religious. However the other rwo, Cbero and Portrait of Francarco Brivio are

nol Most of his frescos have been destroyed , and The Young Cicero RcaAutg is the only

surviving fresco from the Palazzo Mediceo, having been cut Fom the wall c.1865. The

Cicero work stands out not only in its non-secular theme but also in its clean Fesh lines

and simple i-"g.ry.

Cicero, the famous Roman statesman and lawyer was a very significant figure in

the Renaissance, symbolic of its assertion of classical values in opposition to the

encrusted, unchang'ing, ever inward-looking scholasticism of the previous fifteen

centuries. The young Cicero, srudying, would have been a exemplar of the new

freedom and freshness, the new recognition of law, the new respect for the art of



language, its grammar and its logic, and the making available and comprehensible in

Latin the writings of the Greek philosophers (most of Plato's Dialogues were

unknown through the Aristotelian-dominated Medieval period). He was also the

finest example of the Roman contribution Lo culture in prose, in oratory, in the

considerations of grammar and logic in dialectic, and a prima.qy source of the non-

secular values that, where they did not replace Christianifr, certainly gave it a more

human face. In Humanitm an? tbe Cuhure of Renaiaaance Europe by Charles G. Nauert
Jnr, Cambridge University Press, we read, page 12, that Cicero was the Roman

author most admired by the Renaissance humanists, and that it was from his Pra

Arcbai"a that the term 'studia humanitatas ac litterarum' was derived, which came to

mean the subject boys must study to reach their human potential, that is, the liberal

arts. In Tlte Cantbr0ge Companion to Renai"taance Humanbm, edited by Jill Kraye,

Cambridge University Pre*r 1966, we read in Chapter l, The origins of humanism by

Nicholas Man;

f{umanism is that concern with the legagr of antiquity - and in partiorlar but not exclusively with its
literarJz legacy - which characterises the work of echolare Fom the ninth centurxz onwardc. It involves

above all the rediscovery ofGreek and Roman texts, the restoration and interpretation ofthem and the

ideas they contain. (p. 2)

And he mentions on page 12 how Cicero was of particular importance.

That the literary heritage has been given pride of place in this historical

movement is something that anyone interested in the question of learning to read and

write would have to see as most important. It will have been many tens of thousands

ofyears since the concept of being human and having language fused. Historically,

Eurocentrical\r, the Renaiss:Lnce could be said to be the point at which being human

and being literate fused, and from henceforth it would be impossible to consider

human culture without the written word - and it is this historical problematic in which

we still dwell, striving to find a solution to a state of being that may be out of reach for



some who might still deserve a part in the daily drama of human playing.
We read on the Dehoit Institute of Arts website, www.dia.org this about Early

Renaissance arb

European Art: The Early Renaissance in Italy
The early l5th century witnessed the emergenoe of the Renaissance, 8 rebirth of the arts of antiquity,
centred in the city of Florence. Artists revived ancient forms, borrowed e ubjects from Roman history and
mJrtholop, and emulated dacsical artietic principles, includ.ing harmonioug proportion, realigtic
expreeeion, and rationd Postures' A new awarenesg ofthe d;gnitJ ofthe individual prompted an

irrcreasingly naturalistic representation of the human ffgure.

Tbe Yomg Cicero Rca?ing manages to exempli$r most of these features - Foppa has

chosen Gcero from the Roman classical period, and presented him not as an ideal but

as ayoung man sitting perhaps as ayoung man would sit, and so on.

There is a clean rationalism to the classical lines of the architecture in the

background. We can understand the non-religious subject matter, Cicero, and the

seemingly naturalistic pose (the pose is, in fact, quite hard to maintain) as thoroughly

humanist, with Cicero carr;,ring out his studies away from his desk, his book in his

right hand with thumb and fingers spread to form a cradle (the book musr sray open

itsel$, the other hand thumb and fingers aparr on his thigh, looking at his text just as a

Madonna might look at her child, the book replacing in shadow florm the saviour as a

source of enlightenment. His books are spread around a little carelessly, one open,

some in a pile, one leaning, one under the desk. He looks easy at the task, confident

not fearsome, and we ;Lre grven a sense of worldliness, ahnost precociousness, the

opposite of Bryant and Bradley's woefully incomplete knowledge of the world. We

are not given the impression of a strenuous effort but we are given the sense of the

enhancement of a fine mind. The facial expression is not just one of 'symbolic'
reading, but has a realisrn and intelligence in that he does actually seem to be looking

at the book, and seems to express inner confident thought. This reader has the

Presence and attire of wealth and standing, secure in the knowledge that he has at his

disposal the objects (the manuscripts, which cannot be cheap) the space and the



time for this higher intellectual, rnoral, spiritual or aesthetic (but not functional or
pragmatic) purpose. Reading is thus portrayed as an elite activity, for the few and the

wealthier classes, which it most probably was. Humanism signalled an increased

interest in the nobility, digniry, beauqr and capability of the human, but not of every

human.

The image on the cover of C/tiDren'a ReaAtng Prolrlzma is beginning to properly
contribute to the text. The image of this young reader is a portrayal idealising literacy

and literacy learning as a central feature in a broader philosophy of learning and

culture. It is an image one historical period, the Early Renaissance, has constructed as

an imagined scene within another, Classical Rome, and in doing so laid out sorne ve{y

specific notions of what it might mean to be literate. The transition was towards a

literacy that meant a man oFlefters, with a classical education including Latin for
certain and Greek ifyou're clever, well read in the canon (including Cicero f<rr certain

but not the Bible which w:u; a mark of scholasticism), all of which added up to shaping

a human being of refined sensibilities, intellectual superiority and developed moral

character.

This is an extended and adult version, ifyou like, of the Bryant and Bradley

sense of what it is to be literate; that being literate is about being able to fulfil an

educational potential, where being able to 'read well' turns into being 'well-read', that

it has an impact on how you think, on your lines o[ reasoning, and on what you

understand about language and are able to do with it, to explain, to convince or to

write Poetry. 
'We can see more extended parallels with Bryant and Bradley, if we take

the liberr;r b deconstruct their language a little into more politically revealing

correlates. Their words are in inverted commas and my quick reinterpretation in

Italics...

Literaq it tlaefitting beritage of cbihren.....



t'who are intelligent, quick ahd alert,', - uvl{. narria/ae?, u,cll dreaael, hadtt$y,, cleaa, in

a,tinzalatina and well rc,towct) enyironment, aerlnl r*tsrawitc to adu,Ih, prtcocioua; bao,e

tbeirouctz &eira@m, fiaw their rrun /te.r!,.f,ebty. aitcntibn dafitit an| bgperactivitySfuon)er

(&nHil...

t'who have with all the adv.antageo of p-arental help and eneolrq€ernen ttt- lwrenht

Or paiS carc.qiycrt atu$ (u nannii,t, tyith tlec rcrl.?urce4.t o!, titnt tlni mdtry, ntotbtr not

u,orrting,, do ballat, lriano lca.tt n t ttnt) art ,:la".,r\,, haw nfi la,rw nw,tor drtill, and eatnrt

throu'or bit n ha,H, bave aocisl knaurkrlff a.nd firnnft:tiaia, cultwul capila[" .rocin!

ctrnffu)eacr srerhop.r privilrge^,rma[l.fenrili,H. os,n tbr.,c cav, ,a rrmpulerlTlt/Plnyahttian,

rtua,ny lrooka ...

"*njqy the devoted and skilied atFation frcun their teachers" - priwitt Tutrtra,!'e*

payitag a$oeh w'fxrc tbr rwaur&a wen thtretot'teacfitrd twt to be osil-tyorkel, ch,uroaru

not tao araxiled, tetrcber pupil ratiar ;rttita/thfor inilkffitul attention, witlt eltilbren t,ho.te

furitaee it $,a"t to $e .wccauftu[. tcscher',' pet, newr 17o otlt,t&)e io pky u,irb a $all get othcr

chi[iren into troubh ..,

The simila,ridiesshow up mor€ aoasistently d,hen we select Eome ke;r words rrrhich

ehanactrxise t-he vallres and attributes of humanism, es ishovrn in &e illustration arld

also characterise the nahrre of liteary for B'adley and Bryanb

i naturalt,

i culture4

i worldly,

i op"o-*iude4

r advantqgcd,

I inte-ll[gent,

I liberal



tr verbal,

! literate (both of literaqy and literature).

So, in stunma{y, this transplanted Italian fresco, with its image of a humanised boyish

Cicero set at his reading in a neo-classical renaissance patio brings into the text of
Bradley and Bryant a host of finely interconnected historical meanings and

interpretations, currents and flows of ideas across historical time, that we might not

have otherwise had.

The Humanist/Renaissance movement, surnmoned up by the Fresco, infuses the

text of Bryant and Bradley with some significant subtexrual historical inrcrpretations.

Back to ll[etbo?olagry

The more accepted contribution of Bryant and Bradley to the body of knowledge does

not lie in the choice of illustration for the cover of their book, or their theories as to

why literacy is importanU and the way that they sort backward readers out from any

other slow reader is as unsatisfactory as it looks. Rather it is with the methodical

clarity that they work through some of the problems of literacy research, particularly

when tr;nng to find 'causes', ie of reading backwardness.

flow does one find convincing eviderrce about the reasone for children's reading difficultiee?

In the end eve5rthing in our book turns on this question. We will have to get the evidence right,

and one of our main points will be that, on the whole, people do not have it right in the past.

People have often used quite inadequate evidence to support their ider cbout the cause-r of reading

problems, and it has t-Len a great deal of time for the rest of us to realise how misleading theee id-ae are.

(p.11)

Their claim is that the results oF any research cannot be evaluated without knowing a

great deal about the methodology of research, leading to the questions such as who is

compared to whom, whether there is a control group, or random sample, what kind of



statistical analysis is applied to the figures, has regression to the mean been accounted

for, and so on.

Three important methodological issues form a leitmotiv through the book. One

is the issue of correlation versus causation. When two 'things'are always found

together it is overpoweringly difficult not to project some physical or causal linlr

between them ' to give an absurd example, if the consumption of peas for breakfast

was always followed by stomach cramps at dinner time then it is natural to

hlpothesise that peas somehow catue stomach cramps. But correlations can be as high

as 1000/o, with two variables always occurring in tandem, with an increase in one

always being observed alongside an increase in the another and vice versa, yer

logically (a la Hume) still no causation can be anributed. This is a problem because

without causation control is limited. Causation is sought because as Bryant and

Bradley state earlier, knowing something is a cause gives one a great deal of control in

tqnng to effect some change.

However perhaps they overstate their case in asserting that, 'the question of
causes must lie at the heart of any solution to the problem of backwardness in

reading'. It is possible to imagine being able to effect a change in a course of events

without knowing what caused the course of events in the first place, eg, one c€rn

Prevent a Pot plant from dying by moving it to a different position without knowing

what was causing it to die in the first place. In fact one reportedly successful early

literacy intervention, Reading Recovery, developed in New Zealand in the late l9Z0s

by Marie Clay for six year olds, and now widespread in all English speaking countries,

seems to deliberately overlook the aetiology of a child's difficulties in its selection and

instructional procedures. In New Zea)and, Reading Recovery has had the financial

support of the Ministry of Education for a number ofyears and the Ministry's yearly

monitoring data indicates that consistently between 850/o and 900/o of the children,

originally selected on no other criteria than that they were the lowest literacy

achievers in their class, are in less than six months returned to the levels of their



classmates. Yet there is no reference to 'causes'in any published description of the
intervention' or in either of Clay's publicatio ns, An Obacreation Surury of Early Literaq
Acbicpemznf, which contains the assessment procedures used with the children, and

Rea?ing Recovery; a guAebook/or teacherd in trainirE, the manual teachers use to guide their
teaching. Reading Recovery seems to concentrate instead on the careful and ongoing

diagnosis of current levels of skill and on the tuition techniques that will bring about

shifts in perFormance.

A second issue is this; when there are two highly correlated variables, how do

you know the direction of the causation, ie., which one caused which - consequence

or cause? The example Bryant and Bradley use is the very high interpredictabliltity

between poor perform;Lnce on the verbal part of an intelligence test and backwardness

in reading. Replicated many times it has become widely accepted that backward

readers have low 'verbal intelligence'. But this does not permit the statement to be

made that it is these difficulties with speaking that are causing the reading difficulties.

It could, just as feasibly, be the other way round. The question is, are the backward

readers lagging in their verbal development because they are not doing enough

reading, or, do they not do enough reading because their language is too weak.

A third issue concerns research design when investigating developmentally

displayed phenomena like reading. Ifyou try to match two individuals with different

achievement levels .i-pV on €e then you will not have taken account of the different

experiences each individual will have had because of their different skill level. An

eightyear old reading at a twelveyear old level has had very different experiences,

and opportunities, with language than an eightyear old reading at a fiveyear old level.

The alternative to age-match design is reading-level match design, where an eight year

old reading at a six year old level is matched with a six year old reading at a six year

old level. Because they are both at the same reading level, any differences befween

them cannot be attributed to, or seen as a consequence of, reading ability.

As these three examples show, investigating learning to read (and write) is not



straightforward. It is not easy to look at events in the world and simply read offwhat
is happening with literacy learning. [t is too implicated in human social intercourse,

caught up and set to work in their aff'airs for it to give up the nature of its existence so

readily.

Keitla Stanopicla

A key player in the unfolding of the complexity of literacy learning is Keith Stanovich.

In 1986, the year following the publication of Chilhrenb Rea?ing Problznw, the Rcailing

Rarcarch Quarterly published Keith Stanovich's rWattbeu, Effectt in Reailing; domz

cotaequzne"r of in?iu0tulAffirencea in the acqubition af rea?ing, an exceptionally

comprehensive and successful review of a wide range of seemingly conflicting research

around children having reading difficulties. Matthew efGcts are the overall tendency

in groups of literacy learners for the gap between the good readers and the poor

readers to be ever widening. The rich get richer while the poor, even that that they

have is talcen away. This is Stanovichrs most often cited publication, and the terrn 'the

Matthew Effect' has entered the vocabulary of most teachers of early literacy.

To 8t Matthew:

lhall be glven and he shall have abundance: but trom hlm
hrth.

Among the many very important refinements and distinctions in the paper ;rre

those where he tackles causation. The notion of unidirectional causation, so powerful

in the physical sciences, seems too tightly restrictive for the life sciences where the

rcciprocalcauation - where causation could operate back and forth, eg, more reading

notion of self-regulation is a paramount

inadequacy of both a unidirectional and

requirement of a life form. Recognising the

continuous notion of causation, he proposes;

means a wider oral vocabulary, and a wider vocabularyr means one can read more
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?eoehpmentally linite? rektiorubipa - where the period in which one thing mqy effect
another is lirnited e€ when a duckling hatches the period in which it is susceptible to
irnprinting is finite.

Stanovich also diseusses

the rreading-level matchr

design in his paper, re\realing

as he does so some of the

extended family of connected

issues and, in his referencing

where different sets of

researchers are named, the

wide scope of researching in

the field. In one sense this, the

work of Bqyant and Bradley,

and Stanovich, can all be said

to represent the ongoing

advance of knowledge in the

field of literasy acquisition

research. As research designs

irnprove, and sophisticated

and powerful methodologies

become inereasingly an

integral part of soeial acience, our tleories increase in explanato{F power. But there is

an alternative edanation.

Firstly, it c"q be used as evidence that the area being researched is very

complex in itsel0 as it rnanifests itself in the world, in physical human activity and in

syrnbolic activitJ/. This is most probably triue. But alongside this, it could mean that

the phenomenon being observe4 literacy learning, is poorly conceptualised and./or



that the tools we are using are inadequate.

Indiildual l)iffuemu in rhr lcquuirion of lireran ljl

readrng levei, their performance should not difter 0n ani/ orher retdrng-rehred
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the developmerrrirl lag model. Howeveq unlike rhe lag modd, in rvhich rr rr rs-

zumed rh,rt ruding hvel is daerrnined hy rhe lagrng cogutiw proases, m il.
rnl:rnirurphnarion in rerms of rhe consequences of reading porits thu rhe

optr;rrirrn t'l rhr prurss Lr dererminrd by the reading level,

The work of Stanovich etc. could

indicate how clumsily it was

working, and if we wanted to paint

the worst ciu;e scenario we could

envisage a naive fledgling science

with oversimplistic ontological

coneeptions, inadequate and ill-

defi ned interpretative frameworks,

and a shared language infested and

infected with political and

commercial codes. A case can be

made that a science will be no better than the qudity of the understandings it
begins with, and that if it is the case that a science is working with deFective initial
understandings then to contribute to the body of knowledge may mean something

different from just another research project.

Bradley and Bryant wrote CbiDren, ReaAing Probhmt in 1985. At the bottom of
page three above they said,

\r'itrlr ( \ ('r \ ()il(. (rqt ('. \ ,,l
I{, l)rir( titr. \ rlrrr;rllr .rll rlr,
rrrli{t'rllt'(l llt rfllr. \\.r\,'l
| ;1u\( s. \ i't l,ri .r \ t.r'r l,,rr-
*r,11 11rq rl \Ulr rltttr,.l:,rrr
r,rltt1t,'tr i. i1;1 11,,.,
tlisr.'ttr its rlr.tlx .rlrrl
li.rlrpelrt-rl, rrrrrl .rlrl,
lllll'l{utilu >l{rt'\

tr I r r | '

However they were wrong in this prediction. Nicholson, writing fifteen years later,



Points to the sizeable number of children who still cannot learn to read, and the need

for better instructional methods. He describes the field :rs one full of controversy and

public concern. Our analysis of the New Zealand Ministry of Education showed a

great deal of overt faith in researrch but a great deal of covert confusion over handling
the issues of diversity and dispar-i t7r - aconfusion that was also evident in Bryant and

Bradley's own work.

Proving tlae Point; Tbe Cate of Rea?ing Recovery

Clay's Reading Recovery project, that between its introduction to the United States in
1984 and the end of the 2000/200I schoolyear had served rnore than a million

children in that country alone, is a clear case where it seems difficult to prove

conclusively, to everyone's satisfaction, whether it works or does not work (see

www.readingrecovery.org). Arising out of Clay's observations of children learning to

read and write in New Zed,andclassrooms, it straddles the under_explored territory
between the academically-driven theoretical models based on the manipulations of
clinical or experimental research and the naturalistic observations of classroom

teaching and more importantly, observations of'sequences and progressions of
productive learning - which may explain why it is difficult for the discourse to

evaluate. It has a relatively minor place in the overall panorarna of school-based

learning to read and write, occupying at most 0,5 years out of a compulsory school

attendance sPan of 10 years, yet despite having attracted the aftention of a hugely

disproportionate number of research projects a consensus regarding its efficacy is not

on the horizon. Here :Lre two recent and inter-related discussions,

a) fnturna.tionat - in May, 2002, a highly critical Internet I-erter, entitled Euhence-BauT

Ranarclt on fuahing Rccouery, signed by 52, in their own words 'researchers who study

reading development and interventions with struggling readers'was sent to members

o[the US Congress and b the wider educational community. Signatories included

four New Zealand academics (all Forn Massey University);



- Professor James Chapman

- Professor Bill Tumner

- Keith Greaney,

- Jane Prochnow.

The New Zealand signatories had asked that a special section on New Zealand be

included in the letter, specifically identifying the problems with Reading Recovery in
its land of origin. There were four strong claims - that Reading Recovery was nor

successful with its target population, was not cost effective, did not use standard

me.rsures and was not receptive to new evidence.

In response to the Internet lefter, most reasonably called Ruponae f.etter; A

Broa7er Vieu'of tbe Ephence; Rea?ing Rccooery a.t an Faamph, waa placed on the Internet,

this time with 200 signatures from the worldwide academic communiqr. The Reading

Recovery C.ouncil of North America published a booklet, What Ev&ena Saya About

RtoA"rg Recovery, which includes both letters (available on www.readingrecovery.org).

In this reply, each o[ the claims of the Internet letter was addressed, as expected, and

there were five New ZeaJ,anders this time;

- Emeritus Professor, Universiqr of canterbury, 'warwick Elley;

- ubby Limbrick, Principal l-ecrurer, Auckland c,ollege of Education;

- Harold Shepherd, Senior Ircturer, Massey University;

- John Smith, Head o[ Department, Department of Education, Dunedin C.ollege of
Education,

- Michael Townsend, Associate Professor, Universiqr of Auckland.

Reading Recovery was developed in the late nineteen seventies and yet over a million

children later and several millions of dollars later there is still this debate over its

efficacy at this level. This is the narure of the field.

b) Nationaf in l99B the then New Zealand Government convened a 20 person

Literacy Taskforce charged with the task of advising the Ministry on how to achieve



the Government's goal;

G htming titrc ruill bc abre to rcatl, write atrd do

The Taskforce w:Ls lead by Libby Limbrick. To provide this broader group with

'advice from a range of theoretical and academic perspeetives' (see page l,website)
the Ministqf oFEducation created a 9 or l0 strong Literacy Experts Group from

Tertia5r institutions around New Zealand. Professors Tumner and Chapm:Ln were

members of that group which and in their Group Report to the Ministry it is stated in
the first of three statements (and this must include Tumner and Chapman,s wiews);

We recommend continued Government funding of Reading Recovery ac a national systematic prograrnme,
provided that Arrther New Zealand research ie carried out to determine whether it is as elfective as it could
b..G. 2)

In its final report, The Taskforce summarised Reading Recovery beginning with

this statement;

Reading Recovery is internationally recognised as ooe of the most rucceesGrl acceleration and intervention

Programmes to suPlrort chil&en maLing limited progress in reading. The Literacy Ta.skforce

acknowledged the strenghs of Reading Recovery and agreed that it muet remain an eesential feature of
New Zealand's education rystem. p. l0

Claim and rebuttal. Counterclaim. How do we weigh these up? There are a number

of contenders to be the :Lnswer this question, ranging from the very simple such as

cotutt tbe aignatoriat to the very large such as unAerta/<e a krge acah re.tearcb project to

inue.atigate bow to (uded<t the aucceu of Literacy Intervcntiona - which, ap:Lrt from the irony of

a research project to investigate why research projects fail, would be almost certain to

show that there is a deep seated incommensurabiliry to the diversit;r of views

represented. There are forces at work within literacy learning rese:rrch that could

perhaps very usefully thought about.
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Turning now to the United States of America,

the issue we have been discussing, research,

steps out in slighdy different garb, Literacy

learning in the US has been known for a

longstanding'debater that despite everyone's

best attempts still stands as a register of all that

follows, the debate between whole language and

phonics. Chapter 4 of Nicolson's book describes

it well.

As t.he decades pass the U.S. education scene

has no difficulty finding new concepts to

problematise with its old neurosis - not that

'science'is a new concept, but one might not

have suspected it was so in need of a home.

THE PRESIDENT: George Bush

President (in October 2003) George Bush, a man of vision if not literacy, heads our

closing section in the chapter, as we use his very wide-sweeping education Bill,,f/a

CbiD I'eft Bebin? n continue exploring the themes that mark current literacy practice.



Here, we observe how Bush singlehandedly lifts the epistemological problems of
literacy research (what is science?) into the middle of a nation's political
consciousness, oPening a question of vast interest in an arena of the most minimal of
discourse lacilitation skills.

Our argument in these two chapters has built around these three preceprc - we c;Ln

call them the Social Lawa of Literacy;

l. literacy is highly desirable and valued

2. a great deal of human eners/ is invested in literacy learning and

5. we fall short of our hopes and aspirarions for achievement

One more can be added. The failings of our literacy transmission practices look

dismal in the light of laws one and rwo, and the result is this fourth law, which srares

4. reaearcb and' *iznce will become more and more important, both as word.s and

as activities, because they seem hold the secret to improved achievement.

Lines corresPonding to each law are easily fbund in Bush's address. The slogan, aa

cbiO lcft be/tin?,like the New Zealand one, rabing acbizuemznt, relucitE Sbparity, or 'By

2005 eaery child turning nine will be able to read, write and do maths for success'embeds in a

statement about chil&en an intent for teacher/programme change and in effect each is

saylng (in as much as political statements can say anything) given laws one and two,

law three is unacceptable - hence law 4.

Here, abridged for relevancy, :rre some excerpts from Bush's speech, found on the

Whitehouse website, announcing the signing of the Landmark Education Bill

commonly known as rNo Child I-eFt Behind'. The text in bold has been added to

highlight the essential piece regarding'scientifi cally-based'. Enjoy.
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we tipled the amount of federal fundlng for sctentlfically-based early readlng programs. We've
got mone)/ in there b fiake sure reacfters know how fo feach what works. We've got money in
there to help promote proven methods of instructien.

/r'.ragre..tls1rttlri1tlI.tl,h;ttispossihJejrtlt;r.shirtgtrrrltr.,|tctl7!n\!p.:tt1.,!a'
jusrthahcgtttttittgrrI'clr:rrtgc..,lrlc/ltrltt'it'.rp
citjzcnsrr./...IrDctlt.;t'l(,'st.l,l(,upanddtntandhiglt:tandlt.t.|r,.trt
,,lntcrit^a -- tt lalt lrchind,

'l'ltattk rrtu lor latling r.t.\ (t)rnc. ,{/a_t. 6ocl h/c.rs. t..ln/rl:tusr,. r



In a general sense, trying to cut a path through the tangled mass of 'literacy-education-
America' or for trJnng to sort on the basis of some quality :rspect all the difftrent
programmes is admirable. The homespun definition for scientifically proven, ie, 'what
works'will appeal politically, simply because it seems to sirnplify a complexity that
seems to be an obfuscation.

But within the US scene to call something 'scientifically proven' does not

necessarily mean that a piece of research is judged against an objective set of impartial

standards by an impartial group. Rather the question has to asked within the context

of the debate (see Nicholson, above). Furthermore, the offer of Federal funding

cannot be seen as merely a neutral gesture, as it will influence school decisions

enormously, acting simultaneously as censorship and promotion.

Finally, there is a great deal of commercial money at stake with a decision like

this because so much of the American educational material is commercially produced.

In addition, this is without even considering howyou decide what is 'scientific'.
As used by Bush, it is 'science'as a word, in a performative capacity that

effortlessly emits its unmistakable aroma of truth irrespective of the real relationship it
might have with facts in the world. In other words it becomes enough to merely say

'this is a scientifically researched programme', and all critique is dismissed.

It is the Professor who reallv knows about science.

X;



THE PROFESSO& Keith Stanovich
Frorn the subtide of his book Prograu In Lln?erata"iling Rcniliry; *izntificfoun?atioru an?

luss,frontierd onwards, that Stanovich knows and enjoys aciznce immensely is very

evident (no pun intended). The 'Understanding Reading'phrase in the title is homage

to Frank Smith, whose 19Zl edition ol (Jn?eratan?ing Rcafuing w€rs as Stanovich says in

Chapter l;

' '. Terribly exciting to two young cognitive pqyehologists still feeling the excitement of the
cognitive revolution in psychologr. p.5

O"V ayoung scientist could be so and say so. The addition of 'scientific
F'oundations'in the subtitle is homage to science, and Stanovich seems as committed

to science as possible. Not the least doubt shows up in writings. For Stanovich,

science is the activity, not the word.
'What is science for Stanovich? It is a set o[attitudes - rigour, objectiviqr,

tolerance for conflict, and response to evidence (see page xvi). It is tbe acicntific metbo?,

tbe experinuntal nutbo?, is no more complicated than when one first learned it at school.

To generalise, it goes something like this; pick a concept, and make a hypothesis, then

carefully design some measurable, progressive event to happen in the world that

results in the negation or corroboration of that hypothesis, record the results faithfully,

analyse mathematically and then discuss. It is a way of reporting - the reporting of a

piece oFresearch is a key feature of its public verifiabiliqr and has a certain pattern

and sqrle -see below, an abbreviatedAutontatic Contexttnl Facilitation in fuahera of Tbrec

Age.t, whrch would in real life be tattooed with inserted Figures and Tables to present

the always required quantifiable information that we have captured. It recognises no

other authorigr. It is a historically-honed style of careful logic and chronological

order, minimal description and factual densiqr, carefully and cleverly car-ved from the

ongoing proceedings of the world by the major headings - rnerlrcr,l, r'esulls, .liscrrssi.,,r.



Abbreviated - AUTOMATIC CONTEXTUAL FACILITATION IN
READERS OF THREE AGEg from prcgress tn undcrstmding Reading

r\,tITHot)

Subiects Forfy-eight fourth graders recruited hom three middle classes with WRAT score of 4.56
...etc... elementary and perhaps

Stimuli anil Apparatus Sixty-eight sentences were corutructed. The deleted words were.. ., A sentence context
was...The slides were projected onto a....

Procedure' Subjects were indivi{dually tested over the period of x days. Three tasks were given to the
children ... two practices /take home tasks

Task 1

... subjecb were instructed . a total of six random orderingp ... all subiecb saw the set of
words

RESUL TS

of the sixty two experiment trials presented to each subject, 2.j% were dropped frorn the
data analysis. Across all trials resporues that took longer than 2000 msec,

Task 1

The analysis revealed a high berweear-subject factor F (2,141) = 54.56, p<001

NISCUSSION

The comparison of the congruous'context and necontext conditioru of the task indicated that su$ecbs of all three ages
utitised ..' is consistent with otherexperimental research ...semantic<ontext effect

Working from what looks like naipe realirm, Stanovich is a thorough modernist,

believing along with common sense that there is a steady increase of scientific

knowledge over time that will eventually lead to the betterment of all humans

eve$rvyhere. His science, because it is so straightfbrward, shines surely and brightly
through his work as an integral feature o[the working of his intelligence.

For Stanovich science is at the heart of prolessionalism in education;

Equally important as the research itself is the example it provides of a mo&l that ir in opposition
to the personal atta&s and rhetorical posturing that a€€m to dominate discourse in educational stud.ies.

The field of reading education neede this model badly if is ever to attain the level of profegsionalism that

will malce it immune Fom ill-informed political attacke by opporrnte of public education. Preface p. xii

However in the context of this discussion, and the debate over ownership of science, it
is important to note that pure and concentrated as his concept of science is, it is only

one Part, a subcategory of the larger discourse of what it is to tre a science. Biolory,



physics, geology and astronomy are all sciences. It is a legitimate and creative
language act, called dyncc?ocbe, to talce a complex entity and begin to name it after one

of its parts (car becom es u,beeld) but it can disadvantage when trying to apply for
Federal funding reserved flor that which is scientifically based.

Stanovich's science is of the laboratory, and characterised by the rule of the

experiment, overseen by the mathematical analysis of results, and under the complete

hegemony of evidence. This does at times seem to be the only science he thinks
worthy oFthe n&Ine and if he occasionally falls into this conception then how much

more likely that Bush would as well. Nevenheless, one might argue thaty proper

science is a more humble knowledge than this, humble before the facts, thus no

scientist would deny another scientist the use of the term, and science has to include

biology and geology with their more descriptive and classificatoqy approach to the

world.

On page, 402he notes how'old-fashioned'his views on science are considered

to be, particularly with respect to the Kuhnian notion of a paradigm. Relativism,

frameworks, incommensurabiligr -these are all considered by him to be 'half-baked'

@.40\. He may be correct, but he has become caught in a double bind, for by

restricting the use of 'scientific' then he has systematically denied himself access ro rhe

broader principles of science as he moves into other argumentations. The further

away from the material he knows the more his arguments seem to become based on

personal belief than the evidence. When dealing with experimental studies he is very

principled, assessing what they show very carefully, fair with the material, aiming to

be balanced and with wide coverage. But when outside of clinical science he

abandons many of these principles, and asserts without evidence something like,

'Nothing has retarded the cumulative growth of knowledge in...' (see below).
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.., to that of science. p. 401

As the insert above indicateq, he insists that there is nothing but sheer

tran-sparenqy between ee&cnce andqueation By denying this crucial middle layer of
interpretation he prevents the identification of the errors that can occur in this

tra,nsition a,s well and he effective[y vetos any attempts to frnd more scientific-lilce

prtrtocols for other areaa of human investigation that a.re not inherently amenable to

this method.

There is much to critique in this passage above - or at least to work through.

However, Stanovich has provided very valuable insight into this notion of lsciencer.

*
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AND THE NATT0NAL F0UNDATT)N; TIae Nationnt Rigbr to

Rea.? Founilation

When listing the positions held by some of the contributors ro Watson and Giorcelli's
book Accepting tlte Literacy Cballenge, there was one called Prafuent of tbe Socizryfor tbe

Scienti/b Safu of RcaAing. That one organisation should call itself this would indicate

that it considers there to be others that are 'non-scientific' studies, or 'less than,

scientific.

Figure 9;
Nat Right To
Rdg

It is the National Right to Read Foundation, with its heary-handed deliberate pun

on 'right', advertising for the Society for the Scientific Study of Reading their
journal, Scizntific SfuAi&, of Rca?ing. Joanna P. Williams, editor, as we see above, plans

to include

- empirical research

- a varietSr of methodologies

- varieties of qzpes of data analysis

- carefully

- competently

- justifi able conclusions

a list most unremarkable, perhaps, in terms of degree of 'scientific-ness'.

But as it transpires when we read the About Us, it is not being scientific but

being phonic'based that is the issue. 'fhe place of this foundation in the great debate



is barely disguised and the 'science'issue is merely being used to assist a grearer

PurPose. Of the many different confusions one may chose to own, is phonics to be

preferred because it is more able to be scientifically researched, or because scientific
research, which is unbiased, has proven it to be more effective?
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Figure 10. More Right to Read

With its old fashioned

designation of being a'society

for the Study erct, its

amateurish and clichdd prose,

exaggerated claims (For

centuries...), reference to the

'phonics brigade,' and its

witless quotes ('someone

recently said, The tracks of

NRRF are everJrwhere') they

may quite easily be seen asyet

another zealous group of

literacy volunteers, and one

might be lulled into a stance of

mild dismaissal until its

political connections emerge.

Nevertheless, it shows, if
nothing else, how subtle the

take over oflanguage can be.

How tbe wor? 'acientific' it ue? in tbe NRKF literature;
A. Give it no meaning, but just use it because you know that it is right and true.

B. 'Scientific' is used here as a simple adjective unconnected to anghing else - there is

no sulTounding argument, nor even redundancy or corroboration that would indicate



that most of the NRRF users themselves know what the meaning is.

C. It could be argued that the word has a 'performative' role rather than be used for
any meaning it would carry, functioning like a password to a club, or a social signal

perhaps.

D. In the normal way adjectives work, one knows the meaning of the adjective in

advance of its being used and then when it is used it adds a new qualiry to the

discussion. However, here it is as if the word 'scientific' is initially used on faith and

eventually one will only know what 'scientific'means by adding up all the instances.

Suwnary

Over the last two chapters we have travelled through a number of different regions of
literacy learning discourse and four Social Laws of Literacy learning have been

postulated.

Literacy learning is 1) highly valued, 2) heavily invested in, 5) underperforming

and 4) committed to rese:rrch. A fifth law would be that research is nor able to deliver

all that is asked of it.

What we have tried to show is that when it comes to thinking about learning to

read and write, and to contribute to this field o[ knowledge, there is not a single strong

agreed pool to which one can usefully add, nor a consensus on how that field of
knowledge should be contributed to and that there is room for, and perhaps some gain

in, asking other questions.

Learning to read and write, what is the question?
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FinAing a Reaearcb Queation
Nothing in the previous discussion should i-ply that there have not been great strides
in our understanding of how literacy is acquired. In particular, there is a fair degree
of consensus regarding the nature of the reading process - possibly less about the
writing Process, as that seems harder to define. Nor is it implied that the field is
paralysed by inadequate defi nitions.

But it should also be clear that there is a fair degree of contention about the
teaching of literacy and it is far from clear why literacy learning matters so much. 'We

are not certain of its true social function, or functions, and what to use to evaluate it
and how to evaluate it. Behind this is the very messy question rergarding what kind
of human being we envisage as being-literate, and this leads to issues of how one

identifies children with reading problems.

Research, as Nicholson indicates, begins wrth qu^eatiorw, and this short chapter is

about questions. He gives us several that would suflice as resea.rch topics - have

reading standards gone down? What is the best way to teach reading? Cx.n we

achieve success for all?

Without a queation, a study, such as this being undertaken on reading and

writing, would not get underway. A question must be posed so a research proposal

can be written and this question then becomes Fom its position on the research throne
the overseeing arbitrator of all that comes after. It is a guiding metapresence to the

whole study, casting coherence and alignment across the unruly surfaces of living and

more pertinently, thinking' To be of value, in order to contribute, a study needs to
have come out of an established, recognised, researched and published general area of
investigatioD, or body of knowledg. - that is, it must have a reasonably well-practiced

language. It must ask the questions the body of knowledge understands, mal<es

possible or has set itself. Those who precededyour enbry into this field will have

defined much of this.



Note that we are using the term rquestionr broadly here, to cover a family of
terrns in which it probably has some pre-eminent place. These 'questions'may not
necessarily be s;rntactically phrased as questions -- they may be expressed as issues,

topics, concerrls, inquiries, themes; or ideas, beliefs or values, They may be statements

about ordinarJr things or events that seem to be'givens'yet become problems through
being looked at with a view to finding out more, i.e., que"tioned. The object of
thought for this study is an;rthing being attended to within literacy learning as it takes

place.

Quu tio na laaye Hia toriea

Although it seems that the questions are to come from 'outside', as it were, looking in
and aslting about the field of knowledg., q,rc"tions are themselves deeply embedded in
a field. In one sense questions are well on the way to being answers. For instance,

here are three possible research questions.

L) I[/ou^0 cbilArenfirt il ea.tier to learn to rea? if tb"v were tatEbt aU tbeir btkraounfu br/oo
accing tbebfbdt boofu?

2) lwbich regiorw of tbe ltuna.n brain are mutfimctionally rehvant to lzauing Atffi""ltv b*^g
to real an7 wrik?

3) why 2o ?iaaAvantagc? group not acbiepe higbcr atanoar?a o/ titta{y?

Each of these very traditional and plausible questions identifies a rese:Lrch area that
would contribute to the body of knowledge on how to teach reading.

But they a're very different. Each question is redolent with assumptions and
traditions that pose the problems of literary learning and teaching in different ways.
Each question is at technically a low level, easy, and of a lcind one might encounter in
a layman's text, written perhaps by a journalist, yet if each is read carefully and

thoughtfully it is possible - in fact necessaqr, for full comprehension - to call to mind
the whole discourse or intersection of discourses it belongs to. This in turn cues us



into vast complexlJr self-absorbed, self-generating, intra-defining and self-assertive

regions of vocabulary, concepts, methodologr, reasoning, and authority; and

equipment and sources of funding and institutional involvement. What one might call

discourses. And so on. All this has rich and finely detailed history and cultural
perspective.

The difFerent reasons for each different question being posed at all are to some

extent evident. A reader, if he or she thought about it, would have strong suspicions

as to who is interested in that particular question, and why, and the environment that
would contextualise the studies. There are different sets of social and political agendas

summoned up in each case and, for instance, funding would be sought from different
sources.

Question I looks like an e?rcationalbf ! question. 'Whoever posed this question

would have to be aware of a range of classroom practices, have some knowledge of
current information processing theories of the reading process, and some sense of
developmental sequences. It is a question of pedagogres, and manipulation of the

materials available in the class and the results would influence what we do as teachers.

Question 2 is a medical question, seeking differences in literacy achievement in
the actual physical composition of the brain. In a completely different causal field, it
seeks the links between behaviors and physiolog,r. one would have to have a

background in anatomy and the physiolog, of the brain, and possibly psychology and

ontogenesis. There is a different faith involved.

Question 5 is a socio-political question, interested in the material aspects of
wealth distribution, the sharing out across the communiry of the goods, To do a

literature review on this question could involve searching into the social bases of
language learning and human development, delving into Marxist theoqy, the history of
schooling perhaps, descriptions of social divisions on class or ethnic grounds and how

language is used to both unite and divide social groups. It rnay look at resrricted

language development and its impact on learning to read and write as in Bryant and

,1,



Bradley, and suggest enrichment programmes to enculturate the children to the
rniddle class.

In fact each is a question of diversiqz but with different, historically constructed,

diversities, with different-angled cuts on the pie. Historically speaking, learning to
read and write has been frequently practised and thus questioned, thought about and
investigated in a number of particular ways for a range of particular re:lsons, Topics

of interest have ariserr sorl€ discarded, and others split off, developed, financed and
researched. Methods of teaching have been established, books been published,

specialized discourses evolved to advance discussion and heighten understanding, and

so on. As we saw earlier, research methodologies have been developed, debated and
refined, gained, lost and regained political favour and departments at universities, and
Ministries of Education resourced, and industries small and large of all kinds have

been created over time that serve the greater purpose of learning to rea"d and write.
As well, if we look from a distance at the activiqr itself - it is a very rough uniry

of psycholory, technologies, equipment, and practices, locations and social

significances - continues to evolve, partly on the basis of this questioning attention.
Surrounding industries sueh as schooling or book publishing both feed and are Gd by
the fields of literacy acquisition activiry.

In the s:une inter-causal way the issues that we study are not merely over and
above the activiSr of learning to read and write but double back and contribute to it,
becoming part of it, and helping shape and florm its social place, how it is
conceptualised and how it is practised. The histories of the studies of learning to read

and write have concreted themselves in the institutions of practice and become firmly
realized both in the daily work of teachers, in the curric.,la and textbooks that support
this work, in the architecture of educational institutions; and most critically perhaps in
the inter-supportive networlc of mutually co-defining words and meanings that give a

language its essentially political nature and support its endless potential for ideological

creativity. A deeper'history'of any particular question to do with learning to read

-,F:



and write would tatrce us back further, into:rreas of perhaps anthropology and primate
evolution; a wider'history'into sociology and political economy.

So, to get any 'question' offthe ground a history must have happened such that
there is anJrthing to ask about and to provide :Ln Elnswer for. It is a busy complex

changing subconscious history that draws us into thinking about the history of ideas

themselves, the history of science, the history of tbia science (literacy acquisition -- if it
is best characterised as a science -- or if that even matters). Then there is the final
filtering of all this through the personal history of the individual who comes to ask the

question. Without necessarily ascribing causal pathways, or being reductionist or
deterministic, individuals have their social ba.ckgrounds and heritages, intellectual
affections and abilities, groups whose esteem they seek, part-way caxeers ro pursue

further, needs and wealtnesses and conditioned responses, heroes and idols and their
own entirely unique pedagogical history of encounters and opportunities -- down to
gender and place in family. This must include at least their education history as well
as their interests and experiences, values, beliefs, skills and intentions.

To Qaeatbn ia to Vork
A research question might looL lil<e the beginning, the start of a study. It is not.

Nonetheless, the formulation of a question is a formidable and involved task; the
question has to be in an acceptable, comprehensible, pursuable form, expressible in
words understood by the group for whom it will constitute knowledge. This all taJces

work. A question that is to contribute to knowledge does not spring fully formed into
the world. A body of knowledge does not merely appear, fully formed, into tle world.
A body of knowledge has a complex history, an ontogenesis and a genealory,

emerging gradually and always in a state of flux, leaving behind what it formally was

and heading towards what is about to become.

It would be overwhelmingly impossible to reconstr uct in fuil the historical detail

of any question. It has not even been established that it would be useful. Yet it is

;it l



possible to claim that in terms of conceptual activiry, much of a certain sort of the

work has been completed once the question has been ta.bled, and that a question is

quite late in the chain of events leading to an investigation. Therefore instead of
immediately fiotg"s forward to start solving the problem we have set ourselves we
might travel in a complerely different direction. That is, we might stop, think into the
question so as to be more focussed and then travel backwarta to what might be called

the 'pre-question'. The question is in this way seen as part of the process, not outside

it. This is the direction this study will attempt.

For this study, a move from the question to the answer would be a move too

swift.

Firfrit g A Quzation - tbe pla& of the pre-quadtion

A place to Pause emerges. Located in this pause, just before the decision to settle on a
question, is a 'halo' question about tbe aaking of qrcatioru, a question-in-suspense,

neither asked nor not asked. It is the place where the question remains inherently
questionable, and such a place is important to us if we wish to call into question
literacy acquisition research' It is not a matter of just discarding some questions and
asking others. It is a matter of being questioning.

To t{y to capture this, the title of our study into literacy learning has been put as

a question transparently phrased as a question, with the word rquestionr overtly in the
title. A second order question ltat ostensibly been mooted., in a self-conscious way,
namely, ttbe qucation of harnuE to rca7 an? write.'

No thematically directed question, no focus, is specifically identified within the

title, merely the posing of the question of the phenomena itself (in as much as this is
possible). Within the suspense of the question and its deliberate non-formulation

there may be discovery.



Tlae Pbiloaopbical

This is a forrn of questioning that can be appropriately describ ed as pbiloaopbical The
focus of this investigation has very broadly become thts; wbat hat pbiluopbicat tbtnking
got to ffir tbeficD.

This is not an evaluation of cu:rent or past practices or knowledge. We are not
saJnng here that there are or there are not indicators to show a 'crisis' in the area of
learning to read and write, or that it is going well and needs this explained. Nor is
there an implicit criticism of the many studies guided by the current distribution of
knowledges and disciplines across literacy acquisition. It is simpler tha^n that.

Questioning has been thought about, and simultaneously a line of thinking identified
to pursue with regard to learning to read and write.

Terminologry

As this study begins, a note about my choice of vocabulary. The thesis title quite
deliberately uses 'read and write,' to tr;, to get as close as possible to the base

phenomenon, with terms as non-technical and non-latinate as possible.

I wiU also use a number of other terms, displaying the question of learning to
read and write under a range of different lights. These other phrases and terrns are

not strictly synonymous. The intent is partly to make the text less dreary; but also to

deliberately exploit the shades and nuances of connotation in the words literary,

,eoairrg, writing, lcarnmg, e?ucating, acguiring, becoming, andemzrging. Literacy barning to
rea? an? writc litcrary acguiaitioa emcrging literary, bccoming litcrate- all have closely atlied

meanings and uses. Each term used exclusively would create an alignment with one

set of interpretations and this in itself would then need to have awhole set of
explanations and justifications. Being loose enables me to draw upon on €ul

impressionistic richness just beyond the reach of language propert5r rights and

tr I



subdivisions. As we see further down, this aim fits with how this study intends to
proceed with its main question.
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Plailoaophy: twartin Heihegger (anl philoaopby and tbinking)

Philoeophy ic onc of the few &donomoua creative posaibilitiea and at times necasiticg of mrn,s
hi*oricgl exi*ene. (p. 9)

Pbiloaopltica/as used here is trying to capture the unique and essential qualiry of a
form of thinking that is aelf-corutrainc?, andthat retains full and original permission

to think, ie. to question.

This quotation is from Heidegger's An Intro?uctbn to htctaphyatca, published in
German in 1953. I am using here the l9s9 yale English edition, with the

Fanslation by R. Manheim. If what is sought is a place from which to question,

Heidegger, in this statement, gives it to us.

So much depends on the term'autonomous'. Why autonomous? Because it
can be argued that philosophy allows a seeking for knowledge that does not have

to keep within the rules or patterns of thought from anJrwhere else, only Fom its
own lights. Natural sciences, social or human sciences, mathematics, all have

characteristic patterns of logic, historically established patterns of scholarship and
rigour, methods, concerns, and ongoing issues of the day. A philosophical stance is

'creativetin two senses; a) in tle sense of being continuously re-creative, moving
thought in innovative, new and refreshing ways , arrt,b) in the sense of getting back
to the origins, and being the thought that lay at the creation of these patterns. It
can Present a creative aogle on other disciplines, always urgng a re-consideration

or a re-justification of even the most essential features. This would mean being able

to question rather than simply obey the different traditions that have come to make

up any knowledge discipline.

He says that philosophy is "at times" (p. 9) a historical necessiqr. This is
i-pb.t"S that at certain points in time philosophising cannot or must not be

avoided. I[it is the forrn of thought that is t"rly creative then its occurrence at



some point is a necessary condition of all knowledge forms and in an originating

sense lies within its current patterns of practice.

At the beginning of lVbat ia A Tbing? Heidegger relates a story told by Plato in

the Tbeaetetut aboutThales. Wallcing along he was so preoccupied with the

heavens and so inattentive to what was in front of his very eyes that he fell into a

well, much to the amusement of a 'goodJooking and whimsical maid'. Such is

philosophy, for to ask what a thing is will make eve{y genuine housemaid laugh

(see page 5). Apart from the slight on housemaids, the inherent difference between

commonsense and philosophy is the point of the story, an issue that Heidegger was

at some pains to point out. Then he says;

We shrll do well to remembcr occa:ionally that by rtrolling we c.n Gall into a well whereby we nry not

reach dre ground for quite eome tinre. fu.5)

According to Robert Solomon, in his broadly encompassing From Rationaliam to

Eaiatentialiam; the caiatentialiata art theb nircteenth century backgrourta, the problem

with common sense for Heidegger is that it represents prejudice, unfounded

beliefs, trapped in the context of their time (page I89, From Ratbnaliam to

Eaiatentialitm).

On the next page of An Intm?uction to tVtetapbyba we read more about

philosophy, and historical existence;

Rougtily rp€aking' philoaopb 
"l*"yr 

aims at the ffrgt and last groun& of the eorent, with

particular emphaab on rnan himeelf and on the meaning and goals of human being-ttere. (p. l0)

The 'essent'is an;rthing that can be said to be and refers to dl beings, all that 'is'.

Philosophy seeks to explain the conditions that maJ<e the essent possible and it

does this with particular reference to one outstanding essent, that being called

human being. Thegoala an? nwanitE of human being give indications of the ground

of all other beings.



A few lines down we read this about how philosophy works;

... Philorophy can never ?ircdly rupply the energies and create the opportunitieg and methodr

tlrat bring about a historical changer for one thing it is dwaya the c(mcern of the few. Which few?

The creatoro, r,hoee who initiate profoundtrangformations. It epreads out only indirecdy, by

devious pathr that crn nerver be laid out in adnance, until at la6, at eome future date, it sinkr to t'he

level of a comnonplace; but by then h has long been forgotten as original phil,osophy. (p. l0)

Philosophy, according to Heidegger, lies close to the original heart of historical

change, of profound transformations. It creates opportunities and creates methods,

working beneath the surface or behind the scenes or at the beginnings, finding

rather than following paths, supplying logic or possibiliry to something other than

itself. This otbcr then takes this nascent method and actualises the potential,

eventually turning or taming it into something more regular, habitual, useable,

useful and systematised. I"anguage, literacy, music, or physics - philosophy

supplies the original way of seeing, the seed, an idea, the thought - the way of

thought then blossoms, fulElling all the creative possibilities of the idea as it tal<es

up its place in the worlds of people, sunlight and rain.

Heidegger talks of 't'he few'. Creative acts would have to be few because

they are acts of great potential and with far-reaching or profound implications.

These go on to be actualised, put into action, in many various ways. The bulk, the

many, is the exploration and fulfilment of the many lines of possibility made

possible in that original, originating act.

He goes on to say;

What philoeophy easentially can end mugt be ir thirr a thinking tlret bneaLs the pathr and openr

the penpectives of tfte Lnowledge rhst cets the normr and hierarrchieg, of the Lnowledge in which

and by which a people fulEls itoelf historically and culturally, the lmowledge rhat kindle.c and

neoeesitateg aII inquiriee and thereby threateng all values. G. l0)

Heidegger talks of philosophy as a kind of tbinking:



o a kind of thinking that 'opcrw' -- with its connotations in English of perhaps like a
shop opening for business for the first time, a new theatre or bridge or parL is openeT

to ta}e up its function; or perhaps opening a blind to let light into the room:
q a kind of thinking that 'hreakt tbe patbat, which we might think of as perhaps like
cuttkg a pat$ though a thick forest to create an opening or breaking in new ground,
so things can now begin to happen; and this creative thinking transmutes into a
fundamental but, in my reading of this p:rssage, ambiguous knowledge. It is the

knowledge uPon which a cultural intellectual and spiritual history is built, eg, in
sciences, technology, art or religion, moralir;r and m;rth -- anything that describes

historically discernible human activiry. But it is ambiguous because it both draws
Fom its creative thinking origins and drains its originating sources dqy at the sanne

time. Although in the statement above it looks as though it is the knowledge that
threatens all values I thinlc it is instead the underlyi ng tbinfringthat threatens, that is,

calls back into question, all values. This is because values are themselves glven

form by a knowledge that has been given its perspectives, ie its ways of looking,

from thinking and that whatever is thought can be re-thought, thought again and
thought anew--and thought differently.

Referring again to Robert Solomon, Heidegger often referred to his own

endeavour as 'thinkin g' (Denkcn), to distinguish it from traditional philosophy, .urd

from the commonplace or common sense. Solomon states;

By thit general term, he wicher to stresr the unprejudiced and broad ecope of hic philosophy.
ThinHn& for Heideger, ie the setrch for unprejudiccd tnrth, ryeciffcally unpreiudiced tnrth
about Being. ... This cort of thinking about Being has yet to be accomp[$ed, in fact:

Tb mott tbugbt'pmwking tting it ou tlotqbapruooking agE h tlat yc atr aill not tbi&ing. p,t9l

We will have occasion to explore in more depth this notion of thinking below.

I f j



Opennua anA Free?om; Exfutence

The notions of 'openness'and'freedom'are central to Heidegger's thought and are

played out in his portrayal of 'truth'and how it works. He discusses these

essentially interconnected concepts in the essay "on the Essence of Truth", a

publication of a lecture on the subject, with some revisions, delivered in l9J0 and

again in 1952; the translation I am using is by RF.C.Hull and Alan Crick and can

be Found in a text introduced by werner Brock called Eaiatcncc an? fuiry. He
begins with the traditional view that truth is commonly and. most fundamentally

conceived of as the Presen/e of the proposition and is its agreement with the thing -

- the German word translated as a€reement is Uebcreirutimmung aur^dwe read on

pa6e 364 in the footnotes that iU

"' can be translated in erSr numhcr of wayr -. AkttElJ ... agrent nt... amtil, aur&ncq udormity,
oo rrrur rtno., aat imihtion...

As he investigates what rnalces this agreemtnf possible we arrive at the more

essential concept of opcnnaa. Pursuing what might be catled a phenomenological
explanation he puts Forward the proposal that it is only within an 'openness'that a
thing is able to be accessible or available as what it is and thus be able to be spoLen

ti Yror. I:re says;

The thing muet ... come 8cno8s the open towar& ug and et r:he easre time *and fagt in iteelf gs tbe
thing aDd msnifect itcelf as a condant. This manifestrtion of the thing ... ie accompliehed in thc
oPen, within the realm of the Overt (dar Offene)r.... All behaviour ir "overt" (lit. "atan& open":

{fetutafiig) to what'ig, 8nd all "ovetto relationrhip is behaviour. Man'g "overtness" v.rier with
the nature of what-ic end the mode of beheviour. AII working and carr;ring out tankr, all
transactiotr and calculation, suataino itcelf in the open, an overt region within rvhich what-ie can

expreaely tale up its ctaDd a/ end Aop it ie ekt fub, and thus beoome capable of expreacion. ...

The strtemeot &rives ite rightneee &om r:he overlxresa of behaviour, for it ir only through thic th&t
an;rthing manifert can become the criterion for rhe epproximation implicit in the reprerentetirae

atatement fup. 5ffi-502)



This is like the openness above that is opened in some way by thintrring of some

original kind -- for Heidegger this openness of beings was

... experierrced in the ear$ *agea of Wertern thouglrt eg "that which ie precent'and hae lorqg

been termed "t[at which io' (fu/ $d.trfu). p.501

It is the openness in which human commerce talces place and in which all things or

beings take up their place, as it were. S".)rtrg that things 'tal<e up a stand'captures

how they emerge as objects that in some way are not merely put, placed or

positioned but stand'op-posed', as something other than perception and in

themselves. This openness is like the medium or dimension which all behaviour,

activiqr, needs available to have the space in which to occur. It is a pre-condition

of its occurring, a condition of its being able to be. Propositional lcnowledge

exploits this opening space :rcross which a thing can be given context to be what it

is and thus take up a form, thereby becoming capable of representation.

Yet this is itself founded on another base, that of frecAom. Building on the notion of

criterion, he goes on to say;

... on wbat barie doer it b€come inwardly pogsiblc for overt beheviour to lrcatulate a criterion - a

poasibility which alone inveEte propolitiond rightneea with eufHcient status to achieve, in any

mea8une, the egserrce of truth? ... Only bccrlae thie postuleae (Voryctcn) has already Foed itrelf

Q;efuigcgcka6cr,) andbecome open to a Eunifestation operating in thie opennese - a

ma-if.gtrtion which b bindiqg on all repreeentrtion whatso€ver. ... The overt character of
behaviour in tbe s€nac that it makes riglrtneee a poeeibility, ia groundcd in freedom T'bc caaw {
tubAfirdon pp.302-505

The lllanifegt (fur Wcnht ), to which a neprerentative statement approxinratee in ite rightness, ir
that which obvioue$r "ie" all the time and hee some manifegt form of behaviour. The freedom to

reveal aomethingovert letg whatener "ia" et the moment du what it ir Freedon revealr itself as the

"l€tdng-bc" of wLet-ir. p.506

This freedom Heidegger calls'letting-be', not in t}e sense of neglect or

disinterestedness but in the sense of being an essenti"l p"rt of the conditions of



Possibility of overtness or manifest-ness. Walter Biemel, who was a student of
Heidegger says it well in fulartin Heaegger; an ill.ratratc? attfo;

So fsr' Feedom has b€en exhibited !8 man'8 overrnesa (Ofcutafiigkcit). Standing in the realm of the
open he ir able to eubiect himrelf to what is rnanifest and shows itself in it, and to bind or commit
himeelf to it. With thie binding, their ta.kee place a letting-be (S.in_ta/r.n). Again, thig ie an expresci,on
which can be earily misunderstoo4 because in conrmon usage it (f.antcn,l€tting) carries tlre eenee of
dirregarding, of omireion 8nd indiffererrce. For Heidegger, "lerdng be" means \o con8€nt ot yae[. ei&
eiala*a) to what-iai (p506'). If,tting+€ ir not iurt any activiqr of man, but ir th.t by virtue of which
he beoomesDa'tiea' anentiqr that is &ffrr€d by itr relationship to the open. 'I4tdng-be ... m€.ni
participating in the open snd ite openness, within which every entity entera and atandc" (p506). p. g4-

86

This'freedom'is, tlrough being this'letting-be', an'ex-posing', in the sense of the

placing (posing) of an out there (ex). This is like sqJnng that Dasein (there-being)

ex-sists (is-out-there). 'Exsistence'is given this special meaning and written as 'ex-

sistence'.

The English term "manifestation'loses the connection with 'openness'that the

German retains .tlvirth ?aa Offenbare, but does evoke through the root word manut,

Latin for hand, notions of manipulation, ie, activity, engagement with the world.
The binding of the representative statement can only occur within a freedom that is
pre-given because only that which is free in advance c;ln be then restricted or bound

by a criterion.

This would be the freedom out from which things can always be thought

anew, Why would there be a need to think anew? Because;

The manifegt character of what-is-in-totelity is not identical with thc eum of knorrn actqalitiec.
On the contrary, it ir iuet where few actualities are known or where they are own hardly at all
by ecience or only very roughly, thot the manifest .h*acter of what-ie-in-totality ca- operate far
more essentially than where the Known ... aan no longer recfut the activity of linowing, becaure
the technical oontnol of thingr reeme linitlees in itr rcope. It ir precieely tlrir proliferetion of
knowledge, thia desire to know cverything, that cauree the menifact cheracter ofwhat-ir to rinl
into the apperent void of indifferenoe or woree atill, oblivion pp. 5 l l J I 2



In the exeistent &eedom of Da<cin there ir accomplished a diaeimulation of wlrat-ir in
totaliry and therein lier the concealrn ent (Verhorgcnbcitl. p. Sl2

Although man ig all tbe time related to wlat-ir he almost alwayr acquie*er in thig or that

Particular manifestation of it. He ie etill in the region of what he can touch and controt, ercn
when the ultimatea are in que*ion. p. 5lb

From these passages we can become more aware of the possibilities

inherent in the concepts of 'openness'and 'freedom.' Forces that lie at the

heart of the originating processes of knowled,ge, they nonetheless trail off
into a kind of forgetfulness or concealing, Their gradual emergence

coincides with their fading into invisibiliry. Within this concealing;

"' It leavec historical man to rely on hig own rerouroes in the realm of the practicable.

Abandoned thur, hurnanity buildr up itc korld" out of whatcver intentions and neede hrpp""
to be the most irnmediate, filling it our with proiectr and planr. From these in turr rrran,

having forgotten what-ie-in-totdity, adoptr hir measrrec. He insist! (khn)on them and
continually providea himeetf with new onea, without giving a thought to the neaaona for taking
melaure8 or the nature of meaaurement. Derpite hir advance towardr new merauner and goslr
he mieta&ea their genuinenees fle ie the more mirtaLen the more exclurivelyhe taker himrclf
ac the measure ofrl thing!. pp. JIE-II6

Heidegger is continuously ursng a kind of thinking that does not merely

measure the measurable, nor obediently concur with already concluded

norms or hierarchies. There is a thinking that has pre-set the pace already,

as it were, originating, inspiring and catalysing the inquiries and activities

in the first place. It is a thinking validated by the 'freedom'at the centre of
all thinking as it ma]<es an effort to uncover these norms and hierarchies

and re-think about or on them.



Me?itative Tltinking
The kind of thinking we have been talking about is very similar to what
Heidegger, in one of his laterwritings calls'meditative'thinking. In 19s9,

Heidegger published Gelaaaenbeit, translated into English by John M. Anderson

and E. Hans Freund as Ditcowae on Tbinking. Therc are two essays in the

volume, and it is in the fit.t, . publicly delivered Memorial Ad&ess in honour of
the German comPoser C,onradin Kreutzer, that he describes 'meditative'and

Therc are, tlren, two kindr of thinking, each juetiffed and needed in its owrr wa5n calculative
thinlingsnd mcditEdve thinking. p. 4d

This calculaaion is the marL of all thinfti1g 1f,a1 plane and invertigatee. Such tf,in}ing
rcmaine calculation even if it neither *orkr with nurnberr nor uaes a1 slding machine or
comPuter' oalculative thinking computer. It computes ev\er new, ever more promicing and at
the sarne time more economical poaaibilitier. Cakufative thinking racee from one proqrcct to
the next' Crlcrrlatirrc thinking ncver stofls, never collects itself. Calculative thinking ie not
meditative thinking, not thinking which contemplatee the meaning which r.eignr in eveqthing
that i* (p.4O

'calculative' thinking;

The nature of calculative thinking is clear enough from this. It is the thinking
which can take root once some ground, some set of rules and some patterns have

been established or laid open; it is the thinking that in this case, the case of
Europe in the late 1950s, fuelled what we might call modern technologr and its

breakneck speed of progr.ess;

The world n<Ir aPP€ars ar an obiect open to the artacke of calculative thooght, ... Nature
becomer a gigantfo gaooline *ation, an enerry s{}urloe for modern technolory and indurtry ...

soon the proqrement of energiee will no longer be tied to certain countrier and

continentc...What we know now ar the technolory of film and tdevicion, of tranqrortation
and erpecially air traneportetion, and ar medical and nutritional technolory ir only a cnrde
*.rt'... technological advane will morre hcter and fa^rter and can never be rtopped- (pp. EG

5l)



This calculative thinking is a product of the knowledge described above, rravelling
on the rails laid as the territory was broken in and opened up, It is mathematical in
that there is a certain formulaic quality to its apprication.

tLle?itatiee thinking, on the other hand, contemplates the meaning ,'that reigns

in evegrthing that is," (p.4Q and which is quite deliberately non-calculative. It
seems to be a species of the thinking we read about above, the thinking that opens

and breal<s, and it bears close resemblance to philosophy. As there is an increase

in calculative thinking, human socie[r is in what Heidegger calls (on page 4b) a

fligbtfrom tlrinking. Later on (page 48) he describes a loss of autocbtbony, aword
that is footnoted in the text like this;

Tlre C*tmen Bofututafiigk it ir translated rmtdnat ot autocbtbnydepending on e literal or a
more Ggurative onnotation (Ir.) (p.49)

what is autocbtbony? Literdly meaning'of the very land'or'from the land alone,,

its more ordinarJr meaning was 'indigenous'or 'aboriginal', and in Greek classical

times it was something to be proud of as it indicated a sense of belonging and well-
fttted ownership. When a people have for a very long time occupied or inhabited a
territory, there must be this cumulative build-up of associations and interactions in
their transmitted cultural memory, in their history and the foltr<lore and in the very
language itself that is as ifyou have been there forever, or that your ancestors

literally grew out of the ground itself. Sets of hills, the plains and the rivers and the
qualities of the terrain and of the climate and the vegetation; the quality 

"rrd 
cast of

the light, and shadow, all go together and are part ofyour consciousness about

where you belong. It is a place where you fluently and with little conscious effort
knowyour way about, free Fom subconscious threat and imbued with a deep

familiarity becauseyou know alrea{y what is behind and underneath and beyond.

This is functionally like 'home'; or like a the roots of a tree that have grown down
into the dark soils and silently with seemingly no effort both firmly anchor and



nourish tree, allowing it to get on with blossoming and bearing fruit. C,easeless
I ' /r .r.wanclenng me:Lns no tarniliarity, no roots, because it breaks into the manv

conttguous re-encounters within the same or similar context that are needed for a
sense of being setded to descend and belonging to build up.

Heidegger felt autochtony was under threat as calculative thinking continues

to dominate with its restlessly intentional and product oriented nature. The

Progress of science and technology is an unstoppable force, and our abiliry to adapt,

accommodate and understand is not lceeping pace. Humankind was left behind, lost
and paralysed because it had no means to restore autochtony in the face of the

modern world. This requires meditative thinking that could revive our conceptions

of homeliness and that could retrieve our sense of well placement, affrrm our control
and enable us to make decisions.

Meditative thinking seems to be "behind,', 
,,below,, 

and .,around,, 
calculative

thinking, an earlier truer form of thought, essential and necessar;r to all human

being even when reduced to; as near t}e end of the address we read (h."r);

Yet anyone can follow the peth of meditative thinling in hig own menncr end within hit own
limita. Why? Bccauremanisa tht*ing,tlurir, aneldtatingtxiry. Thurmed.itativethinLing
need by no meane be 'high-Oown.n It ie enough il we dwell on what liec cloae and meditate on
what ie doo€stt upon that which concerns uc, erch one ofus, here and now: here on thio patch of
home groun& rnw, in the preent hour of hietory . (p.47>

Thus we must 8sk nowt ewen if the old rootedneer ie being loot in thic age, Eray not a now ground
and foundation be grentsd again to msn, a foun&tion a'.1 ground out of which manrs nature Nnd

all hir uorkg can flourirh in e new wqy even in an atomic age?

What could tte ground and found.stion be for the new autochthony? perhapr the angwer we ar€
looking for liee at handr ro near tlrat we aII too easily overlook it. For the wey to what ic nesr is
alweyr the longeet and thua the hardest for ur humans. This way ic the way of medjtrtive
thtnHng. Meditative thinlingdeman& of ur not to cling one-cidedly to a eingle idea, nor to run
down a one'track ouree of ideas. Meditative thinling deman& of ur that we eDgage ourrelves
with what at ffrst sight doer not go together at all. (p. tr)



The modern age is marked by this loss, being carried away by calculative thinking.
Meditative thinking is that through which restoration maybe considered.

He describes a meditative approach to the technological revolution as needing
a special relationship to develop between human beings, which he labels a

comportmznf or ?eleasement toward things." This releasement is both an

acceptance and a holding back that acknowledges the utility but refuses the

domination because there is;

within all technical Processes a meaning, not invented or mede by ue, which layr claim to what man does
and leavee undone. We do not lrrow the signiffcane of 4re uncanny increaeing dominsnce of atomic
technologr' ru ncanbtg pr'eading tdnology bAc. itte$. Butif we explicit! and continuourly heed the
fact that cuch hidden meaning touchee ur eveSrwhere in the world of technology, we stand at once
within the reslm of that which hi&r itself from u.r, and hidee itself juct in approaching ua. That which
ghowr itgelf and at the sarne time witMraws ie the essential trait of what we call the myatery. t c"tt ths
comPortment which enable ur to keep open to the meaning hidden in technologgr, opmag to tbc
myrt ry. O.55)

Releasement toward things and openness to the mystery go together and have the
promise that they can enable us to 'endure in the world of technolos/ without
being imperilled by it'. They also 'give us avision of a new autochthony which
someday even might be fit to recapture the old and now rapidly disappe*irg
autochthony in a changed form'. (p. 55) This then is Heidegger describing a case of
historical necessity, brought about by the particular brand of thoughtfglness

experienced there and then, in Europe in the late l9b0s, and to a great extent now
in the 2l't centur;r. we are not necessarily restricted to this epoch.

We read earlier how he saw philosophy as having historical necessit;r tat

timesrand it is clear that he considered his time as one of those times. Flowever

this does not mean that at other times eg, now, decades after Heidegger spoLe

these words, 'meditative't}inking as such may not be shifted into a thinking given

a different cloal; a cloak appropriate to the nature of the current events and

contemporar;r questions of the time.



Writing from where he does enables him to exploit the crisis-d;mamic, the
drama, urgency and tensions of the post-war period, and to reminisce about a past
period when marr was not so remote from meditative thinking. Yet this is, I thin[,
Heidegger exempli$ting 'the present hour of history'Fom within the period from
which he spoke. The past period of rootedness is not, I arn sure, able to be

localised as the late nineteenth early twentieth century. And for us now, right now
in our present hour, it is more likely to be the profuse information technolory that
has to be dealt with; and possibly the ebb and marginalisation of any urgency and
tension that will produce whatever rootlessness we experience - and might label as

post-modern. It is roodessness nonetheless,

Meditative thinking as a form of philosophical thinking is at all times
necessa-qy and is at all times the essential component of thinking itself as a human

activity. Rather than calculate more and more on some potentially infinite
expansive plane of possibilities, with an open-ended set of questions of economic
efficiency or novelqz, a more meditative approach can reflect upon what the
enterprise itself is or is doing; in filller, more self-aware historical and cultural
perspectives.

A similar duality is that between authentic discourse 6cAd and unauthentic
prattle (Gere?), Solomon notes (see page 2J9) that both involve making

statements but only the former is an expression of thinking.

Ife0egger, an? Quca tio ning
In her book, He0egger'a Phituophy; agufue to bb baait tboug/tt,Magda Kiog wrires, in
Part One, called lYbat b the Quatbn.Intro?uctory;

Thc main body of .ft& ea? Zit ie prexxy'.edby two expoaitory chofterr in which Heidegger expleine the
quertion of being as it is to be reired and worked out in this frn&mental inquiry. Everything that
belonge to Heidegger'e qucrtion, its motive and aim, the method of the inveetiga,tion and the conclurionc
at wLich it will arrive, ig s€t out ia thece two chaptere...fu. l)



she then begins Expaaition L Afornral atatemcnt of tbe quzttion

f ia uta %it it an inquiry into the meening of being (Sr'ztr wn Scin'). To this ehott formuletion of hir
theme, Heid€€ger Fequently r'lrl+ lfp r^,enl abhupa which ic difEcult to rranelate pnecirelyl the
meaning of bcing at td tiageaemlie onl5r an approximate rt8tenent of the full theme (rgraa wn &in
t'fubduPi' '.' he often rnedueg it to a cimple, inforural qr.reetion, ae, for exanrpl et ,+rat bittt Ecin-t,
Almogt literally translst€4 the phreae mean8s what ic csIed "being" Fneely paraphraced it might be
rendered ee: what do ue mean by to bc'?

From theee variouc forrrulationr, the corne of Heidcgger'e quection emeryes with an rlrpareng
not to say mirleading, clarity and rimplicity. (p. S)

Being ana Timr, Scin un? zit, one of his earliest works, published in 1922, is in
answer to one question ' wbat i.a tbc nuaning of being? The idea of the question is most

important for Heidegger.

He says;

Every inquiry ir a ceeking [ruchen]. Ever5r ceeLing gets guid€d bcforehand by what ie rought. (p.24>

In invectigxive quectionr- that ie, in queationr, which are rpeciffcally theoreticel-, what ic a*ed about
ig determined and oncepcudi"ed. b. U)

I inteqpret this as Heidegger pointing our how any question has been guided -
determined and conceptualised - by some thought in advance. A question or
inquiqy does not come from out of an empty space. In its shaped formuliation there

are assumPtions or assertions or beliefs or conceptions that are not being called into
question by the question. This we have discussed in several different forms earlier.

For Heidegger the questioning stops at one place -- it can go no further bac[
than asldng direcdy about being (some translators write it as Being). Here are the

first lines oF &ing art Tinu, beginning with a quote from plato,s Sop$iatcd

tFor rranifercly you havc long been aware of whet you mean when you ure the exp ceesion tbcttgr,

we, however, who used to tlinl we undergtood it, have now become Per;rlexed-'
Do we in our time have arr anawer to t'he gueetion of what we really me,an by the word b"i;1d?



Not at dl. So it ic Gtting that we rhould raire anew tbe quatioa ol e ,rr.zning of hirrg, p.l

The thinking that breal<s the paths described above is ultimately a tbinking a^6out

bcing in some sense. And it is in asking questions about being we will, for
Heidegger, approach the core metaphysical foundations of the culture he sees

himself belonging to, namel;r that of Western or European though t. In Bekg an|
Tbrcit is not far into the book that the study of being needs to begin with the study
of that being for whom being presents itself as a question;

Thu.s to worlc out tlre queetion of Being edequ.td, rra mugt m.Le an entity-the inquirer-
tran8lrarent in hie own Being. The very acH^g of tfiir queetion ic an entiqr'e mde of fuing; arg as
guch it geB itr esscntial character &orn wtrat ir inquired about-namelyr Being. This entiqr which
each of ue ie himcelf and which includer \uiring ar one of the poesibilitiec of itc Bei.g we :hall
denote by the ternr nDanein". If we are to fornrulete our queecion explicitly and rranrynrently, we
muct Grst give a proper explication of a' entity @arein), with regrrd. to itc Being. b. zr)

That being is human being, characterised as Dasein, literally "there-being," in order
to fix our attention on how as an entity it is in a class of its own for many reasons

not the least of which is the fa.ct it has questioning built into its hard drive. For us

in our study we are guided here, as we were above, into including thinking about

what it is to be human as part of questioning more intensely about literary
acquisition.

In An Inbrtucilon to fiIetapbydlra, Heidegger poses the question of the meaning

of Being in this form; 'Why are there beings rather than nothing? He then attends

direcdy to the questioning process.

Our queetion b the quatiott of dl authentic queetione, ie, of sll celfquestioning quertionr, ard
whether consciourly or not it is necescarily implicit in eveqr quedion. No queetioning and
accordingly no eingle rcienti.Gc "problemn can be Grlly intelligible if it doee not include, ie, asb the
quertion ofall que*ions. (p- O
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The question of all questions is so named because it is how tbat question is played

out historically that has grounded all Western inquiry from the period of the ea.rly

Greeks' This is the core theme of An Intro?uction to tVtctaphyaica. Itis an intense and
unremitting attempt to reveal how original interpretations of being were born,

suggestively appropriated, mutated, decayed, submerged and lost as.Western

thought, and thus social activity, took its historical course

For the immediate PurPoses of this study, the interpretation I give to this statement

is this:

AII authentic questions always ask and have an answer to the question of
questions somewhere within them. That is, within every inquiry about anlrthing
the question of being has been implicitly tackled already, an ontological line
tal<en, an interpretation of a metaphysical kind adopted, whether consciously or
not.

By becom ng aelf' queationing, this act of metaphysical determination curled up
within any question can be more clearly discerned and thought about. A self-
questioning question, that drvells on why and how and t}e conditions of its being
able to be asked becomes more able to recognise how as a question it has been

shaped. The fact that they are questions asked by a being able to question is not
overlooked in the rush to get to the answer. The ' question-ness' is itself allowed

sPace' as is the entiqr that is able to question, the entiqr of bumanbeing.

The most self-questioning question of all is the question of being. There is

nothing left to question over and above being, which must also allow for the

possibiliqr of being questioned (this being an intended pno).

And as it is through a question that all these mechanisms grind into action;

questioning when it is authentic and not merely a',verbal forrnula" is ',a
fundarnental human force',, page 6, An Intrrttrcilon to tWetapbyaica $othquotes).



Eventually it will only be by returning to the ultimate, most fundarnental self-

questioning question, the 'question of being'itself - which is neither accidentally
about bcing nor accidentally a question-that we will be able to bring this ontological
foundationing to the surface as explicitly as is possible. It is the question 'first in
rank' (p"g" 6, An Intr?urtion to tWctaphydira), Thercis no further place to question
into, as far a^s Heidegger is concerned,

Heiilegger, ana tbe qtrcatbn of lzarning to reaa ana s,rite, in 6rief

l) Philosophy

Philosophy, according to Heidegger will by its very narure be limited in terms of
what it can 'do' to assist other disciplines. Its main benefit must be in the openness

it can suggest, a background implicature of alternatives, and it will have this quality
because its inspiration was there from the start.

All social or human sciences face the problem of having human beings as their
subject' For instance, the persistent unpredictability of the behaviour of huma^ns, in
theory determined by biochemistry but in practice not so, or the constant

insinuation of ethical issues (can humans treat each other as experimental subjects?

is a control group in human sciences fundamentally unethical?) interfering with the
pure experimental design. The redesignation of 'human being', or the Greek
rrational animal', into Dasein is quite radical and would seem to have many:rsyer
unexplored possibilities. The meaning and goals of human being-there would seern

a very useful concept to explore if one wanted to add any rigour at a]l to
descriptions of the uses and values of literacy. As we saw with Bryant and Bradley,

implicit unexposed conceptions of humans will influence a whole interpretation.

The issue of philosophy versus common sense is suggestive, for it seems

possible that it is common sense that creates division and arguemnt at the interface

of research and the public.



2) Openness and Freedom

It is more oblique, perhaps, but it seems as thought the notion of 'letting-be' has

relevance to thinking about literacy acquisition research - and research in general.

The kind of revealing that Heidegger talks of applies well to the world as it is, but to
be applicable to the clinical or experimental aspect of scientific research the

'concealingt nature of the essence of ruth needs more consideration, and how

'openness', ahtbcia must be wrested from the letlze - hiddeness, concealment,

coveredness, veiledness - to use Magda King's words, page l4l n Hehcggcrb

Pbilaophy.

It must be true that literacy learning is too close -and the result is that the
descriptions of its vdue and use are too serious, like uiying to describe something

that is the size of a mountain yet pressed right up againstyour nose. There is no
perspective available, and no place to gain an overrriew, because literary literally
towers up impossibly high in front of our eyes (or so it seems), an almost

incomprehensibly sophisticated cultural aftefact with the power to shrink space and
slow timeyet learnable by fiveyear olds. As is the case of 'Watson and Giorcelli in
Chapter One one ends up overwhelmed, reduced to lame superlatives such as

'greatest'and 'supreme'. Literacy is indeed worthy of superlatives (if one can find
suitable parallels with which it can be compared), but the readiness to be awe-

struck needs analysis. It is not in the interests of openness.

5) Meditative Thinking

That much of the general research into literary acquisition fits into the category of
'calculative' thinking seems clear. Our energetic quest for knowledges on how to

teach reading and writing is almost completely product oriented, fuelled by a very

urgentyet not well-considered politicaUsocial need. It could be claimed that surface

\lI
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questions are asked repetitively, and 'researched'in the shallows of confused

concepts and ill-defined understandings, and make very little difference - thus

'making a difference'then becomes the highest end. The noisy and overt buiatcrce

on qualigr research is a hushed, covert flight from thinking. Perhaps a hint of busy
fear can be read into the overproduction of self description such as we saw in the
material produced by the New Zealand Minist y of Education. Thinking is
crowded out by the clamour and given no nourishment by values such as efficienry
or value for money. The meaning that reigns within learning to read and write is
bJ4passed, and research is treated mechni""lV, as if merely method will produce

results and as if truth is its inevitable consequence.

The loss of autochtony, or rrootedness' emerges. Literacy 'fits' into human

being very well it seems and one ought to feel 'at home' with it, partly because of its
intimate relationship with language, called by Heidegg er, thc boue of &ing' (see

Solomon p. 190), and pardy because oFits unique additional qualities including a
complex intellectual technology and huge capacit;r for information storage. In the
analysis oE Daacin,literacy is a major component of the culture-a.d ded,?a'there'. A
beginning reader or writer ought to feel a sense of belonging to the task, of
ownership' Power and good fit as he or she works at solving a problem that was, by
and large, designed for them to solve; or, to use a metaphor of Frank Smith in
Urz?eratanAing Rcahing, (p.g. 215, fourth edition) a sense that literacy is a 'club' to
which he or she has automatic right of entry. An emerging reader and writer
should intuit the accessibility and potential belongingness oFliteracy, a skill that
requires just those exact talents with eye and mouth and language that they happen

to have. Being literate in a literate culture is homeliness, an embedded connectiviw

in a textured landscape of script, text and word- being literate is a firm
connectedness in singular way with all humanity. This is how it should be. Yet as

we read earlier, 'diversity'malces this difHcult.

It is as if there are two literacies - the one that is genuine, that has to be

undenal<en by each learner as they of their own accord 'lock horns'with the

iir



intricacies of the task, and tal<e on the complex coordination of eyes and brain that
is reading; and the one that is taught, at its worst a misshapen theoretical artifice,
with hugelJr exaggerated minor and completely ignored major components. The
controversy around the teaching of reading and *itirs could be partly attributed to
this loss of autochtony, the unsettled insecure feelings experienced by theorists and
practitioners increasing their argumentativeness, decreasing their desires to
cooPerate, and leaving the field very vulnerable to the opportunist machinations of
the politician. The event of literacy is not treated as if it is human, as if it belongs to
us' Rather it is seen as the 'ot"her', an alien activiqr, practised by aliens and taught
by aliens - and for manyyoung learners that is exactly what it is.

Literacy is fundarnenta.lly 'modern human', so representative for what it
me;rns to be human being now, a new metaphor of how we fulfil ourselves

historically and culturally - in fact tlis is probably a mistalce, but an interesting one.

There is some truth in this given the chronolog, of events, explored so well (as are

many other key issues) by Harvey Graff in The Labyrintlu of Literary; rcfhctioru on

paat an? preaent;

The chronologr ie devetatingly rd'mplet bomo apizttt ar e rpecier is .bout orn millionygarr oldl writing
datee from approximately 5fi)0 B.q, ro ie about Fve thouaand years o1d (.5 pencent of humanity'a
exietence)| Weatern literegr &om about 600 8.C., msLing it rouglrly twenty-eix hundredyearg old (.26

Peroent of the qt€cieo' life); and printing &om the 1450a, now agod a mere 4ii0 yeare. . . . It aesi8tc us in
placing literacy and the prinracy with which we hotd it in a larger prop€r context . p.26

And for Graff, with his strong historica] background, literacy is shrouded in a
powerful myth;

For until quite recently, rchohrly and popular ornptionr of the value of the sLillr of re.ading and
writing have almost univercally followed normltive aggumptionr and expectationr of vague but powerfrrl
c-oncomitants end effectc preeumed to eccomlrany ch$ges in the diffirsion of literacy. For the lart two
centurieo, tthey have been inextricably and inreparebly tinled with poct-Enlightenlrent, 'liberel'eocial
theoriee and contemporar;r expectationr regErding thc role of literaqy end rchooling in socioeconomic
development aocial order and individual progr€rs. Thir ret of onjuncturee - in theory, thoug6



PercePtion, and expcctation ' is cnormouc$r important. TLe inrplicetione are &r too numerou8 to
resount in thir bri'ef chapter. Yet they c.onrtitute what I have come to aell I rliig3aqy, m'tht, ... p. 16

If rfie precent teachee us notfiing ehc' rv€ murt hoed tte lecson that the preeumed. placee of titerac5r and
echooling are neither aacro€anct nor uell un&retood... p. 16

Litera€r, f have come to believe, ia pnfauQty mitu&wtod. p. 17

And there are m;rny more pieces of text one could pluck from Graff in the s:une

vein' What seems so interesting with Graffis that despite very good scholarship

and informed argument he has had seemingly almost no effect on certain sectors of
the literacy learning enterprise, George Bush and the New Zeiland,Ministry of
Education to name two. One powerful explanation will be that science, its

discoveries and truths and theories, are to be a-historical - Physics and the History
of Physics may never meet - and this must again be a d"ilemma for literacy learning
research, but there must innumerable such firewalls criss-crossing the field

4) Questioning

There would always have to be a limit on the extent t}at a discipline can question

itself without disintegrating, and being a discipline at all indicates that there are a

certain number of 'unquestionables' - those defining attributes or fundamental

features that mark the discipline out Fom others, or from nothing at all.

On the other hand, 'questioning' is the basis of all research, :rnd it might be

the case that when there is too much calculative thinking, the questions become

routine. Perhaps the nature of aresearch field such as litera,cy learning must be

better understood and articulated if penetrative questions are to be developed.

Inheriting a fertile research area, inherently interesting, culturally significant, yet
also politically 'hot', publicly visible, and perso"*lly relevanr to every person,

literacy learning research has to be much more attentive than it is to the dangers of
serving too many masters and sacrificing its integrity. It must become more self
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conscious and critically self-aware. Questioning its research questions, altlough
seeming to be a meta -level analysis, would help in this. Developing a schema of
sensitivity that would ;rssess research projects on pa.rameters such as origins or
genesis might help, alongside a more reflective approach to different d.irections of
research, and a commitment to rapprochement rather than competitiveness.

An emphasis on meaning rather than truth would seem to be essential in the
human sciences - or at least that should be the first interpretation. 'What does this
mean?' should precede 'is this true?rand experimental techniques and sq/es of
discourse must be developed that recognise this need to be developed. This would
circumvent the 'debates'that divide the field, confuse teachers, fatten the poclcets of
publishers and provide election fodder to politicians. But this is a matter dealt with
very well in the writings of the next philosopher we look at, Ludwig Wittgenstein.

BrOnotct

We have begun on this path of re-questioning learning to read and write not merely

because;

- the current lcnowledge about literacy learning is confiused or inadequate or
dysfunctional,

- the field is in crisis or about to crumble

- no one has ever asked them before.

It is not that some people do not claim these things. And these claims may be

true - there is evidence to that effect. But this would be to travel in the wrong
direction. For instance we need to hold open the possibiliry that such claims of
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crisis can eome from within the accumulated knowledge itself; that is, they are nor
necessarily external judgments but may be necessarily integral to the way we hold
the knowledge we hold. Some fields of human endeavour may depend for their
ongoing survival on the maintenance of crisis, if not the illusion of such.

We will raise several sets of questions as we track the three thinLers. They
will be of various k'inds. It may be that there are some questions that have not been

aslced before that should have been. But there will be others that are surprising in
how many times they have been asked before. Some have been aslced but not
heard. some are asked but inauthentically, :.' a pose or a diversion, or a habit.

Our questioning here attempts, if it can, to arise originally from nothing else

than the asking of questions in itself. Strange as this sounds, it seems to be the only
way to avoid being drawn into the very giune one is qfing to step out from - that is,

how doyou know t}atyou are not merely hitting the ball back? Which means that
reflections on crurent knowledge are open, not trying to prove a point or make a
c6tse or increase division or tal<e a stance. That is not the role of philosophy.
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Part Onc

\\/it tgr-nstci rr an<J l,hilosclphv

We will begin our discussion with Pbihaopleical Inueatigatioru, one of Wittgenstein's

major works, published in 1955. The texr used here is a translation by
G.E.M.Anscombe, in an English only paperback version from Basil Blackwell,
Oxford, and L974 edition. To keep the language of Wittgenstein exact and to mal<e

more available the met}odologies embedded in his sgzle I will make heaqy use of
quotations rather than paraphrasing or exploiting commenta.tors. From the first,

commentators have recognised the intimacy between Wittgenstein's sqrle and

content. Here is Stanley C-avell, in his essay Availa^hilrty of Witgcrutein'a later
Pbiluophy;

".the gurface difficultiec one has in approaching the writinXp of Wiagenrtein. Hie literar;z e6de har
achieved both higf, praire and widecpread elarn. Wby doee he write that woy? Wty doegnt h. i*t .sy
what he means' and &ew ingtesd of ineinuate oondugiona. ... The Grgt thing to be .aid in accounting for
hir rtyle iatherthepritcl,: he doer not report' he doec not write up recults. Nobody would forge e rtyle co

personal who had not wanted to Gnd the right exprecsion for hie thought. ...Wittgenrtein choce

confeesion and recast his dialogue. It containc what gerioue confescions mustr the frrll acknowledgenrmt
of temptation.. and rhot ir why tfiere ie virtually nothing in the /a eatigatiot. vhichwe ehould ordinarily
call reasoning... Either ttre ruge*tion penetrates paat.ssessment erd becomec part of the roncibili6,
from which a8a€3sment proceod.e, or it ir philcophically uceleee. p. lg2-l&{

There will not be very much commentar;r on literacy &s we try to build a firm
continuous interpretation of Wittgenstein

From the bookt preface;

The thoughte which I Publish in wbat follow: ar.e the precipitate of philoaophical invertigstio."
which heve occupied me for the la* cixtoen yean. ... It wor my intention at Grr to bring all thig
together in a booL -.- the ee€cntisl thing wac that the thoughta ahould prmeed &om orp rubject to
anothcr in g natural order and without breaLa N,\



After several unsucc€8eful attempts to weld my reculte together into euch a whole, I
realised that I rhould never succeed. The begt that I could write would never be more thm

philocophical renarkc; my rloughto were aoon crippled if I tried to force them on in any eingle
direction again* their naturd inclination. 

- 
A.ndthis was, of courae, connected with the very

netune of the invc*igation. For thie compele u8 to travel over e wide Geld of tholg[t crias<r$s in
veqy direction. ...

I maLe [my remarL:] public with doubtftl feeling8. It ic not impoesible that it ahould fatl to the
lot of thie work, in itr povcr6r and in the darlnegr of thir time, to bring ligfit into ore brein or
another--but, of cource, it ie not likely.

I chould not like my writing to rpare other people the trouble of thinking. But, if poagible, to
stimulate soneone to th""ght" of hie own.

I chould have liked to produe a good book. This ha8 Dot come about, but tlre time ia past io
which I oould improve it-

CAMBRIDGE

Janua.ry 1945, (p. uiii)

'fhere are echoes of Heidegger in these lines, in the allusion to the 'darkness' of the

times and in the reference to a certain kind of thinking that tal<es 'trouble'and is not

the ordina"qy kind of 'unthinking' thinking. It is a hint at least of the timeliness of
time, of the positioning power of history so characteristic of Heidegger. There is also

a reluctant epistemological consistency drawn between the nature of the matter
under study and the forrn on the publication itselfi, so that layout and sgrle of the text
is intimately interconnected with the subject and its demands in thought.

Some way into Plti/odopleital Inoedtigatiorw, there are some direct reflections

on philosophy. Ar early paragraph, paragraph ll, introduces the theme that

philosophy, in its more intent aim to look closely at things, which means

looking at them as presented, will have a particular confrontation with
confusing information. Ifyou look very specifically, ;zou will need to first see

the obvious, but the obvious may not be all that is required to understand;

Of couree, what onfirrer ur ig the uniform appe.r.rc of nordr when we hesr th€m epoLen or
me€t them in acript and print. Fot their apptietion ir not preeented to ua ro .l*ly. Ecp€cially
when we are doing philorophyt (p. 6e)
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Then, in later paragraphs we read an expansion of this;

I16. WLen phiLorophen ure e wond _ "Lmwledge., "beingo, .object", "I", lpropogition", "nsneo,

- and try to Erasp *rc eaene of the thin6 one muat alwayr ask oneself, ie r:lre word ever actuaily used in
thic way in the language-g8ne which ie ite original home? _

Wbet gu do ia to bring wordr ba& from their metaphyeical to their everyd.qr uee.

O.48")

What rz philosophy for Wittgenstein? What kind of thinking is it? The work is
tided Pbilaopltical Inocatigatbru. That could mean that he is himself undertaking his
own philosophical investigations; or alternatively it could mean that he is

commenting on what is called'philosophical'investigations. It could, as titles often

do, carrJr several meanings, punning, equivocating or si*ply working simultaneously

from different discourses or different levels. He calls his published thoughts 'the

precipitate of philosophical investigations which have occupied me for tfie last

sixteenyears' (p. ,rii). He seems to be'doing'philosophy while tryirg at the sarne

time to redefine it.

Let us look at what he does do, arrd then discuss more of his direct comments on
philosophy. This will make it clearer what he thinks philosophy is and lead into how
it might contribute to the question or issue of learning to read and write.

lX/ittg ena te in ?o ea pb iloa op hy
Lilte Heidegger with fuing an? Ti.mz, Wittgenstein begins with a quote from the

canron; not Plato this time, but Augustine. In a passage from his Con/caaioru

Augustine recalls, so he imagines, how he learned to speak; here is the translation

that is given as a footnote in Pbiloaopttical Inucatigatioru, rtith the original Latin being

in the body of the work;

"s/hen they (my d&rr) namcd eome object, and aocordingty moved towardr romething I
3as' thir and I graaped thlt the thing war catled by the eound they uttered when thry meant to point r | ( l



it out' Their irtention was ahewn by their bodity movements, es it were the natural langrrage of
all people$ dre cryrrereion of the face, the pley of the eyes, the novement of other partc of t6e
body, and the tone of voice wLich expresser our state of rnind. in eeeking, having, reiGcting or
avoiding eomcthing. TLus, e8 I heard wordr repcatedly ueed in their proper placee in variouc
scntencea, I gr.du8ly learnt to underctsnd what objecte they eignified, and a&er I had trained my
mouth to for:m theee rignc, I urcd them to c4ress my own desires.r (p. %)

He says of Augustinets passage;

1' "' The:e wonda, it seemc to me, give us a particular pictu.re of the ess€nce of hunan
tanguage' It is this: the individual wordc in language nane obiectc--8ent€nce3 are combinationr
of cuch nanea. 

-In thir picture we ffnd the roote of the following idear Every word har a
meaning. Thir nreaning ie corrdatod with the word. It ir the object fior which the word 8t8rds.

Augustinc does not sPeal of there berng eny differenoe between Lindg of word. Ifyou
d€scribe tf,e leerdng of languagp in thie way you are, I balieve, thinLing prinerily of nounr like
ntablen, 

"chairi, %read", and of poopleri namer, and only oecondarily of 1he nanres of certain
actions and propertiee; and of the renaining kin& of word ac eomedring thar will tale care of
itself, p 2e

He then goes on through the book to repearedly explore this complex idea...

Do all words have meanings? Do all words signi$r something? He sets up hundreds

of thought experiments, often where people are involved in certain activities and

these activities incorporate language. For instance in the first example of the book
he describes going to a shopkeeper with a slip marlced "five red apples',, and how the
shopkeeper opens the drawer with the apples irr, of all colours, then looks up the

word t'redt'and finds a colour sample next to it, then counts up to five as he taJ<es an

aPple of the indicated colour out the drawer, until he reaches five. Here we see

language in action ... the shopkeeper a.ct0 in a certain way. Wittgenstein says about

every word having a meaning;

flowever, what is thc meaning of tte word iffve? 
-No auch thing wac in queetion here, on$ how

thcwordGveirurcd. p5e

irl



It is how the word is tuel that is the point here. Words are to be found

embedded in activities and this must be taken into account when one tries to
understand them.

He goes on in section 2 to present an imaginary example of very simplified
language use, that of a builder and his assistanu an exarnple he comes back to
several times.

2' That philocophical conc€pt of me^qing haa itr place in a primitive idee of tle way langu{e
frlrctiong. Neverthelecs, one can alco eay that it ig the idea of a language more prfuritive thaa our:c,

Let us inugine a language for whhh the deecriprion given by Asgustine ir rigk. The
lsnguage ig meent to !en'e for ommruricetion betwcen a builder A and. an aseirtrnt B. A ie
building with building-stone& t[ere are blocke, pillare, slabs snd b€ems. B hae to pass the etonea,

and that in the order in which A nee& t-hem. For t[ir purpoae thry uae a langu8ge conristing of
the words nblocLn, 

hillarn, "lhb", 'beann A calls them outl _B brings tbe gtone which he har
learned to bring at such and auch a call. --Conceive of thig ae a complete language. p Je

In this instance indeed we might say that the words do stand for objects but it
is a very limited or primitive language. He says;

5. Auguctine, we might cay, doee deecribe a cystcm of co--unication, only n36

ever;rthing tlrat we call larguage ir this ryetem. And one har to eay thig in nrany caoes where th€
quection arieee nll thig an appropriate dea<ription or not?n The angwer i& tYes, it ie apprnopriate,

but only fe1 thir nanowly cirormrcribed rqioo, not for the whole of what you 
"*g1p 

oloiming to
&scribe." p 5e

So, descriptions or definitions can over-reach themselves, dubiously

efirapolating from one well obserwed part of a wordrs field of uses to other less

carefully understood parts or even to the di-ly comprehended whole.

Gamca, Cbildren, Learning anA Language

At this point, in this sarne section, he introduces the notion of 'game', but here only

r t,-l
as an exarnple of a word with a number of different uses;



It is al if comeoae were to ca;n "A gane concistg in moving objects about on e surfae
acding to certain ruleg...n-ard we neplied: You ecem to be thinldng of board gamer, but there
are others' You can male your definition correct by expreecly reacricting it to ttooe gamee. (p.
5e)

Presumably he could have used here any term that shows a wide variety of
uses (and most do). However 'ga"rne'proves particularly useful when later he seeks

a metaphor for how language works--which he does a page or so further on 615 we
shall see.

In section 5 he expands a little on how the uae a language is put to is
essentially bound up in the conditions within which itis harru?;a line of thought that
leads very naturally to thinking about children. Learning a language is not merely

having an explanation of what narnes to attach to what objects. He says in the last
paragraph of section 5, and in section 6;

6' A child urea such primitive formr of langrrage wheo it learnr to talk. Here the teaching of
l8nguage ir not explanation, but training.

6' We ould imagine that the hnguap of $2 wac r:he u/roblerrg,t^geof A and B1 even tho whole
language of a tribe. The children are brought up to perform tlca aaylior,s, to v* &c*wordr ae

they do co, and to react in &b way to the r+,ords of otherc.... With different training the eame

ostensive tesching of theee wor& would have effected a quite different understanding. (pp. 4-
5e)

Learning a language, it seems, is learning what to do, how to respond, what is
meant. In section Z 'language-games'are introduced and it is worth Sving the whole
quotation here to appreciate the wash and 0ow of his ideas.

7. In the practice ofthe uee oflanguags (2) [ie builder A rnd asristant B] one party c.ll"
out the wor&, the other actr on tlrem. In ingtruction in the language the following procers will
oeurr the lerner nana the obiectq thar ir he utterg the wordwhen the teecher points to thG

gtona -And there will be thie gtill cimpler exercirer the pupil repcats the words after thc tegcher-
--both oftheee being prooecces reeembling language.

r r.l



we can abo thinl of the whote procecs of using wor& in (2) ar one of thoee gamer by

ffi:#:"ffiiil::ffi gamee nraaguage-gamea" and

And the procccres of *-ing *onee and of repering wordr after comconc might alrc be
aued langxragFg'nee- Thinl of much of the use of wondr in gamer liLe ring-a.ring.a-roces.

I sha[ also cell the whole, conri*ing of tanguage and r:he acrions into which it is woven,
the ilanguage-gamen. 

G. 5.)

How does this work?

a) He resurrects the stone builder and assistant and their primitive language system.

b) He then imagines how this language would be learned, ie the inttruction,and there
are two {pes of instruction posed; l) a more complex task of naming the objects as

they are pointed to, to a more simple task 2) merely repeating the word after the
teacher (note the builder has become teacher).

Both these learning Processes are further examples of language in use in a context
with a Purpose, and in activity b2 above t}e words do not now necessarily signi$,
something.

c) This has parallels with children and language learning (which is where he began

with the Augustine passage) and the giunes they play as part of this. In the Fyst

mention of the term 'language-games' (see paragraph three in section Z above), he

states that the Process of how the builder and assistant are using words is exactly the
s.une as children Plafng a language-learning game.... the builder and his assistant

could be playing a children's language-learning g.une o{, say, 'narne-and-fetch' (my

term, not Wittgenstein's). This 'name-and-Gtch', characterises both l) the

children's language-learning game, which is both aganu arrd hrEuage-barningand 2)

the stone builder's primitive language, which is neithcra game nor language-learning;

but this common characteristic seems to allow the term 'gamerto slip into a

metaphor for the stone builder's language, whieh he calls a'language-game,. (t_l



'Game' now has the two meanings--when something either is a game (as with
children) or when something is merely gane-like (such as the stone builder's

language use).

d) In the next paragraph (paragraph 4) he returns to the two processes that are

examples of knguage-lcarnirE but are not necess anly gamza, viz. naming the stones

and repeating words after someone. But, like 'name-and-fetch' above, they have so

much in common with children's games, as he points out again in the second

sentence of the parag:raph, that they too might be called 'language_games'.

Out of the juxtaposed and interfused descriptions of primitive language use,

language learning, children's language learning, and children's language-learning

games (and possibly the earlier use of the term rgamer in section 5., used to explain

something entirely different, namely how a part can be used to define its whole) the

concept of a language-game arises.

'We can distinguish the following:

l. games (literal)

2. children's ga.mes (literal)

5. children's languageJearning games (literal)

4. the primitive language of the stone builder's 'language-game'which resembles

children's language-learning games (metaphor)

5. two processes of learning this primitive langurge ...

.) bV naming rl;r



b) or by repeating

.. . both literally called 'language-games' if made into garnes, but otherwise
metaphor.

A Patlaway of Tlaougbt

If we t{y to trace a 'logical' pathway it seems to be from, A) what g:unes :Lre,

B) to a descriptive and meandering exploration of the field of interconnections with
how children play garnes, how many of their g.unes include language, and how these

par-ticular garnes are paxt oe or are similar b, learning to be a competent and mature
language speaker C) to the first sub-conclusion that all language learning is game-

like, then to D) the second, dominant, conclusion that primitive langt,"ge use is also

game-like. So, the figurative use of 'ga.rne'emerges from the literal use of 'game,,
travels via the areas of children's games and language learning to eventually reach

and become applicable to mature though primitive langua8e uses.

It need not have taken this path. Wittgenstein could have said that the
primitive language is game-like by making a direct assertion. Metaphors often work
this way, and frequently rely on the jolt of dissirnilariqz and suryrrise. The

association is made between concepts norrnally completely incompatible or
categorically t"qr distant from each other in the ordinar;r flow of discourse, eg. 'the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortuner (fortune cannot ever have slings and

arrows), or, 'take uP arms against a sea of troubles' (a sea is always made of water,
or at least liquid, not troubles). This would have been much simpler. But by
transitioning through instances where language use is a garne, and not merely g.rme-

like, to arrive at the proposal that language is also game-like gives the metaphor

more than just metaphorical implication.

Learning

And also the highly active concept of learning is, I propose, given an important



place on the stage of contemplation and explanation.

It is possibly relevant and certainly interesting to recall that for sixyears
Wittgenstein was an elementary or primary school teacher in lower Austria, between
1920 and 1926, just before and just after the publicatio n of Tractatua Ingico-

Pbiluophicua in 1922. This period of his life is described at length in chapter three of
William Wanen Bardey III's biography of Wittgenstein, Wittgerwtein Philosophers

may qrpically draw on whatever they like from their experiences and knowledge but
it seems that working with and aroundyoung children would increase opportunities
to observe and develop theories about children's g:unes and learning and language

use' Later in his book Bardey elaborates the influence of Karl Btihlerrs educational
theories on Wittgenstein. Btihler was professor of philosophy at the Universiqr of
Vienna and at the Vienna Pedagogicd Institute and chief theoretician at the school-
reform movement and Bartley lists these similarities between his ideas and the later
Wittgenstein;

"' (1) their oppocition to peychological and logical atomir-l (2) in thc place of etomigm, a
contextualism or conGgurationaliaml (5) a radical linguietic conyslli6nialir6 built up in
oplrosition to eteentlrli8t dodrines; (a) the irt.a of ,imagelesa thought,. (p. l0g)

It certainly has impact directly on our question of learning to read and

write. The question is framed around learnttE to read and write, and not

around reading and writing as such. It deliberately draws'learning'into the

discussion of what is learned. It should also be possible to analyse the concepts

of reading and writing without reference to how they are learned. The period
of learning, or the fact that learning is required could be a mere extra,

necessa^qF but adding nothing Fom itself to the final form. Yet Wittgenstein as

he works consistendy against essentialism raises the place of learning in the

explanation of things.

Wittgenstein's discussion shows, I think, a) t}at by returning to the

learning of something, ie, lang,age, something critical and essential is revealed (rl



about that thing that is not obvious when one just views competent users and

b) that the nature of this learning is different from what might be expected.

This is a shift or broadening of focus that is potentially of some significance,

The learning of or about something loses its easily assumed place a^s a mere

conduit, as Augustine would have it, and the finished world, as it looks at any
one time is deceptive, not revealing features o[its construction, For Augustine
all the child had to do was learn the pre-existing and inherent meaning of
words and how they referred to a pre-existing world; for wittgenstein the

meaning does not pre-exist the use the word has in some actual activity and the

child must participate or engage with the activiqr to learn the rules and
patterns of its use. This suggests more active engagement by the child, much
more learning work to be done, both socially/cognitively by the child and in the

r:Lnge of experiences needed to master usage.

V.ry importandy, the acts of learning do not separate offcleanly from
the instances of comPetent usage. The learning itself remains the active

ingredient even when it seems to be manyyears later that one uses the word.
The learned-ness of something learned becomes central to understanding what
it is. However, this may not be obvious.

Language-gamct

e) The final sentence, .Ls we have read, introduces 'la'guage games';

I ckll algo @ll the whole, conei*ing of langu{e and tte actionc into which it ie woven, the

"language gamen G. d")

'[,angu age-game' applies to the 'whole', both what is said and the accompar5ring or
enveloping context of actions in which it has its operational significance and

communicative power. There is a profound inseparability it seems; each gives the

other life, shape and form. And the recurring claim, as Wittgenstein goes on ro (r,\



Present in analogy after analoff, in description after description, seems to include at
least these;

a) that in different language-g:unes the 'same'words will have different uses, uses

learned alongside the learning of the g:une itself and all 'woven'into the various and
varied action-systems where they have their original place or meaning-bestowing

grounding, and,

b) that in any one language-game all the items called 'words' will not by vinue of
sharing this single n:une have a single function.

To understand a word one must go and look at its occurrence in a particular
action matrix that will itself be part of a whole called a ,language-game'.

Here are some of the analogies Wittgenstein uses, the first around the word
'lever'1

6' "' 'I eet tfie brale up by connecting up rd and lever."-Yeq given the whole of t6e re* of
the mechanigm. OnIy in coniunction with that is it a brale lever, and aeparated E.om ito eupport
it ic not even a leverl it ma;r be anything or ndhing. G. ge)

To restate; the part has a seeming independence, giving the appearance of having a
life and meaning of its own. Yet when scrutinised we see that it requires the whole
to be a something. Without the whole, it may be anything, or nothing. Here is an

analogy using the word 'tool';

ll' Think of the tools in a toolSoxr there ir a hammcr, pliere, a rew, a ecrew-driverr s rule, r
glue-pot, naile and ecrews--The frrnctionc of wor& are ag diverce as the frmctions of r:hese otiects.
(And in both cageg there are eirnilaritiee.)

Of c'ourrc, whrt on6rrer ur is tfie uniforn appeerance of wordr when we hear them rpoken or
meet them in ccript and print. Fot drrir appliatioa ic oot presented to u.s lo clearly. Ecp€ctdly
nAcn we are doing philorophyl (p. 6.)

The meaning of this is clear, showing the important explanatory role of action,

or action-system. Here is an analory with 'handle';



12' It ir like looking into rfie cabin of a locomotive. We cee hendler all looLing more or leaa

alike' (Naturally, eince they are all euppoeed to be handlod.) But ore ic tbe handle of a cranL
which can be moved continuoucly (it regulst€s the openirg of a valve)l another ir tte handle of a
twitch, which hae only two effcctive pooitionr, it is either off or on; a third ia tle hendle of a bral<e
lever, the harder one p'lh on it, the harder it braLeal a fourth, tle handle ofa pumpr it har an effect
onbr ro long as it is moved to ard fro. (p. Ze)

The handles all look similar, on the surface, but when more closely examinsd

in the context of actual use and activity, there are differences.

The major question then arises: is there no similariqr below the application of
the rcrm at all? Can one not hold to t}e idea that while superficial definitions will
crack under scrutiny, we can nonetheless constranct more sophisticated definitions
that will Fom a greater depth cover all the varied uses of a word? For instance, is

not a'language-game'itself something, with a meaning that covers all its
applications?

Language-gamca, and tbe eaance of language ana tbe eaaenae of
garn^e

The issue amounts to a discussion of whether there are such things as 'essences'or

not. The definition of ressence'given by Tlte Concbe oafor? Dictionaryis;

'.*he indiepenrable quelity or element identi$ing a thing or daermining its charscterl
An&mental nature or inherent characteristicr. fu. a00)

Wittgenstein seems to be saJnng that under closer scrutiny such essences are much

harder to pitt down; or at least they do not necessarily have the characteristics or
the ontological status one might imagine at first glance.

In the next paragraphs, 'language'itself becomes a vehicle for mal<ing its own

use more transparent. This move, as earlier with 'game', has a certain reflexive

irony about it and shows the associative rather than merely logical links 
lr)()



characteristic of Wittgensteints sqrle and flow of ideas in Pbiloaopbical Inucdtigatinru.

He is not content to use only random and usefully independent exarnples, like 'slabs,
and 'blocks'; or (ater on in the book) 'red' (secti on 57 and 58) or tsensationsr

(sections 245 and' following). Having invented this term 'language-game' ro r{y to
better describe how language functions, the term itself,, in both its parts ('language',

and 'game'), is used as a kind of second tier example of how unsatisfiactory

essentialism can be.

'We 
see emerging from the range of discussions on simplified or primitive

languages a sense that there is no uniform entit;r that can be called 'language,; and

this is because language is part of human activities in the world which are

themselves endlessly variable. In section 18, Wittgenstein likens language to a very
old city;

r8' -' Our language can be s€en ar an ancient ciqn a maze oflittle etreets and equarer, ofold and
new houses, and of hous€ with adfitionc &om vrrious periodrl and tfiir surroun&d by a
multiturL of new boroughe with rtraight rtfects and unifonqr houreg.

A ciqr is a living form that grows and changes while retaining its older forrns as well.
cities grow according to tle p'rposes and needs of the people, shaped by many
forces that change over time, often clumsily, often retaining features whose purposes

are long forgotten and have become just lived with. I^a.nguage is like this and thus

has this mixture of old and new, carr;ring its history within. However, it is not a

single fixed thing, with one set of qualities throughout its whole being.

19' It ir eaqr to imagine a languege consirting only of ordere and reporte in bet{e. -Or a
language consistitg *lv of guertionr and expteeeions for answeringyee and no. And innu.urerable
othera --And to h.gine a language ie to imegine a forrr of life. p ge

It is possible to imagine a veqy simple language for a specific purpose, that functions

well, Perforrns its allotted task and therefore for a]l its simpliciqr cannot be

considered incomplete. But to do this requires one to also imagine some living ,,l



activity, such as battles and how they are carried out with orders and reports. This
is to imagine a living berng doing something, getting on with its life. A battle is a
whole realrn of events, actions, interactions, equipment of certain sorts. To pull up
this langu€e one has to imagine an aspect of living, nor just a thing called language'

that exists disembodied and is purely performed between points of sheer

consciousness. It is to imagine a form life has taken on. One meaning of 'form of
liG' must be similar to when one speaks of,, say, forms of rove -- platonic, sexual,

paternal and so on. The term 'form of life'is to remind us that it is within the affairs
oFliving we find language and not as a thing-in-itself.

There are many aspects of human living; humans have many forms or patterns

of behaviour that include language in their performance. Several pages later
'Wittgenstein 

describes language as this multipliciry of functionings sprea.d across

and deriving meaning from human activity rather than a single independent enti[r
with one function;

23' But how meny Lindr of aentence ere rfiere? Say eecertioq queation, and
command? "Thace are ountlcu Lindrr countle* dlfferent kin& of ure of rtpj ws n-ll "grmbolen,
nwor&n, nrentencerr. And thie multiplicity ie not aomething E*"4 gr"r, orre and for a& but new
q4ee of, a8 w€ may aa/r come into exigtenc.e and ot'hers become obdete ar.dget forgotten. (We
can get armgbpiatan ofthir &on the dungee in mathematicr.)

flere the term "boguage.glmen ic meant to bring into prominenae the fact that the
epezking of a language ir part of an activity, or of e form of Me.

Review the multiplicity of Lnguage gamee in the following exa,nrplea, and in othergr

Giving orderr, aad Srying them_

Deecribing the splresrane of an object, or giving its measurements-

Conrtructing an object &om a degcription (a drawing)_

Reportingan event-

Speculeting abour an cvent-

Forming and terting a h;pothesir--

Precenting the regultr of a' exlnriment in tabres aod diagrame-

MaLlng up & dor:t4 andreeding it-
Plqy-acting-

Singing catchee--

Gueecing riddler-
l{t_



Maling a jolrcr telling it-
Solving a poblem in practical arithmetic.-

Askln& thanHng, oreing, ge€{ing, pra;ring.

-rt is Lilercstingto compare tf,e multiplicity of rhe toolg in langusge and of 15e wayr tlrey are
used, the multipliciSr of the Lin& of word and sentenoe, with whar logiciaru have raid. about the
stnrctureof hngu{e. (Includingtheauttor of t\eTra*atttLogi&-Pl,ilalopb;car) pp lle-l2e

This technique of going to the phenomena itselfl, ie. events within the world,
and testing with many concrete examples, produces this repeated assertion -- that
multiplicitJz defeats unitary definitions. The phrase is used again ... aform of tifc....

The next section adds further meaning to this phrase;

26' lt b eometineg eaid that animdr do not tallc becaure they hck the menta,l capacity.
Andthig meanat they do not thinl, and that ir why they do not tall." But_they rimp$ do not
taIL or to put it bertterr they do not ure language-if rve except the most primitive formg of
lenguagE -Comnandin& quertioning rccounting, clutdqg, are ar much a part of our natursl
hictory ar weldng, eating drtnkftB pleying. p l%

And rnuch later in the text, in part II, page 222e, he says;

If a lion could talh we oould not underrtand him.

There are several strands to this comparison with animals. First there is the
reference to the connection between 'thinking'and language'. one argument that
Wittgenstein mal<es repeatedly is that language has many uses and the capture of
language by one of its uses, nannely logic, ie. thinking, is to be exposed as such, as a

caPture. 'When one looks more closely at language its ma.ny, many other, uses are

revealed. Once this is appreciated then the error in imagining that language can be

"i-ply separated out from the species wherein it has its functional existence and

implanted as awhole in completely different species becomes obvious. All the

different kinds of behaviour or patterns of activity within which talking occurs have

I {}.1

to be transplanted as well -- chatting, recounting, questioning gossiping, arguing,



explaining, whispering, eavesdropping, lecturing, orating -- and it then becomes a
much bigger enterprise of imagination, in the end threatening the ve{y way in which
'animal'is used.

Language dovetails so intricately and intimately with the forms of behaviour a
species engages in that it cannot be lifted offand considered to have application
when not interlocked with this activiry of living. Language cannot be teased out
from the life habits of one species and then intrusively inserted into the comings and
goings of another. Forms of life, forms of living, underwrite language.

If a lion could talk we would not understand its talk because it is a different
form of life, or has different forms of living. As we understand more about language

acquisition we understand the central role of shared living environments between

the learner and the expert. The functions of language, its vocabulaay and its syntax,

and all its different applications are learned by countless encounters within many of
shared activiry systems with other humans. This is how different cultures develop

and perpetuate themselves, and humans can find it difficult enough to understand

each other across the barriers of linguistic and cultural difference. FIow much more
so with a completely different species. Unless the lion had shared all this, its
language would be incomprehensible.

ll,fore on Formt of Lif"
We can go deeper into the meaning of 'form of life' by relating it to the

expression 'life-form'. There;rre many life-forms -- many shapes, sizes, outer
coverings and inner organ organisation, ways of reproducing and ways of feeding,

modes of movement, social habits, self-protection and so on. Biological schema and

tables t{y to organise this proliferation and explain its ontogenesis, from marnmals

and trees to molluscs, mosses a.nd bacte"i.. Ary life form is a particular
manifestation of a livingness and.itsformis its distinguishing particular combination

of characteristics that we might associate with being alive, These can be specified

I Il-r



at a number of different levels, and will be diflerent for instance if one is tallcing
about mammals or fish, or animals and plants, or parasites or viruses. But each

living thing deals with the act of being alive in its own way, with its own particular
schedules and patterns of nutrition and reproduction, unique combination of body
parts, organs, limbs, or cellular structure, and metabolic and biochemical

specifications. This all adds up to living life in a particular way with particular
activities. It is called 'natural history'of a species.

When imagining the language-g:une, which we have seen is the language and
the action sequences into which it is woven, between the builder and his assistant

one is imagining an aspect of the life of being human, of human natural hisbry. The
picture needs to be built in detail. 'We can first of all think of the 'whole'that forms

the context for this activity of building. We imagine the passing of certain objects --

blocks, pillars, slabs, and beams -- of certain size and kind, identified by words just

as they are because of the relationship, the significance, they have with t}e
participants as they live, that is in terms of shelters or buildings of certain kinds that
can be built with them. Each of the terms - blocks, pillars, slabs and beams -- has its
place defined by usage talcen up within human life style and way of living. By
human is meant this particular creature without fur or feathers, scales or a tough

outer skin, with these imperatives for shelter, hence the building occurs; and then

with this kind of hand formation and this kind of perceptive abilities to tell one

substance Fom another in just that way, and muscular development in this way that
allows these to be passed from one person to another, for building to occur. Then

the fact of spoken language, of sounds of a kind of variabiliqz and volume permitted

by the capaciSz of the larynx and tongue and all other body parts that contribute to
human sound production, all this is itself made possible in this distinctively human

way -- the particiPants are able to handle these objects in this way within this

communicative configuration because of the positions of their arms and legs, and

their eyes and ears and mouths; they can p:rss the objects to each other while talking
and looking and listening. And so on. llll



Tofully imagirc krEuagc oru it imaginit7 a lifc/orm. A life form is a ve{F dense

complex many layered matting of inter-related interacting actions and things.
Language is fully embedded in all this and draws upon its immersion to be efFective.

Its power lies in the past and current relationships it has formed and continues to
form with the concurrent actions. But these are easily submerged. They are
'hidden'behind the scenes as it were, performing their vastly supportive but
necessarily not cognised speechless task as they constantly nourish the grear

complex mechanism of communicative speech. One way the structure can be

glimpsed is by searching deep within developmental sequences lost back within
childhood subconsciousness.

So, what would one imagine a talking ant to look like? What would it do?

How would it do it? Does it have a mouth -- or doesn't that actuallv matter? What
would an ant colony look like if ants could talk?

Or a lion. A lion is not going to say ,slab', or,pillar'. It does not build its
shelter. A lion might say'run'but it is interesting to ponder to what extent would
'we'understand'run'? All that'run'means, all its uses, cannot be replicated with a

lion' It cannot mean the tamz thing, ie. cannot have the sarne uses because for a lion
it would be fixed in with all that a lion is and does including that that a human is not
and doesn't do. About the sharpness of teeth, about the smell of a deer? Would we

be able to understand that? 'We 
can imagine what we would say if we were a lion,

but can we imagine what a lion would say from within its own form being as a lion?
Language learning is enveloped in shared activities with others that build upon

similar species characteristics; and these must include the vocal equipment and

hearing sensibiliqr that is built into human physiolory. How would a lion have

acquired language; and still remained a lion? What would a pride of talking lions

look lilce? Would we still want to call them lions? That is, grven the changes that
would be required in their physiolog' and in their life activities, ie. they would no

longer hunt or mate or interact in the way they do now, would we perhaps want to
give them a new narne? r()r,



To imagine language is to imagine the activities, the forms of life, in which it
has its due function. Because language is so in with the behaviours of the living
thing -- what it does in the world and how it does it -- to imagine a language is to
conjure up the living thing in all its activities as well. It is like a way of living not a
way merely of thinking. When one imagines a language one should not be

imagining bodiless creatures indulging in some kind of pure copmunicating.
Despite its seeming detachment language is an embedded-in-life activiry.

But, Wittgenstein would no doubt also say, they do talk 'like animals talk,. That is,

it is not the philosopher's role to govern the use of words.

Gatnea

This leaves us witl the deep impression of a multipliciry of uses of language-giunes

as part of a form of life with respect to language. But we still have ,game, to
consider, for there could be an underlying uniqr with all these varieries of language

that entitles them to all be considered game-like. several pages further on,

Wittgenstein gives 'game'the same treatment he gave language and I quote this at

length pardy to yet again to re-visit his method as he intensely and persuasively

practises it - section 66 is classic late Wittgenstein - and partly because to re-read

within original setting concepts that have been so frequently discussed is an

opportuniff to think through them again from an original source.

66. Here we oome up againd the gr.eat quertion that lhe behind rll there conriderations. -
-For comeone migbt objoct again8t nrer }ou trLe the ersy rvey outt you rolL about all eortr of
lsngusgcmneg, but hcve nowhere aeid what the essenc€ of a languagegame, and hence of
language, icr wltat ir conmon to dl thes€ activitiec, and what malec them into language or parte of
language. So you let yourrelf ofr the ver5r part of the invertigetion thal onoe ga.ve you yourcelf
moetheadacherthepan alrclvttiregatera$orm andoflanguage.o

And this ig true. - Inetead of producing eomething cornmon to dl thar we call langu{e, I
am rayingthat theee phenomena hrve no ooe thing in common whicL meJ<eg ur uce the cemc uord
for dI, -$ut thet they are daa2 to one another in many different wayr. And it ir becaure of tlrir 

I I ) ;



relationchip, or thece relatiomhipe, that we -ll them aU %ngusge' .I wilt tqr to explein r:6ir.

66' Conridcr for example the proceedingp vs coll ngame''. f mean board-games, card-
games' ball-gamet, Olnpic ganes, and ro on. What ia com-on to them all? -Don't ra5n There
nuutb sonething oonrmon' or they would not be crlled tgamert '-bt* l&. at/ *t v}1,3ther tlrere
ia anSnhing oommon to all. -For if you looL at them you will nd r€e eomething that is conmon to
a4 but gimilaritiec, relationehiFc, and a whole ceriee of them at that. To repeatr dont thinl, but
looLl -Look for examplc at board ganer, with their multi&rioue relationehipr. Now pare to card-
gamest here you ffnd urany correcpondences with the ffrat group, but many co--on features dr:op
out, 8nd othere appe-ar. When we I'ass next to ball-gamee, much that ir common ia neteined but
much ig losL -Are thry 

"ll 
tanudngt? C.ompare chece with nouglrte end croer€s. Or ir there

alweya winning and loeing, or competition between playerg? Thinl of patience. In ball ganee
there is winning 8nd loein$ but when a child throws hir ball at the wall and catches it agdn, this
feature hae dirappeared. I-ooL at thc partr played by ekill and luckr and et t[e difference benveen
slill in chegs errd sldll in tennis. Think now of ganee liLe ring.a-ring-a,roaeq here ic the ehnent
of amurement, but how many other characterirticg have di$ppearedl In addition, we crn go
through the meny, many orlrer groupr of gamea in the same weJn crn 8ee how rimilaritiee crop up
and dirappear.

And the result of ttig examinetion iat we see a complicated nctwork of gimilaritieg

overlapping and eiss-croeaing: eometimes overall einrilaritiee, eometimes simitc.itis of detail.

67. I can thinl of no better expreeaion to duracterise thecc gimihrities than "6mily
reecmblancegnl for the varioue resemblancer between membere of a fanil;n build, featuree, colour
of eyee, ga.it, temperament, etc. etc. overlap end criee-crocs in the same way. -And. I ehall cqn
rgamec' form a &mily. -. . pp Sle.J2e

Above we saw how la'guage could not be pinned down; here we see that

'gatnes' likewise elude a core definition. The new metaphor of 'family resemblancesl

is introduced as a way of thinking about how a term may be used. And if we went
on reading Wittgenstein we would find ,family resembla.ncesrunpicked and

analysed.

It/ittg e nt tei n tb e P b iloa op b e r
How might we describe all this? Puzzling, tussling, exploring, re-visiting, trying

out, questioning, Pbiloaophballnvutigationa, bites and nags its way through subsets

| ()x



and supersets of problems. wittgenstein is trying to sort and solve, explain, how
language works, thus how propositions work and therefore knowledge and truth
itself' For him, philosophy is about this becoming aware that somethirs is amiss;

then working on this problem, that which is amiss. He says;

Aphiloeophical problem hae the florrru "I don't lmow my tiray about". (p.4%)

With a philosophical problem, one does not know which way to turn. It is not the

same as just not knowing something. In that case one can set about finding our.

However philosophical problems become immobilizing because the questioning

starts to threaten the whole knowledge enterprise, the structure of knowledge and
thus philosophy itself. It is a self-referential questioning, which makes it so

completely puzzling; tormenting, in wittgensteinrs own words. He says;

155' lhe red dircovery is the one tlut maLes me capable of stoppingdoing phitoeoph/ when I
want to'-The one that givce philocophy peac, so thai it ie no longer torrrented by qucotionr which
WinS iLEf nquertion (p. dle)

In a number of paragraphs Wittgenstein describes how philosophy should work;

l2{i. It ie the busine$ of philoaophy, not to reeolve a ontradicion by meanr of e -.
diecoveqy, but to meke it poesible for ur to grt a clear view....

It throwr light on our corrcpt of neaningeometLing. ...

lZi. Philocophy dmply putc eveqnhing before ug, and neither expla.inr nor deduccr
anything. --Since everything liee open to view there ic nothing to explnin. For what ie hiddcn, for
example, is of no interegt to us.

One might dao give tln .a-e lhiloeophy" to whar ir poeoible b{on allditwveriea and
inventiong.

127. The work of a philooopher congisg in ascembling renriaden for a partiorlar

Pu+oeG.

l2E. If one tried to edrnnce r&ar in philcophy, it would ncver bc poeribLe to debctc tf,em,
becauce wet;ronc rrould agreo with them. I ll't



129' lbe asPects of things thst are most important for us af,e hidden bccilse of their
aimplicit5r and faniliariqy. (one ir unable to notice romething-$ecaure it ir atwal/B before one,e
eyer') The ned foundations of his enquiqr do mt ctrile a Eran at all. Unleer eat b.thaa at rome
time strucL him. -And this meanss we fail to be *rrrck by what, one reenr, ie moet rtrilcing end
mostponrcrful. p 60c

The messages here place philosophy'behind'our view of or knowledge of the
world' The activity of bringing to notice that which is hidden by virtue of its
simpliciry and familiariqr has promise. It may be striking and powerful, have some

impact, PerhaPs contribute to a body of knowledge. It might be useful to investigate

contradictions not by discovering more facts, but to take a closer look. Perhaps there
is a place to re-view the 'philosophy'that has lain behind all the inventions and

discoveries within a body of knowledge such as that which surrounds learning to
read and write. A philosophical approach which permits itself to get lost and then
work out where the reminders lie could be useful.

What he has given us in Pbiloaop$ical Invcatfoatioru are some insights into the
workings of la"nguage and its incolporation into human activities, and he has

provided some language we can use:ls indicators of what may be causing confusions.
The concept of 'la^nguage-garnergives certain expectations for how we might
understand literary acquisition. With regard to learning to read and write we may
expect there to be no one description or definition, no single phenomenon that
without dispute or for atl time one could say "that is what itrs--tbat rigbt tbcrcis

literacy learning--that is what is meant". We would have to look and see. Instead

there may be circumstances and situations and occasions to be taJ<en into account;

and common and usual and uncommon and flexible and creative and responsive uses

of the term: and from our position all this must be accepted as the case. The question

"what is literacy learning?" -"y be best reacted to by describing sets of f"t"ily
resemblances, some close, some distant, some hard to trace and some feuding.

We have a method of investigation that emphasises the validiqr to be found in
exploring a ramge of particulars rather than the need to fix upon a universal. Our t i o



attention is &awn to how meanings of many sorts are established, maintained a.nd

learned in words through dcd orliG activities. particularisation, change and
difference may be expected; we are prepared to be suspicious of explanations that
seem too abstract or distant from usage, or of sectors taLing ownership of terms that
have broader based origins.

In a much later section, secdon 432, weread;

482' Eveqy sigprv ittc$*znu te-L vbat Frvrrit Efe? -ro urcit irargc. rr rih
bre.atted into it thee? -Or ir tfte src its life? p f 2ge

It will be in the ways the terrn literacy acquisition is and has been uc? atwe go

about our business of living that we must look at to explore the phenomenon -- as a

terrn used without the assumption that it implies a single uncha^nging entigr.

Business of living is form of life. we have this question now; k w$atformd of
ffi ia lzarning to rcal art epritc to bcfourt?

F,)nl tl'Pur'/ ()nt

lrl



Part Tu'o

\\'ittgenstein and Literacy Acquisition

lVitgerutein ar0 tbe Qucatinn of Learning u kaT anl Vritc
The deeper potential for the key analyses of wittgenstein to cast a glow of
explanatory light a.cross the discourse of literacy learning at several levels of its
organrsahon seems enonnous. We will only hint at the possibilities here.

A. The Origins of I-anguage

In his recent book Tlte CulturatOrigind of Hunan CognitionMichael Tomasello

describes a very Mttgenstein-ian scene - First Linguistic Constructions -

?xr cul?ut^r ollclsr o, f,uLtx (ocf,tttor

ua

qui$tim d rdrttvcty tqrcla Urgutt{c <ffitrcfb,q,econd bur-prce by whidr tsFsb &guhffc qrtrucdoc hsnrcd;
ard otd ir ltrr rtne ot lrga€L \r*Ut uurnrcftcu ln Orff-
dm'o ogdfivedwelopnmt in grrrFl.

Erct Lingulstic Canctnrctiotrs

Childnn telt abqrt ci/lrtr rnd !t!t6 oJ effrin in the wsld. Eva
wh6 th.t u th! ilm o{.n olt6d E r mword utbmrl, -BrtL,
they re elact dwryr reH4g lonrd|. cltha to grt tlran the ball c
elE tro drlrd b th! bdt Skrpty rur|h8 ottac! for m uher purpooeaapt to tue tm b I LrlguSR gm lhrl * driU- oter.
but rlde ir Epbly mly sqne chlldrri fn rsr Wtefcqr rniaaU
das hmroud ccwcnlybdc{ard obiccq mchiHm my_
where dnply nroe |(tiflu (.t olt pultl4Bt,) w drdcruhipl("tsH On1. Wc cbould ipproldt 6dy lsrtuga, ff.r.l*., *fu,o ltc lo thc adE eryentr i[d rrrhE o, affrirr Mvd_mpler
icau of eryer|lcK! whh ac q !rot? Fufkipmls ln thcfu qratir>
brpord eatLigr+ow tldr irwhrtchiHE tr|l ilorrt. Ar rt8y
da'elop, trey do thb rvlttr holophnec, vrtt blend corstrsctisr*,
lbftsact cffrstrucdm!, 8d n[ntivE.

Holtphrc*

By the tim dildm begh ecqurtrtrq dr liruu&d€ qvmtioru ol
their wunliLr at rmud re )an ol ege, they haw atmdy been
ffinunlc.hry rrylth otha gBtuEll, and v*ally lq mcMlhts both inpc.tiwly to rrqEt |htrgr ot ottm ard dEh.a-
uwly to polnt thing! et b erm Orhs, lg9). Cldldm ot rtt orl-tuc firE l€rn.rd e lheb €dlbrt lingui!{c rlmbole both dchr
:ti_vely 

ad lnnaor4n drd lhay ro| lernr to eel tc rhin6r
intrrogrnEly cwdl-{dr bmg Mpbrhd wirh o di*irr{vrittruliml pattsn (8ilmr, lgSOI r{su dl the la6urger of th:
wald |ha rqE of crpabncr drrt dritdra nn di nct ottenirodrtlh6ss(B(m& lg:t):

ltBouttttc coiStrgcrtoit aiD !vtf,t cocittrot

lllt
. tha paerbeaexrrc o6 poogb, oqGc|t, rrd ercrtr

(hi. b9t, g*, r{'t, qain, otu, cq, ,glfr,
. ftte sdunga"cEim of oblccrs wiih o0rc Wb gie, rm4

Cw. fry, r'i|e, fulorrr$y't),
. Ur |!wcoar!locrtln of peoghurrd obiru ({rlw, go, rp,.!e,r,

tn, M, fr, of. lw., a/'sn, n&c, k.ry, &, W}4'c go?l;
. $e itrlH md dmg!. o{ ttrE ot dtdtr ud Fopls (opr, .lor.,

fdr, ffi., fu , 14,, N Q. liuk, bgj;
. thcphy{mlrnd mtd divitiaof p.oplc(d, ki&,ri&,,tra,

f,qg. li$. thro. rorr, wt, rn1" t*" do, rrtlr. *l-

ll iE inportrnt b rDtp that virfudly all of ttrrrc evatr 6t!d ,t ts5 are
.ithE htadml 6 crunl 

"vcr|tr 
tbarE€lvcr, oc cbe th: cndponb

n radb d mffirts of r aul c lntgrtiml r{ $rl OE drild
is .tlolPting to get Orc rdult to pry r$auft io a b,:!rg rburf
ttn{Sh htertlrul xtlm Fob&r, 19E5F,the pohr bdng th.t trm
tu bcAlnning driHla nllt rbout rqs d egetm *uarmd by
their rpodFulqw mdaEtrndint d fte tnERdond€|[d rFuc-
tw of a€nb ard. drhr o{ effrln ln ths wodd.

TlE drlld'r ruic rynbolk veldch rl rhb G.rty drt b wfi.r te
offa cdLd a tnlophru: . rhgl-str lhgrt{c txFrr.l,n in-
tadcd o u mtia rp6ch rt (ag, .fvlm,. urrd b ftrrn ..I mt
mor! iub"). fte nohphnrer rNtth wudr (hfidfin bafh b r.lk
abcrt."anb npE c.tt mny dllftrurt ktn& d llgukdcrfrxultc
n difteErt Thur, br Bnglidr. mt bcghntug ht$uS!
lqnas w a rullbs of ro<dkd drdmd wsrdr mdr u lfiora,
ew, Ur, &.Dn. On, rd Ofi prcunrbly bocuca addt! uls th.!€
wodr in nli6t w.F tD |!ll rbori -[.!|t .}lrt!t (ilon8t, Tinka,
md Mrrgdia I9*l), In Korean ad Murdtin Chi]E, in ilrEgL
yomg dlldm hem fully rdult vr*e b tlEra nn ffitr fmn
Or tqghn$fuE itdr i! wti b molt {Iat in adulr spFch
b |tmr (Gopdl rtd Chd, fg$tt. h both 6 E L.n b trll about
th! rv!|t m ftitly, thc GHd nu* f,ll h Fcr d8lrts ttgubdc
daatb sdr .r th. Fntipnir tilrctt/4 fr? cEnple, am
dnpty 'Oft' to'Shtrt d- c "teb rSer oll c -lo ttlc mv rhi*
o{f.- ta ddt&n 1trffi, En* ddl&6 togb t U.-F.oddd-



It is building upon the minute, second by second, word./object/world -

hand/eyelvoice single word interchanges that become so familiar from Wittgensteinrs
language game scenarios, with the holophrase neatly tal<ing up its particular place in
the progressive development toward more sophisticated language forms. It has the
neatness of fit betrveen the learning of language and the use of language caught in
one explanatory mecha"nism.

For Tomaslleo the whole mechanism rests on oncgeneticalty baac? biohgiet
?ffircncc - the advanced abiliSr of humans to recognise each other as conspecifics,

members of the siune species or form of life. He sums it up in Chapter 5, called

JOINT ATTENTION AND OULTURAL LEARNING, where he states

The corrclurion Fom our omparioon of human end nonhuman primatec ir that the under*anding of
conEnciffcr ar intontional beinge like ttre sGlf is a uniquely human cognitive competenry t[at aooosrilts,
either dircct$ on ite own or indirectly thougb orltural procssses, for meny of tf,6 ,.niquG featurel of
huanan cognition. p. d6

Crrrrirrirliil Crr/lrr rril Eltluliou nud ttu lktrctrt Ll'ftcl

lrtrtt iultur;j tradrhuns .ttr-umulatr.lhl m,llihcahonr na.ie bv dri-
'crr,nl rnJividu,rLc over hnre so th;t the1. te(omc nror( ,ornplrr. ,u,J
r rr rlcr r,rrrgt, ,,1 adaplrvr luntlrtrtr is encumparseri. u,hat rnlr trr.

r,rlkJ ctrmirlatrlt cullunrl l,oluhon rrr the r.rtchr:t rire..t {see [rg_
rrre I lr for cr.rmple, the r,,,ll human br,urg: lurc irsetr ubtcb ar
hlntnttts has er'olved :ig,nihrantly rrter human historr Ihii rs evr
drnrrti in thr artif,rtlual record br.rannus h.rnrmer-Llc bols thal
gradu.rllr' \1d(1neo lnerr functtonal sphere ls thev wcie mrdifinl
d$d[\.tnd dgillr k, mftt noyr.i exigr'nr:ifs. gorng hom sinrplt,skrnx,
Ir) r.(!m1'x.t(' hrols compwl oi a stone tred to,r shcl, to rdnour
hper ol nrodem melai lurrrmeru and even mt<hanic,ri hannrcrs
rst'mr rrrth narl-rtnrovtng functions as well: Basalla, l,gtigt. Althourh
r,\r iir!;lnt havt surh a dctarled arhlactual nrord,.t,r l,relumddl\
drc ca:t' liul stmr tultural convenhons anrl rihrals le g. human Lrn-

SunseJ ind rr:hpous ritualsl hare hecorne more cornprll over ttntr,

.ti wdl, .rs thev u'ere modrlied kr uretl nuvel romlnunrt,ltir.e and *,
rral ur:tdr. Ihir pr$ess mat tr,morc characten\tia ,)i riln.i( human
t rlturts th;n rrlhers, or 0f jome t\.p6 of achvlhei than otlters, t ul llJ
iulhrres rn.ould seem kr havr: al leasl sume artrla$r prrrdutcd bl thc
lrh het tlttt:t Jlcrr. rio nrrr vem rLr tt ,rn) hehlvrnn ol ,rtl6y ,,urr1
ipo'irlr, rncludurg chirnparuets, thal shuu, cunruhtrre rultural er t,.
lutron (Btrxh anll Turruxlltr, l99E).

This is, we suggest, the siune competency

that enables language giunes or forms of life

to work, and one of the key features is the

development of lbint attention, which is

always perspectival because it always

occurs in a situation of intent, ie, it is never

a purely philosophical situation. Joint

attention calls t}e learner direcdy up and

into what t}e expert sees as the import of

the event, and language is laid down while

this interplay of shared focus is held as a

captive by their fixed, dual stare.

The mechanism for cultural

'Cumulative Cultural Evolutiotri appli"able to real or s;rmbolic objects/systems, is
il;



It is building upon the minute, second by second, word/object/world. _

hand/eye/voice single word interchanges that become so farniliar from Wittgensteinrs
language g:une scenarios, with the holophrase neatly taking up its particular place in
the progressive development toward more sophisticated language forms. It has tle
neatness of fit betrveen the learning of language and ttre use of language caught in
one explanatory mechanism.

For Tomaslleo the whole mechanism rests on one geneticalty badc? bbhgicat
?ffcrcncc - the advanced abiliry of humans to recognise each otler as conspecifics,

members of the 
",une 

species or form of life. He sums it up in chapter 5, called
JOINT ATTENTION AND CULTURAL LEARNING, where he states

Tbe comlueion &'om our onpariron of human and nonhunan prinatcr ir ttrat tf,e undcrrtending of
conspeci'frcc as htentional beinge tiLe the aelf ir a uniquety hunan ogpitive competency tlrat acoountr,
eitf,er direcdy on itc otvn or indirecdy thougtr orltural pnooesses, for many of the unique feetuea of
human cognition. p.66

irrrriri,l,rlili' Crillrr ml E'.,01 utpn nttll/ri lRritc/rcl Illi,il

! rrrre L ul luru l h.rdificrnr,tccumul,rh. thr nrrilifi r:,rtions :narle bv drF
r('rent rnJrr,drrals orer hme str that thev he(omr 0lore r0lrurler artJ
.t tvrrler rantt,.rl ,rdapll|e lun(tion5 rs encumplisl.6-- u,n,rt nr,.,l, h,
i.rlled t'umuLitrlc r-ulhrr,rl r,tolutioo rrr lhe 

.ratchft 
eitetr. rsee lit.

rrn'l lr lt'r cr,rmplr, thc rrar human [.erng: h,i,,r ,r:ru r,bte.b,r.
hlmnrcrs has sr.t'it'ed :r[nilrrantlr or er human hrskrrv Thrs Lr er,r,
dcrrctti rn thr' .rrtrtaihral rre,xd lrv ranou: henmer.Llu h.rrrls Lh,tl

padualll rr'r.iener,- lhetr iunthunal sphere as thev r.cr,: m,rrjifierl
Jf,Jll. Jr(l dllarn [, nrett nuvcl crrgcnCirx, qornB ht)m rrmFlr stonh,.
rtr frrn|i)lttc tools compos€d oi I stone hed tu a strtl. i0 r,aflrrus
!.,pes rit nrodcm mctal hanmen and clcn merhanjcai hammrrs
r lrmr rr i th narl.rcmoring f unctions rs well; &rsalla, l 

r{lir ) Althouch
trp d'r r)ol harr srrch a detarled arhfactual record, tl * ;:yrj-\um3[rh,
drr c.rx, t:ret y,rneeulturai con|tnhonslnd rrtuals (e g. human l.rn-
qungdi .1nd rr'hguxrs rifualsl have trecome more (0npl..\ ov(r hmf
as rvell, rr tner n'ert mudtlre,J l(r rneel ndvel \o(runut.l(;tt\ u .lnd !,.
r.ial nftd:. Tltis prixcs$ maf tre morr charaatenshc .l iome hurnan
tultures th,rn dthen 0r0f strme lype:of achvihes than rrther:, but all
cultures woulJ setm to lure al lelsl some artilacls pnducctl hl tht,
tatchet tfisl hr,rc do not srrnr ro he anr treh.tvrors ol other rnrmal
sptiies, rnclutiing chirnpan.rees, lhat shorr iur:rul.rlir eulturaj er.rr-

lutron {Buesdr aud Tumaxllo. lot$t.

This is, we suggest, the same compercncy

that enables language giunes or forms of life

to work, a^nd one of the key features is the

development of joint attcntion, which is

always perspectival because it dways

occurs in a situation of intent, ie, it is never

a purely philosophical situation, Joint

attention calls the learner direcdy up and

into what the expert sees:rs the import of
the event, and language is laid down while

this interplay of shared focus is held as a

captive by their fixed, dual stare.

The mechanism for cultural

'Cumulative Cultural Evoluti""i 
"ppli.able 

to real or s;rmbolic objects/systems, is
I t-I t,l



the Ratchet Effect, which explains how a culture develops, and how it becomes a
depository of useful human arteFacts across human history. A chance d.iscovery, an
invention or any other cultural object or process can be caught as a cultural feature
for ongoing transmission from generation to generation, with one very/ imponant
upshot being that each generation can both enjoy the benefits bestowed by the skill
or knowledge and continue improvements and refinements where the preceding left
off.

C-ertain of these concepts have great applicabilit;r to learning to read and
write. With probably not accidental allusions to Wittgenstein, Tomasello uses the
example of the evolution of the hammer to exempli$r his case but the Ratchet Effect
would explain human language evolution, as well as that of monetar;r systems and
science, veqy well. It accommodates the ciqr analog, of Wittgenstein's nicely,

drawing uPon the same principal of growth over time held embalmed in tJre current
practices. For literacy researchers such as Clay, the concept of 'attention' has a
central explanatory role, as evidenced by such ready indicators such as the ten
references to attention based concepts in the index (p"gu 558) in Becoming Litcratc;
tbe corutrttction of inner control(L99l)or the twentJr references in the index of her more
recent book Cbangc opt Tinc in CbiDrcn'a Litcrary Deuehpmzn, (2001) 'Joint' attention
must be a most important concept for theories of teaching literacy.

The Ratchet Effect underscores the historical nature of language. The
intentional, PersPectival, nature of our initial encounters with language must serve

to deepen our understanding of what difference and diversity actually mean - how
then, when learning to read, all this work must be performed cognitively, as the

process does not allow for the perception of anJrthing except the print.

B. The Complexity of the Field
As a set of in-the-world-occurring events,

be called very busy cultural inrcrsections.

learning to read and write is what might

Firstly, as events of language they are
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suPerimposed across all meaningful life interactions - an;rthing that ca^n be said or
done or seen or played with can be spoken of therefore written about or rea.d about.
Language is like an overlay of one form of living:rcross many others. That is at the
level of the child, or learner. Secondly there is the social placement and perspective
of everyone who is interested in the issue, has a'say'in the event, and contributes in
some small or large way to the discourse. If one lists, say, those with vested interests
of some kind in a child's literary learning and at the same time tries to imagine what
reading and writing meams to that person qua their rinterestr - where rinterestrmeans

at t}e very least a combination of recalled, constructed, remembered, imagined

experiences, then some notion of the complexiqr begins to emerge. For instance,

each of the following is a vaguely focussed social location that will have a view of
literacy learning bequeathed from the influence of the multitude of relevant life
experiences;

> child

F Parent

D Teacher

F School - Principal

Then around these institutionally co-located individuals the others can be sprea.d,

divided for the sal<e of convenience into perhaps;

F Family (aunts, brothers, extended farnily)

) Education (special education teachers, remedial teachers, literacy consultants,

Ministry ofEcers)

Academic (researchers, teacher trainers, writers, University personnel)

c-ommercial (book sellers, publishers, progr:unme marketeers)

Media (journalists)

Political (ocal and national politicians)

Society (which is everybod;r else, since the general public will also have a 'view')
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Across all these different settings ones tries to imagine the way, say, the word
'reading'will be being used, and how important it is that we move away from our
first response, which is an tessentialistrone, 

assuming everyone meiuls the same

thing when they say the same thios. It would seem as though such essentialist
thinking could be at the root of many debates, disa6reemenrs, and divisions.

A Compariton

It is not infrequent for theorists to give their definitions of rea.ding. We rea.d tle
New Zealand Minisry of Education definition of literacy earlier.

Literacy ir the abili6' to ure and underctsod thoEe tanguage forare required byeociery and
valued by individualr and communities. TKI

To give more refined or thoroughly conceived exa^rnples here are two very
clear and thoughtful definitions of literary by two people who are both verywell-
respected in the field

Deftnition One

What is Reading?
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f),eftnition Two

D.hotog Lieffy
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On one level, the difference between the trvo definitions should be allowed to
stand, without explanation, otherwise one risks 'explaining awaytwhy one penson

said that and another said this. But on another level it is interesting to try to
understand why they are different, and how their being different a.dds to our
understandios.

One dimension which if not clearly understood will cause great confusion, is

that of cbatEe ovt tittu, Reading and writing are ?cuehpmcntal; thatis, they involve an

accumulating set of learnings that tal<e time, occur over time. One must be specific
as to the place in the developmental sequence one is describing and the context that
has set the conditions of growth, as it will not be evident Fom the description. An
acorn grows into a seedling and then a sapling and then a tree. The seedling cannot

be seen in the tree; the tree cannot be seen in the sapling. The beginnings of
learning to read in a set of pedagogical sequences such as one might see in New
Zealand' firstyears classrooms lie within the repeated successful encounters with
heavily reduced, extensively illustrated, little books of only 50 or so words in total.
Many of the words are short and of high frequency, others are easily recovered from
the readily available story line or the illustrations, and these words are often
repeated several times over in exactly or very similar simple or repeated short
sentences and phrases within a strong simple narrative. The tentative, discovery-

laden, careful, monotonic out-loud word-by-single-word sorting and checking, the
pointing, the appeals, the frequent false starts, re-attempts, acts of repair and

constant state of concentrated looking and wa4y listening are all part of the nature of
emergence as the learner picks and cuts their way for the first time through the

thickets of prirrt. None of this can be discerned in the final, polished, paced and

intoned 0.25 seconds per word of the entirely independent reading of a Crcllege

student.

Secondly, reading and writing are bot} very sensitive to instmctional
contexts, and that too should be articulated. One importa^nt feature these two
definitions do share is that they both describe a response to 'continuous textr, and I t,-



not merely words in isolation, which would be closer to Stanovich a,nd his clinical
model of science. DeHnition one is Marie Clay, from &comiry Dtcratc; tb corutruction

of inwcontnL p.6 and definition two is Ja.rnes Gee, a social linguist from his book
with the completely different tide Sociat Linguinticl anT Litcracica; Acohgry k ?itcouraet,

p' 153' There is, of course, no one to arbitrate on these definitions, no body or
committee or elected group. t anguage is under only the control of its use and the

ratchet effect.

It is as if any new science, as it embarks on its study of some slice of the
phenomenal world, has initially nothing else to go on but the everyday terms it
inherits. It must mal<e do, 

"rrd 
there will inevitably be conFusions, conflicts, and

difHculties. Eventually, as it builds up a momentum of shared experiences it can

develop its vocabula^qy to suit. such things wittgenstein has helped us see.

However there may never be words for certain things.

.X:
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About Pleiloaopby; Wittgenstein described philosophy as an activiqr that initially

leaves us confused. One re:Non this mistal<e is made is because it is assumed that
because all words have a uniform appearance so must their application in the world.
Philosophy is the cause of the confusion in that it is its own thinking that gets the
confusion going. But after this initial confusion philosophy then talces us flurther; it is
also the agent of clarification. And this clarification is achieved by pointing out that
which is most familiar, by assembling reminders, by sorting out what we mean by
something. This results in striking and powerful observations.

The parallels with Heidegger and his'meditative thinking'are clear here.

Heidegger's questions are also about the most striking and most powerful. Heidegger

also, for instance, points out this 'contradiction' in philosophy, that nothing aap is said,

that it is merely shting the obvious, yet the 'obvious' is at the siune time the most
hidden' For both philosophers philosophy has this 'originating'characteristic, which
means that it stands 'outside'or'beneath'the discoveries, debates and confusions of
discourses. This could be applied to the question of learning to read and write. What is

there that is so obvious, so simple and familiar and that needs a kind of thinking that is
not so resolutely additive to be understood, in literacy acquisition? What lies in Font of
our noses that we do not see and that is not reached by the way we set up out research

designs.

Going further into the comparison of the two thinkers, it could be said that
Heidegger covers more ground than V/ittgenstein in drawing into view the implications

of philosophical thinking. Wittgenstein hints at rather than explicitly states what
Heidegger directly and with more purpose calls the profound transformations, the

breaking and opening of perspectives that philosophy makes possible. Heidegger more

determinedly explores the hidden (what Wittgenstein identifies as too simple a;1d

familiar) and the open (for Wittgenstein the arena of use that breathes life into a sign),
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attempting to lie out their working d;rnamics. He gives his attention to the ontological
dimensions of this activiqr of being.

Roughly cpeaking philocophy alwayr aimc at the ffrrt and lagt groundr of the Gssent, wittr particurar
emphasis on man himself and on the meaning and goale of human nature. p lo, Intn?ution to
lHctapbyict.

Thus there is the potential in Heidegger for more profound historical descriptions of
literacy learning if we wished to take it up. If we deem it necessarJr.

But there is also the potential of merely replacing one set oFperspectives with another.
There is a quality about wittgenstein that avoids this.

About Darcin, at0 Life-Formt; Wittgenstein thinks constantly about the place

of life-forms, of the lang'age -garne which is the 'whole, made up of the two parts; a) the
contextual, surrounding, 'non-linguistic'activiry and b) the language part of the
activiqr's occurrence' By extrapolation then: all talk about and by implication

knowledge of learning to read and write is not timeless and pure of its own accord;
rather it continues to be done in the world, in real practices and in actual activities by
people. These people:Lre us. We have cultures, beliefs, values and economies; we have

intentions, purPoses, pains and pleasures; and n;unes and faces and neighbours and jobs

-- and live and die. We are, in short, in the world.

This parallels (early) Heidegger and his request thar to srud;r being and beings we

must study Dasein, and tJrat this must be done 'historicalfzr, that is, as a temporal event.

Life form is, as a concept, targeting similar ontological characteristics as Dasein. Forms

of life are the many different ways of being in the world through which things come to
stand and be talLed of as what they are. Both philosophers dwell on how human being

and the kind of being that is peculiar to it is critical to nearing an understanding of
things in the world. For literacy acquisition this will be important. Literacy learning is
a practised and real activiqr; its nature is to be sought in the variefr of human 
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activity and it is not merely done by or with or to people. It is part of the life-form they
evince.

About Being anl 6eirtga; Both philosophers drive us from different directions

towards questioning the base from which a phenomenon c;ln be said to exist or occur.
While it may seem that Wittgenstein is pre-occupied with language, it is that which
gives language its point and place (use or form of life) that can be drawn out of his
thought' His approach is activitJz or behaviourally based. It is a kind of real-tife
persistence as he reveals time and time again the boundless and continuous human
creativiSr and the underlying instability or, from a positive angle, flexibility, behind the
configuration, identification and talking of things, objects, phenomena and events --
what Heidegger calls beings. Heidegger stressed in his essay on truth the openness in
which all human behaviour occuned and how it is through this behaviour what-is
becomes that which it is. Event""Ily Heidegger seeks out what he sees as the more
fundamental issue. It is to do with Being itselfr and how it, Being, is the condition that
bounds all that Wittgenstein so intensely describes.

Learning to read and write is somewhere in this all-encompassing theatre of
human being historical destiny, bound up within life-forms and their appear;urces

through the course of history.

fmmarurcl l(ant; In our descriptions of Wittgenstein and Heidegger, there is an

inward spiralling toward the centrally puzzling ensemble of knowledge, language,

meaning and activiry. It may be said that this was Kant's problematic, in The Critique of
Pure Reasoni the problematic of how to put together these disparateyet interlocking
pieces of the machine of reason in such a way that it would work to produce truth -- a
tmth that would sit between scepticism and naive realism, making itself possible. In
Heidegger's What is a thing? a publication of lectures given in 1935-36, there is

extensive reference to Kant, and around the middle of the book we read;
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With the second section of qg' ohaFter, the whole work of the Ctitique {puv R.a.oareachee its
deepest basic, founded by iteelf. The highe* principle of all e;mthetic judgmente (or, as we aay, t{re
bacic determination of the ess€ne of hunan krnwledge, its truth and itr obiect) ie expreesed in thic
formula at rfie end of tlre eecond eection: n...The conditions of theFo./ $;Ary of apcratnain general are
likewire conditione of the ryibitity ol tbc objetr o! c-rpuiene..," (Arig B rg7 , N&s., p. r9a) prES

In Kant's words the issue at its fundamental point is to elaborate how erperienoe itself
(forms of life, the activities of living) and the objects that are e:rperienced. are not
separate, are not detached free-wheeling entities but are welded together, each

conditioned or made possible at the same time as each other, bringing each other into
being simultaneously. It may look as though tle named objects in the world are
independendy what they are, extractable Fom this or that context or experience. But
this is because the bed of experience that grves thern placement is too close, perhaps
necessarily and by its nature too close, to be seen :rs such -- and in the normal way of
things, ie. for non-philosophical pu{poses, this is no problem because it does not
interfere with what needs to done, ie., with the language-game and its design.

It is toward these 'conditions'we would look to find the bases of literacy
acquisition . I/ titcraq acquiaition ia tltougbt of aa an in the a,orZ, then tbc con?itioru

tltat un?crlic tbia e'xpericrue may bc aougbt. What are the bases on which literaqy
acquisition is as it is? Why is it the phenomenon we experience it as being, in this
particular form, with these particular characteristics?

x
'We 

can now turn to a writer who explores the extent to which the conditions of
experience can be found within socio-historical dimensions of human existence. In the
writings of Michel Foucault, much attention is given to the conditions of knowledge,

particularly to the relationships between social practice, order, and human science. This

will be most useful since literacy acquisition is a highly ordered social practice, with its
own active scientific community.
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PAR]- ONE

F'oucaultt,r Work

Features of Foucault's Thought

Fo ucault'a Mqb r P fi lica"tiont

Heidegger and Wittgenstein talk about knowledge as they traverse language and
being; thinking, talking, feeling; and the world., and people and the things within
it in historically expansive (as in the case of Heidegger) or historically intimate,
selected (especially Wittgenstein) ways.

They write books and essays with titles such as (Heidegge r) Being an? Thru,

Wbat it a Tbing?, Tbc fuacncc of Trutb, Tbe En? of Pbiloaophy an? Tbe Taak af Tbinkiry,
Plato'a Doctrtu of tlte Trutlt, On Tinu anT Being, Kant an7 tbe Problcm of l[etaphyaica:

or flMittgenstein) Tractatut t-ogico-Pbiloaopbicw, Pbilodophical Inveatigatioru,.

Foucault, on the other hand, has a very different list of publications, which
reveal I think even in their titles his particular intellectual concerns and

contributions. Between the 1940s and his d.eath in 1984 his major works are as

follows:

1954 Maladie mentale et personnalitt,later (1962) revised as Maladie mentale et psychologie
and hanslated as Mmtal illness andpsyclnlogy.

l96L Folie et d4raison. Histoire de la folie h l'dge classique, translated as Madness and
Ciuilisation. A History of lnsanity in the Age of Reason.

1963 Narssance de In clinique. lJne arcWologie du regard mldical,translated asThe Birth of the

Clinic. An Archaeology of Medical perception.
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1965 lts mots et les choses: ane nrcMologie des sciences humaines, translated as The Order of
Things; an archaeology of the human scintces.

1969 L'archcologie du sawir, transrated asThe Archaeology of Knowledge.

1977 L'ordre du discours. Legon inaugurale au Colllge de France prononcle te 2 dtcembre 1.g70,

translated as orders of Discourse- and later as The Discourse on Language.

1975 Suraeiller et punir: naissance de la prison, translated as Disciptine and punish. Birth of
the Prinn.

1976 Histoire de la sexualitd 1.: La aolontd de saaoir, translated as The History of Sexuality.
Volume 1.: An lntroduction.

1984 L'usage des plaisirs: histoire de la sexualitd, tome 2, translate d as The tJse of pleasure.

19W Le souci de soi: histoire de Ia sexualit€, tome3, translate d. as Tlu Care of tlu SeIf; history of
sexuality, VoI3.

Human P ractice Hia to rict
Several features of the nature of Foucault's thought become evid.ent from reading

and thinking about this list.

l. He is clearly very interested in some of the ways knowledge works in
situations where human beings talk about and classi$, themselves and each other
as they interact, as they behauc together within their social groupings. Madness;

medicine; punishment, incarceration, and discipline; and sexualiql, pleasure and

care of the self all involve combinations of ailisitiea, actions and behaviours with
knowledge or theories or understandings; and institutions of various kinds. He

recognises and studies (with vaqring emphasis at different times) not just what
people say or write, or even thinlq believe and feel - what might be called

I ltr



discourse - but also what they do, where they do it and how they do it - the
nondiscursive social practices that surround, support or influence the discourse.

His preoccupation is therefore within the human or social sciences but where
what we know about ourselves and what we think we are is linked in an intricate
and dense relationship of reciprocal causation with whatwe set about ?obq\vrth
respect to each other or ourselves.

A clear example of this would be his description of the Panopticon in
Diacipline an? Pmiab: Tbe Bbtlt of tbe Priaon. We read in ifibbel Foucault; bcyon7

atructuralitm an? bermcneutica by Hubert L. Dreyfus and paul Rabinow;

Benthan'r Panopticon might apFar to be aimply a minor individual rcheme or an
idealistic proporal for the rcforrn and perfection of eociet5r. florev,er, thir viewpoint would
not be quite accurare. .-The very geniug ofthe Panopticon lier in itr combination ofabcrract
cchcmatization and very concrete applicationr. _.

In Foucault'r termr, the Panopticon bringr together Lnowledger poerGrl the control of
the bodSa and the control of rpace into an integrated technolog, of diccipline. It ir a
mechanicrn for the location of bodicr in rpace, for the digtribution of individuale in reletion to
one another, for hierarchical orgenization, for the efEcient diryorition ofcontree and channele
of power. pp 18&189.

The arguments accord explanatory power to the physical detail of the struchrre
and the uses to which it was put as much as the thought and discourse that led to
its development.

2. Secondly, he has successively concentrated on a series of partbulal a.reas or
apecific regions rather than on pan-categorisations or all-absorbing principles or
axioms of logic, epistemolos/ or ontologr. His attention is not in the first
instance on the abstract, higher level generalisations and conceptualisations that

F4,iEv quests to ground knowledge or understand how truth or language or

o

rationaliqr functions. Nor does he accumulate ever more encompassing
t '1,'



understandings from one publication to the next. Avoiding kingdoms and phyla,
he stays with species and genera. In the introduction to Tbe Camlrilgc Comroanion

to Foucault Gary Guttingwrites;

Interpretrtion digtortr becaure Foucault'r worh ir at root ad hoc, &agmentary, end
incomplete' Each of hie boolr il determined \r concerne and approachee rpeciffc to it and
rhould not be undercood as devetoping or deproying a theory or merhod that ir a gcncral
instnrment of intellectull pnogresr. In l3siah Berlin,r adaptrtion of Archilochur,e metaPhor,
Foucault ia not a hedgehog but a fox. p 2.

The fiootnote explains this metaphor;

2 A &agment of the archaic Greck poet Ar,chilocur nrna, 'Tf,e fox bronru rnany thing+ but the
hedgehog Lnowr one big thing." Berlin ueer thir image to divide thinkers into two clssc.s t6ore (the
hedg€hoF) "who retafie everything to accntral virion... in terms ofwLich tleyunderrtand, think,
and feel, - a gingle, univer:ral, organizing principle in terrrr of wLich alone all that they are and cagr

har cigniffcancre " and thore (the foxea) "who purrue many ende, often unrelaced and enen

contadictotyr connected, if 
"r 

all, only in rlcrme ?clacto wery, for rome peychologicsl or phyriological
carrae, relatted \r no moral or ae*hetic principle" (Rttriun frinlccrt, Londonr penguin, lgTgr 2Z).

Gutting goes on to point out that it "is striking that Foucault's books hardly ever
refer back to his previous works', p5.

Foucault writes about a singulari$r, then moves to sornething else. In her
recent article, 'Foucault as Cultural lcon', presented to the Humanities Research

c,entre, ANU, canberra,2ithMay, rggg, clare o'Farrell quotes Foucault as

saJnng to a German interviewer;

'Don't lreep going blck to tlringa I ssid in the part when I utter them, they are already
forgotten. I think in order to fcget. EveSrthing I harrc raid in the part ir of abrolutely no
importance. One writce eomething when one har alrea{r worn it out in one'r head; drained
bloodlers thought, one witel it and that'a that. What I have written doeent interert me. WLat
inter.ectg me ic whrt I could write and whrt I could do., pL

This generously articulate impatient intensigr characterises his st;rle, and his

content, well. Foucault writes, it seems, not so much to slowly and methodically

construct a convincing worldview as to exorcise from within himself the t:tl



demon of some deeper insight, through the act of writing itself. And this becomes

more than just a seried transition from one set of ideas to another: rather it
becomes an epistemological statement in its own right. It becomes an attempt to
relocate 'trrth'in something other than a single order of wordsfideas.

It is not so much the 'idea'and its representational accuracy that activates

him as something within his own, less readily explained reactions. O'Farrell, this
time in her footnotes to Foucaalt: Hiatorian or Pbiloaopber? shares this remark of
Foucault's:

Every time I have tried to do theoretical work, it has been on the basis of elemen6 from my
exPerience ' alwayr in relation to procrsse. thar I eaw taking place around me. [t ir in fact
b€c8r8e I thought I recogniced s6mgthing cracked, dully jarrin1p or dirfrrnctioning in the
thing I caw, in the ingtitutionc with qrhich r dealt, in my relationr with othere, that r
undertook a particular piece of work, s€"tgal fragmentr of an autobiography. p ld2

This tendency in his thought makes Foucault serially specific, singular and local
rather than general, universal and comprehensive; and individually as well as

conceptually inclined.

5. Despite the specificiqr oFeach topic mentioned above, and Foucault,s

professed impatience to be rid of what he wrote in the past, there is a common

thread, discernible in his very agltation. O'Farrell goes on in her ANU address;

Foucault'a frequent changer of tubject rnstter, and technical vocabulary, not to mention
declrrationg of thir kind, often obrcured tfie fact that he rernained interested in the rarne
gtmctural problemr, n"rmely how human beingr leek to impoee order on the world via their
eocid ttructure and hrowhdge and how thoae orderr change with rhe lnrcage of time. p 2

Each of his topics share this questioning of 'order', and to do this he targets the

more questionable, unstable or 0uctuating aspects of human self-consideration.

He investigates what it is that has been said and done about being or not 
r,,i)
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being properly or adequately human. He mines the tension between ordinary-
normal-ideal clustered images of being human versus odd-abnormal-fringe

aberrations or to use a biological i-.g", ,sports,, 
eg. ideal rational human being in

contrast to being insane or mad; physically ,normal,, 
ie., healthy in contrast to

being ill and in need of eure; being moral, lawful, or law_abiding as opposed to
being in need of punishment or discipline; to be sexually normal or to be

deviant. There is an overall problem of what'good'might rnean in terms of a
good person -- rationally, healthily, morally, socially, naturally, personally or
sexually.

Another way this aspect of Foucault's work has been described is in terms
of 'margin"lity'. There is in Foucault a contrast of margins and centres.

o'Farrell's Foruault; Hittorian or pbihaopber? presents an overall schema for
interpreting Foucault in terms of the 'Same'and the 'other,, and the .limit,

befween the two. She posits a fundamental conceptual polarisation between nyo
world views -- two world views that represent at base trvo thickly divided
descriptions of truth and knowledge; and then she gives what she sees as

Foucault's resolution, which is to write a history of the limits;

"' thie is a quertion of an oppoeition between a *orld view based on the belief that w€ ane

diecontinuous and gradusily changing historicEl beings, and a world vierw rchich poritr a rmall
nurnber of general principler valid for all timee and placea.

Which viw or which combination of theee vierws most accurately &ecribee the
realiSr of existence? Foucault'r o*rr rolution to thia problem urae to write rbi.ttory oltk
Emit+ of thatedge betq/een the orderly and hicorical qi,cems societies i-po* upon tlre
world (t[e Same), and th't which is outside, or beyond that order (the Other). He often
ctunged hi8 mind about how thi" p.oi""t should be carried out, but it war the con*anc5r of a
philooophical quert and a philorophical vicion tich l€d him to malce ther conat nt changer,
rhifu in enpharia, and rcinter;rretationa of hie worlc p vii

This term 'limit'designates the border territory outlying the mainstream, and is

the natural habitat of the margin;

Perhapr the mort obviour way of looking et limitr in hirtorSr, ir to look et the
madru of our oocieqr, marginal groups and nraqgin l expericncca. Ar Foncault !8y1r 'It | .j()



s€emd to me intereating to tttrr to underatand our rocielr and civilization in termr of
exclrusion, of rejection ... ite limits.' one can exarnine what makes a aocie$4 r gretern of
hrowtedge or a cystem of beliefe work, by deecribing what it excludes, what it marginalieee.
p65

o

5a A P"g. later O'Farrell makes the irresistible connection between Foucault's

personal life and his intellectual one;

But Foucault't rea8one for ctnfuing the marginr of hirtoryr thoae greyproblem-areae
at tlre edge of our cociet5rr areac which in recentyeare have bccome the focuc of so much
atte1iio.,.re not simplyphiloeophical or ethicol: r:hey are aleo perronal. In a^n infrequent
altobiographical confeggion he caye someq/hat bittcrlyr 'I was nerner really integrafed into
the C'ommunirt Party becaur I rrrac a homorcxual ... Thie problem, aay, of locking up the
mentally ill - did the higtorians bring it up? No, it war necesear;r for a'twigt€d'penon to
have the bad idea of introducing queetionc at once peraonal and political., p 66,

I think Foucault's statement is ambiguous, open to more interpretations than that
grven by O'Farrell. It is not quite clear from the quote itself what the point of
confession is -- is it not being integrated into the communist parry or is it being
homosexual, ie. 'twisted', or is it not being integr.ated because he was

homosexual? Why would or should he 'confess'to any of these facts? Were they
not well known, kept a secret? And from the words alone he could be being as

ironic, or contemplative as he might be bitter. Nor is it so obvious why one

would describe this kind of personal comment as infrequent -- how frequent are

the personal comments of academics? I am not sure I have expectations of
philosophers or historians to be autobiographical at all.

But he is making a point, poinr Ja, that he is in a unique and privileged

position to make -- that there is an explanatory connection at some level betvrreen

how he was situated, as a homosexual, and the marginalised groups he discusses

in his books. This connection may perhaps be logical or psychological, or
perhaPs an empathy, a drive or motivation. But alongside this and picking up on

the same 'connection', it becomes tempting as a distant observer able to view t; I



as a whole much of Foucaultrs output to project onto all of his works this kind of
uni$ring interpretative problematic. It is as if Foucault was indirectly
investigating or covertly drawing upon his own particular position in the wider
social system as he investigated or developed his insights into more general and
deeper causes of human rejection and deviancy classifications. He found himself
a pathway that began with mental health, passed through physical health, legal

and disciplinary constraints and formations, and finally reached the heart of the
issue itselfi, sexualitJr. It is tempting, and not without explanatory potential, this
interpretation; but it also seems unauthendc; perhaps because the discourse of the
intellectual and the discourse of the personal haveyet to be mapped together in
any way that does not lead to undesirable outcomes such as reductionism,

degradation or irrelevancy.

Yet another interpretation may be that it was just such an authentic
discourse, one that held the personal and intellectuar together, that he sought..
The quotes above from Foucault about why he wrote -- to exorcise ideas and

thoughts -- would support this connection between a personal state of being and

how one exercised one's intellectual capacities.

In her final chapter O'Farrell writes about,conduct,;

In a Bnal interwiew, Foucault ex.plaina that the problem with hir earlier boolcr wae
that he h"d l".g"ly bored the quedion of .individual conduct,,

"'in the inrroduction to LTlage ?ct phfui.rt,, ... he &awr attention to the effortr and riskr
involved in trying to 'change one'r way of eeeing, in modifring the horizon of wlat one
knowr' (UP:IZ)' In the end there changer brought him full circle and he wa^r able to rce
much more clearly wLat he had been doing al| along with out being entirely aware of it. Wlgr
write booke, he concludee, if they eirnply ctoclrpile informrtion and have no efihst on the
author hnoren Rather tfian being a celf-rightoour exercbe in laying dorrn dre hw for
ot'hera, philorophy rhould be en 'asceeis', an attempt to worL on the limitc of onecelf in
thought, to ree how far it ir poacible to think differently. ._

"' If atl of Foucault's worL had been one long effort to linL the experience of the limitc and
order to one hictoricel form, here he renounceg thir asrch. So, in order to qramine,the way
a human being turne him - or herself into a aubject', he explaine that he ba1-'cfua the
domain of rexuality - how men hare learned to recognire ttemceleea as eubjecg of
"eexualiqr'. In other wordr, rexualiSz ic not the onl5r, or elen the moc important, hicoritsl 

I j.l
srea of human e4rerience in relation to the formation of the eubject or the oelf. Rether, it ie



eimply tfie aree that Foucanlt ha, c/m.etto inter.eet himeelf in, for e variet5r of reeronr, eome
of them no dout't peroonal ar a nurnber of criticr have euggeated. pp r l z - l lg

Within all of this is some intimation of how genuine human science may work; it
reflech on one of the major issues in T$e oider of TlzirEa, which is how the

knowing subject can treat itself as an object of its own knowledge.

o

4' A fourth point, not so immediately obvious fiom the list of titles but hinted at
nonetheless, and pardy a logical extension of Foucaultrs interest in particular
events, is that Foucault is committed to empirical, factual research. Each of the

socially based topics he chooses to study are rooted in real-life practices humans

have at some point in their history developed to sort and interact with themselves

and Foucault ffeats them seriously and in themselves with empirical detail and

depth.

O'Farrell again;

Fouca[lt becomet an empiricict'e dream. Not only does he '--e.a€ him*lf in en
orzer*heLning masr of detail derroid of annoying and interfering eubjective vierrpointr or
ideologiee, but he ir aho dorer than anyon€ to the objective truth ofthese detailr, having
eryerienced the '&cts' for himself. Such a theorttician is to be adrnirod indeed. p I I I

So detailed and f,actual are his analyses that as O'Farrell notes in her ANU paper
that much of Foucault's influence has been in the many different disciplines he

has commented upon during his career;

... aa one @rnmentator put it, Foucault had the initaring abi[ty to step into a new 6eld and

come up with ideac that fonced cpecialists who had rpentyeare in the area to rigniffcan{y
reviee their approach. pl

a
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5' Finally this critical point: every title excepttVlcntal illneaa and paycbologry ard,

Diacourde on In'nguage contains a time-related term -- a biatory, an arcbazobgry, a
bbtfa' Foucault, in marked confrast to Wittgenstein (who does write tiny histories
that he has dreamed up) and Heidegger (who tries to still history in
subordination to Being), writes recognizable bi,ttoriet, about actual and particular
and different things that have occurred in the passage of human thought and

practice. IntentionallJ h" studies specific, historically designated locations, where
the topics, and their placement in a temporally organized social context, matter in
themselves.

Working in real time bounded by historically located beginnings and ends,

his issues are PurPosefully particularized and unique facets of human life. His
subject matter is the edry issues of moral contention and intellectual debate like
madness and punishment, medical interpretation and sexualiqn and these as

occurrences in an actual, specified historical space.

It turns out however that despite the use of what at first sight appear to be

time-past, ie. history-related terms in his titles, the historical space he works in is
not solely restricted to the past. Foucault's view seems to be that historical
explanation is first and foremost an eaphnati^onor source of understanding.

While it may have become accepted practice for the past, usuall;r considered as a

past long enough ago to be a different political or social or perhaps personal

place, to be the richest source of historical explanation, it need not be the only
sotrrce. History must be understood to be more than its just one of its more

frequent or dominant modes of realization; history is d.ominantly, but not

exclusively, about events preuiout in time and can also be about events otherin

time.

For a deeper analysis of this one might turn back to Heidegger and the

problem instantiated in the t'itle Scin mi) hir -- BcitT an| Tbu -- played out
through the text as the intersituatedness of Dasein and historiciqr. The 'there-

ness'that belongs to Dasein is that from out of which time and space spread.

But fior Foucault, notes O'Farrell; l.l-r



cimultaneous cventa or structu.rer (a5mchrony) were juet as mnch a part of hirtory ar t'he linear
ruccession of eventr thoo"sh time (diachrony). ... Thie vien, of hirtory, ar haa often been
remarked, frvoure metaphore of apace and geome*qy, rarher than tho* oferrclution and
development. p 58

History is like a three dimensional spread sheet to display across and through
time and space the empirically based descriptions of the marginal human

knowledges and practices he analyses.

Tlae ?le iha opla icaf Vo rlca

The two texts that do not seem to fit so neatly into the above summary of
Foucault's publications and seem more to resemble traditional philosophical texts

arc I*a mott et lct cboaea: unc arcblolngie ?ea aciencea bwnainca, translated as Tbe Ordcr

of T$bgd; an arcbazobgy of tbe buman aciencea, and L,arcb€ologic ?uaayoir,translated as

TbeArcbaeology of Knowledge. While their titles do suggest something of a
historical orientation with the term 'archaeologr,, there is no reference to any
particular discourse and the reference to history looks methodological rather than
practical.

However I*a motd et lca cbodea, despite its title, is in fact a fairly strict
historical analysis. While it is not around a single identified period, and casts its

net of analysis across a broader set of more abstractly conceived topics, it
nonetheless is a set of descriptions of the s;rnchronised changing conceptions of
life, labour, and language through a parricular historical period; a period in

western European time history broken into the Renaissance, the Classical period

and ModerniSr. The analysis is historical, detailed and empirically framed.

What Tbe Ofler of TbitEa; an arclzacology of tlre hunan acizncea does do quite

explicitly is include alongside this historical component an argued commenrarJr on

the nature of knowledge and of human existence, which culminates in

Chapter 8 in a concentrated critique of the modern conception of 'man'. liri

o



Gary Gutting rn tVichel Forcault'a Arcbazotogy of Scientific fuann comments,

capturing what amounts to a history/philosophy hybrid thus;

In OT [Z%c Ofiet of Tbing] (in many waya hir maior worL), Foucault provided a

compnehensive, thougL often cchemdic, arcou.nt of the entire bodr of modorn poritivc

howledge of human beings. Here hia central claim ie that all ruch Lnowledge ie bared on a

Farticutar conception ofhuman beinge (a conception he labels nraa). Th" di*inctive feature

of man, in thir aenre, ia to be both an 
"biu.t 

irr the world and the larowing mbiect thr@gh

urhich tlrere eictr aworld of objectr. AlthougL modern thinkcre tend to taLe thir conception

of ouraelver as.lef,niti\re of human reality once and for dl, Foucanlt maintainc that it ir jurt

one hietorical cnongtrual of it - and one that ir preoently paceing away. p5

So, what we have is an expansive historically based and argued account with

richly described historical shifts and discontinuities - leading to the just one

historical eonstrual'claim. This 'account'or'claim'is also very philosophical - if
we wish to call any account that is concerned with the nature of things themselves,

how we know them, and of the particular thing called human being philosophical.

This tendency to do philosophy is present in Foucault's other books. Within

his discussions, fenced as they are by time and space, concepts concerning

knowledge or thought, language and tnrth, are introduced. There is philosophical

import in all that he writes, including many explieit statements and reflections on

knowledge/truth/talk. It is abundantly clear these topics targeted in the titles --

madness or medical science -- are not to serye merely as elucidating examples of

prio"ly conceived higher generalizations about, say'truth'or 'language', or Being

or Human Being; he is interested in them each in their own right. Yet it is also

clear that each time he seems compelled to talk his interest through to a point

where revelations - different they may be from topic to topic - about humankind,

the history of thought, epistemologr and so on emerge. Foucault does do

philosophy, of a kind, within his historical analyses, ie., does question at the first

and last grounds of the essenq does provide explanations that throw 'light on our

concept of maning sornething'.

In the later book, Tbe Arcbazology of Knowlidge, there is much less history or

empirical investigation. Foucault appears to be quite specifically laying out t,ir,



a general theory of the nature of knowledge in social sciences, based upon a

particular technique, the 'arehaeological'method. But while it might appear to be,

certainly from the title, a pure exercise in epistemologr it is in realiqr more a

'meta-discussion'of his previous studies, frequently referring to and thus firmly

rooted in his earlier historical analyses. It builds upon what came before. As

O'Farrell says;

In thig booL Foucault ia purporting to 'explein' the complex methodologl he had practiced in

hie earlier bookr, slthough ar mlny commcntatorc point out, he appeare to qrend more time

explaining q/hat he ehould have been doing ae well as exerciaing hic formidable talent for

conatructing geometrical methods for analy'eing ideae and hi*ory. p 62

And Gutting;

Ir ig dear that, at a minimum, AKWbarnWy of lhwile2p I ir inportant as an explicit

forrnulrtion of the approach to the hirtory of thought that Foucault developed in Ff), BQ and

OT. Ae we have reen, itc methodolory doer not entirely accord vith the practice of the

prer.eding cace gtudies: but it ir a rreconctruction faitbfirl to the central featurer ofthat practice'

p 260

This book is a reflection, with some additions, of previous work. While it is not a

pure work of philosophy any more than were his histories it goes far further in

proposing (while to some extend also opposing) generalities and higher level

conceptions than most of his other texts, ie., as he outlines the elements of

division that form across a range of different disciplines or subjects or sciences

'discursive formations' . It is not a radical departure from his previous work but

an extension of sorts, and is, at least according to Gutting, 'a historian's

articulation of his methodolory'. h his introduction to Tbc Cambr0gc Companion

to Fotrauh, he makes this comment regarding Foucault's 'methods', echoing points

made in the previous chapter;

Althoqgh rnuch har been made of hie archaeological and genealogical mcthod.r, bir approarh to

each topic ia &iven much more by the rpeciffc hirtori<ul mbject matter than by ptiot

methodotogical comnritmentr. "Archaeolog/.nd "genealoggr" are primarily retrorpective I i,



(nil rmrth tih-..|bra) fuipdonr of Focmtt'r eo4dor crfrnt to oo,.o ;9.- !aq6r w&h bir
f,iriq,ftrl --t+rid. iffr tdiruur ono:tbo4r2lc An[&srd.Frr#tg&,, t t
iroonlmnttoo. rith rnot inliignflbrnt arnount of rimuinj and ${Fh& ofufr* rcuf 'o b
t[cthrE ]rt*oqi!r, thm fneedid fi p Z

For Fouceult, $&ys Gutti4g, eac-h sprccific historical eubjec.t m&tte!. under
eonsideratisn denranded its own epistemotogical approach or method, aad
thie is more siigolfioarrt ov.erall tha.n his atrempt to forrrulata geuealized or
generaliz.ablemethodologies.

r38



PART'r\\,O

Foucault'd tWetlao)d

Archaeolog, and Genealos/

I. tlris r:lralrtc'r'rvc contittuc ro t'lcl'e' into l"oucar.ult's tlroughr. l.,Lrt r.r)n(.r.nlr:rting nr.rc.rr thc rncthor-lrrl6gy r.atlrcr
tharrlhc(ro|rtLrnlol.hisirrvr'sti6*rtilrns.J.hisl'.i||lrttrrr,.|crur|turrt|rrrrrtg|lal}f|{lsr-alrlrlt.sisr)l.tlrctcl.trrs

,,n,-|.4r,td*1y.|)ictiorrrr1't1cliniritrrrst'illlrcus.'r|.l.r.t|3tlnC|lr,r

L) l:arri.l| .incl Ciurting, ancl [)r.tvlirs:urd Rrrlrirrtrru.

Arcbacohgry

Dictionary-wise, from the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, we read this entry
for archaeolory;

In both meanings I and 2 there is the notion, ironic as it seems at first sight, of
time as a barrier of sorts to the communit;z of culture necessa{y for'ordina^qy',
common or garden history. History can cope with, indeed is predicated on, the
passing of time; but if there is too much time history in the ordinary sense cannot
talce place.

From I above we see that archaeology is a special form of history, called
arcicnt history, the histoqy of cultures and civilizations from long ago, far baclc in
time' It is the history of those peoples we call the ancicntawhich mosr certainly
includes cultures such as the Greeks and Romans, the Eg4ptians, the persians, but
possibly not the C-'elts, Masai, or the Aborigines. Ancient history includes the

study of antQuitiea, artefacts of some a"tistry such as we would recognise, and this
implies recognisable cieili"atioru, which itself seems to imply a society with

t.59



some form of written language.

Presumably orhinary history is not possible for some reason. It may be that
the sheer passage of vast amounts of time means we cannot connect ourselves by a
comprehensible single continuous cultural line to what is deemed as ancient. lt
uncouples us from is too long ago. But the passing of time itself may not be the
issue pure and simple; it is also the creation and destruction of patterns of
behaviour, of language and the objects of life, that occurs during that time that the
past' A kind of cultural amnesia or estrangement is the result of this and we can
no longer know the culture, with all its goods and habits, and its language and
beliefs, from the inside as it were, such as we know our own and our own
historical past. we cannot do'ordinary'history because we are too badly
equipped -- with meanings in common, with language, with shared semiotic codes.
We are not enveloped in this ancient form oFlife as we are our own and therefore
do not have access to a field of interpretation to lay d.own and across it in advance.
It is mysterious to us and we have to piece it together upwards and painst"kirsly
from the fragments that have been left behind rather than exploiting the
projections of understanding that would be possible if we were party to its inner
cultural consciousness.

Given that this is the Oxford DictionarSr, and the history being considered is
European, the loosening that causes the gulf will most likely be generalized as the
mfd?tz ages - that chasm that came betvrreen 'our'ancients and ourselves. 'Middle,
gives the thinking away, being in this case a hiatus of civilization itself and
defining into existence 'ancient'and the 'now'of European based culture.

The loss of cultural continuity through long vigorous tracts of time with past
civilizations means that we need to resort to a special kind of history, one that
studies'antiquities', objects and things, that have survived. Foucault exploits this
meaning' Ofu'ecta Possess an inbuilt scientific objectivity that meets the demands of
the most positivistic or empirically rigorous epistemologr. We would not bother
to do this kind of more empirical, deductive or systematic history if we were better
connected by some gladually collected unintermpted layered continuum of
meanings or memories, of language, of institutions or customs, of m;rths and lr0



rituals, of discourses. It would be too hard. Yet it may be a more empirical and
revealing form of history for some purposes. The second meaning is:

of the remains and monuments of the

AS"ir it seems that we are still wanting to do history_of_sorts, as there is this
reference to pre-history. But because it is pre_history, ie., targeting a time period
before the culture being studied had history, we cannot undertalce ordinary
history' It would seern that the information sources we normally use to undertake
a historical investigation are not available -- information presumably in the form of
records of some kind that grve a direct access to the stuffof historical lcnowledge.

What seems to be missing when one attempts to study pre-history are the
symbolic or interpretative aspects --in particular the words -- that would give us
knowledge about the sociegr and how it functioned. What are available for our
task are the 'remains'-- what we would call objects and. things rather than records,
things that have happened to survive that give ind.irect information -- clues and
hints and suggestions. These are used to do a history-like study instead.

The study is classified as 'scientific'. This conjures up a whole set of
attitudes and beliefs about how knowledge is to be won from the world, and
would seem to indicate a shift in how the humans being studied are now to be
seen' They cease to be just further examples of ourselves, us, our kind as it were,
that we know about and on whom we employ the usual acts of empathy to imagine
how they might think and feel and act. They become more alien and 'other' --
strangers with strange ways' The assumptions and parallels with ourselves, our
experiences and those of peoples we are familiar with, ail take on less value as the
scientific imperative, modified to suit the branch of science being considered,
places its particular demands for evidence on our thought.

In its purest sense we may characterise archaeolog, as more essentially this
scientific study of remains, :rnd leave to the side wbythis form of investigation is

undertaken rather than others. It may be because records in the normal sense



were never developed and the remains are all there is; it may be because what
records there are meaningless to us; it may be that the records are losu or it may
be, and this is where Foucault is headed I think, that such an approach has a
truth-granting qualiEr not to be found in more standard historical studies. The
situation is similar to above -- we can bring little to the task and are forced to
think more on the objects themselves. There are onlythe remains to go on. This
fiorces an empirically oriented approach and diminishes the influence of the
practices, knowledges, beliefs, prejudices, hopes or values of one's own culture.

Metaphorically one might imagine his archaeolog, to be a historico-
conceptuaU linguistic excavation, digsrg around in the cultural middens accreted
through time and across geographical space to uncover artefacts that when placed
vrith others are constitutive of the formations of the "knowledge" under study. It
suggests an empirical evidential approach based on items or fragments that must
be studied in themselves; it is lilre 'culturar paraeontorory,.

D oc utttc ntt an? M o nutnc ntt
Hence Foucaultts distinction between 'documents, and. .monuments,.

a) l)<x-ur'ents - these arise in traditional history which tends to treat the
discourses of the past as 'documents,; traditional history assumes that these
discourses can be read, understood, assessed and judged as if we now still speak
the damc language. It is as if by merely being human we exist in the s:une one
continuous space and place of meanings: as if there is an eternal oceanic meta-
language where all is pre-said and from which all individual languages select their
individual characteristics :

b) t\lonunlents - archaeolos/, on the other hand, treats discourses as.monunents,
that are silent in themselves and in terms of language or meaning structures in
general are more radically discontinuous with us. A monurnent belongs in its time
and is referenced to the events that rnake up its network. Incommensurate with
current discourses, completely solipsistic with internally established conditions of
tmth and knowledge, the discourses of history, diachronic or s;rnchronic, 
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when seen as monuments are not able to be seen as accumulative toward an ever
expanding or improving understanding of the world and all that moves upon it.
The discontinuity between discourses throws into relief the extent to which our
.lIltrown Knowledges themselves are mute from the outside.

Foucault states in the introduction to Tbe Arcbaeotogry of Know&ge ;

To be brief, then, let ue ray that hirtory, in itr traditional form, undertook to
'memorise' the monanwrtt of the past, transforrn them into fucanunt4rand lend cpeech to thore
tracee which, in themeelver, are often not verLal, or which aagr in eilence aomething o4rer than
nrhat they actually or in our time, hietory ir that which trancforrtu' OEr.nE .tr into
monun t tr. rn that ar,eawhere, in the past, hirtory deciphered the tracer left by men, it now
deployr a mase of elements that have to be grouped, made relerrant, placed in relation to eu"h
other to forrn totalitiee. There wa.e a time when archaeolory, as a dieciptine devoted to eilent
monuments, inert traces, obieds withont context, and thingr teft by the paet, aspired to the
condition of hiatory, and attained meming only through the restitution of a higtorical
diecouroeg it might b" r"i4 to play on wordr a little, that in our time hiatory arpire to the
condition of archaeolory, to the intrineic dercription of the monwnent. p 7

Traditional history tried to memorise monuments, that is, bring them into its ken
and decipher them within its current discourses. It is an inclusive encompassing
kind of enterprise. Archaeolory leaves the monuments within their own totalities
rather than assimilate them into the current.

The metaphorical use of the term was not original to Foucault, and nor did it
arise firlly fledged in his writings. Gutting notes in tt[icbel Foucaalt ;

In the csurae of developing hir critique of the human lciencea, Foucault became increaringly
aensitive to queetionr about the methodr of hiatorical anal;nie hewas uring. Sp€ciffcally, he
came to cce himrclf at employing a dictinctive method of *.btb thrt he cslt153- dnk otqi.at
The uce of arcbacology ar a metbodologicll metaphor goec back at leact to Merleau-ponqr, a.d
Foucault initially ur"' it in a rrer5r carual and vague way. By the time he wrote BC, he war
eufEciently talcen with it (though still not entirely clear about its meaning) to eubtitle 4re
booL "An ar,chaeolory of medical lxrception [dgard]'. In the book following or - AK -
Foucault o0fered an extendcd neflection on the ar,chaeological method he had developed in hic
precedingitudiee. p5

However archaeologr proved itself to be a richly expressive metaphor 
rr.i



for the kind of historical work Foucault wished to, or was compelled to,
undertake' His use of the term became so frequent and established that it began
to cross into non-metaphorical use. Then, later in his career, he introduced
another 'time' based metaphor. We read in O'Farrell's Hiatorian or pbi/oaopber;

During the l970'c, Foucault replaced hir 'archaeologgr with a 'genealog/ and in tlre
deGnitione he offerr of the latter, we are able to cee tfie chrnge from a rimple method of
ordering documentcr to a metfiod which ie ateo a polithr and an ontolojgr bascd on the notion of
the univeradity of power nelatione- C*nealoggr, he raye, ir 'the union of e,rudite knowledge and
local memoriea which allow ur to ectabligh a historic&l knowledge of rtrugglee and to make ure
of thio browldge tadcatly today'. -. Reinterpreting 'archaeololgr, in tennr of .genealory,,

Fou.ault caJrr:

'archaeolog/ would be the appropriate methodologgr of thir anasnir of rocar
dirureivitiee, and 'genealogg/ would be the tactiec tere\r on the basir of the
deeoriptione of thece local dircuraivitiea, the eubjected knowlcdgee wLich were thur
releas€d would bc brought into pby.

Foucanlt put thie genealogical method into practice in Suwilb et wtr ard,ta VohnE
?cawit p63

Genealogry

The shorter oxford gives us this for'genealory',.. (see over..)

What is 'genealogr'?

From the description grven by o'Farrell it is hard to make the leap from its
common use to Foucault's use.
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mctstors by enumeration of intemrediate

S, hogelry.

tl, The investigation of pedigrees as a branch of shrdy or knowledge.

This has some very difterent time implications from archaeorogr. Genearogy is a
description tbrotqb time rather than a description at a point in dme. It produces
f"*ily trees, carefully fixing a person in a sequence of inheritance or inheritances.
It accounta fior a person via their lines of descent and is an itemisation of the past as

it went by to place the present as a temporary place in the ongoing. Archaeolog,
is not about a sequence or a descent; it is more to do with reconstructing a culture
or cultural situation: genealog, would draw in the lines that show how the

Present is contingent on the sequences that flowed from these past or other
practices.

The linkages are articulated and where someone - or something - comes
from is explained. Gene.lory is a time-consuming and medculous investigation
requiring the patience to search through records and documents, often obscure
and hard to find, in churches, shipping records, hospitals, or departments of
deaths, births and marriages; all to piece together who was connected to whom
and how. Often demanding that one ignore the idealized f,amily mythologies fior
which it has no respect, all sorts of unwanted facts and family secrets may be

unearthed, such as bigamy, blackmail, madness, bankruptcy, debt, physical

weaknesses, unmarried mothers, unscrupulous fathers, adoptions, rapes, murders,
and acts of shame and disgrace. It may reveal the constant assembly and
disassembly of sets of traits;the eyes of a beautiful aunt, the teeth of a malformed

uncle, the intelligence of a brilliant grandfather but the emotional instabiliqr of an
insane grandmother. It is a record of times of prosperitJr and good health rr;i



and those that lived and reprod.uced well, and. of famine and disease and those
who were sicldy or childless, empirically contemptuous of the stories we mav wish
to tell of ourselves.

In this way an individual is dismantled and deconstructed, and identi6r
demystified and seen more clearly as a post-hoc attempt to project a uni$r onto
what is at base a piecemeal and purposeless collection of features. The 'essence, of
a person is broken up into the ,sub-individual, 

parts.

A person is not formed in some act of creation where from nothing at all
their identiqr and nature are given at the point of genesis. An individual does not
exist in an atemporal dimension, ie., a metaphysical eterniry of changeless

suspension.

As with archaeoloS,t Foucault was not original in using the term 'genealogr'

metaphori""lly. Dreyfus and Rabinow in tl[itbel Foucault; Bryont Structuraliam an?
Hermeneutica mention how Merleau-pongr (again), an influence on Foucault, found
it useful as part of his e#stential phenomenolog, based around the body, eg.,

Merleau-Pon$r already$gued that the lircd bodywar a "narcent logor'and rhot itr ettempt to
get a maxfuium CtriP o.t the world both produced thoory and objectiEcation and hi; thir
production' He proiected a "C'enealory of Truth" baeed on the boSr. Obviourly Foucanlt,r
genealory of auth bged on the bodywould look quite different, but nonet[elesc the project ia
the rame. p 16Z

However the roots of this metaphor go further back, certainly at least to
Nietzsche's Towar? a Genealogry o/tr'Iorab. Dreyfus and Rabinow make Foucault,s
strong relationship to Nietzsche very clear;

f'6qnr"ht6 elaboration of geneologrvrae the ffnt major:tep toqrard r more
ratiafactoqf and aelf'coneciouel5r complex anal5nie of power. Foucault took thir ctop in a esray
publirhed ia 1971, entitted T.lietzrche, Genealqgr, I{irtory.o ... it would be hard to over
estimste the ilnportance of the eaeq;r for understrndi.g tlre progreraion of the work which
followe4 all of tbe eeeds of Foucaultt work of the 1 970e can be found in thir dircurrion of
Nietzrche. p 106

lrtr



Nieh<aclae

They go on to provide a full description of the characteristics of Foucault,s
genealoSt, drawing extensively from the two essays Foucault wrote on Nietzsche
- Nietzache, Gencalogry, Hiatory andNiztzacbe, Frcti, twatw. To summarise Dreyfus
and Rabinow (see pages 106 to 109) :

l). Genealogr is, first and foremost, opposed to ffaditional historv. It is an
attempt to do history in a new way.

2). How then is it different? ltis different because;

2.1 -it aims to reeord the aingularily of events ,

2.2 -itdoes not accommodate or recognise fixed udenced, underlying hwa,
and metaphysicalfinalitica, or unchangin g trutha,

2.3 -it seeks out hiacontinuitiea,

2,4 -it finds rccu*encer andplay notprogreaa and.aeriotunua,

2'5 'it avoids a search for an underlying depth or interpretation that would,
unite and stays with the surface which is various: it is aupeficial andTitperdd.
We read;

For Nietzrche, ar Foucault readr hiro, hirtory ir the ctory of petqr noli6s, of violcnt\r
impoced interpretationr, of viciour intentione, of high-rcunding rrtoriea rnarLing the loqngt of
motiraes' To the Nietzechean genealogist the foundation of moraliqr, at leart eince plarto, ir not
to be found in ide,al tnrth. It ic found ia pufuenha origo: "lowly origine," catqr ffghtc, minor
crudene$, cearelear and narty claehing of willa. The ctory of hi8tory ir one of accidentr,
dirpereion, chance evientt, lier - not the loft5r development of Trutl or the concrete
development of Freedom. For Metzrche, the gwrealogiat par excellence, the hirtory of truth ir
the hirtory of error and arbitrarinersr -Iho faith on which our belief in rcience reotc ir gtill a
metaphyrical fsith ... The chri*ian hith, which war alco the faith of pl,rto, that God ig Trurb
and truth divine ... hrt what if thie equation becomer ler: and lees credible, if the only thingr
that may gtill be viewed aa divine are error, blindneee and lies; if God himcelf [the tnrth] nrrnr
out tobe our longert lie?, (GM 288). p l0g

Stability, continuity, depth, are great hegemonic forces genealory has to resist.

When human history is looked at genealogically one will not discover beneath all
the ebb and flow, rise and fall, teeming activitJz and daily life of people, lr;



cultures, nations or the whole species a uniffig unidirectional march toward
some higher ideal; one will not discover progress toward some ultimate telos of
tnrth, beauty or goodness, or some form of allov thereof.

IIow Ia Tlaia Geneahgry?

DreSrfus and Rabinow do not attempt to draw back into the term's stand.ard usage,

and this does not necessarily detract from the power of this kind of history; yet it
is only by tqying to make this link that it has its initial power - otherwise any word
could have been used. Furthermore it can become difHcult to distinguish betrveen
the method of genealory and the subject matter to which the method is applied --
what is the method itself,, and what is it being used to clari$r? And it would help
establish what is central to the historical method and what is more
inconsequential. We need to do a little more work in showing how much Foucault
is able to exploit the streams of logic and nuance that come with the term itself;
that is, how does the term 'genealogy'itself help construct an understanding of
this form of doing history.

Nietz.tclee fI

Nietzsche's use of the term helps us here. Foucault's formalizes both
'archaeologr'and'genealogy', and they become concrete technical terms in his
writings. Nietzsche in his more poetic sqrle seems to use genealogr, eg., as in
GencalogT of fi[orah, as part of a cluster of metaphors for the qrye oFanalysis he was
using to {y and lay open for inspection and und.erstanding, in this case, moralit;r.
It does not have methodological status fior Nietzsche but his cluster of metaphors

is nonetheless quite informative. For instance in Bcyon? Goo? an/ Euil there is a
section, 'Part Five: on the Natural History of Morals', where he writes;

Moral oenribility ig as subtle, hre, manifold, aenritive and reffned in Europe tod^q1r ar the
"acience of moralr, pentaining to it ir rtilt young inept, clumry and coarre_ffngered ... One
ahould, in all gtrictnees, adrnit what will be needed her.e for a long time to come, what alone ie | -1x



Proviliondly iurtiftGd here ae*mbl;r of material, concqrtual comprehenaion and ar.rang3rnent
of a vrrt dohain of &licate ralue-ftelingr and value-di*inctionr urtich live, grow, bqet and
peri$ ' and perbapo attemptr to diaplny the more &equent and necurring formr of there living
crydallistloru - ar a preparation of a 6rpologgr of moralr. p 90

Nietzsche talks of a'natural history, of morals, ,qrpologr, 
of morals (both

metaphoric uses of the words natural history and tJ{polory) and a ,science, of
morals' He is trJnng to subject moraligr to the tcind of analysis more qrpically
scientific or $ryological - this is what we read in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary
about'qryologr':

l'Thestn{ofqmbdicrcprrercntrtiln,a,A ofth.originaDd6r.,i,fgoflcrbturcbryc$ dsobt,,t,rl,
s;mbdic signilicrlca.$*
types or printing 186g

according to the
t;,pc thry exhibit end

Note the archaeological connection in this definition. The words 'live, grow, beget
and perish'in the quote above are field-related to genealory, especially'beget', in
that genealory is all about who begets whom. A little further on we read;

... - in ehort, moraliticr too rre on\f adgn-language of th enotiotu. pX2

Here again is the tracing of one thing, ie., moraliry, to another thing completely,
ie., emotions.

The second chapter of Hurnan, AII to Humanis entitled'On the History of the
Moral sensations'. This time it is the word history which is used, yet in
conjunction with the other terms it is not conventional history -- this is indicated
in the word'sensations'.

Nietzsche wants to give moraliqz a l) history, 2) natural history, 3)
genealory, 4) typologt and 4) science. His point seems to be, and this is close to
Foucault's (and Wittgenstein, and Clay! when the issue is becoming literate
rather than becoming moral) that moralig baa a pedigree, is amenable to a rational
analysis that would elucidate developmental pathways of change or demonstrate

ontogenesis; moralibr is not a timeless, self-evident given, formed perfectly 
t-{tr



and in a finished state at its point of conception.

These 'borrowed' terms help assemble a structure of ideas that indicates the
kind of analysis that Nietzsche is attempting - he is trying to help us gain a
perspeetive on morality by clari$zing its source in something other than itself. By
tracing moraliqr batk to its originating doructthat are other than itself we learn
something very significant about the kind of phenomenon it is. There rz lineage
and descent' Lineage informs. Descent reveals. This would be Foucault's point
also.

Topard a Gencalogy of fitoraL itself contains these three essays or inquiries that
do this, ie, that analyse subjects of moraliqr ; Goo? an| Epil vcraut Goo? any Bd, Guilt,
Bad Corucience and Relatd tWattert, Vbat ia tbc i[eaning of ,4dcetb f)eala,and several
titles of his other books carry the same implicatio n; Beyon/ Goo? an| Euil, Human,
AA Too Human; On Trutb anA Lic in an Ettra-tWoral Serue. R. J. Hollingdale, in his
commentaqr on Nietzsche,s Beyon? Goo? an? Eury' notes;

Metzcche quite rightty onridercd the criticisr of moraliry in termr of iteelf one of hir moet
radicsl innoYationsr he claimed to have bsen the ffnt to bring moraligr ar ruch witlin tfie
domain of philorophical probleme. ... Throrgh cubiecting moralrry to obj*ti". philocophical
rcrutiny - tLar is to eay, through €x.nining it without believing at the ctart that ure alreafo
howl wLat the outcome of the exarrination will be - he thought he might be abfe to aim at
truth in Feellty. ppLl7 -2lE

Very few today remember Paul R6e ... Rdet thontx,okfuydr,logica! Ofuawtiotu(f gz5) acted
on Nietzrche as a oatabruti and R6e mote hig nain wo{r, Tbc Origh o! tbltoml Senatiotu,
during 1876'7 in the rarne houre in Sorrento in wtrich Netzrche wae at the rame time nriting
Eunaa, All to Eunaa. p 2tL

A further point; according to Robert M. Baird, whowrote the entry on
Nietzsche for Microsoft Encarta, Nietzsche was influenced by the theory of
evolution; we note the'Origins'reference above in R6e's book, and the crucial role
of genealoSt tracing in theories of biological change over time as generations shift
and mutate continuously. Nietzsche gives moraliqr an ancestr;r and origins in
something other than itself; it has a genealory, a history, and becomes the
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subject of a science, a psycholory, even a physiolory, - aI adding up to a form of
questioning that seeks a structural explanation that resembles a lineage. All
important is the idea, so eentral to evolutionyet so difficult to stomach when it
comes to anJrthing human and so contrary to creationist theory, at least in its naive
forms: the idea that from one thing, eg., an apeJike animal, something completely
different, at least on our eyes ie., a human being can arise, and in doing so

completely belie its origins.

Nietzsche's words on punishment, for example, from Tos,a;) a Gencalogy of
tlfiorab;

GUILT, BAD CONSCIENCE, AI{D REIIITED MATTERS

tl2l

Iat ur add a wond here concerning the origin and airn of puniahment - two probleme
vrhich are, or ehould be, di*inct. ...For e'ery kind of higtoriogsphy there ir no mor,e
important propocition than thia, which [as been discovered wirfi so much effort, but nowalro
ought to be diacovered qrce and for all the canre of the origin of c thing and itr cvcntu^el
usefrrlneee, ib actual ernploJrment and incoqroration into a rJretem of aime, Iie worldr apart. ...

tlsl

To return to the aubject, name\y punLbneat,E! must di*inguich two thingrr Gret
the refatively ct&urirrg astt€ct, the cnetom, dre act, the '&arnaro I c€rtain ctrict rucce""ion of
procedureel on the fluid aspect, the meaninXg the aim, the eaectation which attendc the
exesution of theee procedurec. ... Today it ie impoccible to ray deffnitely e,ftr punirhme6t ia
meted outl all conceptr in which awhole procece ie comprehended semeiotical$r, ercape
deEnitionl only what har no hirrory ir definable. _. pp 45?ASS

The genealory of punishmentwould attempt to bring to light aspects of the

Passage the activiqr has had through time from its fragmented origins, identi$ring -
though never finally - its accumulation and constant refiguring of different
pu{poses and roles. In a phrase very Wittgensteinian in its implications,

Nietzsche states that only things without history are definable. A language-game

is very like a history the language-game is the encomp:rssing context of human

relationships, which must include the past, in which a word is arising and r;r I



finding itself with an ongoing place, its use. This is a history; and Wittgenstein is

sving a history of the word 'game'when he sets out its many different uses. He is

svirg a sJmchronic history. similarly when he sets up his scenarios of, say, a
builder and his assistant, he is again writing a small fictional history.

So Vleat fa GencatoW ?

Genealory is a blood relation of history, one might say, but a very distant one.
ArchaeoloSt still has its closer familial link revealed through terms like ancient
bittory ot pre-biatory. Archaeolog, is still overtly in the field of meaning of history.
It would be shange to call genealog,'history'. A person,s genealog, would not be
the same as their history. Genealogr is much more limited; it asks far fewer
questions about what something once meant and more about how things and what
they mean shift and alter through time. It is satisfied with an explanation that
consists of no more than a line of descent. It ra this line of descent. In this way it
asserts a need to attend to time longitudinal} - archaeology does not assert this
developmental, longitudinal aspect of explanation - and is not much more than a
tracing of time passing through reproductive (though not cloning) sequences.

As Nietzsche uses it, mereV claiming that a topic such as moralibr or
punishment has a genealogr is enough to have strong metaphorical impact. The
very f,act that there is a lineage to moraligz, that it was not always there and not
always there as it is now is, and that its identiry had a birth and thus may have a
death; this is a f,act thrust into view by the expression'genealory of moraliqr'that
is camouflaged in the expression 'history of moraliqr'. It is an affect also achieved
by talking of an origin -- in the sense of descent -- or a birth. Foucault too would
seem to be using genealogt in this way and from this it is possible to extrapolate
out to some of the other claims grven to the term.

The notions of birth and origin from something other work against fixed
and eternal essences. Genealogy does not easily countenance an ideal that will
stand above or lie beneath the passing of time. It tends to favour flat ontological
simplicity, such as a lines or a tree diagram of lines on a flat surface.

l;rl



Nothing is raised or depressed, given grandeur or ignobility. By the narure of its
terms of reference it accentuates the discontinuous; ie. death.

Genealog' can be usefully contrasted with biography. Biograpf3r draws us to
the history of continuity rather than of discontinuity - the person is identified and
their history is a sub-story of this pre-given identigr, which in itself remains
outside the processes of change. The individ.ual remains in a most essential sense
outside time. Gencalogry on the other hand relies on a lineage that consists of
discontinuity and of others - one has to go beyond the individual, make a break
and go outside, so to speak, to find whatyou want. It leaps from individual to
individual, ie., from singular event to singular event, and thus makes the
individual more trulyhistorical, ie., replaces the individual more completely
embedded in time by denying the 'timeless essence'that is meant to be the defining
substance. There is nothing monotonous about it as there is alwa;rs a birth of
someone new as an addition and reconstitution of the aspects or characteristics --
like Wittgenstein rs f"*ily resemblances.

Nor can each new person by virrue of being new be merely a cipher in some
more fundamental ascent to some higher plain; genealog, does not suppose later
generations to be ongoing improvements on the earlier. It is much more
haphazard; as a discipline it must take what it finds from generation to generation
and make no assumptions about teleologr.

And nor does ancestry predict progeny. A person's life is their own with
accidents, opportunities, new combinations of traits producing unexpected
outcomes not seen in previous generations; and is not predetermined by their
parentage. A line of descent is only what has happened to have happened.

In Nietzacbc, Genzahgry, Hiatory Foucault interweaves his and Nietzschers

theories of genealogt. The elements outlined in the previous paragraphs become a

critique of history, a critique of a form of history that is really a suprahisrory or
metahistory, that casts over change through time a broad net of coherence,

direction, enduring essences and a single problematic. we read.;

page 76' '-It ie otviour the Paul R6e war wrong to follow the Englbh tendency in dercribing I jr.i



the hietory of moraliqr in tennr of a linear dwelopment - in reducing ita cntire hietory and
geneaic to an exdurive c{xrcern for utili6r. He arcumed that wordr had Lept their meaning
that deeiree etill pointed in a ringle dfu€ction, and that ideas retained their logic; arxt he
ignored the fact tLot the world of spech and desir€a har known invaoi,one, etnrggree,
plundering fieguieee, ploSrc- From t'heee erementr, howe,ner, genearoggl retrie'er an
indiepenrable re*raint; it murt rccord the ringularity of event outride of any monotonous
finslifyt it rnurt ceeL them in the moat unpromiring placee, in what we tend to feel ir without
hiatory -- in entimentc, lorrc, conccience, inrtince...

pag€ 78' Why doec Nietzeche challerge the purruit of the origin (Ihtprung),at leart on thoee
occaeionr when he is tulJr o genealogiot? Fint, becruae it ir an attempt to capture the exact
easenqe of thinge, their pureet posibilitiee, and taeir carefrlly protected identitiee: becalc€ this
rearch assurnee the existence of imrnobile forms that precede the ertcrnal workl of accident and
succeaeion' T[ig aearch ir directed to "that which urar already therer" tte image of a primordial
tnrth fully adequate to ite nrture, and it necessitater the removal of every mask to ultimately
dieclose ar original identi6r. However if the genealogiet refuree to extend hig 6ith in
metaphyuice, if he listens to hirtory, he ffndr that there ie "aomething altqether ditfferent" behind
thinge: not a timeleoc and eeeential recret, but the cecnet drat they have no €saenoe or thEt their
eaaenoewiar fabricard in apiecemeat fachion from alien forme.

pagB 79' What i! found at the hirtoricel beginning of thinge ia not the inviolate identity of their
origin; it ie the dies€ncion of other thingr. It ir dieparity.

pag€ 8l' Where the eoul pretende uniGcation or tle lelf &briceee a coherent identiqr, the
gene'alogirt sets out to etudy tte beginning - nurnberlerc beginningl, uilroee frint tracee and hints
of colour are reidily een by a hirtorical eye. The analyrie of descent permita the digsocistion of
the eel4 itc reognition and dirplacement aa an empty c5mtheaia, in liberating a profrrion of loet
event!.

page 82' Finally derccnt attacheg iteelf to the body. It inscribc5 itself in the nenzour grrtern, in
temperarncnt' in the digwtive apFratu!; it appean in faulty reepiration, in improper dieer, in
the dsiliteed and proetratc bodier of whose anc€.tors comrnitted error..

page 85' TLe body ie the inrsibed curfae of eventa (traced by language and direolved by idear),
the locue of a dissociated eelf (adopting the illueion of a gubctsntial *ity), and o volune in
perpetual dirintegration. Genealogr, ar an analyeir of derent, ir thug aitqated within the
articularion of the bo4r and hiatory. Itr .arlc ir to expore a body totally imprinted by hietory and
the proceee of hietor;fu dertruction of theb@.
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Arcla aeo logry ar0 Genealagy

Thus along with archaeolog, it seems a useful metaphor. For Foucault,
archaeologr remains the primary method for analysing knowledge discourses as

such -- their internal sFuctures, the interconnectedness of their fearures of
language and action and thought -- whereas genealog, with its powerful
evocation of processes of becoming and of lines of descent rather than essences

and substances becomes more awayof dealing with nondiscursive forces in the
creation and sustaining of discourses; that is, it is integral to Foucault's analyses
of power' Whatever else power means, it is about one thing being able to change

another -- 'change'is the key term relating power to genealog, here.

so, in discussing Foucault's move to genealogr, Dreyfus and Rabinow say;

rn Foucauh'e later workr, practice ie conaidered more fundamenal than th*ry. ...
the intelligibiliry of the human cciencee ir not to be found in their own theoriee. -. [but] as
pa'rt of a larger ret of organizod and organizing practices in whose opr.ead the human rienceg
playacrucial role. p lOJ

The addition of gene"lory to Foucaultrs methodolory corresponds to his move
beyond theory. Gurting makes a similar poinq

"'althougf, AK'g methodologr ia primarily oriented towrrrd the deecription of dirurgiw
formational the booL doer point - with many unchritiee aDd hesitationc - toward Foucault,e h,ter
effort to come to termr wit'h nondiecurrive caucal &ctore in the hietory of thought. AK thur
aPPe$t ae a methodol"Si.d earay that both auma up Foucault'e pr.evioue higtoricrl work and
movee haltingly toward hie lacer genealogical worL p 2(ir0

Smmary
In all the above Foucault is wrestling with history, and its moral and

epistemologrcal capacity as part of his project. History is of major concern to him
yet he has strong criticisms of 'traditional'history; his methods of archaeologr and
genealoS' may be seen :rs attempts to create more revealing forms historical

l.i;r

analysis. This issue of history we will explore further in the next section.



PART THREE

Ifiamry

History

I lorv does Foucault lntegnate r.vith I t*ideg'gar and witrgr.nsrui,n an,:l rhcir philosophic.l iorenrions? w1rar arc
thcsc problcrris wilth tt'aditional hierorv arrd hou,' mut'h do dlc.r, br.rar'<lown on our studv? Thcsc will be rhe rhanrcrs
of this ehaprcr'.

Wheru luve wc go1 so t,!r? IVe lrave edka.polstcd our lrpm s cot e list of hi-" publicatiqns a num.ber of
'featurcs of Foueaultb rhought +nd non' arleo r.xplorcol a.$rrecls of his r.-etLrldology: I listoricafty o?i"ored, hc
aPPears to haug uldoflakn a ser'is,s of indeperrdsot ernpiricalf, l,beussed investigrr{,ions ilrt,r sociall.u margrnal
topias' Thc plornisc is tha.r lherac-v acqrr,risition vr:ill bsnd ilse-li'ilrro rhcsa:mcrhodologies producrir,,,.ly.- rhe' rhcsc
nctrv fb.ged hi*orical sterrces o{ archaeologv end g*r,roel,rg* Fan r)rove *rer,tbl in rev.snliqg s,66e qr.rhe sfirue{,u{c
ah<f cor,rstituticn of rhc knorvlerlge,, and ullr *od rhoughL, lhat is buih inh rlne etrernrise of lca*;,* io r_,ead arrrl
u'r'ire' lvt'heeologr wlil givr ue a kind of phenomrnor,sgiqilr tlisrancc-, soft..ning lhe arr'acr.iorr of e,'rcr.i.ng irlro rh,e
i'ntcrrral argurncntationc and disputations" G<lrcelogv pulls ur [:rck H,or6.' crpecr,ing or proiecring a singlc unlficrJ
licld otrbnsicallv lationul inr-.esrigarion gorring cfose,r *nd .,[s4.,, to lhe ruth each &r.y., and opo,rs the possiliiliqi. of
including tfic derte'deseenl' liftes ot'the cur-rerrt lite.aoy acguisiliorr opr.r.a.ri.'s arrd irs mo{r deu:[v heltl pracrice*
arrd rbelieti and hnow.tedg",.

Thue Fouesuhls e,mpirics-hislor.leal anall"ric coulrl hr r.r-qctul iu investigaling l.iuria,cy acquisition.
l-oarning !o read and r+'rilc rviilh ire mirt of di*ctrrsivc'oodr roon-,Jisclrrsirc clG.r.ncnls, itr cldiln 5o a h u,rnar! $gienco
Lnprvledge base a'ncl iLs uteas of relationship w'ith rnargrnalit,r- uuulcl r,csernrble.rhe ateae discussed lr;v Four.,*u[
ln thc Hret part l-'lcidcgg6r *nd Witgcnslsia. sr!' r'econaidcrerJ irr r,"fircncc,ro FoucauJr- Co.ptrs'iriorring ttrc ihr.ec
tlri'nkers ael'ds, cjeiil.v ancl $onre autirnrilv trr ou,r- approaclri as rvr'll a.. strcrrgthe.hing orrrr: ha,se fi-on wh.iclr ro
appr:oec1l|i'Et'acvacqui*ition.|Dl:e'vf.rsani|Rabirrow!,fr..h.Ilinunil;f$*tnl)Sll,ul|utnlitttlomJ.|frmttMt:tlls

t'oneult',d a'r:rd quoted fi'eguentlv an<|. r cunlin'ue ro maLq, gurrerL,us rjse or: o'Farrulr,
Furthermorc'the cJaim .has Lcgn nrade rhiu lristor}.' rna;1. lrir.og a cr-urial role ro plqv in ar ieest sorne kinds

trl'lfir'gsti8stions lhat rntr l'o lf,ke'& philosophical *icu-el'rhdr =ulrier.t rnrtlcr, and *ow llrar *re ha*e cliseussccl
'a.t:clraeologv*wdgenealoqrweneerlnowtobrir,rgtoirli.esur{ircetlrcir,np}iearinrrR,,an:clrarn,iFreadonsoflltis_ 

Whar
kind and so4 oF hisrory/philosoph.v is bcing refblrrd to lrcre? Tlx.rn'a,,e isst.s iu$und lirstor,r, persisting in
yattiotls t'orrns rkar have to do willr:how it contriiburcs ro undcr*lu,rdiirg, onrl wdar is irs rclationship ,rrith
klrorvledge end trrrrh.

Whatthrearibhisror;rror,rhatw+{srnknou? l)ocsirlrr,rrirlr.uth? Llor+.isilneec.s_s4rytoany
lnvcstrigatioo? What are rhc r.equiremc.nrsof liigl,urical a1ul.rsir..,.. rrrr. I.hc:r.. ln bot,nrw fi.om Witr,gengtejn, lo
'thruwlightooourconecplof'rneaningsoructhing'l': lollrr,o\ur':t$pcctslhal'alernuuim;runantlbrusbertrrrseo{'
tlreirsi,mplici,ryaodtarnilia,ri$i orl{cideggcr.,}orlrr:oshghrun.marrltirnscll,'andonthcncaoingandgo*lsof
lrtr nrctrl ttattr,r'ct.

f n lfre secorrd part of llie chaptel Nietz-qelre.s On ilr' I rri iltii ",\|iil\,,i, t i lti,rory /orJ,ift is rhe 'ehicle lbr us 1o

senerule sorfle discrwsi.on of rhese perplering problems; ancl lo rvv,u,ually berrc. or.ienl urrr'historir:;rJ'
qorrtcrnpliltion of the quc'srion of hceorni,ng lircrarc.
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Micleel Foucauh, Ldwig vitgerutein an? Llartin Eleoegger;

The Common Groun? an? Beyonil
Can we rrace Foucault's philosophical position to Heidegger and Wittgenstein, if
not in historical fact at least in intellectual kinship?

Foucault's Heideggarian heritage is easy enough to establish. O'Farrell
notes, and I have included her footnote in full;

rndeed in an interyiery onducted in l9&4, Foucault erylained that although he had rrritten
very littte on Metzeche and nothing on Heidegger, theee two authors had exerciced a
coneidemble inlluence on hir worlc SZ pg4

52. Foucault'IaRetourdelrmorale', l9&{,p.40. Itmaybe noted, howe.ner,thatwhe.
asLed Et dillferent ctagee of hia career about 'influencee', Foucault gave a variety of diffcnent
anawerS.

His connections with Wittgenstein are nowhere near so clear. However that
there is common ground between Foucault and both the two earlier thinkers is
part of the contextualising and rationalization of Foucault's work undertaken by
Dreyfus and Rabinow. They note in their introduction how Foucaultwas
'steeped' in the work of Heidegger (p ;oci), and Heidegger is frequently called
uPon as an explanatory adjunct to their interpretations of Foucault. They do not
make the same point with regard to Witrgenstein but in the first half of the book
there are several references to Foucault's certain partial alignment with
Wittgenstein even when the point is to show this or that further dissimilarity.
The various references to the differences between the three thinkers are against a
backdrop of parallels across and berween all and each.

Vittgenttein

wittgenstein, according to Dreyfus and Rabinow, displays a,behaviourism,

@62),'pragmatism' (p94), and'linguistic relativism' (pBT),all of which
1.r,.



accord with what Foucault is doing, and we read;

No doubt he would ag.ee with n'ritem Eom rvittgenrtein to ... that the ep€ciffc
underrtanding ofrpecific sPeech acte involver a talen-for-granted ahared background of
practiec, eince no one c.trr eTrer fully ray what he meame to exclude in advance every
possible mi$nderetanding. p49

Diripliner do not deGne their objecte, qpee of descriptione, lqitimate practitionere,
concePts and methode in dre aarne way from period to Fdod, and erren within a given
Period the objecto ofa rcience are oonetandy undergourg rhiftr trancforrnations
rubctitutiom.

Fouca[lt ie not tlre ffrrt to have noted thir problem. Mttgendein would eay that
diaciplinea are not exemPt from the general truth that we do not -lacci& objecta, whether
they be chairr and gamee or botany and phyeicr, b identi$ing an earence or lict of ers€ntial
feature' Rather 'we lee a complicated networL of cimilarities over$ping and cria-
croesing: cometiDer overall aimihritiec, eometimes cimitaritier of aler.il., Our oncepta,
\ilittgenetein conten&, are like a thrend made up of 6bnea. 'The rnength of the thread doeg
not reride in the fact that rome one fibre rune through itr whole length, but in the
over@ping of many ffbree.' Inste{d of a definition, then, we capturo thir ,frmity

rtec€mbhncre'by selecting a perapicuour example and organizing other oa.er aB more or lerr
like thia example,

Hietorionr of rience anch as Thomar Kuhn qrho have focured on dircontinuitier,
have like Foucanlt, had to face dre problem of accounting for unity through clrasge. Ks1n,s
solution, inlluenced fur Wittgen*ein, ir to introduce the notion of a paradigm-a rpec1gc
exemplar of rucceecful worL - and to attempt to account for the uniqr of a gcienti6c

comrnunity, with ite objectc, methodr, and co on, in termc of ita ehared allegiance to auch a
paradigm rarher than ite dlegiance to a rpeciGc eet of beliefr. pp s9-60

The conceptual relationship with Wittgenstein is clearly discernible. Both
thinkers are exploring how meanings come about, and both concern themselves

with contexts for use of language. Foucault is, as was briefly mentioned in an

earlier chapter but now needs fuller explanation, in part an exteruion ot
wittgenstein, applying the principles of 'life-forms, more thoroughly.

wittgenstein aphoristically dabs and stabs time and time again.at micro-
descriptions of how language functions. Foucault is an;rthing but aphoristie
despite the lyrical, evocative, and quotable nature of his prose, and his figurative

L",\

and creative use of language.



In marked contrast to Wittgenstein he consistently and elaborately
describes and characterises in lengthy detail the extended. formats or ord.ers that
are the breeding grounds and the heirs of any meaning, truth, and knowledge
that becomes appropriate to the discourse being studied.

Wittgenstein, in trying to peel open the use of words, relies on small sub-
contextual scenes, plucked from his world experience and,/or his imagination, that
are implicitly underwritten by versions or recognizable variations of (his)
everyday life and language eg., the cabin of a locomotive with all its different
Ievers, or the imagined use of the word'game'-- both locomotives and games

have since continued to mutate ( the restless ceaseless Ratchet Effect). He d.oes

no more than hint at methods that might much more fully develop this crucial
initial insight -- that words do not have simple single referential meanings but are
indissolubly interlinked with ongoing action and practice.

Foucault on the other hand goes well beyond mere hinting. Instead he

shoots for the method itself. The meaning-systems under consideration are all
real, not imagined. They are each meaning-systems he has some interest in. He
substitutes for locomotive cabins and highly simplified imagined little language-
games more sweeping and socially integrated arenas (they are not so sweeping as

Heidegger's overarching interest in Western thought itself, which is a chunk of
history with enough bulk to begin to reflexively define history). Foucault decides

upon a historically located topic and proceeds to piece together how the
knowledge is or came to be dtnuturelas it is, how it fits together more as a unit,
whole, discipline or order. This more extended network of relationships becomes

an essential feature of the description of the mechanisms and forces, the power,
that supports and provides some understanding o[, the life-form.

Historical location itselfl, as in the overarching divisions into 'ages'
(Foucault's 'epoch-e{y') -- the Renaissance, the classical age, Moderniqr --

becomes a potent explanatory force on its own in certain periods of Foucault's

thought. within the epochsl €g., as described in Tbe oiderof Tbinga; An
Archaeology of tbe Huntan Scicncca, he tries to find similarities in the key logical
units, in the strategies of explanation or understanding, or in the patterns of I i,rr



eognitive action or satisflaction - all features of the game, so to speak - that cut
across several different overlapping arenas of human endeavour, €g.r language
studies, economics, or biologr.

Thus we might say that Foucault has intellectual similarities with
Wittgenstein in at least two areas we have discussed in an earlier chapter, namely
a) the concept of language-games, where the words must be seen as pieces of a
larger puzzle, to be part of a larger discourse and./or beyond-discourse whole that
includes the human activity being enacted, and b) the concept of family
resemblances, which ousts or at least challenges the belief that single essential

unchanging characteristics always define the meaning of words, practices, events
and so on' We might also say that Foucault in spelling out the implications of
these insights in fuller and more socially urgent circumstances raises the stal<es of
the argument for social practice.

Tbe Dfucurahre an7 the Non-?fucuraipe

Not thaL according to Dreyfus and Rabinow, Foucault has always had a
consistent position on the relationship between language and its context. We
read in the earlier section on the introduction of gene"lory into Foucault's
thought that it accompanied and was part of a shift toward more weight being
accorded the non-discursive elements in the anal;rsis of meanings. They claim
that the relationship of the language to the non-language part of the language-

garne, the discursive to the nondiscursive, unites Heidegger and Wittgenstein,
but was a source of some uncertain6r for Foucault, who veered too much toward
the discursive aspects (structuralism) at one point in his career and thus came to
an intellectual dead-end;

Hermeneutic and pragrnatic thinlcere ruch ar Heidegger and Wittgenrtein... have
argued that, indecd, ar me,aningful activity must be grounded in romer:hing unthought and
unthinkable. All activitiea maLe cense only ogoingt a back€found of practicree, and tfiie
comrnon nnre horizon crnnot be rqrreoonted or objetiffed. p94

At Gfrt Foucault'a account reemr to be a concrete and regtrict€d rrcreion of the
general viema elraredby Wittgenstein and Heidegger. All three thinl.e6 hold that aq6ole
conetellationo ofpracticer enabler thore qAo ehare tlroee practicea to eingle out and tall.

Itrf )



about objectr' Foucault even emphasieeg the importance of nondircureive eocinl practice,c in
hie ligt of relationr that nuLe it poceible to pick out objecte and give them public r,eality.
'Therc relations are establiahed between inatitutions, economic and rocial proce3se!,
behavioural patteras, cyrtems of norma, techniquec, t54er of clareification, rnodee of
characterizrtion' (AK45). IIe gtrerses, as do the other thinkerc inter.egted in the practical
bacLground vrhich maLee objectiviqr poecible, that thie rpace in which objecr can be
encountered ir not be found !VanalSning the concepte of the objecte it formr. 'There relationr
arc not present in the object; it ic not that they are deployed when the object ir being
analysed"" They do not deGne ite internal conatitution, but what enablec it to appear,...to be
placed in a 6eld of exterioriq/ (AK4S).

h might seem that Foucault eimp$ appliee this general theeie concerning the
importance of bacLground practicec to the enunciative frmctionc which maLe pocaible reriour
speech arts and their objectr. Foucault, however, ner maher e gtnrcturalis move which
sharylydistnEuishs hit accotnt ofbac}ground practiceo from that of Mtgenrtein and
Heideger' AJthough he ie dearly aware t}at nondiacurairrc practicer play a role in ,forrring,

objectr he inristt that the cru.id role ir pla;red by what he callc ?iacuabc relatione. p 62

It is this attempt to privilege the role of discourse that according to Rabinow and
DreJ{us, is all of a Part with his unsustainable and self-contradictory move into
privileging theory over Practice, reflecting his eaxly strucruralist leanings. They
say however with respect to Foucaultrs later thought;

In Foucault's lrrter worke, practice, on all lernle, ir considered more important than theory.
Again the inteligibility of the human rciencer ir not to bc found in their own tbeorier. h ir
not to be found in tom€ cJtstcm of fiormation nrler either; thir level of nrlee ie rimply &opped.
Nor ir it to be found in the horizon of meaning ehared by the participantr. Rrther, Fqrcault
now 6n& the hurnan rciencec intdligible er part of a \er ret of organicing pragtice3 in
wloce rproad the human sciencer play a crncial role. p 105

This aspect of Foucaultrs thought, emphasising practice, which is most strongly
also part of Wittgenstein, was noted in our first chapter on Foucault. It was

always implied in the archaeological method, in that objects from a distant past

cannot be understood without recourse to both a whole gamut of human

Practice.

It,l



Heiilegger

Heidegger's method in his early writings is described by Dreyfus and. Rabinow
as hermeneutics (the bermzncutica of thetitle of the book);

ftrei&gger'r lfrenornenologgr rtrecrer the idss tlrrt f,nmo'r eubjectr are formed by t5e
hirtorical cultural prarticee in wLich they develop. There preticer forrr a baclcground that
can never be made completely explicit, and so cannot be underctood in tei:rrc of the beliefs of
a meaning-givins rubiect. The background practicee do, howerer, contain a meaning. They
embo{r a wny of under*anding and coping with thingr, people, and inrtitutiona. Heideger
calb this meaning in the practicea an inteqrretation, and proposes to make manifest certain
generaf &atures of thie interpretation. In Bcing atO Tbnzhecelle hir method, lrhich arnounte
to giving an interpretation of the interpretation embodied in everSday practicea,
herrneneuticc. p ni

This is the hermeneutics that, according to Dreyfus and Rabinow, p"rti"lly
inspires, defines, and eventually confines, Foucault,s thought.

On pages 122 andfollowing they overview Foucault's work, assessing the degree
to which he is 'structuralist' or rhermeneutical'. In providing a description that
takes his method 'beyond'these two competing forces they name Foucault,s

method 'interpretative anabrtics'. Then in the following paragraphs they place
this term in an historical context, which again relies heavily on Heidegger. It is
interesting to quote this at length not only to show the relevance of Heidegger
but also to gain insight from these authors' perspective into Heidegger and
Foucault, and their intellectual predecessors:

"'We prder to crll Foucaulttc method iaterprctatitc anatytitt . Ov tx of analyticfollowr

and develope a line thar beginr with Kant'e tranrcendental analyticr and ir rethought in the
exigtential analytic of &hg atO nt.a Kant problematized Enlightenrnent thought by
eeeking the conditionr of poaeibiliqr and limitotionc of rarionat analyri* Heidger
problematizod the modem att€mpt to ffnd a tranrendentrl ground in the knowing eubiect by
invc*igating the ahi*oricd and crore-cultural exi*entirl pneconditionr of human celf-
underrtanding. Iknt and Heideger both took for granted tfie importance of rtudring human
beings" They both wanted to provide a univer$l theory and to Lnow the rourcer and
legitirrrate urec of the conccpts preruppo*d by their predeceeeorc. Fouca.trlt aept! thil
project but rnejete the attemptc to ffnd o 'nivercal grounding in either thought or Being.
Anelyticu today murt 6nd a way of taking eeriouely tlre problemr and conceptual toolr of tfie I o']



paet, f,q1 not the solutions and conclueione baaed on t[em. Foucault (li1e the later
Heidcger) replaca ontologgr with a epccial kind of hictory thrt focures on the cultural
practicec that hrve made ur what rye ars

Our ure of interpntation developa a line which began with Nietzrche,r concept of
genealoggr and vae rethought in Heideggerian henneneuticr Genealoggr acceptr the &ct that
tere are nothing but our hirtoSr, and that t[erefore we will never get a total and detached
picture either of who we are or of our hietory. Heidegger showed that Metzscherr iorrght
aeemed to lerve only the porsibiliqr of a &ee play of equalb, arbitrarJ/ inteqrretationa. But
thir eeemr inevitable only if one forgets that it ia precirely becauee we are nothing but our
history that we can' at any time, €ntertlin onlJr a narrow range of poraibilities; we murt
inevitably read our hirtor;r in termg of our current practicer . p lLZ

Dreyfus and Rabinow lead us through Kant and. his effiorts to explain the shapes

of knowledgu by describing the essential and inherent parameters of human
rational tboug/tt itself,, its characteristics, innate sb:uctures and functions. A
critique of purest or purified reason. Heidegger stayed. close to the need to
analyse human being butprovided a different sort of categorisation, based on the
conditions that permitted Dasein to find itself in the world as it d,oes. All this is
replaced, or rather, realized, inyet another form, by Foucault in ra special kind
of history'. This 'historicization'grves the clue to the next paragraph with its
reference to Nietzsche and genealogr, and the most persistent of philosophical
problems -- one that has been hinted at in the discussion earlier on genealos/ --

how to have a true view of something that is constitutional to oneself. For
Dreyfus and Rabinowr on€ 'must inevitably read our history in terms of our
current practices'. This is the particularly Foucaultian move.

It is one thing to state that history can only be read in terms of current
practices. It is another to try as Foucault did to do this reading itself, ie., to rr;z

car5/ through the premise in actual, real, thorough committed practice. This

would seem to be both a strength and a challenge of his particular contribution.

Kant, Heidegger and Foucault all seek out the conditions that make

possible knowledge, tmth and understanding. For Heidegger and Foucault

(deriving from Nietzsche, see p Z4 in Foucault; biatorian or pbiloaopbtlas well as

quote immediately above), history becomes an essential ingredient in this search.

Heidegger as we saw in our earlier chapter, has human destiny unfolding tt,,'j



through time as'human subjects are formed by the historical cultural practices in
which they develop'.

As we read all this about Heidegger and Wittgenstein and Foucault, we
discern beneath the differences and compatibilities a commonality of goal in some
larger sense. Foucault continues the themes of knowledge and truth and a
commonality results in the ways they conceive of the reciprocal influence of
human diachronic or synchronic existence in time a.rrd the futh/<nowledge
couplet that would appear at least to lift itself offfrom time.

Tlae Probtcm O/, an7 V/itle, Itittory
With both Heidegger and Foucault the issue of history recurs and recurs. With
Wittgenstein it is there also, but less explicit as he tends to consider short periods
of time -- the time it takes for a use to become established in the run of human
intercourse. Yet'use'is as time-embedded:rs any other activitSr, and change

through time, such as the development of uses, is the province of history, and its
problem.

If we are to question learning to read and write in any fundamental way,
penetrating its meanings and its state of being then we need assistance in dealing
with how history works. Archaeolog, and genealog, have been useful to help

with some understanding of history. This base understanding can be extended by
a closer look at that most important of influences on Foucault, namely that of
Nietzsche.

What are the problems with traditional historv?

*
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Ni^etz^ache 1811 - 1900

Nietzsche, like Foucault, was a vigorous critic of aspects of traditional history. In
the quote frorn Dreyfus and Rabinow in an earlier chapter we read how Nietzsche
challenged conceptions of human history as an ideal driven ascent upward to ever
more glorious and magnificent dimensions of existence with counter-claims such

as 'The story of history is one of accidents, dispersion, chance events, lies,, or .the

history of tmth is the history of error and arbirariness'. In the wake of Hegel
and his overarching views on the march of history to ever more dialectically
advanced states of manifestation of the ldea, Nietzsche objected strongly to
teleological, progress-dominated views of history, why is this? why, for
instance, did Nietzsche need to use terms like 'genealogr'to reconstruct historical
analyses?

In his short essay' On tbe (het anT Abuea of Hiatorafor Lfc Nietzsche takes on
some of the problems that are associated with doing history. Here he is writing
about an outbreak of what he calls 'a consumptive historical fever'amongst the

German people of his time. He claims that the common attitude of the modern
mEIn, particularly amongst the German modern man, is of pride in the extent and

quality of its historical sense and advancement. Yet according to Nietzsche that of
which they are so proud should be seen in realiqr as a'contemporary d.isgrace,

inFrrmigr and defect' . It is a disease that has become apparent to him through
experience of his own torment, a torment brought about at least in part by the fact

that his own expertise is in itself historical. He is a student of the far distant

period of ancient Greeks, placing him at a disadvantage with more modern

history' Yet this very distance may through its inappropriateness and opposition

confer some benefit.

The thesis proposed in his essay is this;

Thie ir the epeciffc principle which the ne.ader ir invited to consi&r: thtfor tbc kzltb ola
ingh i,Ab0ual, 4 pcoPlo afi a aduw tb aabirtodetat0 & bittorial an caalty et*ntial p
3



Too much history, or history allowed to go unchecked or given free reign is
'unhealthy'. It is unhealthy because it suppresses or starves action and life. It
stalls living, brings it to a halt. Developing the argument here are the opening
lines of the Forward to the essay;

'rncidental$, I deapire everythingwhich merely instucts me witfiout increaeing or
imm€diatebr €rili\rcning my activiqr." Theae are Goethe's wordr. with thern, ... our
conri&ration of the worth and tfie worthhscners of hictory may begin. For thir worL ir to eet

down why, in the epirit of Goethe'g aaying we muat cerioual5r derpiae inctruction without
vitality, Lnowledge which enervatea activity, .rd hietory as an e4nneive rurplue of knowledge
and a luxu54 bealrec we lacL what ir ctill mogt eeacnl'-l to ur and bccause what ir ruperfluoue
ig hostile to what ir eeoential. To be rure, we need hietory. But we need it in a rnanncr
different &orn the way in uAich the qnilt idler in the garden of howtedge urec it, no matter
how elegantly he may look down on our Goarse and graceleca needa and dictres*& Ttrat ie, we
need it for life and action, not for a comfortable nrrning auay from life and action on merel5r
for gloseing over the egotistical life and the covrardly bad act. We wish to ure hietory only
incofar as it eerves tbe living. But there ie a degree of doing hietory and valuing of it through
which lifr arophiec and degeneratea p I

History needs to be done - this is a key point in the argument. Nietzsche is not
unconditio."lly anti-history. But it needs to be tempered if it is to serve life and
action and not cause degeneration or atrophication. Histo{y it seems can have

grave risks and these risks seem to relate to knowledge becoming too protective, a

complacent luxurious cushion against the more vital driving needs of life. What
are the mechanisms at work here?

In section I he describes the historiciqr of human being by comparison rvith
an animal in a herd, which 'does not know whatyesterday or today is. It springs

around, eats, digests, jumps up again, and so fiom

morning to night and &om &y to &y, with ita likec 8nd dialikee d"*b tied to the moment, and thur
neithcr melancbo$r nor weary' (p 2 ). For the hurnanl

he wondem about himael$ tlrat he ir not able to learn to foqget and thrt he alwagn hmgr onto
thinF Pst. No matter how 6r or how 6st he nrnr, thie chain nrns with him. It ir ronething

"ota2ingr 
the moment, in one sudden motion there, in one rudden motion gone, before I 11(\



nothing, afterwardl nothinp newrthelers comec back again as a ghoat and disturbs the
tranquillity of each la'ter moment. A leaf ie continuous\r rcleased from the roll of time, fallr
out, fluttere away - and auddenly Outterc ba.k again into the man'c lap. For the manr ra'n, .f
remertber,' arrd enviea tfie beart, which immediately forgeta and reee each moment really
perirh, dnk bacL into doud and night, and vanieh for.ever.

Thur the beactlive antrittoriu,lly, for it gets up in the pnesent lilce a number without any odd
fraction left overr it doeg not how how to prrry a part, hidee nothing and appeare in each
moment exactly and entirdy v/hat it ir- Tlrug a beagt can be nothing other than honest. By
contr&at, the hurnan being reaistr the large and cver increaring b,urden of the pact, whicf,
purhee him down or bowe him oven It maLee hie way difficultl liLe an invirible and darl
burden -' he lea,rnr to underctand the erqrrecrion 'It waar'that paaoword with which etruggle,
euffering and wearinesr Gome over human beingr, so a8 to rernind him what hir exi*ence
barically ir -- a never ctDmpleted paat tense. Lf death Enal|y brings the longed for forgetting, it
neveftheless thereby deetroJn preent existenc€ and thur imprec*e its oc.l on the knowledge
that existence ie only an uninternrpted living in the ptt [GaocancinJ, eomething which exiete
for the purposc of rcIf-denial, elfdeeruction, and celf.contradiction. p 2

It is part of human being to be in time; in Heidegger's terms it is core feature of
the thereness of Dasein. But it seems Nietzsche is showing here both l) that
history is an essential projection in the construction of human temporal being and
2) that history brings along with its own arrival a threat, a potential anti-life force.
There is a way in which life surrenders itself to history, succumbing to its
burdensomeness and giving history opportunities to become over-rich, overblown,

and too fully what it is. This is what I think Nietzsche is describing to us here,

this state of over-histo{F, later described in the essay as 'superhistory'. It realizes

its ever-present threatening potential to be a burden that weighs down on life; it is
in this indulged form a depressant.

Once it insinuates itself like this it causes a person to live constantly in a
world of becoming, unable to believe in himself and like the tme pupil of
Heraclitus, finally hardly dare any more lift his finger.' It is a paralysis from too

much awareness of the inevitable forces of endless change. This is the

fundamental weal<ness of history that is exploited with a semi-deliberate self-

protective intent by the'spoilt idler in the garden of knowledge'or for the
'comfortable turning away from life'; for purposes of laziness or self-interest

I trI



or complacency history is allowed to darken the present. This must mean that the
true benefit of history, the history that can be identified as necessary in human
affairs, has become inaccessible.

so then, how does proluctiue history work. Further on we read that if
history is not to become this 'grave-digger of the present'then we need to re-
awaken ourselves to the strength of a ,plastic 

force,, a force that enables a culture
or person or a people to subjugate what it can from the past and'forget'the rest.
This produces a ltori.zon, and he savs;

This is a general principle: each living being can become healthy, ctron& and fertile on$r within a
horizon' If he in incapable of drawing a horizon around himself snd too egotistical to enclore 5ie own
view within a'n dien one, then he wastee away there, pa.le or weaq6 to an early death. Cheerfrlnear,
good conscience, joJrfrrl action, truct in w[st is to come - all that depen&, with the individusl ar with
a people, on the following facts: that there ig a line which divides ttre oboersable brightneg Fom the
unilluminated darkness, that we know how to forget at the right time ar well as remember at the
right time, that we feel with the powerfrrl instinct the time when we murt perceive hi*orically and
when unhistorically.

Thie ie tfie rpecific principle which the reader ir invited to conaiderr tbatlor tk kaltl of a.

tingb i'dit'Oual, a pcoph at0 e cahury tfu ubittricat afi tk bfutorical an qulty c*catial p S

Without the historical sense there is only the beast; human being begins with the

powers of 'thinking, reflecting, comparing, separating, and combining' (p 4), all of
which are Powers that generate history. But if these powers are given too much
reign an excess of history results and with this excess of history human being

stops again.

Why does history cause this to happen? Because taken purely on its own

terms, as 'superhistory', it leads to this conclusion;

...the part and the present are one and the 8arne, that ir, in all their multiplicity
typicalSr identical and, ae unch,anging qrpee ever;mrlrere prescnt, they are a
motionlem picture of imrnutable values and eternrlly similar meaning. Ar the
hundredr ofdiffcrent hnguager correcpond to the earne typica[y permanent needr of
people, so that comcone who undentood thece ne€ds coutd learn nothing new &nom

all the languagee, eo the cuperhirtorical thinker illuminatec for hirnoelf all the hietorieg

of People and of individuatr Fom within, gueasing like a claino;rant the originel renae I t-,,\



of the different hie,rog!4hice and graduarly even growing tired of avoiding the
con*rntly new sreams of written rignals streaming forth. pE

So history is intimately tied up with the suffocating plenitude of knowledge that
'onee it becomes sovereign, would be a kind of conclusion to living and a final
reckoning for humaniqr. ...' (p 6). History, ir seems produces a knowledge grid
Iock, because all is known and understood before it happens and action is pre-
empted, dead ar birth.

History only works productively, usefully, when it takes its place alongside

other forces that contain it in its rightful place, holding it in check by the exercise

of their own energies. It is only when history is itself ruled by a higher force can it
offer'something healthy with future promise' (p 6). This fact limits the kind of
epistemologrcal status history can hope to have. It can never stand alone, pur+
and on its own terms. Because history stands in the service of life, which is an

unhistorical power, it is 'never able to (and should never

science, something like mathematics' (p d). History can

never be a science. A science seeks eternal truths and eternal truths in historv
would cause a conceptual standstill.

So where does this leave history with regard to tmth? Later in the essay

Nietzsche tackles the issue of objectivity in history;

With thie word people un&ntend a c,ondition in the hirtorian in which he looke at an e\rent

with auch puriry in all hir motivea and conrequencer that they have no effect at all on hie

oubject' '.. Or ... that by 331as inn6' capacity ... things depict themelver an4 ae it seFe, &&w
a good liLeneec of themrelvea or photograph themselv* on a purely paerive medium?

Thic would be a nrythoLogr and on top of that a bad one. ... To think of hirtorSr ar objective in
thir way is the g€aet worlc of the drematirt, that ie, to thinL of eveqrthing one after the other,
to weave the irolated detaile into a totalityr 

"l.,r"Jr" 
on the condition tlut a unity of the plan in

the material har to be eatablichcd, if it is not inherent in it. Thur, man rpine aweb over the
part and tamea it; .- Schiller, in &ct, ir completely clear concerning the ercent at mbiectivity

"' r'chen he cayr of hirtorianst 'One phenomenon after another begina to liberate iteelf &om
accidental anil lawleec &eedom an4 ac a coordinated li-L, to become part of a harmoniour
totality, obi& nabrally it pcant only in ib ?cSfiction 'p L0

be to) become pure

never be pure and thus

llrtl



This kind of emotionless objectivity is not to be admired or sought. proper

historical objectiviqr is creative and active rather than neutral and passive and it
is 'the person of experience and reflecdon' (p zz) who writes history, not the
young who are 'lashed through all the centuries'yet 'understand nothing about a

war, a diplomatic action, or a trade policy., b 2a)

Constantly Nietzsche criticises the kind of arrogance that characterises the
modern complacency towards history. Both Christianiqr and Hegel are portrayed
as using hisbry to do no more than trace a path to the present. He says of Hegel;

I believe that there has bcen no dangerour variation or change in German cqlture thir
centurywhich hae not become more dangernour througfi the monrtrour influence of
the philosophy of Hegel, an inOuencc rvhich continuee to fiow right up to the preacnt
The belief that one ia a latccomer of rfie age ie tr"ry erippriru and dieorienting; but it
must aPP€ar fQ{rftl and decmrctive rch€n ruch a belief one da5r with a bold revereal
idolizee this la,te 

"omer 
as the true meaning and purpose of alr earlier ercntr, wLen

hie knowledgeable mieery ia equated to the completion of world hietory. ... Thuc for
Hegel the 

''mnit and end point of the world proc.ss coincided with hir own
individual exictcnce in Berlin. ... The peroonality and t[e world proceaet rhe world
Process and the pereonrlity of the turnip oea.t If only people did not harae to hear the
hJperbole of all hSperbote, the word world, worl4 world ten reallyeach person

$ould rFaL in all honerty onl5r of lvren, Men, Men. ... tManl *andr high and proud
on the pJrramid of the world procsaa Ar he aetg dowrr on the top hir f,.al gtone of
knowledge, he appeare to call om to all nature tirtening art around, 'we are at the
goal, we are at the goal, we are the perfection of na.ture., pp 27 - 29

Paradoxically history is required for its own overcoming. The active and striving
person needs history in a number of ways; Nietzsche talks about history serving
three purposes;

l) to provide supportive exemplars from the past that offset the 'despair and ...

disgust in the midst of weak and hopeless idlers ...,p 6,

2) to give a sense of honour and reverence for the past, to grve a sense of f,aith and

love when we reflect from whence we have come,

5) and to provide a critical method, so that a'person must have the power and

from time to time use it to break a past and to dissolve it, in order to be able to

live.'p 11. He says; 
l, r)



For vrhen the past ir anal5rred criticall5r, then we grarp with a knife at itr root! ard go cnrdly
beyond all reraerenc=. It ir alwaye a dangerour proceEs, that i!, a &ngerouc procesr for life
itoelf. And people or ag€r rrving life in trrie way, by judging 8nd de*roying a pa^rt, are
tl*y" dangeroue and in danger. For aince we are now the producte of earlier generatione,
w.e are alao the producte of their a,bcr:rationa paesione, mirtakee and erren crimec. It ig
imporcible to looge onerelf Fonr thie chain entirely. When we condemn that configion and
consider ourteleee releaeed from it, then we have not ovenoome the fact we are derived from
it' In the bect ql!€, we bring the matter to a contlict between our inherited cu31orr;1rJr n ture
and our Lnowledge, in fact, erren to a war ... p I I

Fo ucault art? Nie tza che

There are clear parallels between the two thinkers. Both are fully commi6ed

against any form of teleologr, an overarching history that sees itself as progress

toward higher ideals. This we have noted before. And the reasons seem to be verv
similar -- just as for Nietzsche it is one of the aspects of 'grand' history that stifles

and suffocates human change it is what Foucault is tr;ring to break through in
order to show that precise and specific historical analysis is what will free us up,

eg. in this quote from O'Farrell;

Philomphers, Particulerly since Hegel and Nietzcche, Foucrult erya, have had an
unfortunate tendencSr to dranratiae the prerent, heralding it as the high point in hirtor;r, the

&wning of new age, the age of the 'end of all philoroph;/. .. . Inrte.ad, we ehould
be much rnore modect and rtart from the view that the time we live in is not tlc unique or
frrn&mental or irnrptive point in hietorywherc enerything ie completed and begu.n.gain,. fu
fact we live in 'a time liLe any odrer, or rather, a time which io never quite like any otlrerr. 49
Thic 'modeeq/ about our present hag a double a&antage: ffrc of all, it meanr we nced no
Ionger occupy the triumphant and auperior porition which condemnr all the efforte ofpart agea

to irrevocable error and blindnerr. On the other hand, we need not etand in awe of tlre part or
look bach nortalgically to e m5nhical golden age. 50 Inetead, every period in hirtory har itr
own vely sPecifh problemr whore colutions are alro quite epeciffc to t[at time. But for aII
their rpeciffcity, theee problemr and eolutionc can be of conriderable ure to ur in our rttempg
to thinL througf, onr Present rclation to tnrth and how we form ourseher in relation to trutlr. p
t26

V/e must crack into the ar.rogance, and disrupt the spaceless determinism that

l; Igeneral histories bequeath. Foucault's archaeological and genealogical



methods would seem to be examples of Nietzsche's critical use of history; and his
use of archaeoloS, to produce a distancing effect is similar to the kind of
forgetting that Nietzsche recommends. Clearly archaeolory is trying to crack
apart the sense of conclusion or final reckoning by mal<ing alien the culture
studied, and distancing it as if it were ancient. What must be forgotten in order to
malce history useful is the powerful insistence of the meanings we inherit as they
cloak themselves in the guise of immutable tradition or timeless truth, or even

conceal themselves completely bV closely nestling just below conscious attention
as suggested by Heidegger and Wittgenstein -- whether that mrth be of a moral
kind such as Nietzsche opposed or a human science lcind such as Foucault
critiques.

Foucault's Prepossession for marginal conditions resembles Nietzsche's

contempt for the 'spoilt idler'seeking a comfortable turning away from life. It is
in the spirit of Nietzsche's plastic force for it is this plastic force that d.etermines

the 'borderline at which the past must be florgotten if it is not to become the

gravedigger of the present'p 3. It also concurs with Nietzsche's reinstatement of
the historical power of the abberations, mistakes and even crimes, and with his
critique of the so called 'objectiviqr'of the historian which is more a disguised

attempt to homogenise the past by melting it into a seamless continuous mould -- it
is at the margins that the discontinuous and incommensurate shows itself.

Insisting on the dis-intergrated and the discontinuous disturbs our desire to spin a
web of harmonious unity over our being in time.

Sunnary
We have reasserted the viabiliqr of using the related and mutually enhancing

investigative techniques of wittgenstein, Heidegger and Foucault. when we

come to look directly at the question of learning to read and write we have ready

this growing conceptual frame to help think into the phenomenon -- a frame that
draws in elements of openness, freedom and meditative thinking; forms of life and

language-games, and how important use is in understanding meaning; and 
, _,)



now with the additional reference to Nietzsche, the deepening explanatory
problematic that arises with history €rs we try to fathom the nature of knowledge.
We are choosing to study now a special kind of history that concentrates on how
we, and our knowledges, are constituted by our social practices over time; a form
of study dubbed by Dreyfus and Rabinow from out of their own particular take
on Foucault as interpivtativc analytica,

In the next chapter we ad&ess head on the encounter between philosophy

and history.
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Foucault's Pendulum
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Pbiloaopher or rrirbrian? Pbilnaopby or rrirbry.
Tqn.t8 to adequately 'place' Foucault's project vvith respect to history and the
traditional home of epistemolory, philosophy, is one way of opening up this field
of questions. Is he a philosopher or a historian? This is the title of O'Farrell's
text on Foucault that we have made much use of in our discussion, and it is a

question or problematic that would seem to reverberate beyond the surfaceyet
nonetheless highly arguable decisions such as which university d.epartment

teaches Foucault, or in which Dewey category he belongs on the library shelves.

In my view its manifestation through his writings is largely coextensive with
mueh broader and more widespread diffused and demanding negotiations with
questions of tmth and knowledge.

Foucaultts reviewers and commentators can sometimes leave one with
the feeling that they are juggling the words around hopefully in the belief
that perhaps the reader will find an understanding the writer couldn't quite

express. For instance on the back cover of Tbe Foucault Railer; an introotrction r:t



to Foucaulti tbougltt edited by paul Rabinow we read;

'Scarcely any philocopher worki.g on the history of philoeophy or hictori8n working on
the hictoqy of inctitutione, aocia.l rcience or rexuality can avoid con&onting the
challenge of Fmcault'e booL!' - Michacr rgnatieff in Tk Tina ritenty supptenat

-Flere history and philosophy seem to jostle about, with philosophers worldng on
the history of philosophy (as philosophers or as historians) and. historians working
on histories. Given the extent of the problem facing any commentator the

dilemmas with the choices of words can be appreciated. But the descriptions and
interpretations will rapidly become, or remain, confusing if they perpetuate

shallow interpretations of 'philosophy' and 'history'. Inadequate interpretations

will undermine or betray the intensiqr of thought demanded by the intellectual

quest and will end up glossing over this underlying problematic - which is to a

large extent the very issue itself. It would seem important that the reader is not
diverted away from the more fundamental demand which is to tease apart the way
these trvo Gargantuan disciplines do and do not have trouble with each other --

where they come from, how they are positioned, the tasks they are set to do, and

their mutually repelling and converging fbrces. The traditional, and confused and

contestable, lowest common denominator meanings are not up to this task and

tangles will result if the 'ordinary' meanings of these non-ordinary human

intellectual developments are left to do the work of thinking themselves through.

Not do ,nrch Philaaophy

Gutting talks about the two dimensions of Foucault's work in The Cambrflgc

Companion; not without a little sophisticated juggling of his own I think;

In the 6ret dimencion he appean ac a philoeo'phiet hictorian, progr.ercive$ developing a reriec
of complernentary hietorical met[ode' an archaeologr of diecourse..a genealqgr of porrer
relationr..and a problematizetion of ethicr-. . In the recond dimencion he appeare ar a
hirtoriciet philoropher, offering, parallel to hir methodologi,c.l innovationr, cuceraively
deeper and muturll5r euplrcrting rfieoriee of knowledger power and the rclf. p2

l7:,



But he inclines his interpretations of Foucault away from the more philosophical
readings; for instance he says in tU[bbel Forcault'a archazologry of acicntfic reaaon this
about Arc bazo logy of Kno w leilg e;

It mayr however, aeem that AI( ir comething mor,e tha- a historian'e articulation of
hic mer:hodologr' rn Particular, we mry be inclined to regard ir ae an effort to provide a
philooophical barir or juetiEcation for thie nretftodolory. On mch o view... Founault,r goal is
to ground hie historical practice in a philorophical account of krowledge and language. r wilI
exPress my reservationa regarding thir interpretation.. in the nefr, concluding chapter. p260

Justifiably I think, he wants to avoid an interpretarion that would attribute to
Foucault essentialist overarching or underpinning theoretical statements, eg., the
lcind thatwould resemble Kant's transcend.ental claims about the limits of rational
thought. He stresses Foucault's antithesis to trying to ground his historical
method in 'philosophy'or to giving philosophical accounts that were meant to
state the case about knowledge and language once and for all.

But the kind of philosophy Gutting has in mind, some of the time at least, is
quite traditional. In his final chapter Gutting he says;

Foucault ProPoses, in the en4 a twofotd transform&tion ofthe traditional conccpt of
philoaophy. Firet, he turnr it away &om the effort at an a priori determination of the
ecsential limitr of hunan thought and adion and incterd makes it a hiatorical dcmonstration
of the contingency of wlrat Pre*nt themcelver as neoe$ary nertrictions. Secon4 he no
longer arLe it to provirlc the iurtiffcation for the valuer that gJuide our livea but insted
emploSE it to dear the path of intcllectual ob*acler to r'he achievement of those value,s. p2&5

Gutting continues, talking over the issues involved in assessing the place of
Foucault's intellectual efforts. He describes Foucault's "historicocritical project"
as "a new, more modest (and realistic) way of seeldng" the goals that have been

traditionally philosophical -- using Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Descartes, Hume,

Kant, and Hegel as qryically traditional philosophers and the mind-bodv

problem, proofs of God's existence, and refutations of scepticism as t;ryically
traditional philosophical questions -- and he attributes to Foucault "many of the

s:une intellectual skills and virtues as philosophizing" such as the "meticulous ,-.,



analysis of concepts, rigorous assessment of arguments, dialectical flair and
imagination." In the end, despite Foucault's methods, Gutting sees nothing in
Foucault's position that means traditional philosophy need give up ,,the

possibiliqr of our someday actually finding answers to the great, ultimate
questions."

In terms of squaring Foucault offwith traditional philosophy this works
well at the level of argument. However it is at the expense of some precision in
the use of terms which then belies a deeper interpretation of Foucaulg fior

instance the'transformation of philosophy'is an ambiguous term and could be

seen to mean that traditional philosophy does have to give up its traditional aims

and objectives. It can not be transformedyet still remain the s€une. Gutting's
€urangement of terms means dimming other issues lf""S behind the question
'philosopher or historian?'that are not so much to do with his orientation to
however one defines ffaditional philosophy or history but connect with tr1th
seeking enterprises in general. Gutting's arguments I believe tend towards being

an apologetic for the impact of Foucaultrs threatening lean on what knowledge is

and in particular how it works with regard to these trvo heavily burdened
disciplines.

Anotlaer perdpectise

If one is prepared to allow'philosophy'more room then a different perspective

emerges. We noted earlier Foucault's tendency to move on from rather than

build upon his own earlier work, and how Foucault himself rreated. his writing as

a kind of 'exorcism'. 'we read him saJnng (in 'Foucault as Cultural Icon,);

'Don't keep going barL to thing! I taid in the palt. When I utter them, they ar,o already
forgotten. I think in order to forget. Eveqrthing I h^rve laid in the past ie of aboolutely no
importance- One writec eomething u*ren one har alreadr worn it out in one'r headl drained
bloodlere thought, one writes it and tftat'r that. What I harn written doecnt intereet me. W'hrt
interecta me ie what I could *rite and what I could do., p 2

There may be much to be understood by allowing Foucault's epistemolog, to t;,



remain perplexing in this manner, even leaving aside the complex issue of how
well his articulated or espoused epistemolog, x inArcbacologry of Knowhdgclines

up with his epistemologr-in-practice as in his other texts.

rn Foucault; biatorian or pbiloaopber? o'Fanell puts her question in this way;

Thur the irsue of how Foucaultt work ehoutd be d€scribGd ir arrcry importent one, for it
addreecee awide range ofqueetiona, queetionr that not only nelate to the very hcart ofwhat
Fouca[lt ir actually doing in hir booke, but to the moet general effectg they have ha4 snd to
important general philoeophicrt, hirtoriol"d""l and epi*enrologicrl problema. p2l

and on the final page O'Farrell revisits;

Ar drie point, we might ark oncc again the queetion rvhich formr the title of thir boolc ir
Michel Foucauh a birtorian or aphiloropher? Tbe anawer to thie queation, ae has been euggsted
here on a number of occaeions, ia that Forrca-lt ia a philoeopher urho vrritee hirtory,
tranaforming it into philorophy. 70 In adopting this historical point of view, the philoaopher
abandong all his vtell ordered cert&inties, but it ic an abandonment that Foucault was more than
*illi"g to defen4 right until dre very last... p lJO

And then to the foohote referenced on page 152;

70' VeJrne comments! 'Philoeophy itEelf, in becoming a radical higtoricicm, engulfe, rrecup€rater
or trancforms hi"tory and thir ir at the heart of the meaning of the Foucault phenomenon.,
Bellour 1997.p21

We read here from O'Farrell that Foucault:
l\ . l.r Ir,, rs a philosopher,

2) but who writes hisrory,

5) and turns this history into philosophy;

4) but not into straightfiorward philosophy since the act of transformation is not one

way, is not a simple subsuming or annexation of history; history acts back, infecting

philosophy and making it a different entity as well, ie., less committed to well-
ordered certainties.

Ve;me, in o'Farrell's footnote, goes in the other direction to the s:une
t;s



place; this time it is philosophy's transformation which is first stated -- it becomes in
itself something different, a 'radical historicism'-- which then spills out to
dramatically influence what history is. For O,Farrell, and Ve;rne, there is a

philosophy in Foucault.

Trath anA Tittrc

What O'Farrell is putting forward more directly and consistently is the serious

possibiliqr that philosophy is changing in itself.

Going back to the previous chapters we can review our arguments

emphasising this issue of time and tmth. We explored how Nietzsche, Heidegger
and Wittgenstein each in quite different ways grappled with this problem of
history and its relationship with Futh. Time is a key factor in each case. In
Wittgenstein the aspect of history was manifest not in the traditional sense but in
the sense of the language-game, which I have claimed is in principle a micro-
history. Nietzsche, on the other hand, tackled history directly, tqying to clear a

pathway between the need to take into account the historical nature of human

beings yet not make that fact itself a-historical -- a problem that Heidegger also

seemed to try to assuage with his lifting apart of being and time. Foucault

continues this interchange with history, with his own narrative on these

epistemologrcal dilemmas. They are dilemmas to do with trr.th and its relationship

to human activities - discursive formations, life-forms, language-garnes - as they
inevitably occuPy space and time. His position can be extrapolated out &om the

confined micro-temporal logical accounts typical of wittgenstein, who seeks out
how the world, language and knowledge work, or determined. ontological

accounts like those of Heidegger who persists for an account of Being that itself
persists beneath its historically occurring unconcealing. Foucault's practised and

espoused epistemologg is a dialogue upon how any knowledge of any field or
topic can be thought about, ie., known given the existence of what Nietzsche so

evocatively describes, the historical nature of human being, ie., time.

our claim here is that this is not an accidental position but one which
| , rr



refracts this curent manifestation of a dominating epistemological problem; how
tmth or knowledge is to be regarded once recognised as being generated frorn
and sustained by the life-flow of the activibr system to which it applies.

So with regard to the question of learning to read and write, we seek to
beter understand the nature of its practices and the discourses that surround and
accomPany them. If this historical approach is adopted because it reveals,

archaeologcally and genealogically, the inner workings as it were, we change the
status of what are considered to be facts, discoverers and truths _- we ,de-

eternalise'them; at the very least we shift the emphasis away from these

traditionally high status epistemological enti ties.

It is not simply that history accounts for time and philosophy doesn't. It is
almost that they aid and abet each other to cause the problems that, for instance,

Wittgenstein identified as being peculiar to the philosopher and Nietzsche to rhe

historian. History does have an explicit relationship with rime, just as philosophy
has an explicit relationship with wisdom. Yet Nietzsche's essay repeatedly

asserted that history, while it uses the occurrence of events through time as its
grist, has the tendency to collect these events together into a life-stopping
simultaneity, stifling or stulti$ring further activir;r. Similar\r the philosophy that
Wittgenstein critiques overlooks the historical nature of the life-forms and takes

the present as the thing itselfl believing that the existence through time of words
implies the unchanging existence through time of their meanings.

Another, parallel, critique of this aspect of philosophy can be fiound in
Paacalian tWeditatinrw by Pierre Bourdieu. Philosophy and its preoccupation with
asserting that meanings are fixed, essences eternalised, and once and forever the
facts asserted is his target, as is the assumed detachment from empirical realiqz

that marks out scholasticism in general. C.ommenting on the isolation, the
'acboladtb enchdurc', of the summits of academic life -- oxford, c^ambridge, yale,

Harvard, Heidelberg and Gtittenberg -- he points out how the Ecole Normale, a

paradigm of such a life, is quite set apart from the vicissitudes of the real world
still manages to have so much currency for American c:unpus radicalism (see

page 4l). He says in the next paragraph this about the American t,\{)



umversrnes;

And thie ie nrely no accident. American univercitier, eepecially the moat preetigioue and the
most exclurive" arc *bol2 rna&e into an inctitution. Very often aituated aray from tlre mnjor
citiea -- lilre Princeton, totally icolarted from New York and Philadelphua - or in lifeleg
guburbc - IiLe Hanard in C-anrbridge -- or, when they are in th" .ity _ liLe yale in Nenr haven,
Columbia on the fringea of l{arlem or tfte Univeroity of Chicago on the edge of an immence
gfietto - totdly cut offft,om tfie adjacent comrnunfies, in particular by t[e he.ary police
protection they provide, thry have a cultural, articic, even political life of tlreir own, with, for
example, their gtudent newrpaperrvhich relatee the parieh-pump newg of tfie campur. Thie
s€lrar|te exictenct, tqether with the rtudiour atmorphere, withdrawn Fom the hubbub of the
world helps ieolate profecaorr and atudentc Fom cunent eventc and from politice, which is in
rny cBste verJr dictant, geograPhically and eocially, and reen ar beyond their graep. ll

Several Pages later he homes in on philosophy for its particular disregard of its

own socio-historical genesis and therefore its forgetfulness of history;

The principle of aboolutizingworlr $ dehirtoricizing them ia -. cet out very clearly in the
variou.c philoaophical' golutions to the contradiction, ar old ac the teaching of philoeophy,
which arieer from the existcnce of a pluraliry of philorophi.al viciong, e,ach &iming exclugirrc
acceas to a tnrr:lr which they claim to be ringle.

"' I(ant, Hegel and Heidegger ... hrve in comrnon the fact thrt they abolilh hietory ar ruch, by
bringing together at the earne point alpha and omega, ar*bi and tzlot, pacttlougbt and dre

Preccnt thought tich thinLr it bettcr than it thouglrt itself - to u.se Krnt's formula ufrich
eveqr hietorian ofphiloeophy rpontaneouely reinrrcnte aa 8(xrn ar he aeeLr to girn a reuce to hi:
undertaking. pl4

History as much as philosophy and philosophy as much as history will assert the

reality of essences. The relationship is therefore complex and ironic.

But it is the nature and possibility of the existence of this 'exclusive access

to a truth'and how it does and doesn't make sense once history is seriously and

properly considered is the region of thought that Foucault would seem to be

grappling with. The challenges he is throwing out are like those of Nietzsche

Wittgenstein and Heidegger are to do somehow with these themes of time and

certainty, knowledge and truth. If these challenges are taken seriously

philosophy must be shifting, becoming something different, something much 
tril



more sensitive to history.

To decide to call Foucault either a philosopher or historian is in the end. not
so much the point -- it may not be possible to enter the problematic with the
intent to provide an answer because the meanings of the terms that the question

begins with begin their process of transformation on the way through the

discussion, ie., there is a radical transformation of one or other of the denotations

that shift the ground from underneath one's feet. Rather the gains may be made

by continuing to think about how and why we articulate time and tmth.
In summary I think the hard work Gutting had to do to situate Foucault in

the space across philosophy and history was because Foucault's particular and
peculiar position on how intellectual investigations may be productively
undertaken raises axial questions that methodologically and epistemologcally

impact with some force on both disciplines. It is a consistently high profile
question throughout the whole corpus of his work and the case might be put that
the intellectual contribution of his work to current thought depends on the kinds
of answers one comes up with. The credentials of Foucault's empirical approach -
- an aPproach that delves into particular historically situated regions of human

existence that are as activiSz based as they are intellecrually ecpressed -- maybe to
some extent in balance on this question because at base it seems to have bearing
uPon the kinds of authentic 'philosophy or history'that remain to be carried out
once certain understandings, perhaps those of Nietzsche and Wittgenstein and

Heidegger, philosophers not on Gutting's list, have been taken aboard.

Trutb; aingle or muhiple

The quote above from Bourdieu leads us into another recurring sub-problem of
the history/philosophy interface that will be productive to explore -- the problem

of relath,iam. Bourdieu states;

The principle of abcolutizing wckr by dehi*oricizing them is ... ret out verJr clearly in
the variour 'phil,oaophicrt' rolutiona to the contradiction, aa old ar the teaching of
philorophy, wLich .ds€r &om the exicrence of r pluraliqr of philcophical virionr, eanh



claiming exclu.eive accees to & txuth which they claim to be 
"irgl..

If it is insisted against this dehistoricising that meanings are completely

historically embedded it is a short step into der5ring the existence of truth as such
-- truth considered in the ordinary sense as something single and end,uring

through time, and space; the tnrth that supports most (philosophical and perhaps

many scientific) conceptions of knowledge. And the problem with deqying 6"uth
is that one seemingly cuts offthe branch upon which one sits.

This sub-problem has been predatory upon our discussion from the

moment we recognized Foucault as being serially interested in a number of
differently described independent specific contexrs rather than building
systematic"lly 

" 
single ever more conect intellectual edifice. This historically

committed subject-centred approach, especially exacerbated by Foucault's'write
it out of my system' self-commentarJr, must as a practice be a kind of
operationalizing of relativity.

Here is Foucault himself writing about tnrth with regard to'certain
empirical forms of knowledge'. He says on pages I ll-l 12 in "Truth and power,,,

in Poper ai) Knowledge, edited by Colin Gordon;

It reemed to me that in certain empirical forme of knowledge like biolqgr, political ectonomy,
peychiarry' medicine etc., the.hyth- of trancformation doeen't followthe emooth, continuirt
achernaa of development which are normallyaccepted. The grear biological irnage of a
progreeaive maturation ofrciencs still underpinr a good many hirtorical analfneq it doer not
seem to me pertinent to hirtory. In a rcience liLe mediciner for exarnple, up to the end of the
eighteenth clnturJr one har a centain q;rpe of diecouree whooe gradual tranaforrnation, within
aperiod of twcnty-Gve or thirtSryean, broke not onlywith the 'tnre'propoeitionr which it
had hitherto been poarible to formulate but also, more profoundly, with the nayr of rpc5Ling
and oeeing the urfiole eneembh of practices which eerved ag rupport8 for medical knowledge.

The word'true'is in inverted commas. How might we conceive of this unstable,

or serial or mutable nature truth?

In an essay "Michel Foucault's Historical Materialism,,, published in
Critical Thcory, Podtatnuturaliam anT tlzc Socbt Contcat (edited by Michael

ls.i



Peters, waJme Hope, James Marshall and Stephen webster) olssen asks of
Foucault's epistemolory;

Ig he not implying that his own ig true? Ttrere does not icem to be any cimple
sncletr' Whetfter he ia argrring drat tnrth ic oomething that aimply cannot ever be attained
(the will to truth, rimpty being an exprerrion, following Nietzeche, of the will to;rower), or
whether he ie augertin1!, alternatively, that the ireue of 'tnrth' can be tracksted out, or,
alternatively a8ain, that he is not interest€d in the trrth rtatur of the diccounee he exarniner,
ia not clear. Foucault aPP€ar. to be a good Nietzrh.an in believing t\.t there are multiple
perspectirrcs through wLich truth can be read. p 9f

Thus pointing out the seeming contradicdon in relativism as a position and the

problems Foucault presents with what he is doing.

Cloae frupection
'Close inspection'is one key to understanding what is happening here I think. So

very characteristic of Wittgenstein and Foucault close inspection will of its own

accord draw one's thought into an awareness of diversi6r and dispersion. Here is
one example of Foucault atwork, dealingwith the issue of uniqz in Tbe

Arcbaeologry of Knowledge with respect to a writer,s &uyrc;

But the unitiee that must be rurpended above all are thore tlrat emerge in the moct immediate
wa54 thoec of the book and dre etorc. At 6nt aight, it would cccm that one could not abandon
theae unitier without extrerne artiGcialiqr. Are they not grven in the most definite way? There
ic the marerid individualization of the book, which oocupier a deternrined apace, which haa

economic value, andwhich itlelf indicares, \r a number of signr the limits of itr beginning 8nd
itg endl and there ir the ertabliahment of the azayrc, which we recognize and &limit by
attributing a certain number of texts to an author. A..d fr.t a8 ooon ar one looLr at the rnatter a
little more clorely the.lifficultiee bcgin. ...

The problemr raieed by the e4ort ... A collection of texts that can be desigrded by the aign

of a proper narne. But thie derignation (even leaving to one side problemc of attribution) ir not
a homogeneour function: doer tfie name of an euthor designate in the carne way a text that he

has publiched under hia name, a text that he [,ac prcsented under a peudon;mr, another found
a&er hir death in the form of an unffnirhed &aft, and another that b merely a collection of
jottingr, a notebooL? The egtablirhment of a comptete cr.r,rr prleruppo:er a numbcr of choicer
that are difficutt to iurti$ or even to formula,te: ie it enough to add to the textr publiehed !y I '\r



the anthor thore that he intcnded for publication but which nemrinGd unGnirhed by the fact of
hir death? Should one aho indude all hie eketchel and ffrct &aftr, with all their correctionr
and croesingr out? Should one add *etchee that he himeelf abandoned? ... letterr, notea,

reported cuvertation., tranrcriptions, ... that vast rnasr of verbal tracea left...at hir de&th, ...
But it ie at once aPparent that ruch & unity, far from being given immediately, ia the rnegult of an
operation; that thie oPeretion is interpretative( einc= it deciphere, in the text, the tranecription
of something that it both concealr and menifectc); and that the operetion that determiner the
optt't' in itr unity, and conaequendy the cnprz itaelf will not be tle oame in the cace of tlre a'thor
of Lc Tkitrc 4 eq Doalh (Artaud) and the author of drc Traatattr (lVittgelrtein), and
therefore when one ryeakr of an etcrc ineach care one ie uring the word in a different eenra
pP%-u

There are strong resemblances here to Wittgenstein's investigative methods, and

to Nietzsche's description of how artificial the unities in history are. He not only
mentions Wittgenstein but the whole passage is very Witrgensteinian in its s6ile

of conceptual penetration -- and Nietzschean in its conclusion.

f nturp retation an? D iapera io n

similar to the interpretation

them sequence. When looked

The apparent unity is the result of an operation performed to interpret the thing,
in this case the &ttere, into existence; in a manner

that must be cast across historical events to give

at closely things show themselves in a different light. An object is not in an

existence of its own accord and with its own privately owned word or name to
designate it. To be identified an operation is required and this operation is a

decision-making of sorts, about whether this or that is to be included or nor, or
exceptions under some circumstances and exclusions under others.

Wittgenstein would say that it is the use of a word that arbitrates its meaning; in

a way, so does Foucault, but extended out into historico/socio/political fields of
explanation. He says further on in Thc Arcbazobgry of Knowhfugei

... The conditione neceeraty for dre appearance ofan object ofdiccource, the hictoricrl
cpnditione .rsuitd if one is to 'ray anything'about it, and if se\.eral people ar,e to oay

different thinge about it, the conditions nccessary if it is to exist i:n relation to otfier obiectr,
if it fu to egtablbh with them rnelations of reeernblance, proximity, dirtance, difference,
transfonnrtirm - aa wc ree r:beee conditionr are rnany and i-po.iog. Which meenr that one 

I Ni
cannot rpeak of anything at any time; it ir not ersy to ray romcdring nerv; it ir not enough for



u3 to oPcn our eJDt' to Ply attention, or to be amne, for new obiectr ruddenl;r to light ry a5d
emeEge out of the ground. 3s1 {ft rlifH"olty i" not onlSr a negative o.ei it must not be
attach€d to romc ob*ach whosc potrer apFars to be, exclucire$r, to blind, to hinder, to
Prevent diccovery, to conceal the purity of the evidence or the dunb obctinac5r of the thingr
themrelver; the object doee not await in limbo the onder that will Fee it and enable it to
become ernbodied in a vicible and prolix obtectivitJ; it doea not pre.exirt itrelf, held back fur
some obstacle at the ftrst edgee of ligfit. [t exicta under the podtive conditionr of a complex
group of relationu,. pp 4Us

Here is clare o'Farrell's translation of the finar paragraph;

The object das not wait in limbo for the order that ir going to set it free and allow it to take
on a vieible and garnrloru objectiviry. It does not pre.exiet itcelf, held back \r oome obetacle
at the outer edgec of the light. It exirtr according to the poeitive conditiong of a complex
group of rela'tionr. p fl)

The complex group of relations are lightly described in Foucault's next

paragraPh;

These relacionr ere eatabliiled between ingtitutiona, eoonomic and eocial prooerc€e,

behavioural patt€larr, e;rctenr of norma, techniquer, q/pe. of ctareiffcation, modea of
characterizationt-. 1>{5

A close Iook reveals within an object a diversigr that is held together by an

oPeration that interprets, and this operation is governed by a set of relations.

This is how discourse works or what a discourse is; it is like a group of rules

that set the horizon

An Exampl^efrom Swft
In Jonathan Swift's Gullipcri Traveb, there is a reference to two sages who,

wising uP to the apparent fact that words merely name things, decide to dispense

with the words altogether and just use the things. The argument is that rather

than use words;

...it woulrl be mone oonvenirnt fc all mGn to cary about them lnre}. Tbiagr ar wreFe ncces.ry
to eqrFe$ the particular Burineu they were to dircoune on. | ,\tr



Upon meeting in the street two sages would;

Iay down their Loads, open their SacLe, and hold converration for an Hour togetlrer; then put q)
their Implementr, help er.$ qth., nEsurnc their Burthenr, and talc their Lear2e. page l4S, Gallicc4,t
Tmwb at0OthrWititgu.

The immediate absurdity is that this is not convenience at all. Carrying around.

bags of objects is entirely burdensome. But then if we think what canbe aaZ

with just objects we see a deeper absurdiqr. Nothing can be said with a bag of
things. A number of objects taken out of a bag and held up in the air in
sequence would not in itself constitute a conversation. It is nothing more than a
sequence of objects tal<en out of a bag and held up in the air. It could form the

basis of a conversation, or of a telling, if we perform a Wittgensteinian

experiment on it and give it a history -- this would mean adding a whole system

of convention, sJrntax, referential agreement, or whatever, creating a language

out of human activigr in a manner closer to sign language than oral speech.

&, do* hel? up a 6ook, tbnk of tbc m-any probhma aa you try to aay aomztbing; wbat

aort of book (6ig or amaL o(l or ncw, manuacript or printcl, aportd or cooking) -atrt wouD

it matter? How wouD onc rcfer to tbe coet cu oppoael to thc pagea or tbe page ruun^bcrd or

tbe typefaceT Hos, wou? onc 'aay' otbe 
book ia in tbc bag'an? tbcn aay ,,tomorow 

tbe

book will bc k tltc bog'?

The phenomena or objects in themselves 'say' nothing. Interpretation is

required to give aecess to the phenomena in any way that would enable

something to be part of something sayable. Interpretation draws into itself

ever;nhing the range of human activiry and interactinity suggests it wants

incorporated, everJrthing that is relevant to the hopes, desires, intentions, and

PurPoses as well as the perceptual , physical and cognitive requisites of the act at

that time. Because human activity occurs through time and space as real acts the

interpretation is continuous\r dispersed through space and time; ie., 15.



geograPhically and historically, or historically diachronically and slmchronically

-- as wittgenstein shows with 'game'and Foucault with uuerc.

D ia cura ive Fo rma.tio ttt
InTheArcbazologyof Knowledgc Foucaultis I thinkdescribingthisinterpretarion
as involving not only l)the formation of objects but also 2) modes of enunciation,
of saying things about things in different ways; J) formation of concepts,

different ways of thinking about things and describing them and categorising

them; and 4) formation of what he calls sffategies, themes or theories about
putting these previous elements together, like a schema for relationships.

Together these become like the rules for'discursive formations', which are

somehow the structure of the interpretative field, Sving it its own nature and

form. However these are brief descriptions of complex concepts.

Dffirerce

Close inspection reveals this much. It then also reveals that interpretations

around phenomena do not coexist interactively. That is, they do not have a

meeting ground whereupon they can converse and compare notes. What comes

to light through close inspection is that things show themselves up as being

different in different ways in different sets of these complex networks of
relations.

Each different discourse is like a projected surface, a different 'truth'surface

onto which a phenomenon can be imaged. Crcnsider this passage from the Prcface

of Foucault's Tbe Oriler of Tltinga;

Thi! book Erst arole out of apeseage in Borgee,...Thb passage quoter &tcentain Chineee

encyclopaedia'in vthich it ic q/rittcn thrt 'anirralr ar,e divided into; (a) belonging to the
Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) au&ing pige, (e) rirenr (f) fabulour, (g) srray dogs, (h)
induded in tlre preeent alaesiGcstion, (i) &en.ied, (i) innumerable, (k) &awn with avcry 6ne
camelhair bmrh , Q) ct cctcta, (n) having jurt broLen the watcr pitcher, (n) tlrrt from a long
way offloolc likc fliea,. page xv

I,(iN



Here is a strange, humorous cross-eyed list. Each item is constrained to the

companionship of its colleagues by the imposed and forced single ontological

entiSr of a list of things briefly described. Yet each belongs to a very different
truth-surface therefore cannot be easily assembled alongside these colleagues.

The list is riven by each item deeply disturbing its posed associates, and the

result is disfigured nonsense.

A similar juxtaposition occurs at the beginning of tbe Birtl2 of tbe Ctinic.

Foucault presents his readers with an astoundingly peculiar description of a
medical treatmeng the ffeatment of a hysteric grven towards the middle of the

eighteenth century that consisted of making the patient take baths ten or twelve
hours a day, for ten whole months. Such bathing caused all sorts of peeling of
membranes from internal passageways and organs -- such as the trachea, the

tongue and the ureter -- expelled through urine, vomiting or expectoration. But
it wasn't peculiar once. In the same vein he presents a outrageous description of
a punishment in the opening pages on Diaciptirc an? Puniab,with flesh being torn
from bones and molten lead and sulphur and burning resin, and horses pulling
apart the sinews and joints. Yet it too was what it was about at the time.

Both these descriptions immediately followed by descriptions of treatments

and punishments eighry to a hundred years later and Foucault makes the claim
that there have been radical shifts in thinking, in the discursive fiormation, or in
what he sometimes calls the 'episteme'. This would seem to be the kind of
'relativism'that arises in Foucault. It is a radical difference; a difference of a

different kind that means that there is not a single measuring stick that will app$
to both; there is not a simple ground for comparison. Is it possible to inspect a

phenomenon using a number of different truth-surfaces and merely collect the

results together in any meaningful way? Perhaps, but there are problems. The

surfaces may sit b.dly together, like jarring angles in a clumsy cubist painting.

Sci"ence, pohilcd anA eilticr

ls this radical relativiqr a characteristic of the human sciences. There is
lNrl



some indication that it is. Here is a quote from an interview conducted by Paul

Rabinow in May, 1984, 'just before Foucault's death, to answer questions

frequendy asked by American audiences,,; first the question, then the answer;

Q' Wouldyou ray that;nourwork centree on the rctationa arnong ethicr, politicc, and the
genealogr of truth?

M'F No douf,tt one could aay thar in come aenee I try to analyee the relacionr snong rience,
politicr and ethicr' But I dont thinL that would be an entirelr accurate representation ofthe
worL I tet out to do. I don't want to rernain ar that level: rather, I am trying to ree how
theoe procecree mry have interfered with one another in the formation of a sci€nti.Gc domain,
a political structure' a morat practice" p5g6 The Foucault Reader

A discursive formation or discourse is all three at once; a scientific domain and a

political structure and a moral practice. The interference, which creates the

interpretation, is not such that one imagines a pure form that is unfortunately
sullied by the unwonted invasion of political partisanship or moral acdvists.

There is no pure form. The interference, like the patterns formed. when sound or
light waves interfere, is the shape of the phenomenon itself. But it is clear that he

is referring to what we might call the human or social sciences -- the kind of
sciences that he analysed in his publications. He goes on ro say;

[-etr taLe ar an example: no doub,t one oan anallze it today in itr epirtemological
stnrcturc -- €r ptr if that is gtill rather looce; one can dso analyze it within the frarnerorh of
the political in*itutions in rvhich it operater; one oan aleo rtudy it in itr ethical implicatione,
as regardr the person who ie the obiect of the psychiatry aa much as the prychiatriot himaelf.
But mygoal harnt been to do this. Ratf,er r have tried to gee howthe forrreion of
psJrchiatry as a science, the limitation of ite Gel4 and the deffnition of itc object implicated a
political strxrcture and a moral practicer in the twofold s€noe thd they vrcre presuppoced \r
the progrercive organization ofprychiatry ar a ccienc.e rnd that they ucre aleo changed ty
thir development.

The carne ie true in relation to delinquency ... In the cace of rexus.liqr it war the development of a
moral attitude I wanted to iaola,te; but I tried to Feconstruct it through the play that it engaged in
with political rltnrcrturet (craentially in the reh,tion between relf-control and domination of othere)
and with the modalitiec of Lnowledge (relf'krowledge and knowledge of diifferent arear of activity;.



... h fu badcrlly a m.tter of difhrent exarnpler in vrtich the three
frrn&mental elementr of any experience are implicated: & game of truth, relationr of
Ixrwer, and formr of rereio. to onecclf 

",'d 
to ot[era. pp gg6-Jgz

Science may be seen as the game of tnrth, politics as relations of power and ethics

as forms of relations to oneself and others and these create the conditions that
translate into what we have called above 'interpretation'. But does that mean that
all human intellectual activit;z is thus conditioned? Perhaps not. Here is a quore

from an earlier interview, published in ISZT,with traro Italian interviewers,

Alessandro Fontana and Pasquale Pasquino and in English published both in
c-olin Gordon's Pos'er/Knowlc?geand Rabin ow's Tbe Foucaub Rea)er, again with the

question Frrst;

Q. Could you briefly outline the route qAich lead you from Srour worL qa nerlns3 In gg
clo"rical age to t[e *u{y of criminality and delinquerrcy?

itrlF When I war rtudying in t[e early 1950e, one of the gx,ear problemr that arooe war that
of the political status of rcicne and the ideological functionr vhich it could rerve. It wasnt
exactly the LJ;menlo buaine* wLich dominated eveqrthing, but I betieve that around tftat
rordid aftair-'which had long remained buried and carefrlly hidden-a whole number of
intererting quectione were provolred. Theee can all be summed up in two worde: pwer and
krovrtedge. I beliera lwrotetllailnea afi C&rilizatioato som€ extent within the horizon of
theee que*ionc. For me, it wae a matter of caying thir: if, concerning a rience liLe
theoretical physicc or organic chemictry, one lxrscr the problem of itr relationr with the
political and economic ttmctures of eociety, ien't one poei.g an exceeaively complicated
gueetion? Doeen't thig sct the threrhold of poocible erglanrtionr imporribly high? But on

the other hand, if one taker a form of knowledge (tawitl like prychiatry, won,t the quertion
be much ersi€r to rerolve, aince the epirtemological proGle of prychiary b a low one and

pJrchiatric practice is linled yvith a whole range of in*itutionr, economic requirementc and
political irnrea of aocial regulation? Couldnt the interweeving effectr of povar and

knowledge be grarped with greater certainty in the care of s cciencr ar 'dubiour, as

pgrchiatqf. It rrar thir rarrre queation which I wanted to IX)ae oonoerning medicine in ?6a

Bi'rtL of e Clinicz rnedisne certainly har a much more eolid arrnatur€ than prychiarry, but it
too ir profioundly enmerhed in rodal structune& pl09 power/Knowledge

It seems that knowledge comes in varying forms of epistemological profiles.

Epistemological profiles seem to measure the different proportions of pure
li) |



knowledge compared to political influence or moral import or economic control.
This may suggest that it is possible to have quite pure forms of knowledge, ie.,

knowledge for its own sake; and that this true knowledge is what true scientists

aim for.

However I am not sure that is quite what Foucault means and nor is it not
what I would Propose. This is our most persevering and recalcitrant of issues --

is there a human-independent reality? We grapple with this questioning all sorts

of forms for all sorts of reasons, some real and urgent, some intellectual and

contempladve; sometimes for pride, sometimes for power, sometimes to get
things done, and so on. We ask if there is what is its nature and can we ever

know it and talk about it, but here, for this issue we might propose that certainly
it is much easier to see the different interferences in some sciences, namely the

human sciences than the hard sciences. But it may be more a matter of what is
hard or easy to see than what is actually happening when one investigates deeply.

The human sciences may be simply simpler to analyse, having a looser weave; 'be

much easier to resolve', as he sa;rs above.

Thus the straightforward'high,4ow'comparisons (which seerl at first sight
to privilege the so-called pure sciences and with that a reality) are to maJ<e the

point that all knowledge-seeking endeavours are articulated with forms of human

interest and concern, but in many different and intricate ways, with different
visibilities, different implications and for different reasons all of which will be

relative to and constructive of the ontological status of the entities studied. The

human sciences merely are the ones that because of the epithet'human'wear
their epistemological heritage on their sleeve. They are 'profoundly enmeshed'.

Rclatipiam in aumnury
It is not so much that we have answered or solved the problem of relativism as

much as simply described the kind of relativist Foucault is. It seems the issue is

not so much of finding 'a' tnrth as taking on board what we learn by

investigating closely how truth conditions are constituted and what we think
| 
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when we put different interpretations alongside each other.

Lather dismisses relativism as a criticism that dominating groups will throw at

those who challenge them; she says;

In aun, feara of rehtivirm and itr eeeming attendant, nihilisn or Metzrchean angcr, r€em to
me an implocion of Wertern, white male, chrs-privileged arrogance -_ if we cannot know
eveqrthing, then we crn lrrow nothing. p I 16

Yet like the earlier issue of historian or philosopher, the discussion cannor, I

think, be considered sorted. Lather at times seems to come close to implying that
plurality is 'the truth', is its own 'other'thus recreating a duali6z, and glosses over

what it is to live as opposed to write about the incommensurabiliqr that

Foucault's relativity brings out. Truth in both forms are terms to be reckoned

with. They do not dialogue or debate with each other. One cannot win over the

other.

Dreyfus and Rabinow also suppress this incommensurability. In tllicbet

Forcailt; Bcyon7 Stnuturaliam an? Hermzncutica they tr;r to pull together an

overarching, rationally conceived, dynamic of Foucault's work based on his

gradual working through of the tension between two deeply influential and

sophisticated conceptual forces, namely hermeneutics and structuralism. This
'reversal'dlrnamic whereby a thinker pursues a line of thought to a conclusion

that proves untenable and therefore must be abandoned is attributed also to
Heidegger and Wittgenstein;

Near tlre utd of the Ar&alogy, wlren Foucault considers the poesibili6r that arctraeotojg/

migf,t not turn out to bc the cable and autonomous dircipline tlrat he had hoped he noter that
in guch r care the problemr it dcalr with and the toolc it introduces might be "ta]ren up larer
elremhere, in a differ.ent way, st a higher tevel, or uring diffenent metho&, (Ar( 20g). There

pocfiilitiec werc mone imminent than Foucanlt ref li-ed at the time. Jurt a fen,yean la,ter he

hirneelf took up the task and thue showed himcelf to be one of i,hooe rare rhinl.erq like
wittgenrtein and Heidegger, whoce work shows both an underlying continuiqr and an

important reversal not becaus€ their early efforts wrrc urelecc, but becanee in pu.rhing one wqy
of thinking to its limit! they both recognizcd and overcarne thore limi' ationr.

It ie eurely no coincidence t\atT\eAnkalryy of KnootAg. ir followed by a relf- 
I 
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archaeologftr,l techniquer, no longer claime to epeaL frorn a podtion of phenornenological
detachment. pp99-100

Dreyfus and Rabinow attribute to Foucault a general forward thrust, as though

there is a progression and some underlying unity in the sequence of his work;
which becomes a'closer to the truth', at least in the sense of tmth as consistency.

It mal<es sense to project this kind of ongoing intellectual refinement or
improvement perspective onto a temporally sequenced corpus of work. Yet from

another position these would seem to be aspects of historical movement that
Foucault and Nietzsche argued again

Gutting, in Tbe Cam"hr?ge Companion to Foucault, works hard to preserve

Foucault's specificiSr and marginaliry against interpretations such as that of
DreJrfus and Rabinow. On pages four to six he notes how general interpretations

suppress Foucault's marginaliry and how we might be better off to regard

Foucault as an intellectual artisan;

.-eomeone who orer the yean conatructed a varieqr of artifacts, the intellcctuat equivalente of the
rraterial objectr created by a ekilled goldsmith or cabinetmaLer. p6

This I find a very appealing image -- that we have from Foucault's life's work a
collection of objects each different. However what it leaves is a notion of a

conunon plane of judgement, a surflace on which the objects can be viewed

together; a cabinetmaker makes a set of cabinets that r,rray vary yer are still
cabinets that perform cabinet-like functions. This gives a uniqr that again is in

some contrast to other aspects of Foucault, such as the Chinese encyclopedia

quoted earlier.

O'Farrell, in a less systematic or rationalist fashion, creates an overall

thematic for Foucault as she moves him around the interplay and

interrelationship of the Same, the Other and the Limit. But she does not rry to

trace a single intellectual quest and thus makes fewer judgements about the value

of each of the different periods or preoccupations. This leaves it more open, with
different sets of ideas alongside each other but not necessarily in competition t,r-r



for the title of 'truth' -- whether truth be judged as internally consistent or
coherent, or in correspondence with realit;r, or simplest, or most falsifiable, or so

on.

l9ir



f'oucault't Project

Ethos

,\t this ltoint.,n.'.nn prtrll rogcthrr.ur.hlrr u,t.rrriql.rl su...rs l.'oucault r Plojcc,t. (ji,,..n tlrc

ltrir ile'gerl fr(tlitiott rrl lrr.'ing .rblc to r)\('r'\ r(,\\, lri.. *,,r 1,, rn hi.rt ,.,. cr-,.. hr. rhcrncs'/

Tbe Project

O'Farrell gives this;

he remained interegted in the rame *rrrctural problemr, nameS how hurnan being! aee& to
i-Po* order on the world via their social ltncfiine and Lnowledge and how thore orden
clrangc with the pareage of time. p 2

The same structural problems concern how it is the we'impose 'order,, ie.,

knowledge, language, truth, (an imposition best seen in operation at its margins

where its shallow imegularities and agitated ebb and flow orpose more of the

uncertainties) and then how with the everchanging movement in social structures

these orders are susceptible to historical change. She salrs a little later on page

59, pulling together several of the points above around the 'historical';

The aim of Foucaultb hirtory ir to rhow that our present ir not the reoh of rome inernitable

hi*orical necerciSr. It ir inrt.ad thc re.cult of innurnerable and vcry concrete human practicee,

and ac auch, can be chang€d by other practicer. L, rt"$rilrg hietory and historical limita we

can reflect upon our <rwn limits 8nd tr;r to morre \rond them. The Lnowledge of their
exidence mean! we are hrr determined b5r tlrem, aryl n-n try to devirc rnayr of thinking
romething ebe- Ar Foucruft explainr rn L'(Laga ?ct pkitirt, hir hirtorier are written in arr

effct to examinc how far tlougf,t can be liberated from tAat it eilently thinb and allowed to
think othenwic€' (UP:15). He wantr to'produce a rhift in thought ao that thing! cgrr r€dly
change.'p59 l'ltr



'What it silendy thinks'would seem to refer to that which Wittgenstein identified
as things which are hidden because of their simpliciqr and familiariqr. For
Foucault the point would be that uncovering this is not merel;r for the internal
satisfaction of an epistemological enterprise; it is for thought and action to shed

the cloak of historically inherited and seemingly inviolate orders and to loosen

itself up for other ways of being.

Gutting has a slightly different version of Foucault's project in r4ichel

Forcault'd arcbacology of acient{ic readon butwith the same fundamental point;

Foucaulttr work is a search for truthr that will make ur fr,ee. But he developr thir
enlightenment ided in an eeaentiall5r relf-critical mode, exhibiting an acute strarehear of how
speciGc emploJrmcntr of rearonc, even bodiec of acientiffc Lnowlodge, can themcehrcs

conctrein and opprere human b"i"gr. The project of Forrcanlt'r hictory of thought ie,

accordingly, twofol& to rhow how particular domainr of hrowledge have con*rained human
freedom and to provide the intelloctual r.erounoes for overcoming drere conetraintg.

To expand, a little lJrrically, on the differences between the two commentators;

O'Farrell emphasises the space made available from a journey to the limits. This

sPace, the disarrayed meaning-chaos of the no-man's land beyond the boundary,

is the space which liberation draws from to occur, It gives it room to move and is

the condition of making the experience of liberation possible. Gutting talks of the

truths that set us free within a more mono-dimensional 'place of tmths'. He has a

more prosaic interpretation perhaps, with less metaphor. It is just one truth or the

other for hirn, and limits have no place; human freedom has no ineluctable need

for limits, and orders and freedom do not have subterranean tensions. For

Gutting it is about the vigilant task of maintaining justice through the use of one's

intellect urith the particular reminder that 'knowledge', even of the scientific cast,

is not innocent.

History provides the plane or schematic surface onto which knowledges can

be spread. They can be seen one against another, opening out what is held

ineluctably concealed, or giving voice to that which if left to its own
I r);



propaganda holds itself immutably silent. Liberation and freedom result.

The historical plane is archaeologically and genealogcally fashioned. It is
Foucault's project to show how human freedom has been constrained by domains

of knowledge and to provide tools to liberate our thinking from these constraints.
Both archaeolog,r and genealog, attempt to make biatory morc biatoricaf more

sealed offinternally and thus not able to spill out and infect the present,

Archaeolo5/ en-stranges us by distance, pushing other cultures so far offthat we
have to suspend our current ways of thinking to make the leap back or across; and
this suspension grves us room to move, to think new thoughts; genealogr en-

stranges us by destabilizing certainties on the basis of their having origins and

descent, again Sving us room to question that which seems to be beyond question.

Thus we analyse a discourse by both a) making it truly historical, making it
its own internally constructed event, and suppressing our tendency to subsume it
into our own meaning systems or into a greater metaphysical sequence of meaning

that places us in an all-knowing position, and b) seeking a lineage or heritage for
the discourse that shows via the historically occurring contingencies how this is
supported.

Etlaoa

It might be fair to say that Foucault's project ends up as an ethos. In this rather
densely packed quote from his essay on Kant, Foucault ties together some of the

central concepts of his thought; the essay is a reflection on a small text of Kant's,

wbat i,a Enligbtenment?'and Foucault is contemplating envisaging the

Enlightenment, and modernity, as'attitudes'rather than periods in histo{y. He

says;

And by attitude I me.an a modc of relating to contenporrrJr reslitJn a volunter5r

choice made by certsin people; in the end a uay of thinking and feeli.g a way, too, of
acting and behaving th.t at one and the rame time rnarkc a relation of belonging and prerenta
itcelf a! a taslc Abit, no doubt, like what the Gree&r c"red an ct6ar. p J9

He then uses the archaeological and genealogical methods to place his own l'r'\



ethos alongside Kant's;

Thie philocophical ethoe nqr be characterized as alimit<frih3a,. Criticirm indeed
conrirtr of analJzing and re0ecting qron lirnito But if the Kantian quection war that of
howingwttat limits knowldg€ hac to Fenounoe tranlgnessing, it reem: to me that the critical
queetion today har to be tunred back into a poaitive one; in arhat i" g*tr to ur aa unirrerral,
necsssrJr, obligatory, what place ia occupied b5z whatever ie eingular, contingent, and the
product of arbitrar5r conttraintt? The point, in brief, is to tranrform tfie critique conducted
in tfie form of a nerear5r limitation into a practi.ol critique the taker the form of a poerible
tranrgreeeion.

This entaib an obvioue oonsequencer that criticicm ir no longer going to be practiced in the
geareh for formal stmctur€s with uni!'srsal value, but rather as a hirtorical invectigation into
the events that have lead ur to constitute ourrelves and to recogniee ounelves ar eubiectc of
wlnt we are doiryt, thinkinp eaying. In that renae, tfiia criticirm ic not transcrndental, and ita
goal ir not the of making a metaphyric.a poraible. It ic genealogicat in itc deaign and

archacological in ite method. Archaeologic8l - and not transccndcntal - in the.eDse that it
will not e€ek to identi$ the univeraal srucrfures of all knowledge or of ail poaeible moral
action, but will se€k to treat the insancee of dircourre that articulate what we thinL, eay, and
do as so many hiatori:al event!. And thir critique will be genealogicat in the renre that it will
not deduce &om the form of what we are what it is impoocible for us to do and lsrow but wiII
seParate out' &om the contingency that has made u8 what rne are, the poasibilit;r of no longer
being, doin& or thinking whar we arre, do, or drinl.. [t ir not psLing to maLe poerible a
hetaPhJxuics th8t has ftnally become a eciencn; it ir ceeking to gira nen, impetur, ae far and
wide ar poeeible, to the undeffned vrorlc of freedom. p46

As we move on to considerwhere we might begin on the question of learning to

read and write, the seeking of a new impetus, as far and wide as possible to the

undefined work of freedom might be a excellent staring point.

<Pzz{>
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An Event in tlae Worll
With the commitment we have built up to context, the world must alwavs be the

scene, or screen, into or onto which the phenomenon is displayed. Clearly

becoming literate as a topic has many features in common with the areas that
interested Foucault, therefore the directions he would turn us in to build
descriptions are appropriate. Firstly it is a large-scale social activity and in its

operation it draws in an assembly of practices, behaviours and activities; and

institutions and agencies and objects. One only has to think of a neighbourhood

school for children in a country where schooling is compulsory to begin to

appreciate the extent of dedicated practical activity, thought and knowledge, and

things in the world that surrounds learning to be literate. Buildings, builders,

architects; teachers, teacher training, teaching st5rles and techniques, teaching

manuals, curricula; ministries, departments, accountability, standards; parents,

children, attitudes and abilities; books, lessons, language; book publishers,

writers, illustrators, printers, paper manuf,acturers and book sellers; school

timetables, furniture.
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Of course, much of this we kncrw, but the exercise is, in the vein of
Wittgenstein, usefi.rl 'reminding'. To continue and erpand on this line of
description, we ca.n look more fully at the features of the enterprise.

Tbe Prercnting Phenomcnon; t?amita to reaT ana write

Here is a loose collection of Laws, Definitions and. Postulates with Apologies to
Clay and Gee for so blatantly stealing their thouglt, but their definitions are

bott necessarJ/ in this context and wonderfully fashioned pieces of intellectual

art in their own right.

1, De/initioru

(a post-Foucault, preliminarSr non-critical description)

Deffnitiou One

What is Reading?

I drhnt rearlqg a> i me$dig^llrrtrg_ pmbfum*lsing {tyit! sh[h
r(rpals ln ponn anr! RHjbility the moF tt b prnctrrd. Mv detrn((rn\lrls thil within thr dledunil consiafib ot the pnnlers rrrde, Irn!|urxr
rftl urual ptrcpbm ffipons rft Fulxsrtully dir€dd be rh* rc"jer',s$r InleFrated wat to the plublem ul ert|irchn$ medntng lrom turx In d
te{|. In pqlenft. $ thil thf Eds! bringF i mrmum oi undcsfanrinli
lu the auth(lr't ilei:rag€.

. 1l "t p*g*. dong.the lins d d trrl it rr mrt unlikr thc pro{pt$ !t
hndinf tootholds when chmburg up a dill.t&T. yrr hr r(hirvmcnt $ in thc
cind€ (trmpl€led tisk.

W? asl que6ti[Is rll the hme rs wc ltld rnd fr] thqms ol whit mlghl
ft-orr srl s{' *€ll that uc rre rcamelv awift lhu lher cnrt Wc r[lr
btrmr awa4 0i wr {uGhoning wlM !ru, dnlEs\ larl to match lhr
mformahun brforc ur. Aslng querodn! 6 ! mrnnJ ut lhmmhng alr€rnn
tires We can encounge chrldren tr $l lhrNlvs quesnon, ln l'.te**lup
lfutr rtnlepes for mprumg predrctions .4ll thl. .tpplha t., n d-f ani
snun,i Wf murl read bi aslrn; and intB(nnx qul5borE tt w( arr, h)
undmond rhal wr arc rerding. I'alnsar rnj Brown Il9&1, lqtr) h.sr
provdrd an uxtrflent rumple ol [1111 y11'6 ui readtn6 ur I larye hrd!.tt
caefirl rearch on rupraal earhing.

Like plqying twenty questions, how far in wouldyou have to go beforeyou

Deffnition Two

DrfricA Uraty

I bdr*t thrr ut aill! ustul,Lhotrbn ot 'lucr,7' ntun ls rrrxbc,t q tnrrr c.
tir* oilithe rrf ltfur mrl nrur.Ln lliqqr, llur I rtcfrm lrmr' rs 'uq.,t .r llm rctulw, o ncJoT Dw,vnr Thctrlcr, lusn ir rlsr. . piw J Lnr r.
(t[dc gc |l|u of tlsr, sG rhcs $r nort wxierv.ljrr,rrrv,- r.{l *...,1: t,rE
vue:nd ill ur hm orbci). lf oc wtrtd t; hc rtrhrFd*nn rnd hrmlrrtrr. rtx,,
*. Nld d.b 'hdrqJ t/: @tdf rl, ! IIbt tazvlrr. noodrl DLara 16fu,a1'
pm qwh,dr r Jmr dl o{ rhsu rn r orq|gn qnvt. On. ru ilhril{ r tn rftril
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2. Tbe Socia.l Lawa of Literacy; tbede appear to apply in general to all

in? ua tr in lia e0 d o c ia I aya te ma

l. Literacy learning is highly valued

2. The investment in its occrurence is heary

5. We do not meet our taxgets

4. Research is seen as having the answers

5. But this proves in the end and endlessly not to be so

5. S om^e Cbaractcrit tica

1. I-earning to read and write is now going on in the world all the time. It is

occurring.

2. lt is a uarioutly occurring phenomenon, happening in different ways in

different places; eg. in schools or not, in different languages, to individuals of

different ages, with many var;ring definitions of what being literate means.

5. It happens to inAipiluata, p€rson by person. It manifests itself in alterations in

both the physical abilities (eye movements, neurological sequences) and

cognitive states, skills (mental skills, vocabulary growth, knowledge acquisition)

and strategic activiql systems of an individual and can be empirica\r recognised

in each person's behavioural shifts. A becoming literate individual begins to act

differently in response to events, particularly print events' and in general.

4. On the other hand it depends upon, and is brought about through, the

collected activities of collectiue cultural action- lt needs groups of people from the

past and in the present. One might say that literacy is something created and

maintained over time by successive sets of people through the agreements and

conventions that emerge between them in response to the demands and
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opportunities of being together in the world. It essentially involves

communication and sharing, and for humans to be in touch with each other. It is
done within and by groups of people.

5. As a phenomenon in the world literacy acquisition doesn't just happen once,

in bulk. It is being realiae4 happening again and again.

6. It recurs with cea*lcaa varia.tiory ie. it seems to always be a little different each

time it occurs. Thus it seems sensitive to changing contexts whether they be

social, economic or cultural; technological or political or physical. The texts are

always changing, the technologr of text productions, the language and its sJmtax,

phonoloS,t and semantics are constantly on the move; :rs are teaching techniques,

teacher/learner relationships, a.td attitudes and expectations towards becoming

literate.

So as endlessly mutating and regrouping social formations carry out the

tasks of literacy education for others and themselves, it is a restless evenr

through time that is happening in the world.

7,That some societies, and./or the individuals within it, attemptwith great

interest and eff,ort to ensure people become literate is prinafatizvery evident.

Some grouPs generate a great deal of actitrity dedicated to effecting the teaching

and learning of reading and writing. This activiry is emotional, intellectual,

financial or behavioural. The building and maintaining of schools and the

training and maintaining of teachers; all that accompanies education curricula,

budgets and departments; undertaking research studies, writing and publishing

textbooks: these all indicate great interest.

This dedication to learning to read and write is accompanied by many

semi-dedicated and non-dedicated interactions (the bed-time story, print-rich

environments, emailing) that also lead to the acquisition of reading and writing
which might reflect interest of a subliminal or srructural kind.
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This interear is itself not constant in either intensit;r or kind; it varies from
societJr to societ;r, and in any one socieqr from one generation to the next, and

one group to the next. Flowever, it may be said that there is ageographically an?

biatorbally varbualy ?iatribute7 ?ecp-aeatd intereat in lireracy and ita aquiaitbn proccadcd.

Within the world we see this manifested as highly intentionalliteracy acquisition

activiry. We can sum this up by describing the five Social [,aws of Literacy

I-earning;

8. This social investment in the activities of learning to read and write
tends of its own accord to generate questions and issues to be boked at morc

cluely, ie. thought about, investigated, guestioned, studied, researched, compared

and contrasted. This is a very recognisable human response -- frequently human

groups treat the activities they care about in this way -- we often seek to Lmow

more about what we can do to fulfil our need and desires and interests.

SOME KEY CONCEPTS FROPI FOUCAUL'T
Having washed with this broad descriptive brush, let us turn to some specifically

useful concepts, beginning with knowtedge.

Knowlc?ge

From this roughly described assemblage, we can exfract this strand; learning to

read and write can be seen as a aggregate of different Linowledges.

Foucault has many interesting critiques of knowledge. In the ArchazotoW of
knowb0ge he talks about different tltrcaboDd of knowledge and how;

The momerrt at which a dirunive practice achiever indft/iduality and altonomy, the moment

therefore at which a:ingle cystcm for the formation of rtatements ir put into operation, or the

moment at which this system ir tranrfornre4 -idtt b" ezlld t t[rctb0 
"f 

pitioitv. When in
the operation of a dirureive formation, a group of ctatementc ir articulated, cfiim! to vali&te
(even unaucceacfrrlly) normr of veriEcation and coherence, and when it exernciree a dominant

frnction (ar a modd, a critique, or averi.Gcation) orrer knowledge, urc will eay that the
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diccursive formation crosaca atlrubD of cpfutennlogi.atiotl When the epiatemological ffgure
thur outlined obeye a number of formal criteria, when its rtatement! comply ... with certain
lawg for the conrtnrction of propocitionr, vrc will eay that it har croracd a, tbrabo6) ol
ldadfary. And when thie rcientiffc diecourre ir able, in turn to define the axiome nssesrary

to it, the elementr tlrat it uees, the propoaitional ctnrcturea that are legitimate to it, and the
tranrformations that it accepte, when it ie thur able, taking itcelf ar a etartinggoint, to deploy
the formal ediGce that it consritutee, we will cay that it has croreed the tbrctbU ol
lonnalhation pl87

It is one of the tasks of archaeologr to explore these different thresholds. Even

if it is not tr:ursParently clear what Foucault meant by these threshold.s, or even

if they can be satisfactorily actualised, the idea that a discourse has within it a
particular and describable level and kin? of knowledge, or, even more appealing,

with literacy learning, several conflicting or abufting levels of knowledges, could

be useful.

For instance, there is an active and well established body of what might be

called 'scientific'knowledge associated with learning to read and write,
particularly around its psycholog, and pedagogy'. It has in particular this bumant

scrence association, under the umbrella discipline'education, when to do with
pedagogr but more allied with psycholory when being studied in its perceptual

and cognitive functioning -, or disfunctioning as with adults who through

accident or disease have their literacy skills damaged. ln Tbe Oidt of Tteingd

Foucault has a great deal to say about the problems f,aced by the human sciences

-- the entrapment of these disciplines in the 'doubles'which arises through the

positing of finite'man'. As Dreyfus and Rabinow put it;

..' tllstr, ar we lsrow him today, makee hir appearance and becomec the meacure of all things.
Once the order of dre world wrr no longer God-given and rneprerentable in a table, then the

continuoul relqtion which had placed man with dre other beinga of t|re world war broken.
IVIan, who was once himrelf a being arnong othera, now ie a cubiect arnong obj".t. But man ir
not on\r a rubject among objctr, he roon realizer thrt whar he ir reeking to understrnd ir not
only the obiectr of tfie world but hirr.ctf. M.an bocomes the nrbject and the object of hir own

underrtanding. p 28

Can this kind of critique be applied to literacy acquisition? Clearly from our
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interesting study which could shed light on the kind of social, cultural or
educational exercise it is to scientifically research learning to read and write, but
more crucially how viable is it to ever get research into an acquired activiry that
is so intimately entangled in human affairs as literacy. k seems inevitable that
the need fior the answers, the amount of investment that lies in the balance, is so

powerful a force that lilce a magnetic field it turns all the findings, even if only
very slightly, towards its preferment. Also even setting up the original

constructs as we read with Bryant and Bradley in Chapter Two is an activiqr
riddled with political and social bias. This must be recognised. One point that

becomes clearer as we discuss the issue is that the human sciences cannot

continue to be so blase about the effect the nature of their subject matter -

human beings - has in their research, They need ontologies of the beings that

are the topic of their work. Stanovich would have us believe that science is

continuous Fom physics to learning how to read and write. But in a
Wittgensteinian sense, only family resemblances will hold the 'sciences'

conceptually together.

But we are not restricted to this more scientific focus. In many discourses
'knowledge'is not coextensive with'science.' As outlined above, literacy

learning would seem to be a clear example of a discursive formation (if one may

attribute to it that much coherency) that is an amalgam of different lcinds of
knowledge -- like perhaps clinical medicine; Foucault says this of clinical

medicine in Tbe Archazologry of Knowle?ge;

Clinical medicine ie certainly not a rcience. Not onl5r becauc it doer not corrp$rwith the
formal criteria, or attain the level of rigour expected of phyeicr, chcmbEy, or enen of
phyriologa but abo becaugc it invober a rcarcely organized ma"rc of empirical obcervatione,

uncontrolled exlteriments and neanltc, therapeutic prescriptionr, and inrtitutional regulatione"

Andyet tlrir non'rcience is not exclurive of a rience: in the courae of tfie nineteent! centurSr,

it establishd deGnite rolr+i6,tr3 ruch perfectly constituted acienc-er ar phyaiologr, chernirtqr, or
microbiologn horsover it g"v. rige to guch diecourae as thst of morbil anstomy, which it
would be precumptuous no doubt to call a hlec rcience. plSl

Depending on the commentator (teacher, or parent, or education lecturer)
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science than clinical medicine. It would also seem to be, in its own way, ,a

scarcely organized mass' of empirical observations, uncontrolled orperiments,

and so on. If we think again of our local primary or elementaqr school there is,

on the f;ace of it, a mixture of different kinds of knowledges to go with every

vested player in the game. There is a whole intertwined matting of beliefs,

convictions and hopes, informal practices, implicit and experiential knowledge,

inferences, and traditional ideas about literacy learning.

There are the knowledges, hopes, aspirations and prejudices, attitudes and

beliefs of parents and relations. These lie adacent and overlapping to those of
the general community, and of institutions like the media and industry. The

knowledges of the children themselves will be different. Then these all in some

way all rub up against the ideologies and practices and theories, implicit and

explicit, espoused or practised, of the teachers, who themselves have contact in
accommodating or resisting ways with their colleagues and then also with
exPerts and speakers, theorists and researchers, academics and lecfurers ar

universities, centres for reading, academies and the like -- this latter group

representing the'higher'epistemological knowledge sector, the scientific end of
the spectrum, of literacy learning. What does this mean; what is the effect of
this collage of knowledges; how does it help us understand better the shape of
the discourse?

E p it te mo log ica I P r ofi lcd

Related to this coneept of knowledges is the notion of epistemological profiles

that we discussed in an earlier chapter. we might ask what is the

epistemological profile of the discourse of literacy acquisition?

Foucault would surely call it'low'compared to physics and chemistry, and

it can be argued again our knowledge of literacy aequisition is of a fiorm very

similar to that of the discourses he studied, such as psychiatry. He says in Power

ad Knowledge of psychiatry that it is 'profoundly enmeshed in social structures',

being linked with 'a whole range of institutions, economic requirements and

political issues of social regulation'. Taking each in turn, it can be argued that
'l(lii



learning to be literate in its most common fbrm in many countries is also

undoubtably profoundly linked with a whole range of;

a) institutions -- eg., schools, universities and colleges, publishing companies,

ofEcial bureaucracies, departments, ministries of local and central varieties,

homes and f;amilies, libraries, churches, gov€rnhents and their agencies,

b) economic requirements -- €g., the financing of the above, the costs to the

ta:qlayer or benefactor or aid agency or government department or parents; the

profits to be made from providing tuition or materials; and the economic

benefits, actual or perceived, accruing to individuals, social groups or to the state

as awhole and,

c) political issues of social regulation -- fitrtly and most obviously in all the

very many legal or communally expected, required or esteemed literacy-based

competencies, and the relationship of this to the controlled or patterned

dissemination and perpetuation of shared or targeted knowledges, beliefs,

directives, m;rths or ideologies; to be a citizen one may have to be literate to be

fully accessible to regulation, whether it be the fitling in of a tax form, the

reading of an idealised history of a nation's origins, or the mis-spelling of a piece

of grafEti;

-- secondly in the distribution of social goods and its apparent justification

on the basis o[educational or intellectual achievement;

-- thirdly in obvious controls like eensorship and in less obvious controls

such as the wide range of actions of restriction/promulgation,

rubbishinglprivileging, deemphasising/promoting, refu sing/supporting or
taxing/subsidising, and so on, the publication and distribution of printed matter;

and other forms of influence over who reads and writes and what is read and

written

-- and then from more Foucaultian thematics the disciplinary procedures

(schooling, tuition) associated with its acquisition and ongoing practice, and the

concept of forming the docile subject.
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Literacy acquisition and the questions we ask as we undertake to study it cannot

not to be properly understood without considerations of these other factors. It is
fiar from being a pure idealised event, untainted by politics or economics. It is of
and in the world and shaped and structured by its realities.

D ia cura ie ity, E mp irical
So literacy acquisition resembles psychiatry and like medical practice in

being this orchestrated complexity of dissur,.ive and nondiscursive categories.

It is also a field where humans talk about and classi$r and divide each other and

themselves. One is literate or not, or somewhere in between and this can be

assessed, tested and measured. It marlcs people out from each other in various

socially signified ways -- lilte illness, madness, sexual deviancy and criminaliry.

Then, like Foucault's topics, it is quite speci.frc and thus lends itself well to

his methodologies. Like punishment or sexuality it is, as described above,

securely anchored in well-established sets of real world events, with recognisable

easily identified histories that can be taken for themselves and on their own

terms. Literacy acquisition suits specific empirically oriented investigative

techniques -- there is plenqr happening out in the field to be looked and

discussed further; from Foucault we are highly sensitised to the advantages of
finding and assimilating this kind of information.

Or?er (margitu)

What is its relationship to order, and to the limit conditions and marginalisation?

In one sense the issue of learning to read and write is a very normalised topic,

unlike madness or punishment. But if instead we look from the other direction,

toward the issue of illiterac;r, the non-learning to read and write, it becomes

much more aPparent that we are indeed exploring toward the margins of order.

Literacy failure could be configured as a significant limit condition in modern

educated societies. It has possibly become a aocial pathohgy, a cognitiue ilelinqrcncy,
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a sign of the cultural other in a way that might explain why literacyAlliteracy is

treated as it is in modern educated societies.

For instance the positive correlative relationship that could mosr likely be

established betr,veen a) the successfi,rl achievement of literacy acquisition by
populations and b) the perception of cultural, economic and social well being of
a nation or state signals the insinuation in a particular way of literacy acquisition

into registers of social progress, and into the connotative meanings of what it is
to be cultured, civilised and even properly human. In the sarne manner but in
reverse, being illiterate could produce a culturally sub-conscious limit condition,

the 'other'for being not properly human. This line of thought shows itself in the

rather fruitless argrrment which we look later over whether reading is a natural

act or not . Then, at the individual level, what is the relationship between

'intelligence'and literacy ability; or what is the relationship betrveen 'cultured'

and'literate'. This line of questioning could throw up some interesting facts

about where literacy acquisition fits within the workings of a modern social

system and the roles it plays other than those espoused. For instance the stigma

imposed on an illiterate individual might not be as strong as that of a homosexual

but it is an interesting comparison nonetheless. The ontological status is

different and explanations vary between the two states as to social, genetic or
psychological 'causes'. But an illiterate individual may be worse than a'twisted'
one (see earlier quote page x), and in a position with far more hushed and

secretive implications. For instance --woulT 6eing illiterate baee reaulte) in alicnation

front tbe Frencb Communiat party?

Or?er @fucipline)

As a field of endeavour learning to read and write could be cast as a highly

refined disciplinarJr technologr; a historically matured, culturally shaped,

socially admired, expertly practised, ordering of thinking, behaving, valuing and

knowing. Within this ordering, it may be argued, within this process of teaching

literacy one is gaining accesses for ongoing surveillance -- that is, through

literacy we gain access to each others'minds because we 'know'what will be
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happening to someone's thoughts as one reads any text. fuarning to read is

learning to make conventionalised communal responses to visual (mainly)

stimuli, which means thatwe have a technologr whereupon we can read into

each other's minds. For instance, it might be claimed that:

- In knowing that a person is literate one knows how they are programmed to

respond to certain 'stimuli' (for want of a better term).

- In knowing what a person who is literate is reading one knows what they are

thifing.
- A canon of literature is like a window onto a schema of well-processed, socially

engineered and ordered thoughts and emotional organization.

- The popular Press rneans we know a great deal about each other's mental

contents.

Such claims may be true of all language; it may be in the very nature of
language itself to possess these qualities of what arnounts to a form of
intersubjectivity, and they may form the foundation of the power of humans to

communicate at all, and the outstanding expression of this in the sheer

phenomenon of language. However the decontextualization that print is said to

offer over, say spolcen language, may make it far more socially powerful in this

regard. The question is where does print sit in the general spread of human

language use. There are many mechanisms of socio-cognitive control and

ordering, from s;mtax to alphabetic coding, from literar;r sqrle to the publication

and dissemination of literacy primers, that could be investigated and interpreted.

Such an interpretation of literacy acquisition is not meant to imply that

literacy acquisition is really something undesirable or evil. A critical feature of
Foucault's analyses of power is that power is not seen as force that is always

negative or destructive and to be dismanded in the nanne of equaliql -- any more

than order itself is something inherently unwanted. This could not be possible.

So reconstituting literacy acquisition in terms of discipline or surveillance is not

to automatically claim it is essentially hegemonic even though hegemonic aspects

may be uncovered. It is more a matter of delineating the power lines that are

part of its very development and being, and while these will always reflect in
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part that which grves a phenomenon its 'form'they can at the sarne time have

impress on our lives in oppressive and negative ways.

IIiatory

karning to read and write is a topic clearly amenable to a social history even in
the ordinary sense of history. Change over time is fast, fast enough perhaps for
people to have seen it in their lifetimes, and there are many different areas where

the description and documentation of these changes would be and has been

infiormative and challensng to our current views and beliefs.

But over and above this there would also seem to be great potential in

treating literacy acquisition archaeologically -- as above for instance -- and trying
to distance oneself from it as an activiry which is our own and treating it'like'the
circumscribed activity of, say, an ancient people. The techniques in Tbc

Arcbacology o/ Knowte?ge of analysing a discursive formation as a discontinuous

entiSr in terms of objects, modes of enunciation, formation of concepts and

formation of strategies may prove useful for trying to understand the literacy

acquisition phenomenon -- what it is and how it carries out its tasks in the world.
Like a Wittgensteinian analysis using the concept of language-games, there is

this strong focus on how activity systems -- both linguistic and extra-linguistic --

provide the ontological base for the field of interpretation in which concep6,

objects, talk and strategies of comprehension or explanation can be generated..

What are the objects (words, letters, teachers, reading, etc) and how are they

spoken of; what are the concepts that dominate and structure the field?

Genealogy too offers promise with questioning learning to read and write.

The aversion to the progressive and idealised concepts of progress expressed by

both Nietzsche and Foucault leads one to reconsider the ascent of literacy

acquisition and its avowed place in curent cultures. On what kind of pedestal

does literacy acquisition sit? A real or a Machiavellian one -- or a combination?

There are parallels to be drawn between, say, prison refiorm as explained by

Foucault in Diaciptine anl Pmiah and education reform involving literacy

acquisition: just as the shift from the punishment of public torture to the
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punishment of incarceration was not necessarily made fior humanitarian reasons

so the massive push to universal literacy education may not be fuelled by

altruism. Where is learning to read and write in the activiEr and dispersion of
power?

Nicheacbe, Hiatory, att? Literary Acquiaitbn
From our indepth discussion of history from Nietzsche there are other very

worthwhile leads as to how we might unpicl< deeper issues in literacy acquisition.

Not only may there be a question about whether the pride of place literacy may

have in explanations of humankind cultural achievement is deserved or accurare

-- namely the way literacy is drawn into the Nietzschean questioning of about

the unidirectional nature of progress ever upward. There is also another

possible complexity of issues; that literacy acquisition is inherently historical in

the paralysing and suffocating sense of historical. There is something in learning

to read and write that attempts to'stop'time and'close'space.

AII language would seem to intend to unite and bind groups of humans

together by melting and mellowing time and space until in the Nietzschean sense

they become a hard single timeless spaceless mathematical point -- making the

re-distancing required by the archaeological method diffieult and the re-

partitioning required by genealory a stmggle. The final vanishing ideal of all

language, the perfect communication, it could be argued, is a liguafrarua, ar,

eternally stable all-encompassing language. As an historical phenomenon, a

linguafranca is a static being, clearly vulnerable to Nietzsche's criticisms of trying

to say ever;rthing at once, a final viewpoint on the world. Like Hegel's world

view, it is not universal -- it just belongs to someone. There is a critique of
language itself in Nietzsche's anal;rsis of history.

Written text, that for which literacy is needed, is especially designed to last

through time and space, this being one of its advantages over oral language

which, it could be argued, has been until recently (with the advent of voice

transmission and recording) much more prone to restricted locations and

disintegration. The textyou read could have been produced f,ar away and many
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years ago, whereas oral text has a life no more reliable or enduring than that

supported by human memory. Following this argument, all language but more

particularly written language is potentially stulti$ring.

Then it could be claimed that literacy, and more particularly literacy

acquisition, is an aggravared example of this time-stopping space-collapsing

desiccation of human eners/. It tends by nature toward being heavily

conservative. Letters and words and the sounds and things they stand for, or the

operations they are meant to perform are all given by social convention and

agreement. In learning to read and write one is mastering a process to deal with
formalities that have long and convoluted histories -- evolved formalities such as

an alphabetic system, spelling formalities and syntactic rules, genre and registers,

directional movement and print layout, orthography and phonolog,r. In one

sense, a piece of printed text merely represents its current point in the messy

continuous ongoing development of cultural conventions of print
communication. Yet particularly when learning to control the manipulation and

patterned organisation of these conventions, a.igrdity emerges whereupon the

process seems fixed by the products of its very own development. The only way

to have wide and easy access to what has been gathered in the corpus of print
over time and space is to acquire an extremely particular habituated and

automatised just-below-conscious-attention patterned set of cognitive operations

demanded by the extant formalities. These operations are detemporalised and

have no geography -- they are reified and fixed. Suppressed in this rigidiry

required by acquisition is amongst many other things the awareness that the

survival of one system or formalitJr over another has (historical proper)

explanations in the psychologr of human perception and cognition, and in

historical and social pafterns of class and power, domination and hegemony,

invasion, enculturation, colonisation, trade and treaqr and so on.

This may be potentially (though not exclusively) most damaging to people

learning to read and write from the outside, as it were, in a language or sub-

language other than their own but in which the slcills and srategies of processing

and interpreting print are given as a given, as a fixed historically-established
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system of procedures for whatyou do whenyou encounter or wish to produce

viable print. 'Plasticiqr'-.y be inaccessible for whole sets of literacy acquirers --

but then for others it may be too disruptive of lives they prefer to live.

There is potential here perhaps, even though the arguments above have

been far more suggestive than conclusive. There may be networks of links here

between the place literacy has in teleological views of human progress, the

ahistorical aspirations literacy has and accounts of current literacy acquisition

practices and knowledges.

A Dffirence; cognition

But in one major sense becoming literate is unlike Foucault's topics -- it is about

something learned. This would appear to give it less universalifr and for it to be

more superstructural, less deeply implicated in the essential human condition.

On one level, for instance, learning to read and write might be compared to

learning to play a musical instrument, which is a skill only distantly related to the

political and social forces governing human self-descriptions. The consequences

of the state of literacy might seem to be not so dire or so fundamentally rooted in

the structures of knowledge that may drive an epoch or episteme. If he were to
deal with a language pathologr it would more likely be one that has more

phJzsiological correlates and deal with language as a whole, which usualfr means

oral language.

For instance literacy acquisition doesn't fit centrally into Foucault's notion

of bio-power, which concentrates on the body, thus the talk of docile bodies in

Diacipline and Punialt This description is given of bio-power by James Marshall

in'Foucault and Neo-Liberalism: Biopower and Busno-power' (pbilodophy of

Education 1995, downloaded from the internet 15/6/00);

The term "bio-ponrcr"war coined by Foucenlt. ... Thie form of power is exeFcised on the bodr
and it carriee a epcciftcally anatomical and biological as1ret. It ir exerciecd over memberr of a
population ro that their rexuality and individualiry are conctituted in certain waye that are

connected with iegues of Dadonal policy, including the machinery of lxoduction In thir wau/

poplationr can be adjuced in accordance with economic procercee. p 2

I lr'



Becoming literate does not traditionally find explanation in anatomical or

biological dimensions. It is usually discussed in terms originating in

psychological and cognitive discourses. But this could possibly prove to be a

very enlightening difference and there may be some understanding to be had by

developing a notion of something like cogno-power -- the power exercised

inwardly on the cognitive manifestations of the being human-ness of

populations. Literacy acquisition would be characterised as a technolory or

technique specifically targeted toward the specialised discipline of the trainable

portions of the mind. It is a form of surveillance of the mind. This would be true

even if one in the end needs to return to the b"dy (such as the eyes, ears, mouth

and hands) for final explanations of cognition and literacy learning.

Such a charaeterisation might then provide feasible explanations for why

the discourse and its contextual institutions and practices look the way they do.

Furthermore its potential f6l inner discipline might only recently have been fully

realized in modern societies, and this realization may correlate to the increased

attention given to universal literacy and shifts in expectations or attitudes

towards illiteracy. Cognitive formations may all involve learning of some sort;

perception may be itself learned, oral language also. But learning to read and

write may be one of the more socially controllable cognitive activit;r systems; a

fact so much more relevant to periods of human production dominated by

information transmission.

Ethot

In one of her last footnotes O'Farrell quoted Foucault thus;

Foucault rernarke: Errery time I have attempted to do dreoretical wor\ it hae been on the

baric of elementc from my experience - alwayr in relation to procert€3 a1t6 1 t rr r.Ling place

around me. It b in 6ct becaure I thought I recogniced comething cracLed, dullyiarring or

dirfrrnctioning in thingr I aaw, in the in*itutionr with Trhich I dcalt, in rny relations with

othera, that I undertook a particular piece of worlc, rerrcral fragmentr of an autobiography.'

Forrcault, Tct-il important donc de penrer?'rLib&ation50 Mry l$1, cited in Raichrnan, ?}c

Frciom of Pbilaropfu, 1985, pp. 556. p 152
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A final question in our surnma^qr of Foucault here would be, is there something

dully jarring in literacy acquisition? Is there something disfunctioning. I think it
is possible and certainly Fuitful to argue that there might be -- that in certain

current practices around literacy acquisition there is exclusion and unhappiness,

there is something not quite right, that we are looking at literacy acquisition

through a cracked and clouded lens and practicing upon ourselves technologies

damaging and divisive in certain ways.

The issue we are investigating maybe about the constraining of human

freedom, as Gutting put it -- the question may be for all that is said about literacy

and the need for its acquisition, is there constraint to human Feedom. Does

literacy acquisition oppress, does it over-determine existence through the

thoughts silently in operation beneath the display and propaganda? If it does,

how does it? What are the mechanisms? Again such lines of investigation may

be useful and revealing.

In which case, there is some point to exploring the very evitable nature of
literacy learning practices, to tr;r and 'produce a shift in thought so things can

really change'. Foucault's description of ctboa as 'away... of acting and behaving

that one and the s€une time marks a relation of belonging and presents itself as a

task,'is similar to Nietzsche's description of a plastic force that needs a horizon;

says Nietzsche, 'This is a general principle: each living being can become

healthy, strong, and fertile only within a horizon.' An attitude, a disposition, is a

horizon, is a stance or orientation cast with edges and the habitation of belonging

and vocation of a task.

It is the philosophical ethos that is to be taken aboard with respect to

literacy acquisition, seeking out the instances of the activiry that are just so many

historical events; separate out from the 'contingency that has made us what we

are, the possibiliry of no longer being, doing, or thinking what we are, do or

think.'

X
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PAITT T\\'O

. . . ..a dlldtaine? ?i^dcuaai^on. . . ..

A lIbtory
It is hard to understand in some ways the general shallowness and inadequacy of
common historical knowledge about literacy instruction (such that the Great

Debate should have such unwarranted longetity), and it is hard to explain both

the dearth of historical studies and the rigid neglect of those that there are, such as

Graffs work. Literacy is treated as if it has no history, as if it was invented all at

once, as is. It seems that it is too current, too close to home, or to use a

colloquialism that seems most apt, rtoo hot to handle', not in the immediate

electoral-term based urgency of weekly politics but in the slower deeper rh;nhms

of cultural development, in the Heideggerian sense. This is the Nietzschean

suffocation at the hands of historv.

But then that is the perceived scientific way, as we read in Stanovich, and

that must be one explanation. The call for more research does not seem to include

biatorbal research - and in this case, stricter science means deeper forgetting,

perhaps.

Or perhaps it's because the history would too obviously be the history of
petfy malice, etc. There is evidence that certainly in the America of the rgreat

debatera litde of this goes on - hence Stanovich's plea for the dispassionate

scientific method. Recall this quotation from Dreyfus and Rabinow, page I 19

above;

For Nietzeche, as Foucault reads him, hietory is tlre etory of p.try rrrlics, of violently imlrceed

interpretatione, of viciour intentionc, of higb-rcunding storie.s -"aLi.g the lowe,st of motivec. To the

Nietzcchean geneslogist the foundation of morality, at least eince Pla'to, ie not to be found in ideal

truth. It ie found in pdctAa origo: "lowly originar'catt5r Gghto, minor cnrdenese, ceaselegc a,nd nasqr

clashing of wille. The ctor5r of hiatory is one of aocidente, dicpereion, chance errcnta, lies - not the lofr;r
development of Truth or the concrete development of Freedom, For Nietzsche, the geneslogfut Far
excellence, the hirtory of trrth ie the history of error and arbitrarineaer 'The faith on which our belief



in sciene reete i8 etill a metaphyaic8l frith ... The Chrigtian faith, vrhich was also the faith of pleto,

that C,od is Truth and truth divine ... But what if thic equation becomes lecs and lesc credible, if the
only things ttrat may Etill be vi€M/€d as divine arr error, blindnese a^nd lieel if God himself [the truth]
turne out to be our longest lie...

In the work of Tomasello, introduced earlier in regard to Wittgenstein, there

is a broader conception of history, a more genealogi"*lly oriented history called a

dociogenedra. This seems a fruitful approach to a phenomenon like literacy that is

both a cultural and an anthropological event.

Tlae Sociogeneait of Culture

In principle, the work of Tomasello and associates (Chapter Five) has provided a

clearly viable explanation for the capture and elaboration of cultural tools.

Bridging the gap between biological and historical evoludon, Tomasello links

Wittgenstein with learning theorists

Bruner and Vygotsky and his own

work at the interface of language,

culture and primate evolution. The

ratchet effect (see box lek, Tbe

Cultwal Origiru of Hunnn Cognition p.

58,), describes a kind of l,amarckian

evolution, - the inheritance of acquired

characteristics, which cannot happen

in the natural world. 'Whatever 
human

beings find interesting or useful or

attractive enough to show or teach to

theyoung, and theyoung find it

the ratchet effect from generation to

generation to become part of the ongoing cultural heritage. Or, as each

successive generation tal<es over the artefact - object, discourse or set of skills, 11

can be nw?ifitl - adjusted, expanded, reduced, refined or improved.
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For instance in the case of a bammcr, modifications can be and have been

made at di-fferent generation points that alter and improve it in one way or another.

From simple rock to advancedcompoaitc sticklstone and rope state of the art
l000Bc to tomorrow's moon-mineZ, mara-fir&, SDR*, Ultraplastick
Weightless, each generation works its needs and imagination (or capitalist fetish

for product) on the hammer. Better grip, more enduring materials, faster

production techniques, perhaps, would all have been reasons to change the design.

But it is most important to understand that this is nothing to do with what a
hammer is, or needs to be, or 'rea[ly'is - it is to do with how a group of advanced

primates build a culture across succeeding generations. Despite the comparative

ease of explaining 'after the factrwhy aparticular change occurred, innovation

cannot be predicted on the basis of merely one or two principles such as 'improved
quali6z of raw material production', andyou do not know what a given generation

will do, and what it will leave undone.

Tropical male

elaborate plumage and &e
seen and too easily chaced aorrnr. Itt
parameters, how these factors wilt yur*updlffi,o&git

weight,

Only post hoc reasoning will worlq and arbitratisn is not on who lives tre longest orhas t15,uf6 surorefut-
conquests but on whose contribution to the ensuing gene pool is the largest.

I-anguage (called a 'revolutiot' by'Watson and Giorcelli in Chapter One,

and listed as the greatest in comparison with traruportation, inhuatry, information

tecbnology andtehcommrnicatiorw in the twentieth century, see p,5) is just such an

artefact, under the same forces, continually being acted upon as it is being used,

growing, increasing in complexifr perhaps, with the ratchet effect easing into the

next generation changes made available to the learners.
t': I
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Inturutrtjectivity

For Tomasello, the central mechanism of the ratchet effect is imitative learning - a

particular ldnd of highly attentive and complexly framed learning that apportions

ontological status or functional value to the observer, the observed, the action and

the objects. He claims that imitative learning is geneti".lly based and limited to
humans, and is characterised by (these are different descriptions of the sarne

thing);

an awareness of intersubiectinity,

an understanding of the other as being lilce oneself

an awareness of the other as a subject of experiences, not merely an object of my

experience

a way d accing utupccfiat u intcntbnal 6tha, (,rc pa.qc., j0 h, ii).

This awareness begins to emerge in human infants at approximately nine

months and is for Tomasello the biological hallmark of human €rs opposed to other

primate behaviour. C,ertainly it could be argued that it sets up the possibility of
the knguage gamz, putting the 'co-' in an interlocking ensemble of co-shared

activities, co-perceived objects, co-enacted behavioural sequences, co-ordinated

actions, reactions and responses, and co-intended goals (my words) , but described

much more ti-ply by Wittgenstein as 'the whole, consisting of the language and

the actions into which it is woven' (see page 80 above).

Perapectivity

As we read in Tomasello (see page 9l above), 'Children talk about events and

states of affairs in the world'. This talk, this occasion for learning, is not one of
philosophical neutraliqr or impartialitSr, not walking around a room of objects on

shelves and detachedly saying, ok now letrs learn some more narnes for things

differentiated purely o. the basis of their perceptual features alone. Rather it is

one of being in the world, full of intent and purpose for both learner and adult, and

is thus what Tomasello describes as perapectiual The learner has to enter the

perspective of the adult to work out what the adult's communicative intent is - this



is an inescapable feature of the model. The highly structured and protective social

circumstances and repeated pattern of activities around sleeping, eating and

excreting helps the infant considerably on this task. The new becomes the familiar

and this releases attentional capaci6r that the child can employ in further cognitive

adventures, exercising his or her unceasing inquisitiveness, h;4rothesis-formation

skills and unquenchable interest in others. Once the learner has a sense of what

the adults' actions, including verbal 'actions', are about, he or she has an entry

ticket to the game and can begin to participate. The accompanying vocalisation of

the adult, ie the talk, is understood by the child as being intended for being heard,

as an integral part of the activity that will contribute. Tomasello states;

We maythen eay that linguietic symbole are social conventions for inducing othero to conatf,ue, or take

e perepective on, some experiential eituation. ... On the one hand dre perepectival nature of language

would 8€em to preEent the child with great difficulties involving referential indeterminacy and the

Iike, but on tlre otf,er hand perqrectivec contragt with each other--in effect constrain each ot'her-and

eo make the problems abit more manageable. p. ll&ll9

The key notion of 'perspectival'unites a range of theorists. As postulated by

Tomasello, it is hard-wired into the learning mechanism itself, and therefore it

offers some explanation of the problem of language and truth, of the world as it is

as opposed to the world as it is perceived, and to realism and constructivism.

Learning a language is not just, to parody Augustine's description, a game of

perceive and name.

Literacy anA Cubural Eeoliltion; forcea tbat abape

If we accept that the ratchet effect is adequate to explain cultural evolution, then a

number of sets of forces will mutually guide and constrain the development of any

artefact as it moves across generations.

l) The social function(s) of that artefact, with all the different and sometimes

competing roles it is expected to fuIfiI, will be a powerful adjudicating force for all

possible changes, limiting the excessive attention to one aspect (say, aesthetics) at

')').\



the expense of another (.ay, ease of production). Humans will vote with their
usage, as to speak.

2) The capacities inherent in the matter and form of the artefact. That is, nothing

can perform outside the limits of its physical capabilities. A rock will be very
useful for activities that call on hardness but will be of no use when flammabiliW is

required, and the accumulation of human knowledge is partly about knowing the

capacities of all things in the natural world.

3) Its transmission to the next generation. One might imagine that there are many

things such as knowledges and technologies that are learnable by each successive

generation, and that some are learnable by everyone (to speak) and others not (to

sing opera), and some learnable when young (to tie a shoe lace), and others not (to

drive a car). Other things, such as athletic prowess are non-transmissible.

So, the functional improvement of the hammer would be implicitly or

explicitly a goal of every generation but the design par:rmeters interact with each

other, and thus moderate degree and rate of change - it cannot be too heary, too

hard to produce, too fragile, too expensive, too dangerous or too hard to use. The

ongoing shaping of artifacts in human societies is a tension of different capacities

with different constraints across a range of levels, and it is not until we see what a

societJr produced do we know what were the factors they were willing to forgo and

which not.

Tlae Sociogerurid of Litera^ry

Turning now to literacy we can start to look closely at the sociogenetic forces that

shaped it into its current form. Within the sociogenetic explanation should lie

fuller relative understandings of the Social [,aws of Literacy, and better

understandings of the social placrng of text, for although this has not been

ostensibly articulated up until this point, the success of oral language stands

alongside the literacy failure as a harsh reminder and stern critic of human efforts.

Many definitions of literacy are like the one Nicholson gives us, - it is merely

speech written down (see p.55, R*A"rg tlte Writing on tbe Wall). The alternative

would be that it is it a s;rmbolic communication in its own right, using vision

_--



instead of hearing? It is relatively common to encounter the sociogenetic claim

that reading is an runnatural actr, in comparison with speaking.
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Above are some paxagraphs from Stanovich , Progreaa in Llnderatan?ing Rea;)ing.We

read that the argument arises out of a teaching problematic, not an ontogenetic

exploration which is wly so much of the argumentation is, like claims fior the

value of literacy, so poorly conceived. As almost everJ ,vhere where the debate

lines are drawn, each 'side', it seems, refusing rather than being unable to see the

point that lies behind the sometimes overstated and clumsily expressed positions

of the other'side'. Because of the debate d;rnamic, exaggeration becomes part of
the game' The addition of subjective evaluations such as 'elegantr and reruditel

above do not improve the search for collaborative gtound.

In conclusion, the persistent claim behind the clamo*i.g words is

that a fillaociogeneaiz of the literacy discourse is very b"dly needed to clean

up the vocabulary and lay out the history. For instance, can it be true that
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'speech is easy and reading hard?' Is speech at its best easy? Is read.ing at its most

familiar hard? What are the definitions of easy and hard being used. What are

obvious facts?

The alphabetic rendering of speech was slow to come about argues

Nicholson quoting Liberman, because the automaticity of the operation of many

perceptual aspects of language eg the sounds, places them just below conscious

recognition. This is a good point and will need recognition later, but does it justi$,

Liberman's conclusion ...

The large time gap between the erolution of epeech and the diecoveqr of writing indicatee that the

"bility to apeak is a product of hunan evolution, whereac tle creation of a writing sy8tem rglgE 8n

invention juct as radio, television and computerc are inventione. p.J6

But there could be other reasons why writing seemed so slow to develop, There

may have been no suitable surfaces for easy inscription and reproduction of
inscription uPon, or population densities not great enough to produce the quantit;l

of social interaction necessary to develop a need for the more enduring

decontextualisation of print, Or oral language too underdeveloped s;rntactically to

endure the translocation into the syntax and registers required by print. There is

no way of sorting this, and opposing answers could be forced from the ambiguities

of the existing phenomena, but as one spends more time thinking about and

working with these two very popular and successful language artefacts

comparisons of this sort seem wrongheaded.

Speaking and writing, listening and reading are such very different activites

and each has taken up its range of places and uses in the social system markeqrlace

located in such different social locations over historical time have adjusted and

adapted to accommodate each other. They are different entities, that have

different social roles, in particular that relate differently to technolory. But first let

us make this poinfi logically it is possible to have communication using eyes alone,

and also using ears alone. Much must depend on what elseyou want to be doing

at the time of communicating. With sound communication the sight and the hands

are freed up to participate in other ways. With visual communication, it depends
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where the encoding has occurred - sign language, for instance is a very different
encoding from print. But both tie up vision, leaving only hearing (and smelling

etc) open to outside stimulus. But psycholog, rather than logic governs human

action and the Purity of any one perceptual mode is of no consequence if there are

advantages to be had by mixing perceptual modes.

Thus the favoured visual s;rmbolic system currently in favour in the world-
alphabetic print on paper or screen - for language is one that is largely parasitic on

the pre-existing spoken language system. The general design of alphabetic print is

a closed set of independet tV existing visually accessible conventio""lly agreed

slrmbols that can be combined in many different ways in small groups to medium

sized grouPs to form semantically viable units called a 'word'. Within words these

symbols will individually or in clusters partially represent the phonolog, of speech.

what would make speech seem biological and print cultural?

Teclenologica of comrutnication - oral Language
The term 'oral language', with the derivation - orb, Latin for moutb, and lingua,

Latin for tongue - is overkill or redundant in that simply'language' should do,

there being no reason to suspect that tongues are anJn /here else than in mouths.

However the term 'language', although in the first instance taking its name from

the quick supple lifts and curls of the tongue, (sSrnedoche - part names the whole)

has come to also signify other literacy modes, such as written language, and thus

needs the conditioner, 'oral'. Within the words themselves, oral language seems to

have some primacy.

This must be in part due to this unique quality -- social pressures, kinship

relationships and complex social groupings and organisations have through the

processes of evolution ensured that the body's sound-receptive organs - eard -and

the body's most able sound-productive organs - moutb an? tonguz an7 krynx - have

become veqy closellr attuned, forming a technologically light-weight, frrlly portable

and intergrated, constant feedback h;4lothesis-producing system, all under the one

executive control, the brain, even before the development of actual speech. With
speech, the stimulus is both humanly produced and humanly received.
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l) In speaking, the patrerns of vibration in the air set alight by

configurations of mouth and throat and tongue, together with the wave profiles

impressed on the passing *i. by the lar;rnx carqr the information. Straight off the

body into the soft air, and holding their buckled compressions as they rad.iate out

across the immediate space, the sound waves travel and bounce around and over

and behind until they weaken and die. Some find their way toward a curled and

furled crescent that funnels them deep into the dark passages of the ear, finally
depositing their tiny energies onto the elastic &um which transmits the tiny
pummellings and punchings into the inner ear.

Travelling very fast, the speed of sound, but not as fast as the currents that
pass through the human ner:vous system itself, the upshot is an exchange of
information that becomes a form of communication that is very interactive, used

readily and irresistibly for chatter, quip and lively exchange. With no major

muscle groups involved, it is quick and easy to produce when speaking and quick

and easy to process when listening. It resembles the speed of thought itself, with a
comparable sense of weightlessness, as the moving air is packed and cunzed in

small trembling gusts and vibrating currents, in the conveyance of our words. Air
being so insubstantial as to be virtuatly unnoticeable, the muscle sets in the throat

and larynx, the tongue and the mouth meet very little resistance, and can carrlr out

their functioning with very little impact to the rest of the body, which is left to go

about other business. Eating has to be timed with talking, as does breathing. But

the hands and eyes are free. At the same time, by being channelled through the

taut apertures of the lar;rnx, quite noticeable changes in sound are produced by

these muscle sets, enabling considerable amounts of information to be encoded into

the medium.

2) Yet hearing, which is essentially touch (which will also account for another

communicative system, Braille) is also keenly developed, with a wide range of
receptiviqr values, a few easily deciphered and easily combined cross-matched

dimensions (pitch, loudness), and multidirectional movement through space to the

ears. Receptivity is through touch direct on to the body - a touch usually too light

to be felt through any other receptor, minimising interference factors and



circumventing the need to have physical closure (we do not have ear-lids) to the

system that can remain on alert even when sleeping. Processing capacrt;r in the

brain is directed to deconstructing the pressure messages but this does not seem

excessive.

Domains of Excellence/outstanding characteristics
Speech is, then a communicative mode that has dominance and excellence in these contexts.

- Highly visible events, publidy accessible.

- Easily leamed, partly because of high degreee of integration with activity on language

game8.

- SpontaneouVmueical..

- LJser &iendly.

- Robust, and flexible, able to withstand on going.ha-ges and wide ranges of variation in
pronunciation, sSrntax.

- Locally adaFtive.

- Highlv interactive, desigued for turntaLing, even intermption.
- Self-effacing.Pragmatic.

- The.lialectic.

Tecb no hg ica Of C o mnunicatin n- Via ual Lang tng e
A) Signed Language

To provide a more subde description we need first of all to look at what the

parallel to speaking/hearing would be in the visual medium. Srgr language is

probably the closest we have. If one was reading sign language, the dlmamics are

somewhat the same as with oral language. The body moves. The arms and hands

and fingers adopt a position and wait. Visual activiql during this short stabilisation

of movements, consists of millions of photons bringing to the retina the situation of
surfaces that can be then read as a messa€e. Again, direct\r off the body, and

using technological equipment and expertise that exists inside the body-limits. The

musculature movements are huge compared to speech, and will influence if not

dominate any activitJ,'that attempts to be concurrent with signing.

But this time it is the visual receptive system. Vision, with its richness of

speed-of-light, clear, and clean, electromagnetic input data from across tiny or

huge distances in straight lines with almost no corruption, and dual colour-
,r.r()



sensitive reception system with quick stop-start facilities, built in pre-checking and

extra-space perceiving qualities, dominates perception, demanding and receiving large

portions of associated or dedicated cognitive ener6/. The visual information forms the

structure of the world and in some ways it is too powerful a sense to be used for

language.

In signing the eyes will be totally consumed with attention to the signing,as

light, unlike sound, is unidirectional, and the distance between the signer and the

signee is restricted by focal limitations - the eye is constructed to expand its field of

view rather than maintain focus as distances increase. Any object in the way and the

system breaks down.

There may have been a time when signing was culturally in competition with

speaking - it still is, in away, lying in store:rs an alternative should it be fiavoured by

the conditions one day. It has very clear advantages in some circumstances - when

one does not want to be heard and obviously for the deaf. But the capacities of the

physical features of the world impose restrictions such that the ratchet effect has not

gnpped it in general and speaking has gained dominance.

B) Written Language

Turning to the other visual comrnunicative system, we have to more carefully

separate out the production from the reception.

Reading, in its mature forms, can easily match the speed of talk, because the tiny

sets of muscles that control the movement of the eyeball and thus the exact square

millimetre on the page from which information is being extracted are so fastyet

a,ccurate, and the other technologies of reading are very fast cognitive processing

activities, namely the quite large processing component as the visual information has

to be seen not for what it is but as something else. Unlike hearing where the pace is

set by the speaker, in reading the reader sets the pace.

But not so writing, the production of enduring visual sJrmbols, which in a

manner of spealcing lets the side down and denies visual forms of language the

conversational, contextualised interchange and capacity enjoyed by speech. With

writing the picture begins to emerge a litde more clearly. In writing that we see 
:;0

the essential elements that have made print so successful. Firstly it employs



external objects - the body is not enough - and their associated technologies, and

even at its simplest makes relatively hearSr demands on the external cultural

technolog,r and material resources of a society. This is brought about because its

achievement is to transform a shortlived temporary encodement - a movement -

into a more stable enduring encodement - a visual form.

The durabiliry of visual forms must have been clear from the very first
drawings made by humanoids. The pursuit of a technolog, to incorporate

flickering language into a true footprint is the history of the technologr of print -

by 'pursuit' is meant a strong receptivit;r on behalf of the ratchet effect. The

computer screen must be a contender for the bestyet as a surface onto which

spaceless time can be turned into timeless space. But durability proved to be a

prize hard to win as nothing Inaturalfz' occurring fulfilled all that was required of
the product and that peculiar elasticiry that would allow its surfaces to receive and

visibly display in hold position the imprint was elusive until the production of
paPer' which is still an expensive and resource hungry product. The writing
materials must have been a drawback - so hard to use, clumsy, and messy. The

dependence on technologr has meant that print has had a long association with a

number of industries that today are quite large - clay and wax tablets, papJrrus

and paper, ink and book publishing.

But within the first realisations that image/meaning could, if one took a little

time, be taken off the body and laid out on another surflace, art, and literacy were

born. Time spent carefully extricating from the hands and placing onto a wall a

meaning, is then counterbalanced by the reflection time and care needed to

retrieve the image/meaning.

In reading print then there is a different d;rnamic to listening. Looking at

print is like looking into a mirror that represents the entire arena of human

meaning and just this one perspectival aspeet of it. It isolates just one aspect of
oneself and the reader's task is to re-cognise the reflected form. This time the

message is not read direcdy off-the-body itself at all. In a two step movement, the

message is taken 'offthe body'and traced via some deliberately manipulated

shapes onto some suitably elastic surface in the environment, where it lies with
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heart stopping vulnerabilit;z, unsteadily poised to leap back into the arms of human

forms of life from which it has been so laboriously disinterred the minute any eye

alights uPon it. That at any chosen time later and as frequently as desired, the eye

can revisit. The message bounces back the instant it is touched by the trigger of
sight. Sometimes as one reads one can feel the bounce along the line of sight.

This is the cruci al ata^hilitatbn of tbe aignal and thus the message, which makes

reading a worthy competitor for listening, and it is achieved by this crucial

technologically'beyond the body and out in the social world' middle step.

But it implies that to process print some extra work is needed to handle the

transformation. As in its production print required the integration of movement

and visual information to produce letters, in reading this amalgam must converted

back to a semantic identit;r, possibly mediated by sound(movement). Processing

in reading is very fast, and the only muscles involved are primaril;r associated with
eye movement, but the steps of mediation required as payofffor endurance would

seem to make it more effortful. The upshot is that while reading, concentration is

absorbed, and the brain as a processing unit functioning closer to the limits of its

control. This makes it much more likely that within the diversiqr of a population,

some individuals will find the task difficult because they have genetic dispositions

towards apportioning cognitive capacity toward other functions, and have internal

resistance to the sustained highly focused, single attentiveness demanded by

reading. For instance consider the general work of the eyes and to what extent

their spectrum of functioning is curtailed and subjugated by reading. It the

evolution of the eye, there were no experiences that would have required such

lengthy intense periods of on$ the smallest of musculature contractions and

release, with no shift in focal distance.

The act of reading is like coming under a spell. The cognitive resources are

held captive, attention distracted and critical faculties put into shadow; the rnind

prised open and the thoughts of others given ease of entry. It might be said that

when the processing demands are high, the screeriog of the semantic content will
be low. This must contribute to the reputation print has acquired for being so

very believable.

t):.
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Perma.ncnt apeecla

The same end effect of stabilisation is achieved if one audiotapes speech, but with
very different consequences. The technolory barrier is very high, much higher

than print, and yet the end product not so convenient, sturdy, flexible, portable

etc. So while it seems that a sound-based communication system brings manl,
many benefits Pattly derived from the medium it uses, lightrveight and portable,

there are other benefits to be had by using a more thoroughly s;rmbolic system

with static signalling properties, achievable visually, because vision is space

(whereas sound is time therefore never still).

Domains of Excellence/outstanding Characteristics
Written language tal<es up communicative roles in a range of other social locations and surfaces.

- It is more private and secretive, interndly monitored rather trhan externally monitored.
- Storage of information.

- It is more difficult to learn, being in general considerably more decontextualised than

oral language. That is, ord language can be as decontextualised as written language, as

when one tallcs about things that happened in another land in anorher time, but it lends itself
very well to the contextualisations that seem so conducive to learning and seems to be so

easily learnable because of this. Written language can be contextualised, eg lcitset assembly

plans, but its special quality of permanence means that it becomes most productive when

decontextualisation has to be worked with.

- It is more difficult to learr because it is non-engaging and non-participatory.

C.onversations are possible in print but are almost entirely nonexistent at the level learners

might need. At a more advanced level, lefters and emails are probably the equivalent.

- Permanent, enduring, trrrstworthy.

- It is firmly inflexible at every level of language use, - gramnatically pedantic, nearly

Fascist in its obseesion with spelli"g and coercive in its fonts and formats.

- It resists localisation, thus must always alienate tfiose in small pockets.

- It monolittrically forbids intermption and turns dialectic into a rehearsal.

- Llser un&iendly - in production, laborious; in storage, cumbersome; in retrieval,

demanding.

- Hubris-high, mJrth rnaintenancer-high, aense of oqm importance-hrgh.

- Mediate4 distanced, removed
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Another set of differences as follows built on the major split betrveen time and.

space. As we inhabit both but each differently having a corununicative form for
each makes sense. It would be logically possible to have two separate

communicative systems running on different principles of analysis and

parritioning, but what has historica.lly taken hold in the literacy of the European

countries is an alphabetic s;rstem, where information about the sound is contained

in the visual units and vice versa.

Sunmary

In a manner of speaking, reading and speaking cannot really be compared in this

way (see table below). They have very different technological bases, which gives

then very different uses and thus means they have quite di.fferent social niches.

But neither will be fully exhausted by the niche they have historically come to

occupy. Each can do some of the work of the other. They occupy mutually

negotiated logically appropriate different regions in the overall territory of
language. They also occupy very different complexities in terms of their inherent

capacities.

Variables in Print
Space

Size

kngth
Font

Caee

Punctuation

Forrrat

Colour

Word order

Script

Spacing

Variables in Speech
Time

Volume

L€ngth

Pitch

Sonority

Tone

Rhythm

Shess

Word order

Pronunciation

Speed

Originating fmpetua

What have been the social forces in the development of literacy. That it was

developed for mostly rather mundane reasons, as Nicholson reports Daniels as

saying (p"g" 55) is a theory that fits well with the emphasis we have taken up here

on the embeddedness of language in the ongoing affairs of making a living - print,
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with the huge advantage of permanence greatly facilitates commercialism by the

recording of exchange of goods and ownership of proper$r, and the like. It is not

hard to imagine making great effort and persevering at the physical difficulties and

social resistances when the reward is one of recording exactly whatyou bought or
precisely whatyou sold. Most probably the enduring visual slrmbol would hold a

religious/spirituaUaesthetic fascination as well.

Tlae Soci^al Epolation of Rcafuing

As we build up this description of language and try to clarify similarities and

differences between speech and print, we can see how the idea that speech is
rnatural'whereas print is an invention and therefore 'unnatural' arose. Talking, as

a language mode, integrates very well with the approaches to language espoused

by Tomasello and Wittgenstein - one can talk while engaging both physically and

cognitively in many other of life's lively activities, eg, cooking, plalnng sport,

building a boat. Wittgenstein is interesting in that the language game prescribes

the integration of talking with doing - yet reading print leaves almost no room

physically or cognitively for other activity to occur. The form of writing he choses

is the least sustainedyet still have some message.

The differences between speech and print are not usefully captured by gloss

and generalisation such as chil&en learn to talk 'naturally' but have to be 'taught'

to read, or that speech is instinctual but reading is not. They are both blendings of
previously existing instincts that have found outlets amongst new technologr. But

they are certainly veqF different modes and given the particular roles adopted by

print in the overall realm of communications, its deeper need for technology, its

greater contribution to capitalist production and its inherent challenge to blend

different sensory sources in order to still time and its more dominating presence in

the world it will be the more intellectually demanding of the two -- a realir;r

captured at almost every stage, - design, production (writing), and processing

(reading).
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Tlae Socia.t Lawa of Literary
l. Literac;r learning is highly valued 2. The investment in its occurrenoe ie heary
5. We do not meet our targets 4. Research is seen as having the answers

5. But this proves in the end and endlessly not to be so

A body of understandings can be built around the laws. Simple as they seem, each

represents the gathering of a number of strands of thought. For instance, the

valuing of literacy is a partly a complex blend of honourable (humanistic) and

dishonourable (personal profit, political power) hopes, partly a default attitude,

partV a tautology, partly performative, and partly a complete irrelevancy. Graff
frequendy comments on the contradictory nature of much of what is said about

literacy, egr contra^qy to the '*yth', countries are often performing badly in periods

of high literacy rates; or illiterate adults often hold important social positions.

That it is a powerful form of cognitive disciplining, willingly self-imposed

and rife with the contradictions of power is beyond doubt. It is a binding of what

we have seen from Heidegger is essenti"lly freedom-dependent, namely cognition.

This remains to be explored as part of the ongoing work of freedom. But whereas

speech is too close and too foundational to be really seen as a human cultural

achievement, literacy is not, and because achievement is so central to self esteem at

every level, investment is heary.

There is one point about law three which is interesti.g.We do not succeed

in our aims of literacy achievement. This location is where there is a need for a

language form that everyone can use, creating a universal discourse with free right

of entry to all who would call themselves human. It is an issue of diversit;r, as we

saw in Chapter One and Two

D iuera ity an? Sociogenca it
Each human comes with a unique set of genes that will, by and large and in the

main, blueprint his or her gross physical and mental development. Genes set the

upper and lower limits, so to speak, of each individual's capacit;r or ability in all

areas of perception, coordination and cognition. Thanks to the ratchet effect,

modern societies abound with all sorts of culturallv developed learnable sLill-
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clusters, from the very simple like walking or doing up one's shoe laces to the

complex like reading, playing the violin, and driving a car. All va^qy in the different
proportions of perception, cognition, motor strength and coordination required.

There are some social skills that one considers in a general sense require such a

low level of perceptual, cognitive and motor skills that everyone will master them,

such as walking, dressing oneself, hitting a ball with a bat perhaps. Other sets of
abilities one erPects to be quite rare, such as in the physical realm, musical and

sport geniuses. In the course of growing up, a human child touches upon many

different artefacts that he or she could adopt and moves into some and not others

as suits. As long as some pick up on the opportumty to develop, say Morris
dancing, then the ratchet effect will keep alive howbeit at a low frequency, through
the population.

The processes of social evolution will have in part shaped a skill towards the

better fulfilment of its social role, and constrained any tendency it had to spill over

and cease to play its part well. So, with &iving a car; social evolution acts to make

sure that this remains within the reach of most able-bodied people over 17 years

old, and that roads €rre not too dangerous and car too fast or unsafe. With oral

language, there €rre a multitude of social pressures to preserve its wide learnabiliqr

and keep it from becoming too rigid, and to maintaining a easily learned

phonologt. If we consider literacy however, there is nothing in its social

development which suggests that it was ever under pressure to be universally

learnable, unlike oral language. The history of literacy has been a history of
groups and sectors, clusters around production units such as manuscript

production. According to Graff;

In earliest timec, literac5r wae hishly restricted and a relatively unpreetigioue craftl it carried little of
the associafion wit[ weslth power and etatus and knowledge it later acquired. It wac a tool, uceful, as

it would remain' 6ret for the necds of state and burneaucrac5r, church and trade. p. 25

Those that had influence over its development at any tirne are likely to have never

conceived of universal literacy. That it was useful for social functioning there is no

question, but like virtuoso violin plagnng, or mechanical e>,rpertise, it can perform
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its functions very well without everybody having to know its secret workings. As

with pure maths or playing virruoso violin the ratchet effect merely ensures that

an;rthing learnable by even only a small percentage of any diverse population can

remain. It functions at the level of the population, not the individual, and for each

'skill conglomerater a percentage of population that can learn it to what degree of
competency can be roughly estimated.

SKILL 7o POP COMPETENCY

LEVEL

Whisding

Driving

LiteracSr

Flamenco dancing

82o/o

78o/o

59o/o

Mo/o

67o/o

9lo/o

78o/o

600/o

'/:!

Literacy has never been, according to Graff, as influential as useful or signifrcant

as it is has been made out to be. But in an act of bad faith it has been canonised bv
frat, Compahory m"ard achooling an? ita

commitment to uniyeraal literacy loat rct
matcb tbe ?ioeraity acroaa tbe bunnn

poputation And individuals suffer.

Diversit;r within a population is

the key faetor in the possibiliry of

evolution occurring, and is the maior

reason behind sexual as opposed to asexual reproduction. Oral language

developmenf always close to locality through the social and environmental

intimacy or as Heidegger would put it, homeliness, of the learning context, broke

itself across the expanding populations of humans. How will literacy respond?

Because there is such inexactitude even amongst the professionals as to what

terms such as rinstruction' metln, it is impossible to say how many children would

learn to read without any instruction. The classroom offers a rrough' instruction

that is clearly enough for many children. Focussed individual instruction, as

practiced by Reading Recovery, can, it seems bring almost 90 of children into

literacy, at least at this early level (see website). But this should have been known

before legislating it into law, and the great debate has had no other role than that

of a major distraction.

That something dully jars about the whole literacy issue is clear when

illiteracy is visited in the essay that follows.
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D*" Vo"l.*erl The Re*d".

Intro)uctiott

The following essay is intended to provide a magni$ring lens through

which to look very closely at reading and writing as social phenomena.

It is in essay-form because there are ve{y many such stories to be told,

and is built around a recent novel, Tlte Reaher, by Bernhard Schlink,

translated by Carol Brown Janeway.

Trant-lating

According to Louis Begley tn Tbe New York Review of fuoka, Sunday, 3l March 2002,

the German term Dat Vorltter, which denotes someone who reads aloud to others,

has no exact equivalent in English. This seems such an interesting phenomenon -

having no'exa.ct'equivalent - because on the face of it all languages merely

rePresent, with impartiality and total lack of influence, the world. There is only one

world, the world we all share, with its rocks and trees, rivers and oceans, despite

there being different languages. Different languages are not different in terms of
what they talk about - humans going about their businesses of living - but are

different merely in terms of which the subset of the set of all the sounds humanlv

possible have become caught in their functioning.

It may not be so simple, for here we see that quite a straightforward word in

one language, German, has no equal in even such a relatively close language as

English. Perhaps reading out loud is a partic"lrrly German occupation? - that

would help explain it. Or is it to do with the particular way German makes nouns?
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or just an accidental feature, an aberration. And what a heada.che for the

translators and everyone else involved in trying to publish an English edition of
German author Bernard Schlink's 1995 first book bearing the title Daa Vorlzaen

frIe?itating

The book has rich, detailed fictional descriptions of the workings of literacy and

illiteracy in real action and as integrated within peoples'lives, and if thought about

could lead to deeper understandings or potential understandings of our question of
learning to read and write. Because it is not a book about literacy per se, therefore

not about becoming or being literate, it lays out its litera4y themes in very

naturalistic and incidental ways; and it is set in historical times not too far from

those inhabited and discussed by Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Foucault. That is, it
is set in post-war Germany, and ruminates on what it is to be a human being in this

place at this time.

In his address in honour of German composer Conradin Kreutzer (found in

Diacourae on Tbinking, published 1966 by Harper and Row, New york) Heidegger

used the term 'meditating'to describe a kind of reflective, contemplative thinldng

that stills inward rather than speeds outward (my words), that questions in order

to halt the inertial onward./upward progress-hungry march of this or that practice,

or breal apart habitual, result-driven ways of looking at the world. The aim is to

restore our more funda.rnental powers of decision-making at the level of the more

fundamental issues and give more fully thought out foundation to our efforts.

It is intently not an attempt to improve never-endingly the efEcienry of our

technolog,z - there is a different [rpe of thinking that performs this function which

Heidegger has termed'calculative'thinking, and itis tbb thinking that to some

extent has taken possession of the mind of modern (European) -*n and become

the hallmark of his world conquering activities. Calculative thinking h"s the power

to become its own end, or to look as if it has, and forget that it is always in the
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service of something else some other goal; by contrast, meditative thinking has no

direct purpose, and is utterly non-pragmatic.

Meditative thinking is in general always seeking "the meaning that reigns in
everSrthing that is" (p,46); or, with respect to technolory, ,,the ground that has

enabled modern technolog,r to discover and set free new energies in nature?" (p,

50). It is about our activities having meanings and grounds. Without a sense of the

grounds or the meanings modern man for all his expansive knowledge and

capabilities is threatened with a loss of rootedness, that is, a loss of autocbtbony,

Heidegger asks,

We find out what it is about, we find out what is really happening when we stop

and actually go above and beyond the hype and advertisement, or the standard

practised explanation, or the jingo and the slogan; beyond such statements such as

"Science is a road to a happier human life." (p. S0) We must ask and we must

ponder; and as Heidegger puts it, do it "here, on this patch of home ground; now, in

the present hour of history." (p. 4)

To meditate on learning to read and write is to ask the sarne questions with
respect to literary. Instead of simply how can we improve our practice with

resPect to teaching literacy or literary instruction we might ask, lilhat is really

going on'behind the worthy words and heady claims that sometimes;rccompany

the teaching of reading a.nd writing, behind the activities and buildings and books;

and behind the satisfactions and annoyances. What is going on behind what we

have called the Social [,aws of Literacy? How well do we know why we do it over

and above the need we create for ourselves by putting so much in print - like

producing only long-stemmed glasses and then claiming we have a need for straws.

Of course we have a need for straws and all the learning that would go along with

them, because we have supplied ourselves exclusively long-stemmed glasses.
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Heidegger leaves us with some importa,nt lines of questioning here. To what
extent is learning to read and write associated with rootlessness? Is there a

widespread belief that literacy leads like science to a happier life? How prevalent

is calculative thinking in the discourse of literacy acquisition? Has it come to

dominate, so that through our rese;rrch and investigation we seek to better

understand many aspects of literacy processes and how to facilitate their

transmission only so that we can do it faster? Then, in terms of meaning; -------

rneaning, r'i'hat is it? What does it mean to learn to write and read; what does it
mzan to an individual or to a group, or to a socieqr or a form of life.

B atk to Trana - l^a,tio rtt
It is a nagsng question; how exact ca.n a translation ever be? ls Daa Vorlzaer

when translated the'same'book. Possibly not. How many words do have these

'exact'equivalents in another language, and how many have only inexact, and how

many no translatable equivalent? All the way through the act of translation one

imagines that there will be a multitude of shifts and adjustments and dissimilarities

as the translators slowly and steadily, in small processed increments and word

choice by word choice, attempt to trans-late/relocate the story, the plot, the book

complete, not just from out of one language into another but one culture -within-

theJanguage to another.

When the United States edition was published it had been grven the title Tbc

Rea?er. When taken at face value, both major characters, Michael Berg and Hanna

Schmitz, could potentially quali$r as t}e person to whom the title referred, on the

grounds that for both reading h"s great significance. One might eventually settle

on Michael because his reading occupies far more of the book than Hanna's, even

though her reading is more profound. In the German edition, however, it is clear

that there is only one character to whom the title Dat Vorledercan be bestowed, and

that is Michael. He reads out loud in two potent and stressful periods of his life;
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periods stressful and potent for both him and the person who listens to him read

(does German have a word for this person who is listening not just to speech but

to read-outloud speech?). The act of reading out loud has both a clear purpose

and many consequences both for Michael and his 'other', and the act of reading

out loud becomes an aspecr of himself,, a fearure, that is part of his attempt to

understand and solve his plight.

The English word rca&crwould seem to bring to mind first and foremost

silent reading. But Daa Voilzaer is necessarily out loud, and necesra"ip reading

that a) pardy or wholly needs another person, and b) at the interface of the trvo

great percepfual media through which language is actualised: speaking4istening

and writing/reading. This does not quite change the book in the core story it
tells but it does in its aesthetics and the metaphors and images available to

explore and develop human meanings and ways of being.

ReaAirtg an? Speaking - a dhort ?iveraion

Simplifying an earlier discussion, reading and speaking can most simply

distinguished flrom each other by perceptual mode; eyes-vision-reading and

ears-hearing-listening. Related to this is the dimension they occupy; dpace For

reading because it is in principle permanent and enduring in time, but tinu for

speaking, which like music has the great qualiqz of passing across space and

distance. The words 'beginning'and 'end'mean different things in reading

(much to the temporary confusion of many ayoung learner) and in speaking;

in speaking the beginning is whatyou said earlicr, which can be repeated but

never returned to, whereas in reading it's a point in space thatyou can indeed

return to.

Reading and speaking are not so easily separated in actual use and are

mutually irnplicated in each other in many situations. Information will pass back

and forth, as the two language modes feed on each other, reflecting, extending,

borrowing, This is particularly trre in alphabetic languages like English,
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where information about how the language aounla is contained in how the

language boka inprint. Because of this, and because learning to speak English

generally precedes learning to read, reading is cast as the more dependent of the

two. However, it need not necessarily be so.

Literary

However, both tides, Tln Rcaher and Daa Vorlzaer, place literacy squarely at centre

stage and as we shall see later, it is a powerful move. It is not the central theme

of the book but it brings suspense, sophistication and moral complexiqr to the

plot, Daa Vorlzaer is like a window display of the placement of literacy across a

social system and the individuals within it.

Its central theme is in f,act the historical and ethical problem of what

Schlink calls in the book'second generation' Germans. These are Germans too

young or born too late to be part of World War II but who are in various kinship

relationships with those that were. Although innocent themselves they are

nonetheless yet implicated through familial kinship, and are unable to morally

condemn the previous generation - their aunts, their grandfathers, their second

cousins - without huge personal and emotional costs and consequences. Into this

theme is added literaryfilliteracy, which smudges the clear division into right and

wrong and demands a more detailed or advanced set of ethical or moral codes

based on sociological explanations for behaviour.

Translated by Carol Brown Janeway, Tbe Rea)er, again according to Louis

B.gl"y, "had the biggest international success of any German novel since The Tin

Drum," As an aside, it was one of a number of books given instant bestseller

status by being selected by a very popular talk show host, Oprah Winfrey, as one

of her Book Club recommendadons.
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Du" Vo.lesert The R"adu"

Retelling

I - Retelling

The book is in three parts. Part one describes the affair between

Hanna and Michael. Louis Begley, New York Times book review,

informatively if rather c;rnically, puts it like this;

Not long after the war, one may suppoii€ in f 960 or thereaboutg, in a cmall V/est Germsn city, a fifteen-
year+ldboy, Micheel Berg, born into a rolidly bourgeoie and anti.Nazi eni$ (the father, a -niysrsity
profeesor of philocophy, was chasod fom his job for undertaking to give a lectlrre on Spinoza), is

eeducod by e good-looking wonan in her thirtier, one flanna Schmitz, who happene to be e Btreetorr

conductor. She is a wonderfrrlly maternal lover, although her tem;rer can flashr in one moment of anger,

she hitg him oo hard on the hoe with a leather belt that hia lip rplita.

'We can flesh this out a litde. Michael was walking home from school, feeling ill for

the third day running - not surprising given that, as was discovered later, he had

just caught hepatitis. He is suddenly struck with a completely overwhelming urge

to vomit and despite the enormous sharne and desperate attempts to swallow back,

was siclt, in the street. A woman carne to his rescue, tal<ing him right out of the

public view into the courffard and cleaning him up; and then sluicing the vomit

outside away down the gutter.

When she sees he is crying she hugs him and something happens. He feels

her breasts against his chest and he then 'smelled the sourness of my own breath



and felt a sudden sweat as she held me, and didn't know where to look. I stopped

crying.' (p' O He crosses some boundary from boyhood to manhood.

The woman was Hanna, She was thirb/'six with ash blond hair and a "broad-

planed strong womanly face." Time p:lsses, Fom autumn to spring, and when he is

almost well but notyet back at school, Michael is drawn to go and see her and

thank her for her kindness, which he does - but in doing so he is captivated, and

has to flee, having just been sprung as he watched Frau Schmitz put on her

stockings.

On the second visit, he helps shift some coal, gets dirry, is offered a bath and

with the inevitable nalcedness concomitant with having a bath, coupled with Frau

Schmitz's insistence t}at she d{f hi- offwith a towel, the afflair kicks off. The

Pattern developed' he visits her at her flat, it seems like everyday, skipping school if
he has to to fit in with her hours, and they make love.. All is well, given the

circumstances. Happiness abounds.

Not quite. At times, she behaves in ways that baffle him. There are events

that are a litde unusual and many that Michael cannot understand.

For instance for several days she is merely'the wornan'and when he asks her

n;une she eyes him suspiciously. When he tells her he is still at school, but missing

lessons to see her she reacts instantly;

'Out.' She threw back the blanlet. 'Get out of my bed. And ifyou don't want to do your worL, don't

come ba&. (p.53)

and dismisses him,

The next day she aslcs hirn what he is learning in school and he tells her

about Homer, Gcero and Hemingrvay's O0 t/Ian an? the.gca- She then aslcs about,

and he goes on to tell her about, the German he is reading and at that point she

asks him to read it to her, because, she says, he has such a nice voice. He tries to

kiss her but she pulls away, saying,
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Tiretyou have to rerd.'(p.40)

once, to surprise her, make her happy, he got up at four in the morning and

caught the tram on her route. He especially got on the second car:rs there would
be more privacy and perhaps they could sneak a kiss, but Hanna ignored him

completely, leaving him trapped in the second car by himselfi, and later chastised

him for spJnng on her. And there was the incident over the note which we will
describe in frrll detail a little laten that occurred when they were on holiday

together. He slips out early one morning to surprise her with a rose and some

breal<fast as she wa[<es. He leaves a note to explain his absence. But when he

returns there is no note and Hanna is white with rage. She hits him, as Begley

says, and splits his lip. They of course make up but to him it is a puzzlethat she

behaved so strangely.

He found that he did not talk about her to his Fiends and at one point in the

book she feels to him like a'secret illness.' He has no idea what she does when

they are not together; she always evades his questions. And they never

unexpectedly meet, except once, the last time in their relationship: Hanna had been

moody and touchy, snapping at him when he asks her what is wrong; then she

turns into her old self and they make love; then she says, "go toyour friends.,' (p.

Z9); which he does, going to the pool and becoming absorbed with "homework and

volleyball and gossip and flirting." (p. 79). lJnexpectedly for Michael she turns up

at the pool about 20 to 50 meres away, looking at him, only to then disappear very

quickly as Michael stood up.

The next day she is gone, without trace or warning, and the only information

he can find out is that the Trarn Company had just two weeks earlier offered her

training to become a driver. She has thrown it all away. Michael goes into

mourning.
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II - Retelling

Someyears later, around L965, Michael is a law student. This is part

Two. He is attending as part of a semin;rr on retrospective war crimes

a set of trials of former c;Lmp guards, all of whom are women and one of
which is Hanna. The charges include the murder of a group of Jewish women

concentration camp prisoners. The women were nearl.y all burned alive when the

church in which they being held in transit from a satellite carnp near Cracow to

Auschwitz was accidentally bombed and caught fire, and they were not able to

escape as the guards made no attempt to unlock the doors.

Michael hears Hanna's n:une called and sees her sta,nd up and step forward.

Of course he recognises her. He reports to himself and the reader that he feels

nothing, nothing at all. As the trial proceeds he is again perplexed by her

responses to some srtuatrons.

The trial could not have gone worse for l{snna. She had already made a bad imprecsion on the court
during the preliminar5r quertioning. After the indicrment had been read out, ehe epoke up to cay {rat
eomething war incorrectr the preaidingjudge rebuLed her irritably, telling her that she had had plenty
oftime to rtudy t{re chargee and regieter objectionc; now the trial nras in progreee and the evidenc-e

would show what war correct and incorrect. When dre preciding judge propored at the bcginning of
the actud tectimony that the Gerrran vereion of the daugtrter's book not be read into the reord ag it
had been prepared for publication by e German publieher and the manurcript made available to all

lnrticipante in the trial, tlanm had to be argued into it by her lau5rer under tbe exasperated e;rer of
the iudga She did not *illiogty 

"Cru". 
She aleo did not want to act<nowledge that rhe had adnitte4 in

an earlier depocition, to having had the keys to the church. She had not had the Ley. No one h8d had

the key, ttere had no,t been sny oDe Ley to the church, but aeverd keye to ceverat diEercnt doors, and

they had 
"ll o.b worked Fom the outeide. But dre court record ofher exanination by the judge,

approved and eigned by her, read differently, and the fact that ehe arked why they were trying to pin

something on her did rct mahe matters any better. She didnt ask loudly or arrogantly, but with
determination, and, I think, in visible and audibte oonfusion and helplesenesa, and tho &ct that rhe

epole of odrers trying to pin romething on her did not mean ehe wae claiming any miecarriege of
iuetice by the court. But the preriding judge interpreted it that way and reaponded 8bs"ly. Hanne'r



lauyer leapt to his f€et and let loos€, overeager$r; he rrlras asked wh€ther he was agr€eing with his

client'r acnrstiong and gat down again.

IIam. wanted to do the right thing. When ehe thought she rms being donc an injurtice, ahe

contradicted it, 8nd when eo,urer'hing was righdy cl8imed or alleged, che acknowledged it. She

contradicted vigorourly and admitted willitrgly, * though her admissions gave her the right to her
contradictione or as though, along with her own contradictione, ehe tool on a reeponeibility to admit
what ahc could rret deny. But slrc had no s€nge of context, of the rulee of the gene, of the formulae by
which her at&t€ments and tbose ofothers w€re totted up into guilt and iqnocence, conviction ald
acsuittal. G. 107- l0!t)

Later, there is a crucial piece of evidence in the form of report very incriminating to

its writer. The other defendants claim Hanna wrote the report. She denies this, but
when a handwriting test is proposed to help settle the matter Hanna changes her

mind and says that she did write it after all;

A prorecutor rugectcd that an expcrt be called to comlrare ttre handwriting in the report and thc
handwriting of r:he &fendant Schmitz.

'My handwriting? You want my handwriting?..."

The iudge, the prorecutor, and flanne'e lauryer diroured rvhether a person'a handuniting
retainc itg character over more than fffteen Srearo and can bc idendffed. Ilanna li*ened and tried
sevenl timer to aay or asL sometfiing, and wag increasingly atarmed. TLen she sai4 You dont have to
call an exlrcrt. I admit I wrnote the report.' fu.128)

And the chapter ends.

The trvo pieces of information needed to help Michael (and the readers)

understand Hanna's actions comes in separate waves, one upon the other. The first

wave is that prior to her affair with Michael Hanna had been a member of the Nazi

parry and a camp guard. This is revealed the moment Michael sees her in the court,

and explains so much of her reluctance to talk about her past, her secretiveness and

why she has to move on as she is always subject to having to declare herself to the

police authorities. But this information does not impress itself upon Michael as a

discovery, more as a shock trhat he had an affair with a criminal. The second wave

uPon which the fi.rst pa,ftly rests is that she l) cannot read nor write and 2) does not



want anyone to know. The book is nearly tu/o thirds on before this is revealed to

us, the readers, and it is done so in the form of Michael's own discovery (as

D.J.Enright observes, in a review called tWo?tn Inte in Tbc New York fueicu, of fuo|a
March 26, 1998, rather late in the day for one so sharp-witted). We discover as he

does, as he pieces it togethen and this is a revelation, ;rs he goes back over the past

and reinterprets the events of their affair.

And thus what we essentially have been reading about is, with respect to

Hanna' a study in illiteracy; illiteracy in the face of learning to read and write.

The book's concealing of this fact fior so long matches Hanna's own and it
allows us to have seen Hanna and her behaviour as they would be seen by Michael,

and to pay attention to them in themselves before diminishing them too quickly into

explanation. But once this inner truth is grasped it retrospectively explains the

whole aray of behaviours that appeared so self-protective, so strange, so

recalcitran! so aggressive, so anti-social and so out of step.

So many things fall into place. She would not have liked seeing him on the

tram, sP) ng as it were, on her life and her secrets. Of course there was a nore

explaining where Michael was that morning on their holiday when she split his lip.

Just before she disappeared, she had been offered training to upgrade as a &iver, a

position that would have involved reading. She Ieft rather than face the truth. It
turned out that earlier she had worked at a factory, Siemens, and there again she

turned down a promotion because she could not read and write, joined the SS and

became a c:unp guard.

She had ignored the summons to appear in court because she could not read

thern. She signed the court statements and become committed to acts she never did

nor even knew about, rather than say she could not read them. She could not read

the'daughter's book' (this is referred to in the above quote - the daughter was in

prison with her mother but unlike her mother, survived and wrote a book about her

experiences) so objected in court when it was not going to be read out loud. Her



confusion and helplessness arose because she had not been able to read what the

court is assuming she has read, and she has little sense of the ,games, 
of literacy

practised in courtrooms and through the law, and she is not aware of the power of
the printed word in the arranging and presenting of ideas and of asserting veraciqr -
and its firmer grlp on conceptions of truth.

In the daughter's book it is reported she used to take the weal<er girls under

her wing and give them better barracks and lesser work. In return the girls, sworrr

to secrecy, would read to her in the evenings. To the outside world, it looks as

though she was t"Li"S sexual advantage of those she had power over. Better that

she be suspected of being a lesbian than being seen as illiterate.

Here is Michael's analysis;

I could understand that che was ashaned at not being able to read and write, and would rather drive
me away than expoae hereelf. I wag no dranger to ehame as the cause ofbehaviour that was deviant or
defensive, secretive or mieleading or hurt6rl. But could flanna's shame at being illiterate gs g'REd6nt

reason for her behaviour at the trid or in t*re camp? To accept extxrsurG ag a crimina.l for fear of being

exposd as an illiterate? To commit crimes to avoid the eame thing?

How often I have agked myeelf theee rame queetions, both t'hen and eine. If Hanna'e motive
was fear ofexpoeure - why opt for horrible exposure as a criminal over trhe harmle* expooure aa arr

illiterate? Or did ehe believe ghe could escslr€ exposurc altogether? Was she cimply stupid? And was

she vain enough, and evil enorgh, to beome a criminal cimply to avoid expoeure?

Both then and cince, I have aluaye rejected this. Hanna had not &dded in favour of crime. ...
Ilsnna did not weigh exposure ag an illiterate against exlrcsure a8 a criminal. She did not calculate q'd
sh€ did not manoeuvre. She accepted that ghe would be called to acount, and dnply did uot wirh to
endure further exlxtsure. She wag not purruing her own intereste, but Eghting for her own truth, her

ovrn iuetice. Becaure ehe h8d alwaya had to digcimulate eomewhat, and could never be completely

candid. It was a pitiful tnrth and a pitiGrl iustice, but it wae here, and the ctnrggle for it wag her

etruggle.

She must have boen completely exhaucted. Her ctruggle waa not limited to the trial. She was

struggling' as ehc alwaya had etruggled, not to show what rhe coutd do but to hide what rhe ouldn't do.

A life made up of advances that urcre artudly frantic defeats and victoriec that were concealed defeat*

Qp. 152-153)
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Michael has a dilemma about whether b tell the judge her secret, ilnd. thereby male
a strong claim for some kind of leniency; but he does not. The verdict is guilry and

the women are given periods in prison with the exception of Hanna, who is grven

life imprisonment.

The verdict took hours to read and Michael, sitting in the sarne place as

always, waits to see if Hanna will look at him,

But ehe looLed rtraight ahead and through everything. A prou,r, . our&4 rost, and inffnitely tired
lool' A look that wiched to aee nothingand no one. (r. 162)

III - Retelling

In her eighth year of imprisonment Hanna receives a set of cassette

tapes, beginning with the O?yot"y, the homecoming. They were from

Michael- Following Hanna's trial he had continued his studies, met

Gertrude and married her and had had a daughter, left Gertrude, found a career in

one of the least interactive branches of law, namely legal history - arld had come to

the realisation that his initial belief that the history of law was "a development

toward greater beau$z and tmth, rationaliqr and humaniqr" was a chimera. Instead,

like in the OAyatry, the goal legal history achieves is liLe Ulysses' homecoming; he is

home only to set offagain.

The Odyeaey ie the atory of motion both purpoee$ul and purpoeele*, cucceeeful aod futile. What else is

the hirtory of law? G. 180)

He has trouble reading. \[/hen he hd tried to read rilendy, he felt cleepyr but when he put the book

down, he beca.ure immediately awake. So he reads aloud and Ends that only then hir eyer stay open.

So I read aloud, end my eyea didn'r cloge. (p. l8l )

Thus he becomes Dat Vorlzacr. His eyes stay open, and he finds that reading

aloud takes longer, butyou are left with clearer more long-lasting ideas. He reads
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to Hanna on tape, and the titles he choses, in Michael's own words, collectively
" teatily to a great an?/un?amental conffuencc in bottrgeoia cukure," (p. lg3) Later when it
c:une to him wriring his own books, again it was reading aloud that enabled him to

tell if the feeling was right and Hanna was the court of judgement eveqy piece of his

writing had to pass through before being sent to the publisher.

Flanna however does not remain the passive recipient of Michael's neediness.

Fouryears later she writea him a note - as if she had been writing to him foryears;

by getting the books frorn the prison library and trying to follow along to his tapes

she had taught herself to read and write. Her first note is a complim entaqyr

comment on his writing;

Ki4 the laet ctory war eepecially nice. Than}, you. f:Lanna. (p. 1gS)

Michael is delighted but then as we have come to learn to be so grpical of him

feels that she has learned too late, or perhaps not;

Or ir t'here no such thingas 'too late'? and ir late'alwqre bet€r than 'never? I dont lcrow. fu. l8Z)

She writes to him frequently and delights him with the freshness of her

words, but lze ncvcr s'ritu ba.ck, He is Daa Vorhacr and needs to read aloud. By not

acknowledging her writing he is never ber reaAer.

The book begins concluding. Hanna's plea for clemency looks as though it
will soon be granted and the prison asks Michael, as her only contact known to
them, to visit and to make some arrangements for her in the outside. He makes

:Lrrangements, finding her a flat and some employment, but he puts off the visit.
'W'hen the Governor finally calls a week before she is released he knows he must go.

The visit is a disaster. It is one o[ the saddest moments in the book, told in

Michael's words as he is the narrator, a position of power and in this case also

penance, but it is Hanna who is being heard. All Michael could notice was how ill-
fitting her clothes were and how she smelled like an old woman. How DO old
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women smell? 'Were there no boutiques in the prison? Michael is incapable of
meeting Hanna human to human.

She sees all this in his face;

I eaw the expectation in her &ce, raw it light 
"p with joy when ehe recognired me, watched her eyer

tcirn my fece ss I approached, gaw them eeek, inquire, then looL uncertain and hurt, and caw the ligf,t
go out of her frce. G. 194)

He goes to pick her up a week later, but early the morning of her release she

hanged herself in her cell. The warden takes hirn to see her cell and there he sees

her small libraqy' The libraqy included lihrature of both the victims and of the

perpetrators of the war crimes, po€rns (mainly about the delight and theyearning

for nature), articles and recipes, and newspaper stories about Michael.

There was a tea cad{y with a note. It had instructions for some mon€y to b" go"o to the &ughter who

had survivcd the burning chu-nchl and a brief meesage to Micbael;

rAnd tell him I said hcllo'. (p. 206)

Needless to say, the daughter will not accept the money - she does keep the caddy

it came in as she had had one like it stolen Fom her in the camps - but turns back to

Michael to ask where he suggests the money should go;

'For illitereter who went to learn to read and write. Therc must bc oongoEt oqganirationr,

foundationr, eocjetieeyou could give t{e monry to.,

' f'rr sure there are,' She thought about it.
' Are tlrere orreaponding Jewish organieationo?,

'You cen depcnd on it, if therne 8re orgenisations for romahinp then tbere are Jewish

organicatione for it. Illiteracy, it har to be admitte4 ic hardly a Jewieh problem. (p. 215)
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Illiteracy; Harrna and Michael

Tlaemca

Dat Vorlcacr, Thc Rza?er, is not about literacy. It is about the

shifting complexities of moral issues that continue in the wake of
World War II in Germany. Within this there will be panerns

and allocations of literacy development or responsiveness across

individuals and groups, as there will be patterns and allocations

of many other qualities and attributes. Any of these may be forefronted, lifted out,

in a move much like metonymy, and used to represent and s;rmbolise the whole.

SchlinL is not direcdy exploring the causal role of illiteracy in the establishment and

running of concentration camps but he is proffering literacy;rs a space for the plot

to occupy and for meanings to develop; and it proves to be an extraordinarily fertile

sPace.

First of all it adds mystery and suspense for the whole first half of the book. It
is as if Hanna the character and Schlink the author work in tandem to conceal her

inabiliry to read and write yet have reading happening in the form of Daa Vorlzder.

The clues to her illiteracy tend to be in how Hanna Gels and reacts to events.

AIso, the introduction of illiteracy' changes the moral status of Hanna's w:rr

crimes, producing a rather more complex ethical situation - Hanna turns From

being clearly and demonstrably an agent of violence to being also a social victim 
.):,ri



burdened with this debilitating secret that can trace some of its origins to an

inadequate education system. It is a shift in culpability.

Literacy is like the dance (loor upon which Hanna and Michael move

together through the book, through their lives, a,s an embracing couple, the move of
one affecting the move of the other, held together by ?at Vorlzaer,the welding

together of speaking and reading. The usual natural coupling of sexual opposites to

form dance Partners deepens:rs many other opposites, beginning with the literate

/illiterate, well up, and these opposite characteristics where Michael is one pole and

Hanna the other become a very typical literate /illiterate profile;

Hanns - old, poor, no family, guilry, imprisoned, working class, violent, healthy

Michael = /oungr wealthy, family, innocent, free, middle class, passive, sickly.

Both Hanna and Michael are finely sketched contrasting studies in literacy

responsiveness. To investigate the meaning of literacy we could think we should

turn first and foremost to Michael, as it makes some sense to look at the place of
literacy by investigating its highest and most valued achievements, and Michael is

indeed a high achievement. He is the'main'character, and the nanrator, so we have

abundant access to his activities, and the logics which infuse his Me. His literacy

credentials are exemplaqy. He even writa books, a higher level of literacy

achievement than merely reading them, thus is amongst the literacy elite in that

there must be many more readers than authors. He is a legal historian, and both the

law and hisbry are examples of richly-worded and word-reliant disciplines

exhibiting literacy at pinnacles of esoteric expressionism, of functional maturity and

social necessiqr. He is extremely well read in the classics, needless to say, and

m:Lnages his social existence with some ease. All this is said in the text.

He is also fraught That his predilection for multitudinous

intellectualisations, fractured guilts and fragmented dilemmas can be laid at the feet
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of his highly developed literacy is certainly a feasible h;rpothesis - and has the

potential to hint at limits, of a kind, around the advantages high degrees of literacy

can eventually deliver. This line of investigation might lead to the meaning of
literacy and its potential to create a life too symbolic.

But compared to what is to be had from Hanna's his is a bloodless line. It is
her illiterary that captures the imagination. She does not technically occupy cenrre

stage in the boolt but it is she who takes our breath awal, who lives and dies with
ht8h j"y and deep tragedy, who seemed to miss out, but arrives too late. Literacy

has had enormous effect on both their lives. However, the diffuse worthiness of
Michael's high literacy does not seem to have the sarne power to reveal, to us at

this point and at this hour, that Hanna's endlessly repeating shame and struggle,

pride and Fear has. Because it has such a sharp hitting focus, Hanna's illiteracy

may reveal more about the meaning of literacy than Micha.el's literacy. Hanna's

eventual literacy of the human condition, in the end, may reveal more about

essential literary than the drained baroque of Michael's ultraJiteracy - or what

ever essential literacy he reaches (as in writing Hanna's story) is achieved only

through his association with her.

Hanna's route takes us deep into the heart of literacy directly and forcefully,

drawing up unambiguous and highly charged emotions that would seem to signal a

critical point has been approached. This route is through a particular form of
illiterary that seems to lay bare people's souls and sense of self, and that also seems

to fuel a highly energised and socially committed problematic, that of eradicating

illiterary.

When one considers, illitcraq must already be in a general sense the question

o[learning to read and write, given that one thing calls its opposite into question.

But there is more to it than this. In many circumstances, such as Hanna's, it is a

serious problem being illiterate. So it prese nts itaef within itself as a problematic in

this quite straightforward wayyet with such force that it begins to be a larger
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driving force for literacy itself, for becoming literate. Literacy learning becomes to

be about eradicating illiteracy rather than achieving literacy - or, because illiteracy
is so much to be avoided it strongly informs the practices oF becoming literate. Thus

it would seem that any attempt to ask the question of learning to read and write
some attention must be given to the set of states collectively known as 'what it is to
not learn to read and write'.

The illiteracy we are talking about here is of a particular species. It is not

merely the neutral opposite of learning to read and write but some permutation of it.
It is a kind of illiteracy identified as 'illitera.cy-in-the-midst-ofJiteracy' and in

particular'illiteracy-in-the-face-of-literaryJearning'. It is rather thefaihre to learn

to read and write than the non-learning to read and write. Other forms of illiteracy

can possibly be teased out, such as non-literacy, where there has been no att€mpt to

learn or a-literary where literacy is not a possibility rttd pre-literacy, which is the

non-literacy that exists prior to learning to read and write. But it is this identified

faihre to learn to read and write despite effort on someone's part that produces

extraordinarlr strong feelings and throws into relief, perhaps, the impact of literary
learning on human being. There is a spontaneous visceral intensiql to the feelings

that are often reported around the issue of illiteracy that, if genuine, would tag it as

a question with potential to reveal something interesting, something interesting

about the relationship between learning literacy and the meaning and goals of the

human being-there. This is particularly so when the social expectation, encoded

into law and common practic e, is uniperaal literary s'ithin compubory ehucation, It is this

expectation that has caused this form of illiteracy and thus much of Hannah's

disress.

The dominating question is why are these feelings aroused and with such

strength, merely because some people cannot master a particular complex

motor/cognitive task.
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A Scicntdit sttfu
Yet one might object that it is merely a novel, merely fiction and not really a

'true'picture of what happens in people's lives. Do people really behave like that?

Could that really happen? Scientific methods and writings, on the other hand, deal

with just these issues of veraciEr, and with their built-in discourses of doubt and

self-critical analyses would give better raw material for us to work on. Possibly.

But we have seen already the contestability of the tertn rscientific'. Furt"hermore,

novels do not have the 'calculative'background of scientific studies. Heidegger

suggests in the memorial address that the power of calculative thinking is that it
gives us more and more technological power, but this can threaten to dominate, and

science is implicated in this quest for control and power. In comparison a novel

freewheels, offering unprovable possibilities to be pondered and contemplated.

In many ways the novel resembles a'ca^se study'in scientific methodology.

They are inherently on the sarne continuum. It is a period of life, a description of a

sequence of life activity, a c:rse study of individuals. However the novel has the big

advantage of being able to artificially construct much more of long full-length

picture of any individual, in a way that would be exhaustive in real life yet is needed

to gain a full sense of what that person is. It seems an inescapable fact that human

sciences are limited by their methods.

In his article in Harvard Educational Review, May 198b, (ln1eratanhitE

Rea?ing Dilatility: A caae stuly Approacb Peter H. Johnston stat€s;

Eryloyit g Vygaky't (197E) pcapcaioc on py&tryiat I oill aryuc tht an utAciltanil&q d
rcaAingfailutc earuut h gairr0 tlruugblragt r.ntA aaaly*t of tb qed d nd,au iatatd natal aaz ut o!
t:k untat of t:kir ruial at0 motiutional cnoircnmcnt at0 anteuilcnu, Rat&r, a u*ful at&c:ttatAbq u,ilt

only anergc fiin aa intcgfttA aamination ol t* rynitit'c, Sccti*, aai{ afi prtaut bfutory of th
lcane, (p.155)
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According to Johnston, 'an integrated examination of the cognitive, affective, social

and personal history', is required. This is very much the same as the history a novel

might give of a Person - it is what novels do. Johnson is himself aware of this

contradiction. The difficulty for the case study is that having to remain within or

close to the publicly verifiable facts puts some limits on the breadth of investigation,

and therefore on the explanation that can be given. A researcher has only so much

time, and can only exPect a limited amount of cooperation, or to invade personal

privacy just so much. Nonetheless using the more formalised language of
psychologt the consequences of illiteracy, or partial literary when described in

human science studies do resemble closely those written into the character of
Hanna- Here are some further excerpts from Johnston, beginning witl the

abstract;

U"i"g trtrec compeUing qreth&ie4 Petcr Jobnaton aaninu ttre pyetrological at0 aocial

?cterminantt of rea2ing failare -factora tbat befeth bauc bcen gcncrally oecrhokA in
maintbran roAing th*ry, E$enth,e vcrtal rcportt by &" tbre ma.h padiciganta dhcr
tbc effcctt ttrat anriztV, nala2aptivc firategict, @r{bd.ng motipet at0 cautal aaributiont
bane on rroAing abihly.

These are the words of an adult disabled reader and his wife:

Mrs Wilson: I ceo remember ooe nigbt our tben little girl, who'g now r teenrgcr - we were teking
her to tbe cmergency room ... OK ... on the wry to tbe emergeucy room, tbough - g sick es she

wec - che wrr rerding the billboerdr to bim, srying differeot tblogs.'t)b Drddy, look et' rnd go on

end so forth. Aod when we got ber siturted thrt oight rnd crme bome, be seid, .You know I crnnot
believe tbrt thh little tint gnder crn reed words off those bi[boerds end f cen'l' And he gaid to

mer'Ifow em I going to erplein thet to ber when sbe comes home end sryg .Drddy whlt't tbic?'

l\l r' \\'ilsorr: Aod I wes totelly ... I never ... rnd ittr only hrppened to me ooee. I wrr Jedour of my

own child -. jeelouc co brd thrt I wu ... reelly felt it ... in my whole life- Tbc Jedoury thrt I felt for
ber ... end of cource it w.s over in r oecood, but... (p. 153)

Johnston goes on;
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Adulte who sre not literate are pa.infull5r aware that they are coneidered inadequate. Bill, Jack, and

Charlie each Brid th.t if pcoplc learned about hie reading probleme r:hey would thi.L of him ae *upid.

ft,.169)

And gives this description

In general, JscL, Bill and Charlie took a preventative approach to the problem, which involved

systematicaly excluding print Fom t'heir livee. The goal of their behaviour waa never to bc canrgf,t in a

gituation in which they nright bc expecced to read. Thir meant avoiding print at all coate in any

potentially soci8.l gitu.tion. ... O. 160)

In my view, the effect of anxiety in reading difEculty cannot be over estimste4 although its cirqdar

caural properties ere difficult to demonctrate. Charlie, the mogt rverely disabled of the three

discureed, ie a very 6t and heelthy forcy-threeyear old utro had been taki.g medication for high blood

pre8sure since he was thirt5r two My 6t* eession with hinr ir illuctretive. Hie wife hcd msde the initid

contact to him to see me, I wag to meet him at an appoirrted place. He arrived ten minutes ear!, left,

and called hig wife to tell her I had not shown up. When we later met, his anxiety war apparent in

ways. \tr/hen I geve him the preprimer word ligt from the Analytical Re-ading Inventoqy, ... he could

re.ad only two wordr. He wac Ourhed and wringing hie han& under the table. Iater in the eession,

after come succe$ with word.e like stop, he was able to recognire, one at a time, more of thes€ wor& ...

When aeked to write 'mens'he wrote mem, immediatety ecritSled it out, then wrote me, scribbled that

out even more qui&ly, and then wro'te m, and with trernbling han4 sdrdtdng to r*rviousness, he waa

unable to write any mor'e. Later, after experiencing eome luooei8, he wac able to write this word

unprompted. The next time hic perfornrance deteriorated in thie manner, he noted hig neri'ousn€s snd

indulgpd in extensive eelf-recrimination. Hic wife told me the next &y that he had gone to e bar on hie

wqy home and "got amashcd - he'g never had to ex1rcse himself like that before."(p. 168)

Tlae Qacation

Embarrassment, jealousy, anxiety, avoidance, fr ustration, concealing and isolation

are certainly present in the article, just as they were in the novel, as is the constant

linking of illiteracy with being dumb. Why is this? V/hat is the huge significance of

literacy that to fail to achieve it has such dire results? For all its usefulness, literacy

is merely a learned skill, or more accurately, collection of interwoven skills across

eyes and brain.
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Tlae tfeanin.g o-f Beinq llliterate

Experiencing Il literacy

Heidegger talked about openness, freedom and then concealing. These

are the forces we see at play in Hanna's life. LiterarSr is initially an

'opening'as it creates vast new vistas of manifestness, malcing possible

interactions never before possible. But its limits were there in its creation, even

though with respect to Hanna, they were slow, historically, to surface. She has run

into the issue of 'leamabilit;/, an issue that faces all culfural artefacts. Language, for
instanc€, is only useful if it remains in a form learnable from generation to generation. Such

a force must operate in oral language to ensure it stays within limits. Written language was
not initially meant to be leamed by everyone, and its transition into an expected universal
skill could be expected to place strain on its various features that were not shaped over time
for that purpose.

In the note incident Hanna batdes with the'darkness'into which she is

thrust.

I had left a note on the night table. 'Good morningl Brioging back breaLfast, bc rigbt bacl.,'or wordr
to tfrat effect. When I returned" she was *anding in the room, 6sa1lling with rage and whitc-faced.

'How couldyou go iust like that?

I put down rle breaL&rt tray with the no8e on it and rranted to tale her in qy aml. T{anna.'

'Dont touch me.' She was holding the narrow leather belt that ahe wore around her &ecnl rhe

tooL a rtep bacLwardr and hit me acnors the &ce with it. My lip rplit and I tasted blood. It didnt hurt.
I was honoratnrck. She rwungsgain.

But she didnt hit me. She let her arm fall, &opped the belt, and burgt into tears. I had never

seen her crlr. Her fece loet all itr rhape. Wide-open eyeo, wide-open mouth, eyelidr cwollen after the
'1{ r r



ffrat teare, red blotchee on her cheeks and necl. fler mouth qras mrlring croaking throet5r soun& like
the toneless cry when we made love. She etood thcre looking at me througft the teag.

I chould have trken her in my arms. But I couldnt. I didn't know what to do. At home none of
ur cried liLe thet. We didnt hit, not even with our hands, let alone a leather belt We talLed. But wbat
was f ruppoeed to eay now?

She took two stePs towar& me, beat her ffstr against me, then clung to me. Now I could hold
her. He ahoul&rs trembld ehe Lnocked her forehead agafuEt my cheat. Then che gave a deep rigfi and

snugled into my arma. ...

'What wes the matter? Why didyou get eo angry? \[e were lying side by eide, rc satiated 8nd

content thrt I thought eve5rthing would be deared up now.

'What vns the matter, what war the matter -you alwayc aak such ri$ queetionr. You cant jurt
leave like that.'

'But Ileftyou&uote...'

'Note?'

f eat up. The note waa no longer on the night table wherc I had left it. I got to my feet, and

searched next to the night teble, and underneath, and under the bed and in it. I couldnt ffld it. 'I don't
underetand- I wroteyou a note ca;ring I was going to get breekfart and t'd be rigtrt bacl.'

You did? I dont eee any note.'

You dont believe me?'

'I'd love to believeyou. But I don't :ee any note.,

We didnt go on Gghting. Had a gurt of wind come and talen the note and carried it away to
God knows where? tlad it all been a migunderetanding, her fury, r1y eplit lip, her wounded face, my
helpleeane,se?

Should I have gone on searching, for the note, for the cauce of llanna'e fiury, for the rource ofmy
helpleecneeo? T.ead me Bomething, kidl' She cuddled up to mc and I picked up Eichendorffc ilIemoir of
a C'ood-for'Nothing and continued from where I left off. ... Again, Ilanna followed eveqrthing ea$rly,
She liked the scattering of poems. She liked the diegu.isea, t{re mix-qre, the eomplicrtionr and the
pureuito which the hero gete tangled up in ltaly. (pp. 52-tr)

'We are seeing here the kind of shapes and patterns of response illiterary takes

within the emotional life of a human being. Several faces emerge. It begins with

the face of rage. The rage, perhaps, of loneliness and being abandoned. With a

desperate tragic irony, it appears at that point when even the person closest to you

and with whom communication is most complete still belongs with the others, and

inhabits this radically different territory of intercourse, Elcross an uncrossable divide

that is in some sense ofyour own making. The rage at there being a dividing power



stronger than even the strongest of uni$ring power, the power of love. The rage at

being tricked into showing emotions that cannot be explained because they arise

from your untellable secret. The rage of the trapped, the hopeless.

Then, there is a withdrawal (Don't touch me) that bitrcrly accepts and asserts

this uncrossable distance between the literate and the rest and that moclcs the weak

well-meaning attempts that pretend to comfort. Face and accept the alienation, and

do not try to mitigate, ameliorate or negotiate.

The face of aggression emerges with a hitting out, which is like a heavy-

handed impact-language attempting to regain communication through pain.

Dropping down below the lucid searchlight scan of the intellect into rhe dark and

forcing the other to tal<e notice ofyour humaniqr. It is an atrempt to reuni$r, to get

back to a common place - I can hurtyou, you are like me.

Then, she goes weak and surrenders, and this contorts her face and malces

her loolc like the ugly distorted human being illiteracy of this kind can makeyou feel

as though you are. Communication is now through primitive involuntar;r grunts of
the ltind born from the most powerfrrl most necessar;ryet most inarticulate of
forces, sex. But this works. Crcmfort is required, protestingly but with the touch of
forehead to chest, brain to heart, and one human being can again recognise another

through these essential body locarions, and the abject isolation of non-

communication is forced to retreat. Normal things reappe:rr and reassert an

everydaSrness, such as food, (breakfast) ."d the tasks of being a daily person,

cleanliness.

With rationaliqr restored Michael is on home territory and begins to seelr

reasons. With this comes rationalisation, t}e construction of feeble feasible stories

which make possible the lies -the lies about the note which Hanna may have seen

but not as a piece of information, more as a taunt and evidence that she would never

find love. Her lie, if it is a lie, is truer than the conventional truth because although

she did know there w:ls a note to her notes do not exist.
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Redemption, resolution completes the canvas as Hanna gets Micha.el to read

to her and this brings to the surface the final irony that undergirds the whole booL.

This is the fagedy of this story. Hanna initiates and partat<es voluntarily with
passion and insight in an act that requires being fully human and fully a language

user, n;unely the act of understanding the narratives of our lives. She has always

been able to do this. Micha.el can read but is not the human being Hanna is.

Reading, the 'mere act', is conquered as it is no longer identified by its one visible

part (synedoche), no longer conflated with its with its performance aspects - a

s;rndrome we can niune as \Wittgenstein's disorder'- and its power to arbitrate

human being dissipated. Instead it is made to serve. This is a vicrory, but it is
tenuous and tiring and damaging.

It is one hypothesis of this thesis that once a symbolic system is got about,

such as language, then things not being what they are but what they have attributed

to them becomes common place. That is what a symbol is - some perceivable thing

that must not be looked at for what it is in itself (like a table) but looked at for what

it signals.

Tlae Fina.l Claapter; Tbe lVriter
In the end, it is Hanna's writing that is neglected, and in the end this may be where

we would need to go next it we were not coming to the end of this study. In the

final chapter of Tbe Rca?er, it is writing rather than reading that comes to the [ore.

So very much neglected in the scheme of literacy at every level, and not subject to

the same social laws as reading, its importance is muted and its nature glossed over.

As a theme writing was suppressed throughout the whole first half of the book - as

it can so easily be in any discussion on literacy. It is can never be absent because all

that is read must have been written, but partly because its work is done by the time

one comes to read and also because the author of any text is only partly visible in

the text itself, it is readily ignored, forgotten, lightly sidestepped or clumsily
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muzzled' Besides, one author serves many readers. But is that so - or is that very
much the result of the dominance of the publishing indusry? Wherein lies the

truth about writing, from the first handprint onwards?

It slowly emerges in the later part of the Tbe Rca?er - l) with the stories

(prose) Michael wrote and sent to Hanna on tape, and 2) with Hanna's (poeqy)

writings to him and to herself, to end up in the dominant and I would argue more

human position.

With Hanna dead, Michael c:ln no longer be Dad Vorlcaerfor there is now no

listener' The new role is to write the story of himself and Hanna, which he does

many times over in his head, taking ten years to get to the right sto{y. Why did he

write the story? To be free of it, even if that is impossible, says Michael. Just as the

Ancient Mariner clung to the wrist of the hapless wedding guest with his crag&f

arm till his tale of crime and redemption was through. To be free of it. Because all

journeys end where they began.

But the story, in as far as it is about literacy, has worked its way through a

sequence of increasing control for Micha.el and Hanna;

a rca?iryllittening to school-chosen refis from the canon, then widening out

to ...

b. rea?itE/titbning to EreeIy chosen more broadly based books; then the move

to the role of a contributor rather than a user of the written corpus, ie to ...

c, u'riting, he his own booLs, she her own poet{F and finishing with ...

- for Michael one of literacy's final and most original purposes which is to

document/record human lives, by writing the story of someone else,

lri'



- Hanna, becoming her servant or prophef lifting her out of the confines of
her real-time existence into the flow of humanity;

- for Hanna, the gifting of a life worth writing about, as she more than

most knew that as important as the words and letters are, it is the human

story that is the heart of literacy.

Writing must precede reading to bring it onto existence, and here we see that

writing must follow reading, :ls an exorcism. Literacy's final strength and 6nal

message, writing, must also be its first. It is at this point that Hanna and Michael

find rhJrthm. At last they dance in unison their parts in perfect time.

And it ig the contradictionr and unertainties that sit liLe left over coffee grounde in our mind- Therc are tfie
thoughts that we have not go't to dre bottom of, euch e.c how languag€ holds ur captive and how r:he bulk of our
cognitive activity ie jurt below tlre gurface of our cpneciousnesa, where it har to remain to be frrnctional, bat
where it is not aeeeeible to critique.

Tb q.Qtion of lczrnhg to t'.aA art rlrit - an ambitiouc topic rather too anbitiourly undertaken But to

become litorate, for all that it is norv co ceemingly every&y, i: still in our re0ective min& an

achievement of great cuttural worth.

RcaAit g - we remain quietly impreeeed by the cleverneea and complexity of the ta+lr and take proud

pleasure from the gweet hum of the cognitive machinery when eveqrthing ic wor&ing nrcll in ito place.

Vrilit c' it ir both the beginning and the en4 the more indusive ooncept end poceibly tho moct original,

bringing much greater joyc and much harder quertiom.

End
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